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Abstract 

Togaku (or tang yue in Chinese) is a genre of gagaku. The music of togaku, 

together with a related body of music theory, was imported into Japan from China 

between the seventh and ninth centuries. While the tradition of togaku continued 

strongly through to the end of the Heian period (794-1192), in the centuries that 

followed, significant changes began to affect both the melodies and the modality 

of togaku pieces. In the early fifteenth century, civil wars nearly brought about the 

complete destruction of the tradition (Nelson 1990:269). A large-scale 

reconstruction and standardization of gagaku was carried out shortly after the 

Meiji Restoration in Japan ( 1868). The notations and the versions of togaku pieces 

that were developed in the Meiji period (1868-1912) remain the basis for 

present-day performances. 

In modern practice, togaku pieces are classified into two groups: ryo and 

ritsu. This thesis will investigate the transformation and development of the 

modes in the ritsu group-oshikichO I huang zhong diao, banshikichO I pan she diao 

and hyojo I ping diao-between the Chinese Tang-period and the present. It will 

examine early Chi'nese historical and musical treatises in order to clarify the 

structures of these modes in China prior to their importation to Japan. It will then 

focus on the oshikichO I huang zhong diao, banshikichO I pan she diao and hyojo I 

ping diao modal group pieces recorded in Japanese scores compiled between the 

mid-eighth and mid-fourteenth centuries. It will show that while Tang modal 

practice was quite well preserved in the Heian period, significant changes began 



to occur from the late thirteenth century on. 

The music that resulted from the Meiji-period reconstruction and 

standardization is very different from that of the Heian period and the centuries 

that immediately followed. Today the lute and the mouth-organ are the only 

instruments that carry the historical melodies, albeit in forms that render them 

inaudible in modern performances. Through analysis of the new melodies and 

associated modal practices carried by the zither, double-reed pipe and flute today, 

and through comparison of these with earlier practices recorded in historical 

sources, I will show how the ritsu modes of modern togaku have developed their 

present form. 
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Convention for writing English, Japanese and Chinese 

This thesis includes many Japanese and Chinese terms and every effort has 

been made to standardize the usage of non-European languages. The general 

guidelines are as follows: 

I. The system used for the romanization of Japanese is the modified Hepburn 

system. Because Finale 2004 for Mac does not allow me to insert a macron 

(-) in music files, I will use a circumflex (A) rather than a macron, for 

example, t6gaku rather than togaku. Diacritical marks will not, however, be 

added to common words such as 'Tokyo' unless they are used with other 

romanized Japanese words, for example, Tokyo Geijutsu Daigaku. 

2. The system used for the romanization of Chinese is the Pinyin system. 

3. While the romanization for each Chinese character is separated by a space, 

the romanized Japanese characters will be grouped together according to 

their meanings. Furthermore, terms that are commonly used in both Japan 

and China will be romanized in both Japanese and Chinese, with the 

Japanese romanization coming first and the Chinese second, for example, 

6shikich6 I huang zhang diao. 

4. Chinese characters and Japanese kanji will be shown in the Glossary. 

Chinese characters are written in their traditional rather than their simplified 

versiOn. 

5. The use of hyphens within romanized words is in general avoided. Hyphens 
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will, however, be used in Chinese names in order to show the surname and 

the given name, for example, Chen Ying-shi. 

6. Proper nouns (such as names of places, people, time periods, universities, 

archives, libraries etc.) are capitalized but not italicized, for example, Tang, 

Heian, Minamoto no Hiromasa, Kunaicho Shoryobu etc. 

7. Common nouns in non-European languages are italicized, for example, 

t6gaku, gagaku, huang zhang etc. 

8. Titles of books are italicized, but except for the first word and proper nouns, 

not capitalized, for example, Nihon ongaku daijiten, Sui shu, Music from the 

Tang court etc. 

9. Titles of articles and unpublished thesis are placed within double quotation 

marks, for example, "The Kugumiyamalai inscription: a source of early 

Indian music in notation", "Dun huang pi pa pu du ji", "Hakuga no fuefu 

kaidai" etc. 

10. Titles of Chinese books, monographs and audio-visual materials are placed 

within double chevrons, for example, frfiillHmiilllll} . 

II. Titles of Chinese articles are placed within single chevrons, for example, 

(.liiil$!/::t'l!illl !li¥1!£f;!;/E5.Y;) . 

12. Titles of Japanese books, monographs and audio-visual materials are placed 

within the Japanese niju kakko, for example, WJEl!;f!;\;V':>~llliJ . 

13. Titles of Japanese articles are placed within the Japanese kagi kakko, for 

example, ry;'J', 'fl'li:ll!f{~V':> ~~-r'l~!IV':>f!ifiiJ',;I;: J; Q J . 

14. English translations of non-European titles and the like are placed within 
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square brackets, for example, Sui tang yan yue diao yan jiu [A study of 

modes in the Sui and Tang periods]. 

IS. Titles of pieces of music are placed within the Japanese kagi kakko, for 

example, r ~BJl9iiiJ . The romanized form is placed within double quotation 

marks, italicized and capitalized, for example, "Someiraku". 
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Chronology of historical periods for Japan and China 

Japan China 
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Sui period A.D. 581-618 
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Five Dynasties and 
Ten Kingdoms 

A.D. 907-960 
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Muromachi period A.D. 1392-1568 

Momoyama period A.D. 1568-1603 

Edo period A.D. 1603-1868 
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Meiji period A.D. 1868-1912 
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Introduction 

I. Historical background 

Togaku (Tang music) is one of the genres of gagaku' currently performed in 

Japan. It derives from the Chinese banquet and entertainment music (or yan yue in 

Chinese )2 that was imported into Japan between the seventh and ninth centuries, 

and also includes music composed by the Japanese during the Nara (71 0-794) and 

Heian (794-1192) periods in imitation of Chinese entertainment music. 

The tradition of togaku remained relatively strong between the seventh and the 

early fifteenth centuries in Japan, despite the fact that during this period there were 

various changes in both music and theory. A series of civil wars that rocked Japan 

from the middle of the fifteenth century, however, brought about the almost 

complete destruction of the culture of the imperial court in Kyoto (Nelson 

1990:269) and as a consequence, the performance of togaku began to decline. While 

togaku was rarely performed at the court during the time of these civil wars, some 

togaku music and dances were preserved as an element of ritual ceremony in 

Buddhist temples (Nelson 1990:269). Without the continuing performances in the 

1 The Chinese reading of gagaku is ya yue, which refers to the music of the Confucian ritual. This 

repertory was, however, never adopted by the Japanese. In the Heian period, gagaku represented 

various types of imported and indigenous music performed at the court and Buddhist temples. As a 

result, the Japanese usage of gagaku is. in a sense. a misnomer (Nelson 1990:271 ). 

' Su yue is also used to refer to the entertainment music of China (sec Cheung 1970). In order to 

avoid confusion, I will use only the term yan yue in this thesis. 



Buddhist temples, this tradition might well have suffered complete extinction 

(Nelson 1990:269). 

The return of peace and the development of the system of sanbo gakunin 

(literally 'musicians of the three directions') at the end of the sixteenth century 

facilitated, to a certain extent, the performance of togaku in Japan. Sanb6 gakunin 

refers to the gagaku musicians of the Shintennoji (the Shitenno Temple) in Osaka, 

the gagaku musicians of the Kofukuji (the Kofuku Temple) in Nara and the gagaku 

performers who resettled in Kyoto after the long period of civil wars. 

Garno Mitsuko has shown, however, that there are many differences between 

the music and the tablature-notations of the three traditions that made up the sanbo 

gakunin (Garno 1976). We might, therefore, expect that the musicians of each 

sanbo gakunin tradition had only limited connections with musicians of the other 

traditions, and that they performed their music and dances according to their own 

practices. 

Furthermore, because the Tenno (emperor) and court nobles failed to regain 

position of authority after the civil wars (Nelson 1990:268), it is likely that some 

performance traditions never returned to their earlier glory. The earlier performance 

tradition of the string instruments, for example, appears to have been lost at this 

time (Nelson 1990:268). 

A large-scale reconciliation and standardization of gagaku was carried out 

shortly after the Meiji Restoration in Japan (1868). One of the main objectives of 

the Meiji government was to restore the power and the authority of the emperor. 

The standardization of gagaku, which represents the music of the imperial court, 
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was part of this restoration. Musicians of the sanbO gakunin were brought to Tokyo 

and ordered to work towards the reconciliation of the differences between their 

gagaku traditions (Nelson 1990:268) and this led to an abandonment of a large 

number of pieces. Standard part scores that reorganized and standardized the 

tradition were compiled in 1876 and 1888 (Nelson 1990:268). This collection of 

gagaku scores, which also forms the basis of the present-day gagaku performance, 

is known as Meiji senteifu (see also Chapter Three). 

II. A definition of 'mode' 

This thesis concerns the study of modes. According to the New Grove 

Dictionary of Music and Musicians (second edition), in western music theory 

'mode' is a term with three main applications and all are connected with the 

meanings of modus ('measure', 'standard', 'manner' and 'way') in Latin. These 

three applications are: a) the relationship between the note values tonga and brevis 

in late medieval notation; b) the intervals of early medieval theory; and c) a concept 

involving scale type and melody type (Sadie ed. 2001 Vol. 16:775). In this thesis, 

however, 'mode' refers to a common theoretical concept applied to both Japanese 

and Chinese music, which is called ch6 (sometimes in its voiced sound 'j6') in 

Japan but diao in China. Mostly importantly, it involves mainly scalar aspects: the 

internal relationships of the notes in a scale or in a modal species formed by 

combining the twelve-note fixed-pitch system and the seven scale-degree system 

(see Chapter Two). 
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Chinese and Japanese music share a similar theoretical concept of 'mode' since 

it is the ancient Chinese modal theory that forms the basis of the modal system in 

many repertories of Japanese music, for example, gagaku and sh6my6 (Buddhist 

chants). In examining the 'modal practice'3 and 'tonality'4 of the historical togaku 

melodies, I concentrate on the predominance, position, usage and interrelation of 

the notes. These include the study of the extent to which the notes of a melody 

correspond to the notes found in the theoretical scale; 5 the examination of 

important notes-primarily the tonic and the fifth degree-and their roles in 

significant cadences; the use of ornaments in the melody, the positions of the 

relatively unimportant auxiliary notes (see Chapter Two) and their relationship to 

the prominent notes; and the frequency of occurrence of each note in a melody. 

The results of the examination of the modal practice of the historical melodies 

will form the basis for the study of modern modal practice. In addition, because 

there has been an increase in the reliance on oral transmission in modern 

performance (see below), I will show how oral transmission has significantly 

affected the tonality of the modern pieces. It seems likely, moreover, that some 

recurring melodic formulae of the modern flute and double-reed pipe melodies are 

'modally significant' (see Chapters Five to Eight). In this thesis, the terms 'modally 

' • Modal practice' generally means how the notes of a mode arc applied in a melody. 
4 'Tonality' refers to the orientation of melodies towards the tonic pitch class (Sadie ed. 2001, Vol. 

25:583). 
5 Scale is a sequence of notes in ascending or descending order of pitch. It has to be a sequence that 

is long enough to define unambiguously a mode, and that begins and ends on the fundamental note 

of the mode (Sadie ed. 2001 Vo1.22:366). 
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significant' and 'non-modally significant' will be used to indicate whether a 

musical element can assist listeners in identifying the mode or the modal category 

(see below) of a melody. 

III. Objectives 

The objectives of this thesis are: first, to explore the relationship between the 

modes used in Chinese Tang entertainment music and those used in Japanese 

togaku of the Heian period; secondly, to study the historical development of togaku 

pieces from the Heian period to the present-day; and thirdly, to show how the modal 

practice of togaku was transformed over the past 1200 years. Modern togaku pieces 

are categorized into two groups according to their theoretical modal structures, 

namely the ryo group, the scales of which have the theoretical structure TTSTTST
6 

and the ritsu group, the scales of which have the theoretical structure TSTTTST. As 

will be shown in Chapters Six, Seven and Eight of this thesis, most of the 

instrumental parts of a modern togaku piece do not adhere to these two structures. 

The ryo group includes pieces from the modal categories (see below) of 

ichikotsuchO I yi yue diao, taishikichO I da shi diao and soja I shuang diao whereas 

the ritsu group includes pieces from the modal categories of oshikichO I huang 

zhang diao, banshikichO I pan she diao and hyojo I ping diao. Although it has been 

suggested in the previous section that '-chO' in Japanese music and '-diao' in 

6 'T' refers to the interval of a tone and'S' represents a semi tone. 
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Chinese music fundamentally correspond to the musical term 'mode', in discussing 

and translating these six particular 'chO I diao' of togaku, 7 the term 'modal 

category' or 'modal group' will be preferred. The reason is that in Japanese togaku, 

each 'cho I diao' may contain several modes that are confined to the same tonic 

pitch class, that is, are in the same key." 

In this thesis, I concentrate on the togaku pieces of the ritsu group-that is, 

pieces from the modal categories of oshikichO I huang zhang diao, banshikichO I pan 

she diao and hyojo I ping diao. Furthermore, while some modern togaku pieces can 

be performed in both kangen (instrumental) and bugaku (dance music) styles, my 

examination is confined to the kangen version. 

IV. Methodology 

In order to understand the relationship between the modes used in Chinese 

Tang yan yue and the modes used in Japanese Heian togaku, we must first clarify 

the structures of the Chinese modes. The modes of yan yue are clearly elucidated in 

numerous Chinese historical treatises. In this thesis, I rely on seven important 

historical treatises in order to establish the structures of the yan yue modes. These 

are Song shu [rhe book of the Song Dynasty in the Nanbei period (420-589)] (c. 

494), lin shu [The book of the Jin Dynasty (265-420)] (c. 649), Sui shu [The book 

7 In modern performance, these six 'chO I diao' are called the tOgaku rokuchOshi (the six modal 

categories of togaku). 

H See Chapter Six for examples. 
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of the Sui (581-618) Dynasty] (c. 630), Yue fu za lu [Miscellaneous records of the 

yue fu music school/office] (late ninth century), Tang hui yao [Governmental 

establishments of the Tang Dynasty] (c. %I), X in tang shu [The new book of the 

Tang Dynasty] (1060), and Bu hi tan [Supplementary notes of Meng xi bi tan] (c. 

1095).9 The sources of these treatises will be discussed in Chapter Two of this 

thesis. 

There is one surviving Chinese score-Dun huang pi pa pu (c. 933)-that records 

Tang yan yue in tablature-notation for the four-stringed lute. This score will not, 

however, be examined in this thesis. 10 Dun huang pi pa pu does not include any 

explanation of the modes and tunings for the pieces, and there are also uncertainties 

surrounding many signs in this score. For example, some scholars suggest that the 

dots that are written to the right of each notational column represent metrical signs 

(Chen 2005:51-69) whereas some consider that these dots only indicate the 

plucking direction of the lute plectrum (Hayashi 1969f:217). 11 Without a fuller 

understanding of the metrical and rhythmic implications in this score than exists at 

present, it is impossible to accurately transcribe the pieces and hence investigate 

their modal practice. 

In Japan, however, numerous musical scores, which record in tablature the 

4 Where possible, my translations of the titles of the Chinese treatises follow Zhou Qin-ru's 

translations used in Chen Ying-shi's article "Fundamental theories of Chinese traditional music in 

ancient writings" (Chen 1999). 

'"This score is now preserved in the Bibliotheque Nationale in France (P. 3539. P. 3719 and P. 

3808). 
11 Steven Nelson also believes that the dots in Tang and early Heian lute scores indicate the 

directions of plucking (see also Part I of Chapter Four). 
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Chinese and other repertories played at the Japanese court, survive from as early as 

the mid-eighth century (Marett 2001a:855). While the tablature-signs of these 

historical scores do not indicate pitches but finger-positions on an instrument (see 

also Chapter Four), historical research into music scores and treatises allows us to 

be reasonably certain about the pitches that were produced with these fingerings. 

Firstly, the tablature-notations of the four-stringed lute and seventeen-piped 

mouth-organ scores are fairly unambiguous with regard to pitch. 12 In the case of the 

lute, each open string or fret-position generates only one pitch in each form of a 

tuning, which is always clearly explained in the score: in the case of the 

mouth-organ, each pipe produces only a single pitch. Secondly, although the 

tablature-signs of some instruments, such as those for the transverse flute and 

double-reed pipe, may signify more than one pitches, there is no evident that before 

the fifteenth century the tablature-signs of these instruments indicated pitches that 

did not correspond to those of the diatonic forms of the modes encountered in other 

instruments. It is, therefore, possible to ascertain the pitches of the tablature-signs in 

such scores by reference to the structure of the togaku modes and through 

comparison with versions in scores for other instruments. 13 Some historical scores, 

such as Sango yoroku and Jinchi yoroku (see below), include clear illustrations of 

the togaku modes contemporary with the pieces recorded in the scores. 14 Moreover, 

1 ~ See below for the details of the scores selected for investigation in this thesis. 

13 See Chapter Four for examples. 

" Although some Japanese musical and historical treatises, such as Kyokunshb ( 1233). also include 

discussions of modes, it is usually the description in the scores that provide the clearest elucidation 

of the modal structures. In Jinchi ybroku and Sango yOroku, for example, the compiler, Fujiwara no 
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because the Cambridge Tang Music Project research group has already 

demonstrated that the t6gaku pieces that were performed in and before the thirteenth 

century were fundamentally in heterophonic style/ 5 pitch uncertainties that occur in 

melodies generated from more ambiguous tablature-notations can usually be 

clarified by comparing them with melodies recorded in less ambiguous scores. 16 

Providing that the historical togaku melodies are accurately transcribed, we can 

understand the modal practice of historical togaku through analysing these melodies. 

In this thesis, I will first transcribe the togaku melodies notated in the early Japanese 

scores using the methodology developed by the Cambridge Tang Music Project (see 

Chapter One). I will then analyse these melodies so as to clarify the modal practice 

of tf!gaku performed between the mid-eighth and mid-fourteenth centuries. I will 

then proceed to the examination of the modern melodies and explain how these 

were developed, and how the modal practice of modern performance is different 

from that of the historical versions. The early Japanese scores that are chosen for 

detailed examination are: '7 

I. Gogenfu (late eighth or early ninth centuries), a score for the gogen biwa 

(five-stringed lute) 

2. Hakuga no fuefu (966), a score for the ryuteki (transverse flute) 

Moronaga ( 1138-92), employed not only the theoretical modal terms but also the pitches produced 

on a standard transverse flute in order to explain the structure of the modes. This has been 

comprehensively studied in my Masters research (Ng 1998). 
15 See Chapter One for more information on the Cambridge Tang Music Project. 
16 Various examples can be seen in the musical analysis carried out in Chapters Five to Eight of this 

thesis. 
17 The sources of these scores will be discussed in Chapter Three. 
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3. Sango yoroku (comp. before 1192), a score for the gakubiwa (four-stringed 

lute) 

4. line hi yoroku ( comp. before 1192), a score for the gakuso 

(thirteen-stringed long zither) 

5. Kofu ritsuryokan (c. 1201), a score for the shO (seventeen-piped 

mouth-organ) 

6. Ruiso chiyo (middle to late thirteenth century), a score for the gakuso 

7. Shinsen shOtekifu (c. 1302), a score for the shO 

8. Nakahara roseishO (c. 1341), a score for the hichiriki (double-reed pipe) 

9. ChU oga ryuteki yorokufu (early to mid-fourteenth century), a score for the 

ryuteki 

These nine historical togaku scores'" do not represent all the early gagaku and 

togaku scores that survive in Japan, 19 but they are chosen according to four criteria. 

Firstly, I basically use scores that survive in complete manuscript copies (see 

!H In the following discussion of this thesis, I will use the term 'historical tOgaku scores' to refer to 

this group of scores. 

" Other significant scores include Biwa shochOshibon (838), Nangu biwafu (92 I), Minamoto no 

Tsunenobu jihitsu biwafu (late eleventh century), Motomasa no fuefu (early twelfth century?) and 

Kosofu (mid-twelfth century). They are excluded for a variety of reasons. Some, such as Biwa 

shoch8shihon and Nangu biwafu, include mainly illustrations of tunings and modal preludes. While 

Motomasa no fuefu is an important compilation of flute pieces, uncertainties remain about the 

reading of its notations. Minamoto no Tsunenobu jihitsu biwafu and Kos8fu, on the other hand, 

record only a limited number of tOgaku pieces, and in each case only two of these correspond to the 

pieces selected for this thesis. In the case of Minamoto no Tsunenobu jihitsu biwafu, they are 

"Sekihaku tOrika" and "Kaiseiraku"; in the case of KosOfu, they are "Manzairaku" and "KyOunraku". 

See below for the criteria of selecting pieces for investigation. 
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Chapter Three). 20 

Secondly, in order to understand the transformation of modal practice, it is 

necessary to examine scores that were compiled at different periods of time. This 

group gives us a useful spread. Gogenfu was compiled in the early Heian period; 

Hakuga no fuefu in the mid-Heian period; Sango y6roku and Jinchi y6roku in the 

late Heian period; Kofu ritsuryokan in the early thirteenth century; Ruis6 chiy6 in 

the middle or late thirteenth century; Shinsen sh6tekifu at the beginning of the 

fourteenth century; and Nakahara roseish6 and ChU 6ga ryuteki y6rokufu in the 

mid-fourteenth century. 

Thirdly, because modern t6gaku instrumental pieces are performed with five 

melodic instruments, namely the four-stringed lute, the seventeen-piped 

mouth-organ, the thirteen-stringed long zither, the double-reed pipe and the 

transverse flute, I have to choose historical t6gaku scores that are also written for 

these five instruments in order to facilitate comparisons between the historical and 

modern melodies. 

Lastly, since I need to compare the historical t6gaku melodies with the modern 

version in order to understand the differences between the ancient and modern 

modal practices, I have to use historical scores that include pieces that are still 

performed at the present-day. 

Because Allan Marett has already shown that melodies performed between the 

"' Hakuga no fuefu is the only exception. While the surviving version of Hakuga no fuefu is not 

complete, it includes many pieces from two of the modal categories examined in this thesis, namely 

oshikichO I huang zhang diao and banshikichO I pan she diao (see also Chapter Three). Furthermore. 

it is the only available surviving mid-Heian score that includes as many 40 tOgaku pieces. 
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late-twelfth and mid-fourteenth centuries hold the key to understanding the link 

between Heian-period togaku and modern practice (Marett 1985), and because the 

tradition of togaku between the fifteenth century and the mid-nineteenth centuries 

was weak, and its history still somewhat confused, I will not be investigating modal 

development during this period. 

Appendix II of this thesis includes a list of all the oshikichO I huang zhang dhw, 

banshikichO I pan she diaa and hyojo I ping diaa modal group pieces recorded in the 

nine historical scores and Meiji senteifu. There are 25 pieces that occur in most of 

the selected historical scores and are still performed today. From these I have 

selected seven for detailed analysis in this thesis. While at the beginning of my 

research I surveyed all 25 pieces, I decided that the best way to give a clear account 

of the modal changes and historical development of the ritsu group pieces was to 

focus in detail on a limited sample from each modal group. Had I attempted to 

analyse all 25 pieces in the same detail that I adopt for the selected seven, my thesis 

would have blown out to an excessive length. To have undertaken a less detailed 

examination of the broader sample would have produced results that are far less rich 

and revealing than those that I have achieved. Although the sample is quite small, 

its analysis is informed by broader perspectives gleaned from my preliminary 

research on the larger sample. 

From the four oshikichO I huang zhang diaa modal group pieces shaded in 

Appendix II, I have selected three: "Sekihaku torika" [Pink and White Peach and 

Plum Blossoms], "Kishunraku" [Joyful Spring] and "Kaiseiraku" [The Sea is Blue]. 

While I have also analyzed in detail the historical and modern melodies for the 
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fourth piece, "Y6guraku" [The Central Palace], I have excluded it from detailed 

consideration on the grounds that its historical development and modal practice are 

so similar to those of "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" that detailed consideration 

would simply add to the bulk of the thesis and add nothing new to my results. 

For the banshikich6 I pan she diao and hy6j6 I ping diao modal group pieces. I 

focus on only two pieces per modal category. In the case of the banshikich6 I pan 

she diao modal category, they are "S6meiraku" [Respect for Wisdom] and 

"Sais6r6" [The Old Man Plucks Mulberry Leaves]. In the case of the hy6j6 I ping 

diao modal category, they are "Manzairaku" [Ten Thousand Years] and 

"Ky6unraku" [Celebration of the Clouds]. "S6meiraku" is the only piece of the ritsu 

group that occurs in all the nine historical scores as well as in the Meiji senteifu. 

"Sais6r6", "Manzairaku" and "Ky6unraku" are chosen because they are relatively 

long pieces, which, on the basis of my preliminary investigation of a wider sample 

of pieces in each mode, can be seen to exhibit clear and typical modal 

characteristics. 

Unlike the tablature-notation in some historical scores, however, the modern 

notations do not indicate all the pitches, nor do they notate all aspects of the 

rhythmic structure of the melodies. For instance, some pitches and pausing points 

on the modern flute and double-reed pipe melodies are transmitted orally, and the 

teacher has to mark the corresponding signs and symbols of these on the scores 

during lessons. This is why I had to carry out a fieldwork in Japan. One of the main 

objectives of my fieldwork was to learn and record the melodies of the selected 

pieces-in particular the modern flute and double-reed pipe melodies-in order to 
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generate accurate transcriptions of the modern melodies. 

V. Fieldwork 

While this thesis is largely based on source studies, it was necessary for me to 

travel to Japan to consult the sources in situ? 1 Moreover, my investigation of the 

modal practice of modern t6gaku is based on the lessons that I took on double-reed 

pipe and flute and my consultation with practicing musicians. With the support of 

the Japan Foundation Fellowship I undertook a year's fieldwork in Japan, where I 

was based in Tokyo, from June 2004 to May 2005. The archive that I most regularly 

consulted was the Ueno Gakuen Nihon Ongaku Shiry6shitsu (Research Archives 

for Japanese Music of Ueno Gakuen University). In addition to its own collection of 

manuscript copies, for example, the Eman'in (or Enman'in) monzeki version of 

Hakuga no fuefu and the Rakusaid6 version of Jinchi y6roku (see Chapter Three), 

this archive also contains facsimile, photographic and microfilm copies of 

manuscripts held in other libraries and archives, for example, a facsimile copy of 

the Fushimi no miya ke version of Sango y6roku preserved in the Kunaich6 

Shory6bu (Archives and Mausolea Department of the Imperial Household Agency) 

and a photographic copy of the Sonkeikaku bunko version of ChU 6ga ryuteki 

y6rokufu preserved in the Sonkeikaku Bunko (The Sonkeikaku Archives). 

Furthermore, it also possesses a facsimile copy of Meiji senteifu. This copy of Meiji 

21 My supervisor, Allan Marett, possessed copies of some sources, for example, Nakahara roseishO 

and Cha oga ryuteki yorokufu, but not all that were needed for this study. 
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senteifu is probably the only accessible copy in Japan (see Chapter Three). With the 

support of Professor Fukushima Kazuo of the Research Archives for Japanese 

Music of Ueno Gakuen University and the assistance of Professor Steven Nelson of 

Hosei University, I was granted free access to the materials in this archive. 

The study of the manuscript copies of the historical togaku scores was not, 

however, the only task of my fieldwork. In order to understand the modal practice 

of modern togaku performance, it is essential to also analyse the modern melodies. 

Although Shiba Sukehiro (1898-1982) has transcribed all the pieces in the modern 

gagaku repertory (Shiba 1968, 1969, 1971, 1972), there are errors in his zither and 

double-reed pipe transcriptions. In my analysis, I have relied on Shiba's 

transcriptions only for the lute melodies (see Chapter Four). The modern 

mouth-organ, long zither, double-reed pipe and flute melodies are my own 

transcriptions. 

It is not difficult to transcribe the modern mouth-organ and zither melodies 

from the modern notations once the structures of the cluster-chords of the 

mouth-organ and the pattern of the zither fingerings are understood (see Chapter 

Four). The modern double-reed pipe and flute melodies, on the other hand, are 

much more complicated since their performance involves many unwritten, orally 

transmitted practices (see Chapters Four and Five). Some of these orally transmitted 

practices-particularly those for the double-reed pipe-have important implications 

for modal practice. Because the number of orally transmitted elements for the 

double-reed pipe is more than that for the flute, and because the melodies and 

tonality of the flute are significantly affected by those of the double-reed pipe (see 
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Chapters Six to Eight), I concentrated on learning double-reed pipe practices m 

Japan. In addition to the seven pieces that I am going to examine in this thesis, I 

learned a further nineteen pieces from the ritsu group as well as seventeen pieces 

from the ryo group. 22 

Okubo Nagao and Nishihara Yfiji were my double-reed pipe teachers in Japan. 

Okubo Nagao is a professional double-reed pipe performer of the Kunaicho 

Shikibushoku Gakubu (The Music Department of the Board of the Ceremonies of 

the Imperial Household Agency). I learned the double-reed pipe pieces with him in 

the Ono Gagakukai (Ono Gagakukai Society)?' 

Nishihara Yfiji is a graduate of the NHK Hogaku Ginosha Ikuseikaf4 and has 

played the double-reed pipe for more than thirty years. He was appointed as the 

ondb (principal) for double-reed pipe in the ensemble of the Ono Gagakukai, where 

he also studied with Okubo Nagao. In Nishihara's lessons, I concentrated on the 

pieces that this thesis examines. The modern double-reed pipe melodies in this 

thesis are transcribed in the light of what I learned from Nishihara Yfiji as well as 

with reference to recordings of gagaku (Kishibe Shigeo et al. ed. 1990; Kunaicho 

Shikibushoku Gakubu 1990; Kunaicho Shikibushoku Gakubu & The Shimonaka 

Memorial Foundation 1999; Tokyo Gakuso 1989a and various performers 2001a). 

" According to the scores published by the Ono Gagakukai (see below). there are a total of 43 ritsu 

pieces and 37 ryo pieces in the modern tOgaku repertory. 

" Ono Gagakukai was established in 1888 (Ono 1989:287) and is one of the most famous private 

gagaku organizations in Japan. 
24 NHK Hi\gaku Gini\sha lkuseikai is an organization established by the Japan Broadcasting 

Corporation (NHK) for training young musicians to play Japanese instrument". 
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While my main practical training in Japan was on the double-reed pipe, I also 

regularly consulted a professional flute performer, Nishihara Takako, in order to 

learn how the modern flute notation is interpreted and what orally transmitted 

practices are applied to the modern flute melodies. Nishihara Takako is also a 

graduate of the NHK Hogaku Ginosha Ikuseikai and a student of Ue Akihiko, a 

professional transverse flute performer of The Music Department of the Board of 

the Ceremonies of the Imperial Household Agency. The modern flute melodies in 

this thesis are transcribed in the light of Nishihara Takako's demonstrations and 

explanations, as well as with reference to recordings (Kishibe Shigeo et al. ed. 

1990; Kunaicho Shikibushoku Gakubu 1990; Kunaicho Shikibushoku Gakubu & 

The Shimonaka Memorial Foundation 1999; Tokyo Gakuso 1989a and various 

performers 200la). 

VI. The structure of this thesis 

This thesis comprises eight chapters. Chapter one is a general overview of 

research on Tang and togaku modes. In this chapter, I will focus on the most 

important research carried out by the Japanese, Chinese and westerner researchers 

in order to locate my research in the field of togaku studies. 

Chapter Two includes an introduction to Chinese modal theory and an 

explanation of the structures of the oshikichO I huang zhang diao, banshikichO I pan 

she diao and hyojo I ping diao modes used in Chinese yan yue. 

Chapter Three discusses sources for the historical togaku scores and Meiji 
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senteifu. Here I will indicate which copy or copies of a historical score I have used 

and the reasons for choosing that copy. 

Chapter Four includes an explanation of the tablature-notation of the historical 

togaku scores and Meiji senteifu. In order to accurately transcribe the melodies that 

provide the focus for modal analysis, it is necessary to understand the meanings of 

the tablatures and other notational signs used in the Japanese scores. 

Chapter Five examines the historical development of togaku melodies from the 

Heian period to the present-day. Because the development of the pieces in the three 

modal categories is basically the same, I concentrate mainly on the oshikichO I 

huang zhang diaa modal group pieces. Since alternations of pitches and ornaments 

in the historical melodies and the development of melodic formulae in the modern 

melodies are closely related to modal practice, a study of the historical development 

of the melodies will provide a foundation for the modal analysis in later chapters. 

Chapters Six, Seven and Eight investigate the modal practice of the oshikichO I 

huang zhang diaa, banshikichO I pan she diaa and hyojo I ping diaa modal group 

pieces respectively. In these three chapters, I will show how togaku was 

transformed from a heterophonic musical genre, in which all the melodic 

instrumental parts were performed in the same modality, to a poly-modal genre 

whose texture is dominated by musical patterns and formulae. 
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Chapter One 

A short review of research on Tang music and togaku 

This chapter will give a general overview of research on Tang music and 

togaku, with a special focus on the research on modes. I do not intend to list all the 

research in this field but rather to give an introduction to those areas that have been 

covered and to assess what remain untouched. Rather than classify the research 

according to its content, I categorize it according to its provenance. My categories 

are therefore: research by Japanese scholars, research by Chinese scholars and 

research by western scholars. Because a large amount of the publications on ti!gaku 

have been written by Japanese scholars and because their research laid the 

foundation for some Chinese and western research, I will first discuss Japanese 

research and then proceed to that of Chinese and western scholars. 

I. Research by Japanese scholars 

Hayashi Kenz6 (1899-1976) and Kishibe Shigeo (1912-2005) are perhaps the 

two most significant Japanese scholars of Tang music and togaku. While both 

examined the modes of yanyue (banquet music) in China (Hayashi 1936) (Kishibe 

1939a, 1939b, 1940), Hayashi's research focuses more on the decipherment of early 

togaku and Tang musical notations (Hayashi 1957, 1969a & 1969c) whereas 
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Kishi be's concentrates chiefly on the history of Tang music and musical institutions 

in Tang China (Kishibe 1960, 1961). I will first give a general introduction to 

Hayashi's work on modes and then provide an overview of Kishibe's research. 

Hayashi is one of the earliest Japanese scholars to have carried out detailed 

research on Chinese modes and their history in Japan. His book, Sui tang yan yue 

diao yan jiu [A study of modes in the Sui and Tang periods] (Hayashi 1936),1 

examines the development of modes in Sui and Tang China and includes a 

comprehensive description of the modes discussed in Chinese treatises such as Sui 

shu, Tang hui yao and X in tang shu (see also Chapter Two). In this monograph, 

Hayashi also compares the modes recorded in the Yin yue zhi [The chronicle of 

music] chapter of Sui shu and the modes illustrated in the KUijumiyamalai 

Inscription of India (Hayashi 1936: 12-52)? While he also explores the relationship 

between the modes of Tang music and Japanese togaku, his discussion is limited to 

a comparison of modal and pitch names in China and Japan (Hayashi 1936:105-8; 

170-4). Part Ten (Ri ben yue diao zhi shi li [Examples of Japanese modes]) of the 

fulun section also introduces some limited comparisons of Chinese and Japdnese 

modal theory (Hayashi 1936: 187-193) and indicates, with reference to the pieces 

"Butokuraku", "Etenraku" and "Raryoo no ha", that many of the modern togaku 

flute and double-reed pipe melodies that are classified in the ritsu group are likely 

to be performed in the shO I shang (Mixolydian) mode (Hayashi 1936: 188).3 I will 

1 This book is now available in Chinese rather than in Japanese. 

' For a detailed study of the Kuqumiyamalai Inscription, see Widdcss I 979. 

3 See Introduction and Chapter Two for the explanations of the ritsu group and the shO I shan~: mode 
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show, however, in Chapters Six, Seven and Eight of this thesis that the modern 

double-reed pipe melodies of the ritsu group are not performed in the shf) I shang 

mode but in a completely different modal structure that was probably not employed 

in the performance of Japanese music before the sixteenth century. The modes of 

the modern flute melodies are, however, ambiguous since, on the one hand, they are 

influenced by the pitches of the double-reed pipe, while on the other, they 

nonetheless preserve some of the correct pitches of the historical modes. 

Many other publications by Hayashi on early Japanese togaku notations and 

musical instruments also include discussion of modes. For instance, the article 

"Hakuga no fuefuk6" [A study of Hakuga no fuefu] examines the relationship 

between the yuri technique of the flute (see Chapter Four) and the structure of the 

Chinese zheng sheng diao heptatonic scale (see Chapter Two) (Hayashi 1969d). 

Another article, "Biwa ch6gen no shujus6" [Different aspects of the lute tunings] 

examines the tunings of the biwa I pi pa recorded in various historical togaku scores 

in the light of the structures of the togaku modes (Hayashi 1969h). 

Kishi be Shigeo is the other major Japanese scholar of Tang music and togaku. 

His huge monograph Todai ongaku no rekishiteki kenkyu: gakusei hen (A historical 

study of the music in the Tang period: the music system] (in two volumes) (Kishi be 

1960, 1961) is a detailed historical study of Tang music. This monograph is, 

however, chiefly devoted to the examination of the policies, education, repertories 

and institutions of music at the Tang court, and it includes no descriptions of music 

respectively. 
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theory. 

Kishibe's Todai ongaku no rekishiteki kenkyu: gakusei hen was republished in 

March 20054 together with a new zokukan (supplementary volume) (Kishi be 2005). 

This zokukan, which mainly includes previously published essays and articles by 

Kishibe, is divided into four main sections: gakurihen (section on music theory), 

gakushohen (section on music treatises), gakkihen (section on instruments) and 

gakuninhen (section on musicians). The gakurihen section includes two important 

articles on modes, one of which, "To no zokugaku nijfihachicho no seiritsu nendai 

ni tsuite" [Concerning the development of the twenty-eight modes for Tang banquet 

music], provides a comprehensive explanation of the structures of the modes used 

in the Sui and Tang periods. 

Another article, "Sei'iki shichicho to sono kigen" [The origin and the 

structures of the seven modes in the sei'iki I xi yu area], examines the structures and 

the origin of the seven modes that were introduced to the Sui court by Sujiva (or Su 

zi po in Chinese transliteration (Wei et al. c.630:345)) in the sixth century. Sujiva 

was a biwa I pi pa musician who came to China from Qiu ci (Kucha) during the 

reign of Emperor Wu (560-78) in the Northern Zhou Dynasty (557-81) (Wei et al. 

c.630:345-6). Sui shu clearly states that Sujiva introduced the modes performed in 

Central Asia to the Chinese in the early Sui period (Wei et al. c.630:345-6). 

In addition to these two articles, the book chapter "Tozokugaku nijfihachicho 

4 Apart from some minor amendments to Chinese characters and the addition of the zokukan, the 

reprint of TOdai ongaku no rekishiteki kenkyU: gakusei hen is the same as the original published in 

the early 1960's. 
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to kiji sei 'iki shichich6" [The twenty-eight modes for Tang banquet music and the 

seven modes in the Kucha area] in Kodai shirukurodo no ongaku [The music of the 

ancient Silk Road] (Kishibe 1982) provides a very clear description of the 

development and structures of the modes used in Sui and Tang yan yue music. 

Nonetheless, Kishibe's works mainly focus on what is explained in Chinese 

treatises; there is no attempt to compare the modes recorded in the Chinese 

historical treatises with the modes recorded in historical togaku scores. 

In addition to Hayashi Kenz6 and Kishibe Shigeo, Fukushima Kazuo has 

carried out important research on togaku. While his research primarily focuses on 

source studies rather than on the decipherment of togaku notations, Fukushima's 

research has laid the foundation for most recent togaku research. As the shitsuch6 

(head) of the Research Archives for Japanese Music of Ueno Gakuen University, he 

has assembled an important research collection of historical musical sources. His 

collated edition Nihon ongaku shiryoshitsu tenran mokuroku (A catalogue of the 

exhibitions held in the Research Archives for Japanese Music between 1975-1988] 

(Fukushima 1990) provides a detailed introduction to the sources preserved in the 

archives. My study of important historical togaku scores in Chapters Three draws 

on information provided in this catalogue. 

Of the present-day scholars working on the historical scores of togaku, End6 

Toru, Steven Nelson' and Terauchi Naoko are the most active. Of these, End6 is the 

5 Steven Nelson is a Japanese- and western-trained scholar who has done research for more than 

twenty years in Japan. Since many of his publications are written in Japanese rather than in English 

(see below), it is perhaps more appropriate to consider his publications as part of the Japanese 
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one who has worked most comprehensively on modes. His article "Ichikotsuch6 ni 

konzai suru futatsu no ch6 I Bimodality in the togaku mode ichikot.suchO" (Endo 

2004a)" investigates lute pieces notated in Sango yoroku (see Introduction) and 

explains why these pieces include pitches that are outside the theoretical scale of the 

ichikot.suchO I yi yue diao mode. 

In addition, End6's PhD thesis "Heianch6 t6gaku no ch6shi k6z6 no kenkyfi" 

[A study of the structures of the modes used in Heian-period togaku] (Endo 2003) 

investigates the structures and the practice of all the common togaku modes 

performed in the late-Heian period,7 and a large proportion of his thesis is devoted 

to the analysis of the modes in Sango yoroku. Part of this research is also published 

in his article "Gakubiwa no hidarite no gih6 to ch6shi no kanren-Sango y6roku no 

bunseki niyoru" [The relationship between the left-hand techniques and the modes 

for the gakubiwa: an analysis of Sango yoroku] (End6 2002). 

According to End6's analysis, pieces that are grouped in the same modal 

category in the late-Heian period might not necessarily have been performed in the 

same mode. For instance, some pieces that were classified in the taishikichO Ida shi 

diao (Mixolydian) modal category were actually performed using the u I yu (Dorian) 

modal structure (En do 2002:21 0). 

While End6's research on modes has been invaluable for my investigation of 

research. 

fi This article was first presented in English as a conference paper in 2001 (End<) 2001). 

7 In 2005, an edited version of this thesis was published as a monograph, the title of which is 

HeianchO no gagaku-kogakufu niyoru tOgakukyoku no gakuriteki kenkyU (Hcian-period gagaku: a 

study of the modal theory of togaku with reference to the musical notations I (Endo 2005). 
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the transformation of togaku modes, his main research focus is confined to the 

Heian period and he examines the modal practice of togaku primarily for the period 

between the tenth and the late twelfth centuries (End6 2003). In my thesis, I 

concentrate on a more limited number of pieces but examine modal practice of 

togaku over a much wider period of time. 

Furthermore, End6 is not particularly interested in tracing the transmission of 

modes from Tang China to Heian Japan. His research examines only a few Chinese 

sources (End6 2002, 2003, 2004a). For example, his PhD thesis refers only to Tang 

hui yao, and although Tang hui yao is undoubtedly an important source for Tang 

modes, other Chinese treatises such as Sui shu, X in tang shu, Yue fu za lu and Bu bi 

tan are also significant. As will be shown in Chapter Two of this thesis, they 

contain information that is not available in Tang hui yao. 

Another significant article written by End6 is "Nakahara roseish6 bunseki 

shiron" [A preliminary discussion and analysis on Nakahara roseish8] (End6 1995). 

This article is a preliminary research on the tablature-notation of Nakahara roseish8. 

One of the key ideas suggested in this article concerns the occurrence of hen 'i, 

which in general means pitches in the double-reed pipe melodies that do not 

necessarily correspond to those in the 'fundamental melody' of the pieces (End6 

1995:22-14). He states that the 'fundamental melody' is generated by reading 

Hakuga no fuefu and Motomasa no fuefu (End6 1995:22), but does not explain how 

this is generated. Moreover, End6 examines only one piece, "Seigaiha". Although 

End6 suggests that the hen' i might have related to modes (En do 1995:24), these 

limitations make it difficult to relate his results to the present study. 
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Steven Nelson is another very active togaku scholar. While his research 

methodology basically follows the one established by the Cambridge Tang Music 

Project that was begun at Cambridge University under the direction of Laurence 

Picken in the 1970's (see below), he is critical of some views recently expressed by 

Picken regarding specific aspects of history and certain musical sources (Marett 

2006:80-1). In his article "Gogenfu shink6--omoni gogen biwa no jusei oyobi 

ch6gen ni !suite I The Gogen-fu, a Japanese Heian-period tablature score for 

five-stringed lute: concentrating on the fret system and tunings of the instrument" 

(Nelson 1986),8 Nelson deciphers the fret system, tunings and the melodies of the 

five-stringed lute (see Chapter Four) through an analysis of the tablature-notation in 

the light of the information provided in the table of contents of the score. Although 

this article includes only a brief illustration of the structures of the togaku modes, it 

is invaluable to my project since Nelson's research provides an important key to 

understanding the mid-Heian melody of "Someiraku" and its implications for modal 

practice (see Chapters Four and Seven of this thesis). 

In addition to End6, Nelson has also carried out research on Nakahara roseisho. 

His conference paper "Nakahara roseish6 ni okeru kifuh6 ni kansuru ichik6satsu" 

[A study of the notational methods of Nakahara roseishiJ] (Nelson 1981 ), 9 which 

concentrates on rhythmic implication of the tablature-notation, has assisted me in 

deciphering the double-reed pipe notation (See Chapter Four). Although Nelson's 

H This article is an edited version of his Masters thesis "Gogenfu shink6-kifutaikei no bunsekiteki 

ken kyO wo tsOjitc~" (Nelson 1983). 

0 Nelson gave his conference paper to me during my fieldwork in Japan. 
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research on Nakahara roseisho was carried out fourteen years earlier than that of 

Endo, his research result has never been published. 

Prior to 1996, Terauchi Naoko's main research interest was the ornamental, 

mensural and metrical systems of togaku pieces in the Heian period. Her results are 

summarized in the monograph Gagaku no rizumu kozo-heian jidai sueni okeru 

togakukyoku ni tsuite [The metrical and mensural structures of gagaku: concerning 

the pieces of togaku in the late-Heian period) (Terauchi 1996). Terauchi's current 

research interest concerns the development of pieces during and after the nineteenth 

century (Terauchi 2003, 2004). In this work, she has not particularly focused on the 

Tang and togaku modes. 

Some research on modern togaku also includes investigation of togaku modes, 

for example, Masumoto Kikuko's Gagaku-dento ongaku e atarashii apurochi 

[Gagaku: New approaches for the investigation of traditional music] (Masumoto 

1968) and Garno Mitsuko's book chapter "Gakuri" [music theory] in Nihon no 

koten geino 2: gagaku [Traditional Japanese performing arts Vol. 2: gagaku] (Garno 

1970). While both Masumoto and Garno clearly indicate that modern togaku 

double-reed pipe and flute melodies of the same modal group usually share similar 

melodic patterns (Masumoto 1968: 131-56) (Garno 1970: 144-150), they do not 

investigate the relationship between these modern patterns and the historical 

melodies. This will be one of the main focuses in Chapters Five to Eight of this 

thesis. 

It is also common in Japan for present or former gagaku performers of the 

imperial court to write books on modern gagaku and togaku. These include Shiba 
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Sukehiro's Gosenfu niyoru gagaku sofu Vols. 1-4 [Transcriptions of gagaku in 

western staff] (Shiba 1968, 1969, 1971, 1972), Abe Suemasa's Gagaku ga 

wakaruhon [A book for understanding gagaku] (Abe 1998) and T6gi Toshiharu's 

Gagaku eno shOtai [An invitation to the world of gagaku] (T6gi ed. 1999). Th~ first, 

which comprises four volumes, is a complete transcription of the modern gagaku 

repertory. Although the first volume includes a section on modes, it simply explains 

the structures of the modern gagaku modes and the tunings of the instruments. 

Discussion of Shiba's transcriptions is confined mainly to the structures and forms 

of the modern pieces. The objective of the other two publications is the promotion 

of modern gagaku. They contain no comparison between the modes of Tang China 

and modern togaku. 

The modes of modern togaku are also explained in encyclopedic works, such 

as Ongaku jiten [Encyclopedia of music] (Heibonsha ed. 1954-1957), Gagaku jiten 

[Encyclopedia of gagaku] (Ono ed. 1989) and Nihon ongaku daijiten [Encyclopedia 

of Japanese music) (Hirano et al. ed. 1989). While the explanations in Ongaku jiten 

(Heibonsha ed. 1954-1957: Vol. 2, 214-5; Vol. 6, 279-80) and Nihon ongaku 

daijiten (Hirano et al. ed. 1989:127-46) give readers some indications of the 

differences between Chinese and Japanese modal theory, the examination is 

relatively superficial. Other encyclopedic works, such as Gagaku jiten, usually 

simply provide the modal names and a brief illustration of the structures of the 

modes used in modern togaku. 

Generally speaking, Japanese researchers have done a substantial amount of 

research on both Tang music and Japanese togaku. Indeed, some of the publications, 
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such as Hayashi Kenz6's Sui tang yan yue diao yan jiu (Hayashi 1936) and Kishi be 

Shigeo's Todai ongaku no rekishiteki kenkyCt (Kishibe 1960, 1961, 2005), might be 

regarded as classics. We must be grateful to Hayashi and Kishibe whose profound 

research on Chinese Tang music and Japanese togaku has laid the foundation for 

later research. There is, however, more work to be done, particularly with regard to 

the establishment of a connection between the yan yue of Tang China and the 

togaku of the Heian-period and modern Japan. 

Some Japanese scholars and gagaku musicians tend to hold a somewhat 

conservative view with regard to the relationship between ancient and modern 

gagaku, and this in turn has limited their research on historical and modern modal 

practice. Despite the fact that the members of the Cambridge research group have 

already shown that the sound of modern gagaku is extremely different from that of 

the Heian gagaku (see below), until recently some Japanese researchers continued 

to assert that the music of gagaku performed today is very similar to the versions 

performed after the so called gakusei kaikaku (reforms of musical system) carried 

out in the early Heian period. 10 The term gakusei kaikaku was first used by T6gi 

Tetteki (1869-1925) in his book Nihon ongakushiko [A study of Japanese music 

history]. Fukushima Kazuo clearly indicates in his research that while T6gi did not 

treat this gakusei kaikaku as a historical fact but merely a densetsu (legend) written 

in some musical sources (Fukushima 1999: 133), in a later period many Japanese 

musicians and scholars simply adopted this 'legend' as a historical fact, and 

10 Some western researchers, such as Robert Garfias (sec below), are also affected by this idea (sec 

Garfias 1975: 15). 
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suggested that gagaku became a static and unchanged tradition after the processes 

of the gakusei kaikaku (Fukushima 1999: 133). This is perhaps one of the reasons 

why so many Japanese scholars and gagaku musicians consider it is unnecessary to 

examine the historical togaku scores and include no or only little information on 

historical scores in their publications. 

II. Research by Chinese scholars 

Chinese research on Tang music and togaku generally falls into a number of 

categories, for example, research on Tang modes, research on the historical rogaku 

scores and the decipherment and analysis of Dun huang pi pa pu (see Introduction). 

There has been a long history of research on modes in China. For example, 

Wang Guang-qi'sZhong guo yin yue shi [A history of Chinese music] (Wang 1934), 

which was published more than eighty years ago, includes a comprehensive 

discussion of the modes used in different periods of China." After the Second 

World War, however, Mainland China faced various civil wars and political crises, 

and this hindered Chinese scholars' research activities, particularly between 1950 

and 1980. Cheung Sai-bung (Zhang Shi-bin) (1939-1978), a Hong Kong citizen and 

a graduate of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, was probably the first Chinese 

scholar to undertake research on the relationship between Tang music and togaku. 

Cheung visited Japan in the 1960's and worked at Kyoto University (Yu 1998:1-4). 

11 The version I consulted is a reprint published in 1989. 
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/ In addition to his work on the music of Chinese kokin I gu qin (seven-stringed 

zither), he also studied historical togaku scores and Tang modal theory. His article 

"Tang song su yue diao zhi li lun yu shi yang" [The theory and practices of the 

modes of the entertainment music in the Tang and Song periods] (Cheung 1970) 

examines in great detail the theory and structures of modes in Sui, Tang and Song 

(960-1279) China. Rather than simply referring to Chinese historical sources, 

Cheung also consulted Japanese sources and togaku scores. For instance, he used 

the information in Sango yoroku and Agetsu mondo [Questions and answers on the 

modal theory of Agetsubo] (1295) to support his argument about the differences 

between the pitches used in yan yue and ya yue repertories in China (Cheung 

1970: 15-6). 

Cheung's article "KyO fushiminomiyabon nangfi biwafu niyoru todai shfibiwa 

no gakufu no kenkyfi" [A study of the Tang shubiwa musical notation in the 

Fushimi no miyabon version of Nangu biwafu] (Cheung 1971) 12 examines the 

notation of the prelude "OshikichO" recorded in Nangu biwafu. Cheung, after 

examining various Chinese treatises-for example, Tang hui yao and Sui 

shu-concludes that this piece was composed using the su yue diao (or xia zhi diao) 

scale (an Ionian series) rather than the zheng sheng diao scale (a Lydian series) 

(Cheung 1971: 11-2). 13 This research cannot, however, be regarded as complete 

because Cheung only examined one of the pieces notated in Nangu biwafu. 

1 ~ The Chinese version was published in 1974, under the title "Tang dai chou pi pa zi pu zhi jie shuo 

ji tao lun" !An examination of the tablature-signs in a chou pi pa score of the Tang period! (Cheung 

1974). 

13 See Chapter Two for a detailed explanation of the various Chinese scales. 
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Unfortunately, Cheung passed away a few years after the publication of this article 

and no one has continued his research. 

From 1980 on, some Chinese scholars began to work more intensively on the 

historical togaku scores. Ye Dong (1930-1989), who was influenced by the works 

of Hayashi Kenz6, conducted research on Gogenfu, Hakuga no fuefu, Sango yoroku 

and Jinchi yoroku. Most of his articles on Tang music and togaku were republished 

in the monograph Tang yue gu pu yi du [The study and transcription of ancient Tang 

scores] (Ye 2001). 

Y e' s arguments rely not only on historical Japanese scores, but also on 

numerous Chinese historical treatises and literary sources. For instance, Ye 

investigates the structures, forms, meters and rhythms of pieces in Jinchi yoroku 

with reference to various Tang poems (Ye 2001 :77-95). Ye did not realize, however, 

that Laurence Picken (see below) had already examined togaku scores in the light of 

Chinese poems (Picken 1969b) and failed to refer to any of Picken's work. 

Another Chinese scholar, He Chang-lin, has also published articles on 

historical scores, including "Tang chuan ri ben wu xian pu zhi yi jie yan jiu" [The 

decipherment and investigation of the Gogenfu transmitted from Tang China to 

Japan] (He 1983a, 1984) and ''Tian ping pi pa pu zhi kao jie yi" [An investigation, 

explanation and transcription of the Tenpyo biwafu] (He 1983b). These two articles 

generally concentrate on notations and the tunings of the lute. They include, 

however, no direct examination of modes. 

Although both Ye and He were familiar with Hayashi Kenz6's works and were 

able to refer to Hayashi's publications in their research, they had little idea about 
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other Japanese research. For example, it seems that neither Ye nor He knew that in 

the early 1980's Steven Nelson had worked on the notation of Gogenfu and 

suggested a new fret system for the five-stringed lute (see also Chapter Four). 

Chinese research on Tang modes focuses mainly on the examination of the yan 

yue er shi ba diao (the twenty-eight modes for banquet music) (see Chapter Two) 

(Wang 1984) (Ding 1993) (Zhuang 1995), the records in the Yin yue zhi chapter of 

Sui shu (Li 2000) and the position of the ying degree in Chinese scales (Gong 1988) 

(Huang 1982). It is no exaggeration to say that Chinese scholars have already 

thoroughly examined all the available Chinese treatises that include descriptions of 

the Sui and Tang modes. The main problem is that most of them rely entirely on the 

Chinese treatises to decipher the structures of the modes and ignore Japanese 

sources. Moreover, while Chinese sources usually include detailed technical and 

theoretical explanations of the modes, there is almost no direct information in these 

sources on the sound of the Sui and Tang music. Such information can be, however, 

obtained from sources preserved in Japan, for example, the Tang-style instruments 

stored in the Shosoin (The Imperial repository of the Japanese court) and the 

historical scores that are preserved in archives such as the Research Archives for 

Japanese Music of the Ueno Gakuen University and the Archives and Mausolea 

Department of the Imperial Household Agency. 14 Hayashi has already shown that 

the wind instruments in the Shosoin can assist us to understand the temperament of 

the scales used in Tang China (Hayashi 1964: 164-187). Moreover, some historical 

14 Sec Chapter Three for a more comprehensive list of important archives in Japan. 
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scores preserved in Japanese archives, such as Sango yoroku, Jinchi yoroku and 

Ruiso chi yo, include very clear illustrations of the modes used in late-Heian togaku 

and even passages from lost Chinese treatises. For example, Hayashi suggests that 

the biwa senkyCthO section in Sango yoroku is quoted from the text of the Chinese 

treatise Yue shu yao lu ( Gakuso yoroku in Japanese) [Important records from music 

books] (c. 695) (Hayashi 1969h:264). Yue shu yao lu survives only in chapters five, 

six and seven (Hazuka 1940, 1941, 1942) and these do not include the biwa 

senkyCthO section. I will also demonstrate in Chapter Six that the ornamental 

practice of the late-Heian togaku can be used as an evidence to support the view that 

there was a change in the theoretical structure of heptatonic scale in China during 

the sixth and seventh centuries. 

In addition, Japanese sources sometimes clarify uncertainties in Chinese 

sources. For example, Song Rui-qiao interprets a passage in the Li yue zhi [The 

chronicle of rites and music] chapter of Xin tang shu (see Ouyang 1060:460) as 

suggesting that at the beginning of the Tang period the interval between two kyCt I 

gong degrees in a Chinese scale might have been a major seventh rather than an 

octave (Song 1991, 1996a, 1996b). The modal structures that are illustrated in the Li 

yue zhi chapter are, however, rather ambiguous, and are not supported by other Sui, 

Tang and Song treatises. More importantly, if such a scale had been used in the 

early Tang period, we might expect that it would have been transmitted to Japan 

along with Tang music. The notations and tuning sections of the Japanese historical 

togaku scores show categorically, however, that the interval between the two kyCt I 
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gong degrees in a scale must always be an octave." Song's dubious conclusion 

might have been rectified had he not ignored both Japanese sources and other Tang 

and Song Chinese sources. 

While some Chinese scholars, such as Zhang Qian, Zhao Wei-ping and Chen 

Ying-shi, realize that there are important sources in Japan and use them in their 

research, most of their research is not devoted to the study of modes. For instance, 

Zhang Qian's monograph Zhong ri yin yue jiao liu shi [A history of music exchange 

between Japan and China] examines musical exchanges between China and Japan 

from the Tang period to the present-day, but his work is quite general and there is 

little detailed information on modes (Zhang 1999). Zhao Wei-ping focuses mainly 

on the music institutions and organizations of the Chinese and Japanese courts 

(Zhao 2000, 2001). Although Chen Ying-shi's book chapter "Nitchil gakuritsu 

nidai" [Two comparative studies of temperament in China and Japan] in Ongaku no 

minamotoe chUgoku no dent8 ongaku kenkyu [Towards the origin of music: a study 

of traditional Chinese music] is a study of Chinese and Japanese modal theory 

(Tokawa & Chen 1996:135-156), it chiefly focuses on the differences between the 

pitches of the twelve ritsu I Iii in Chinese and Japanese practices.'" 

Taiwanese scholars also began publishing on Tang music during the last 

decade. Works such as Yang Min-wei's Tang dai yin yue wen hua zhi yan jiu (A 

study of the music culture in the Tang period] (Yang 1993) and Shen Dong's Tang 

1
" The tuning sections in Jinchi yOroku and Sango y8roku clearly indicate that the pitches of the kyU I 

gong degrees in different registers are identical. For details. see Ng 1998:50-100. 
16 See Chapter Two for the meaning of ritsu I Iii. 
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dai yue wu xin fun [A new approach to the music and dance in the Tang period] 

(Shen 2000) concentrate mainly on what is contained in Chinese treatises. Neither 

of these two monographs includes any detailed discussion on modes. 

Another important category of Tang music research is the analysis of Dun 

huang pi pa pu. Chen Ying-shi is regarded as one of the leading scholars of this 

score. According to his list of publications, 17 Chen has published more than thirty 

books or articles on Dun huang pi pa pu. 18 In addition to Chen Ying-shi, Ye Dong 

(Ye 1982), He Chang-lin (He 1987), Rao Zong-yi (Rao 1960) and Ying You-qin 

(Ying 1983) have all published articles on Dun huang pi pa pu. 19 The main 

objective of their research is to ascertain the tunings of the four-stringed lute and to 

decipher various signs written in the score. Some Chinese scholars, such as Chen 

Ying-shi and Ye Dong, are aware of the historicaltogaku scores preserved in Japan 

and have indicated this in their research. But while they have compared the Dun 

huang pi pa pu with Japanese lute scores, they are more interested in rhythmic 

aspects of the notation than in the modal structure of the pieces. For instance, Chen 

Ying-shi 's recent article "Zhong ri pi pa gu pu zhong di ', ' hao-pi pa gu pu jie zou 

jie yi di fen qi dian" [The meaning of the ', ' sign in ancient Chinese and Japanese 

lute scores: a discussion of disagreements concerning the decipherment of the 

rhythm of the pieces] (Chen 2002) only investigates the meanings of dots employed 

in the notations of Dun huang pi pa pu, Tenpyo biwafu [The Tenpyo lute score] (c. 

17 Communicated to me personally. 

'" Some of Chen's representative publications arc Chen 1983, 1988. 2005; Chen. Rockwell trans. 

1991 (in English) and Tokawa & Chen, Murakoshi trans. 1996 (in Japanese). 

''' For a detailed bibliographical research of Dun huang pippa pu. see Chen 2005:170-227. 
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747) and Gogenfu. 

III. Research by western scholars 

The most significant research on tl!gaku in a European language has been 

carried out by a research group, the Cambridge Tang Music Project, at Cambridge 

University. This group, which was headed by Laurence Picken, began in the early 

1970's and is still continuing.'0 Its main contribution is the establishment of a 

method for reading and deciphering historical tl!gaku notations with reference only 

to information provided in the scores and other sources contemporary with them 

(Picken et al. 1981:11). The historical tl!gaku melodies in this thesis are transcribed 

using the methodology developed by the Cambridge research group. 

While, by the mid-1970's, some Japanese and western scholars had already 

carried out research on a limited numbers of historical tl!gaku scores, their 

investigations and transcriptions were done mainly with reference to modern 

performance practice. Picken suggests that even the research of Hayashi Kenz6, the 

leading Japanese scholar in the field of study of the early tl!gaku scores, was 

influenced by modern practice (Picken et al. 1981: 10). For instance, it seems that 

Hayashi followed the tempo of the modern lute performance in transcribing the 

melodies in Gogenfu and that as a result, nearly all the tablature-signs were 

20 The original members of this research group were Laurence Picken, Jonathan Condit, Allan 

Marett, Elizabeth Markham, Milani Yoko and Rembrandt Wolpert. Subsequently other members, 

including Stephen Jones and Noel Nickson, joined the project (Marett 2006:79). 
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transcribed as semibreves (Hayashi 1969c).21 

Westerner scholars who worked comprehensively on Japanese music and 

togaku before the second half of the 1970's also tended to interpret historical scores 

in the light of modern practice. Typical of such work is Eta Harich-Schneider's A 

history of Japanese music (Harich-Schneider 1973) and Robert Garfias' Music of a 

thousand autumns: The togaku style of Japanese court (Garfias 1975). While both 

works contain much of value-for example, Harich-Schneider's account of the 

gagaku standardization carried out in the nineteenth century and Garfias' 

transcriptions and analysis of the modern tlJgaku pieces and techniques-, they show 

little understanding of historical tlJgaku scores. 

Harich-Schneider's monograph, for example, includes some transcriptions of 

the tenth~century flute melodies notated in Hakuga no fuefu (Harich-Schneider 

1973:213). From the fact that she tended to transcribe each tablature-sign of the 

tenth-century flute notation of "Seigaiha" as a semibreve (Harich-Schneider 

1973:213), it is clear that Harich-Schneider was significantly influenced by the 

tempo and techniques of Japanese modern practice. Furthermore, in her 

transcriptions, the yuri technique of the flute (see Chapter Four) is transcribed as an 

oscillation. While oscillations are frequently used in the modern flute melodies and 

while these are undoubtedly related to the yuri technique of the flute in ancient 

Japan (see Chapter Five), yuri generally represented the technique of a mordent 

rather than an oscillation in the tenth-century (see Chapter Four). 

11 Modern tOgaku is performed in a fairly slow tempo (see below). 
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Although Robert Garfias transcribed only the first musical phrase of the 

Hakuga no fuefu version of "Hakuchu" (Garfias 1975: 118), this transcription shows 

that Garfias also failed to understand metrical aspects of the notation of Hakuga no 

fuefu. Garfias suggests, moreover, that Hakuga no fuefu shows only the skeletal 

contour of the melodies and that there were many ways to elaborate it (Garfias 

1975: 118) (Marett 1986:33). He transcribes each tablature-sign of the flute notation 

as a semibreve and then lines it up with the modern version in order to show how 

the 'skeletal contour' is elaborated in the modern version (Garfias 1975: 118). 

Harich-Schneider and Garfias' transcriptions reveal that it is hard to correctly 

understand the notations of the historical scores if they are interpreted in the light of 

modern practice. This is why Picken suggested reading the historical scores with no 

more information than that given in the manuscripts themselves, deliberately 

ignoring the living tradition and performance practice of today (Picken et al. 

1981: II). The research of the Cambridge Tang Music Project focuses on a number 

of important and early historical tbgaku scores, such as Hakuga no fuefu, Jinchi 

ybroku, San go ybroku, Kaichikufu (c. 1095), Shinsen shbtekifu, Kofu ritsuryokan, 

Ruiju sbfu (eleventh century), Ruisb chi yo and Ryuteki hikyokufu ( 1287). Most of 

these scores will also be studied in this thesis (see Introduction and Chapters Three 

and Four). The transcriptions done by the members of the project are published 

mainly in the series Music from the Tang court (Vols. 1-7) (Picken et al. 1981-2000), 

and their discoveries and achievements may be summarized as follows: 

I. The ancient tbgaku melodies transcribed by the Cambridge research group 

are close to the music of yan yue in Tang China. This is supported by two 
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observations. Firstly, the ancient togaku melodies are, on the one hand, 

similar to the Chinese tunes recorded in Song sources (Picken 

1969b:402-3) and on the other, manifest characteristics of Central Asian 

tunes (Picken 1967:551 )?2 Secondly, some togaku melodies are suitable 

for the setting of the Tang poetic texts (see Picken 1969b ). 

2. The sound of Heian togaku was extremely different from that of the 

modern version. While it is the flute and the double-reed pipe that play 

the main melodies in the togaku ensemble of the present-day, the modern 

melodies of these two instruments have come into being relatively late in 

the development of the togaku style (Marett 1985:41 0). The forms of the 

historical melodies are in fact preserved in the modern lute and 

mouth-organ parts (see also Chapters Five to Eight). Nonetheless, the 

ancient tunes can no longer be heard as melodies since these two 

instruments are performed with complicated chordal accretions and at a 

very slow tempo. 

3. The research group argued, on both linguistic and musical grounds, that 

the ancient togaku melodies were performed at a substantially faster 

tempo, probably four to eight times faster (Nelson 1988:28), than that in 

modern practice (Picken 1969:407). 

~ 2 Chinese music was significantly influenced by Central Asian tunes in the Tang period. The shi bu 

ji or 'ten types of music' of the Tang court included music from India, Kucha, Samarkand, Kashgar 

and Bokhara (Marett 1986:31 ). 
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4. In the Heian period, some togaku and saibara pieces"-' shared a nearly 

identical melodic line. For example, in the Heian period, the melody of 

"Jusuiraku" (togaku) was said to be identical to that of "lse no umi" 

(saibara) (see Markham 1983). Today these two melodies are completely 

different. The work of the Cambridge group on togaku and saibara shows 

that when read correctly, some togaku and saibara melodies in Heian 

historical scores are virtually identical. This proves that the melodies 

realized from the Heian t6gaku scores are not skeletal contours as 

suggested by Garfias, but rather that they were real flesh and blood 

melodies performed in a substantially faster tempo (Marett 1986:33). 

While the members of the Cambridge Tang Music Project have carried out 

research that is focused on Tang and t6gaku modes, this research tends to be 

published in the forms of articles and encyclopaedic entries rather than in the series 

Music from the Tang court. Picken's article "T'ang music and musical instruments" 

in Toung Pao (Picken 1969a), for example, examines the modes, notational 

methods, musical forms, instruments and repertories of the music of Tang China. 

Although Picken states that this article is basically an 'observation on reading 

Martin Gimm's Das Yiieh-fu tsa-lu des Tuan An-chieh (Gimm 1966) [The Yuefu za 

lu of Duan An-jie (fl. 880)] (Picken 1969a:76), it is not merely a book review. 

23 Saibara, another genre of gagaku, derives from a kind of vocal music that was frequently sung in 

the Japanese court during the mid- and late-Heian periods. 
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Picken, on the one hand, indicates inadequacies in Gimm's monograph and on the 

other, provides his own arguments and conclusions. For instance, he criticizes 

Gimm's reconstruction of the structures of the twenty-eight modes written in Yue fu 

za lu, pointing out one of the most serious mistakes, namely that Gimm describes 

the structure of the u I yu mode as Aeolian rather than Dorian (Picken 1969a:99). 

Among the original members of the research group, Allan Marett has 

published on various aspects of togaku, including modes. For instance, his article 

"T6gaku: where have the Tang melodies gone, and where have the new melodies 

come from" (Marett 1985) investigates how the melody of "Seigaiha" was 

transformed over the last millennium. Marett's entry "Japanese chOshi" (literally 

'key' or 'mode' in Japanese) in The New Grove dictionary of music and musicians 

(second edition) (Marett 2001 b:853-60) examines not only the structures but also 

changes to the togaku modes between the Heian period and the present-day. In this 

entry, Marett explains how the scales introduced into Japanese music from the 

sixteenth century on affected the modal practice of the modern togaku melodies 

(Marett 2001 b:854-8). The analysis in Part II of each of the last three chapters of 

this thesis is in fact a continuation of Marett's research. Here I examine the modern 

modal practice of the five main melodic instruments used in the togaku ensemble 

and show that the modern double-reed pipe melodies are significantly affected by 

the in scale, one of the scales introduced later in the history of Japanese music. 

While other members of the project have published on other aspects of togaku 

(Condit 1976) (Wolpert 1987), none, apart from Picken, have focused in any detail 

on the relationship between Tang yan yue and Japanese togaku modes. 
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Monographs or encyclopaedias that are devoted to the study of Japanese and 

Asian music usually include some discussion of gagaku. The gagaku sections in 

these monographs and encyclopaedias are, however, chiefly devoted to the 

examination of modern rather than historical performance practice, and contain little 

or no description of historical togaku scores. For instance, William Maim's 

Japanese music and musical instruments (Maim 1959)24 includes only a general 

discussion to the music theory, instruments, form and rhythm of modern togaku. 

While The Garland encyclopedia of world music Vol. 7 East Asia: China, Japan and 

Korea contains a long description of Japanese modal theory (Provine, Tokumaru & 

Witzleben ed. 2002:565-584), it includes only a short discussion of the gagaku 

modes. Some of the descriptions in this encyclopedia are, moreover, misleading. 

For instance, it states that 'in the Heian period, various scales introduced from Tang 

China were arranged into six types, called roku tyosi (rokuchbshi), and divided into 

two main groups: the ryo group and the ritsu group' (Provine, Tokumaru & 

Witzleben ed. 2002:566). The use of the word 'scales' in this sentence is incorrect. 

As we shall see, in general the modes of togaku are all formed from a single scale 

called zheng sheng diao. In the late Heian period, the Japanese misunderstood the 

Chinese system of the sei I sheng (see Chapter Two) and this gradually caused the 

Japanese to think of togaku modes as being formed from different scales. 25 

Furthermore, it is unlikely that the togaku modes were clearly classified into 'six 

24 I also consulted the 2000 reprint of this monograph, for which the title was changed to Traditional 

Japanese music and musical instruments (Maim 2000). 

:?.5 Sec Part I of Chapter Six for a more detailed explanation of the misunderstanding. 
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types' in the Heian period since Sango yoroku, which was compiled in the late 

Heian period, clearly records a total of ten modal categories. Endo Toru's research 

shows, moreover, that each modal category in Sango yoroku may comprise pieces in 

a number of different modes (see Part I of this chapter). 

In order to thoroughly understand the link between the Tang yan yue and 

Japanese togaku, it is necessary to study various Chinese and Japanese historical 

sources. Western researchers do not, however, usually possess a complete mastery 

of more than one of these two languages. As a result, it is common for western 

researchers to rely only on the sources that they are familiar with. The research of 

the Cambridge Tang Music Project and western scholars is sometimes criticized by 

the Japanese scholars for failing to consult important Japanese research and sources 

(see Nelson 1988:30-1 ). One of the objectives of this thesis is to provide in English 

the results of research that refers comprehensively to both Chinese and Japanese 

sources. 
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Chapter Two 

The Chinese modal system and the structures of the oshikicho I 

huang zhong diao, banshikichO I pan she diao and hyojo I ping diao 

modes in the Tang period 

Chinese modal theory was imported to Japan along with the music of yan yue 

(banquet and entertainment music) between the seventh and ninth centuries. 

Although modal theory underwent some changes after its importation from China, 

the names of Chinese modes have been preserved to the present-day in Japan. The 

togaku rokuch6shi (the six modal categories of togaku) (see p. 6) of present-day 

togaku, for example, preserve the names and some features of the Chinese 

originals.' In order to discover what has been changed and what has been preserved 

in the structure of the togaku modes since their importation from China, it is 

necessary to first clarify the structures and the characteristics of the modes in China. 

Although most yan yue was imported from China to Japan between the 

seventh and ninth centuries, we need to consider the modal theory not only of Tang 

China but also of the periods before and after Tang. Such an examination will, 

moreover, provide a benchmark against which changes in the togaku modes in 

Japan can be assessed. This chapter will outline basic Chinese modal theory, and 

provide a comprehensive explanation of the three yan yue modes, oshikich6 I huang 

1 Sec Marett 200 I b:853-4. 
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zhang diao, banshikichO I pan she diaa and hy6j61 ping diao, that form the basis of 

my examination of modes in this thesis. 

I. A general introduction of the Chinese modal theory 

Modes in ancient China were formed by combining the ritsu IIU,2 a system of 

twelve named pitches, and the sei I sheng, a system of seven degree names. From as 

early as the third century B.C., the twelve pitches in an octave were calculated by 

using the method of sanbun san'ekih6/ san fen sun yifa, whereby the twelve pitches 

in an octave are derived by alternately adding and subtracting one-third of the 

length of a string or a tuning pipe. This mechanism produces pitches similar to 

those of the Pythagorean tuning. The Gu yue [Ancient music] chapter of Lii shi chan 

qiu [Master Lii's spring and autumn annals] (c. 235 B.C.) contains a detailed 

description of the generation of the twelve ritsu /Iii, taking k6sh6/ huang zhang as 

the fundamental pitch (Lii c. 240 B.C.:SI ).3 Figure 2.1 shows the names of these 

twelve ritsu /Iii. 

In this figure, Cis adopted as the pitch of k6sh61 huang zhong merely in order 

to demonstrate the system. There is no evidence that the pitch of k1Jsh6 I huang 

' Here ritsu I Iii ~ has a different meaning from that of the ritsu if: group of Japanese togaku 

explained in the Introduction. In Chinese modal theory. 'fl':' refers to the named pitches of the 

twelve notes that form the octave. In order to avoid ambiguity, I will include the Chinese 

romanization 'Iii' after the Japanese romanization 'ritsu' whenever I use it to indicate the named 

pitches of the octave. 

3 For a detailed explanation of this description, see Ng 1998:8-11. 
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zhong was exactly C in Tang China. In fact, the pitch of k6sh6! huang zhong did not 

remain constant throughout the ancient period. 

Moreover, when I match the pitches of the twelve ritsu /Iii to the pitches of 

the twelve semi tones in western music, it is only in order to facilitate explanation of 

the modal structure. I do not intend to imply that the twelve ritsu /Iii are equal to 

the tempered scale. 

Figure 2.1: The names and the sequence of the twelve ritsu I Iii 

' -- : ~= ;. -.=-=-i~- .-- Ti!I= • :k •-!'Ln , 
kOshO tairyo taisO kyOshO kosen chUryo suihin rinshO 

Names of h zh dal"' 
the twelve uan}? ong u 

isoku nanryo bueld iJsM 
taicou jiazhonR J.:uxian zhonglii ruibin linzhonx yi:.e nanli1 wuyi yingzhong 

ritsu !Iii: 'litlll :;~;;g :*:15 !ltlll t'i19to jtj>g ~- tfjll Jll~IJ i$j /S -~ lllllll 

Sei I sheng, on the other hand, does not represent pitch but degree. The Di 

yuan [The land] chapter of Guan zi [The speeches of Guan zi] (seventh-eighth 

centuries B.C.) includes a short description of the formation of the five sei I sheng, 

namely, kyu I gong, sh6/ shang, kaku I jue, zhi I chi and u I yu, by using the sanbun 

son 'ekih6/ san .fen sun yi.fa method (Guan Zhong(?) seventh-eighth centuries B.C.: 

Vol. 347, Ch. 19, p. II). The relationship between the five sei I sheng is that of an 

anhemitonic pentatonic modal structure, as set out in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: The intervallic relationship of the five sei I sheng 
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Names of kyul shbl kakul chi/ u/ kyul 

the five gong shang jue dzi yu gong 

sei I sheng g illi fiJ w 'fl g 
Major Major Minor Major Minor 

Intervals 
second second third second third 

Chinese modes are not, however, only pentatonic. The heptatonic scale was 

adopted in China no later than the third century. The two additional sei I sheng 

required for the heptatonic scale are conceived of as altered versions of the 

pentatonic degrees kyu I gong and chi I zhi. They are known as henkyu I bian gong 

and henchi I bian zhi respectively. In the analysis of this thesis, these two degrees 

will be called 'auxiliary degrees'. A note added to the Zhou yu xia [Speeches of the 

Zhou region: Section two] chapter of Guo yu [Collected speeches and comments 

from the states] (fifth century B.C.) in the third century indicates that the positions 

of the henkyu I bian gong and the henchi I bian zhi degrees are a semi tone below the 

kyu I gong and the chi I zhi degrees respectively (Zuo fifth century B.C.: 138).4 The 

intervallic relationship of the seven sei I sheng that is explained in the third-century 

note of Guo yu is set out in the following table. 

Table 2.2: The intervallic relationship of the seven sei I sheng 

4 The present-day versions of Guo yu are mainly published with reference to the versions with Wei 

Zhao's (204-273) explanatory notes. The Ming dao ben and Gong xu ben copies of the Song Dynasty 

(960-1279) arc the most common sources of the present-day versions of Guo yu. 
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Names kyfi/ .l"hfil kakul henchil chi/ ul henkrUI kyO! 

of the wm~.: shan~.: jiJe hian ::.hi ::.hi yu hi an gong 

seven g illi f'l !ll!W l\"( )ji wm~.: '8 
sei I 'il''l"; 

shen£ 

I Major Major Major Minor Major Major Minor 
Intervals 

second second second second second second second 

Theoretically, each sei I sheng can be chosen as the first note (or tonic) of a 

modal series in order to generate seven modal species, namely the kyu I gong modal 

series (a Lydian series), the sM I shang modal series (a Mixolydian series), the kaku 

I jue modal series (an Aeolian series), the henchi I bian zhi modal series (a Locrian 

series), the chi I zhi modal series (an Ionian series), the u I yu modal series (a Dorian 

series) and the henkyu I bian gong modal series (a Phrygian series). It is, however, 

rare for modal species to be generated on the two auxiliary degrees.5 Moreover, 

each modal species can be transposed to any of the twelve pitches, giving the 

theoretical possibility of eighty-four modes. Modes generated in this way have 

specific names, in which the name of the ritsu I Iii precedes the name of the sei I 

sheng. For instance, if rinshO I lin zhong (G) is designated as the pitch of the tonic of 

a kyu I gong mode, the name of the mode will be rinsh6 kyu I lin zhang gong. The 

structure of this rinsh6 kyu I lin zhong gong mode is shown in the following figure.6 

5 The modal species that are generated on henchi I bian zhi and henkyU I bian kyU might have been 

used in ceremonial and sacred music of the court but rarely in the secular music. The yan yue er shi 

ba diao (the twenty-eight modes for banquet music) (see below) includes no modal species on the 

henchi I bian zhi and the henkyU I bian gong degrees either. 

h for convenience and an easy comparison with the twelve ritsu I Iii noted in Figure 2.1, I will 

employ sharpened but not llattened notes in the following illustrations of modes. 
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Figure 2.2: The rinshO kyu /lin zhong gong mode (a kyu I gong mode on G) 
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The following figures show the structures of the other six modal species if 

rinshO I lin zhong (G) is designated as the pitch of their tonics. 

Figure 2.3: The rinshO shO /lin zhong shang mode (a shO I shang mode ou G) 
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Figure 2.4: The rinshO kaku /lin zhongjue mode (a kaku I jue mode on G) 

=t T s ... T T S •• .T • T • 
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kuku henchi chi u henkyii kya sh6 kaku 
,,·ei I sheng: jue bianzhi <hi yu biangong gong shang jue 

Figure 2.5: The rinshO henchi I lin zhong bian zhi mode (a henchi I bian zhi 

mode on G) 
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Figure 2.6: The rinsho chi /lin zhong zhi mode (a chi I zhi mode on G) 
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Figure 2.7: The rinshO u /lin zhong yu mode (an u I yu mode on G) 
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Figure 2.8: The rinshO henkyu /lin zhong bum gong mode (a henkyu I bian gong 

mode on G) 
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Before embarking upon a broader discussion of the Tang modes, it is 

important to clarify three further technical terms in Chinese modal theory, namely 

ichi!shiki I wei diaa shi, shichi!shiki I zhi diaa shi and kin I yun. The terms ichi!shiki I 

wei diaa shi ('the modal system of 'i I wei") and shich6shiki I zhi diaa shi ('the 

modal system of 'shi I zhi") were first used by Japanese scholars such as Hayashi 

Kenz6 (Hayashi, Guo trans. 1936) in order to clarify ambiguities in Chinese modal 

names. Kin I yun, on the other hand, is a Chinese term that shares a similar meaning 

to 'key' in western music. 

While Chinese modes are always named by combining the names of the ritsu 

/Iii and the sei I sheng, an additional Chinese character 'i I wei' or 'shi I zhi' needs to 

be included between the ritsu /Iii and the sei I sheng terms in order to clarify the 

relationship between the two elements. '/ I wei' means 'to be' or 'to act as' 

something (Ng 1998:24). As a result, if the rinshi! /lin zhang (G) 'acts as' the pitch 

of the shi! I shang degree to form a sh6/ shang mode, the full name of this mode can 

be given as rinsh6 i sh6/lin zhang wei shang; that is, the sh6/ shang mode where 

the pitch of sh6/ shang is rinsh6/lin zhang. 

Figure 2.9: The rinshO i sho /lin zhang wei shang mode (same as Figure 2.3) 
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shang jue bianzhi Ihi yu biangong gong shang 
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Shi I zhi' on the other hand means 'of' (Ng 1998:24). Hence, if the mode is 

named as rinshO shi shO I lin zhong zhi shang, it refers to the shO I shang mode in 

which rinshO I lin zhong is the pitch of kyu I gong; that is, the shfJ I shang mode in 

the rinshO i kyu I lin zhong wei gong mode.7 

Figure 2.10: The rinsh6 shi sh6/lin zhang zhi shang mode 
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Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show that even though both these two modes have a shb 

I shang (Mixolydian) modal structure, the pitches of the rinshO i sh6 I lin zhang wei 

shang mode and of the rinshO shi shO I lin zhang zhi shang mode are different. Only 

in kyu I gong modes are the structures and the pitches of the -shi kyu I -zhi gong 

mode and the -i kyu I -wei gong mode the same.8 

Since it is common for Chinese treatises to omit the characters 'i I wei' and 

'shi I zhi' in the discussions of the modal theory, a reader may have difficulty in 

7 See Figure 2.2 for the structure of the rinshO i kyU !lin zhang wei gong mode. 

K For instance, if rinshO I lin zhang is designated as the pitch of kyU I gong to form a mode, it is 

known as the rinshb i kyU I lin zhang wei gong mode (Figure 2.2). The rinshO shi kyU I lin zhang zhi 

gong mode, which refers to the kyU I gong mode in this rinshO i kyU I lin zhang wei gong mode, has 

exactly the same form as the rinshO i kyCt I lin zhang wei gong mode. 
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determining whether the ich6shiki I wei diao shi or the shich6shiki I zhi diao shi 

system is being referred to. However, in most cases, this can be clarified by 

reference to the context in which they occur (see Section II B below). 

The term kin I yun is also frequently used in descriptions of Chinese modal 

theory. Generally speaking, each kin I yun consists of seven modes, all of which are 

in the same key. A kin I yun is generated as follows: firstly, one of the twelve ritsu I 

Iii is designated as the pitch of the kyu I gong degree of a kyu I gong mode. Secondly, 

different modal species are generated from the pitch set. RinshO /lin zhang will be 

employed as an example in the following table in order to show how this 

mechanism works. If rinshi! I lin zhong is designated as the pitch of kyu I gong to 

form a kyu I gong mode,9 this kyu I gong mode can, on one hand, be viewed as a 

rinshi! kyu /lin zhong gong mode and, on the other, as a rinshO kin /lin zhang yun 

(see the shaded column in Table 2.3). A total of seven modes can then be formed on 

each of the seven sei I sheng of this kin I yun. These seven modes are regarded as 

being in the same kin I yun (see the seven rows in Table 2.3). It is obvious that the 

idea of kin I yun is very similar to the shichi!shiki I zhi diao shi system or the idea of 

'key' in western music. 

Table 2.3: The seven modes that can be generated from the rinsho kin I lin 

zhang yun 

" l assume that the scale of this kyu I gong mode follows the hcptatonic scale noted in Table 2.2. 
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The shaded column here 
shows the rinsho kin I lin 

zhong yun (G ABC# DE F#). 

+ 
The mode that is ~'\llli#r ,~;L iffr A B C# D E F# 
generated from G 

The mode that is B C# D E F# 
generated from A 

=;-----
~--~-

The mode that is D E F# G A 
The seven I generated from B 

modes that can 
be generated I The mode that is D E F# G A B 

from the generated from C# 
rinshO kin I lin 

zhong yun I The mode that is E F# G A B C# 
generated from D 

----~-

The mode that is G A B C# D 
generated from E 

"''="""''""'"'"''"o•"·••o-o·ooo._.,,_,,_ 

The mode that is A B D E 
from t'# 

II. The oshikichO I huang zhong diao, banshikichO I pan she diao and 

hyojo I ping diao modes in Tang China 

A. The sources for seven key Chinese treatises 

In this part, I focus on seven Chinese treatises, namely Song shu, lin shu, Sui 

shu, Yue fu za lu, Tang hui yao, X in tang shu and Bu bi tan, in order to ascertain the 

structures of the oshikichfi I huang zhang diao, banshikich8 I pan she diao and hyojo 

I ping diao modes used in Tang China. These treatises have been widely published 

in China and are commonly available in bookstores and libraries. The following 
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table summaries the editions that I consulted and the sources of these editions. 

Table 2.4: The sources of Song shu, ]in shu, Sui shu, Yue fu za lu, Tang hui yao, 

Xin tang shu and Bu bi tan 

Treatise 

Song shu 

(c. 494) 

Jin shu 

(c. 648) 

Sui shu 

(c. 630) 

Yuefu za lu 

(late ninth 

Edition (Publisher) Source 

Zhong Hua Shu Ju The sources are the San chao ben preserved 

In the Bei Jing Tu Shu Guan (National 

Library of China), the Bei jian ben (Ming 

Dynasty (1368-1644)), Ji gu ge ben (late 

Ming to early Qing (1644-1912) Dynasties), 

Wu ying dian ben (Qing Dyansty), Jin ling 

shu ju ben (Qing Dynasty) and Bai na ben 

(Northern Song Dyansty (960-1127)) (Shen 

c. 494:8-9). 

Zhong Hua Shu Ju The main sources are the Jin ling shu ju ben, 

Bai na ben and Wu ying dian ben. In 

addition, the editors also examined five more 

sources compiled in the Yuan (1279-1368) 

and Ming Dynasties (Fang et al. c. 648:7 -8). 

Zhong Hua Shu Ju The main sources are the Song ke di xiu ben 

(Song Dynasty), Yuan da de rao zhou lu ke 

ben (Yuan Dynasty) and Yuan zhi shun rui 

zhou lu ke ming xiu ben (Ming Dyansty). In 

addition, the editors also examined five more 

sources compiled between the Song and 

Qing Dynasties (Wei et al. c. 630:6). 

Zhong Guo Xi Ju 

Chu Ban She 

The main source is the Shou shan ge cong 

shu ben compiled in the Qing Dyansty but 
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century) 

Tang hui yao 

(c. 961) 

X in tang shu 

(1060) 

Bu hi tan 

(c. 1095) 

the editor also examined other Song and 

Ming sources (Duan late ninth century:67). 

Zhong Hua Shu Ju The source is the Wu ying dian ben (Wang c. 

961:1). 

Zhong Hua Shu Ju The main source is the Bai na ben. Other 

reference sources include the Northern Song 

Min ke shi liu heng ben, Southern Song 

(1127-1279) Minke shi heng ben, Ji gu ge 

ben, Wu ying dian ben (Qing Dynasty) and 

Zhe Jiang shu ju ben (Qing Dyansty) 

(Ouyang et al. I 060: 12). 

Zhong Hua Shu Ju The main source is the Ai lu ben compiled in 

the Qing Dynasty. The editor, moreover, 

inserted a large amount of notes in the text in 

order to show the differences between this 

Qing and other Song and Yuan sources 

(Shen c. 1095:5). 

B. The yan yue er shi ba diao (the twenty-eight modes for banquet music) 

X in tang shu and Yue fu za lu record the names of a set of twenty-eight modes 

for performing yan yue in the Tang period. This set of modes is known as yan yue er 

shi ba diao. While theoretically a total of eighty-four modes can be generated from 

the systems of twelve ritsu I lU and of seven sei I sheng, it is unlikely that all 

eighty-four modes were used in actual performance. The system was therefore 

reduced to twenty-eighty modes, which represents the four modal species 

transposed to each of the seven degrees. 

Table 2.5 summarizes the names of the yan yue er shi ba diao according to the 
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records in the Li yue z.hi chapter of X in tang shu (Ouyang et al . I 060:473) and the 

Bie yue shi wu yin lun er shi ba diao lu section in Yue fu ~a lu (Duan late nin th 

century: 62-3). 

Table 2.5: The nrunes of the yon yue er shi ba diao in X in tang shu and Yue fu za 

lu 

kyu I gong modes 

seikrft (cho) I 
• 

~heng gong ( diao) 

iE '~·; < r!J~J) * 

kokyu ( cho) I 

gao gong (diao) 
·~, . . ! (If 

t'• ;J t=Jt ( ,1/uJ) 

c/r((rynkyfi I 

z/ton~ Iii gong 
I II ~ ,._•.,· r I 1

1 
I 

dochokvu 1 
• 

dew c/iao gong 
illtJ.~1 ~y~ 

nanryokyft I 

nan Iii gong 

f?:j f 1
1 ~· ~·; 

senryo /....'yf'.r I 

xian Iii gong 
·f1l1 ~'H. 

sho I shang modes 

kotsucho I 

yue diao 

~~ 

taishikicho I 

da shi diao 

7\-tt;:w ** .u.~ 

kotaishikichn I 

gao da shi dian 

,\:j A. itt1 i iVl3 

sojo I 

.\huang diao 

~ID~ 

shoshikicho I 

xiao sh i d iao 
lj\ ftl {i ~d.~ 

ketsushicho I 

xie zhi diao 

~Y·mtJld :II\ II " II 

kakuljue modes 

kotsukaku (ch8) I 

yue jue ( diao) 
,~{fJ(fJ~) 

taishikikaku (dto) I 
da shijue (diao) 

k~11i {fi(~) 

klJtaishikikaku ( cho) I 

gao cia shi jue ( dicw) 

rOi A~./ 1:i fr-1 ( JU~) 

sokaku (cluJ) I 

slwang jue (dian) 

~ ffJciWIJ) 

sluJshikilwku (cho) I 

x iao ~h; j ue ( cliao) 

lj \~f-(j f=tj((J.~) *** 

kelsushikaku ( clu1) I 

x ie zhijue (cliao) 

MX m f!J Oil~> 

u l y u modes 

chfiryocho I 
• 

-;.hong Iii diao 

I 1.1 l l tl 
I I e:'l r~IIJ 

~rt. i/zyc~i{) I 
~ht!ng ping tliao 
IE 'T'- J/4 

kQ.h.vojo 1 
g.cwping 

·~~ana 

senryocha I 

xian Iii diao 

{illr1 ' 11~ 

oshikiclzo i 
huang zhong diao 

Yf~,J~ **** 
fJ!c ' • .. ,, 

~l'. 

hanshikicho %1 
pan she diao 
!m7~;M .. ~ 

kosltokylf I rinshosluJ ( ch()) I rinshokaku ( cho) I kobcmshiki ( cho) I 

huang z/tnng gong lin ~hong sltang ( diao) lin ~hong jue ( diao) gao pan she (dian) 

t~~ifip; -f,f~ H'~ c fal~;J) ~*f/11 f.Y (ttl~) 1',/i ~!ti tfyov~) 

Index: 

* The bracketed Chinese characters cho I diao is used only in the form of names recorded in Y11. e fu 
<.CI lu. 
** The Chinese character '~ · i(l written as '~· in Yt.~e fu :a lu. BoU1 of these characters are 
pronounced as 'shr . 
*** S/u)shikikaku (clu5) I .riao slti jue (diao) is cal led seikakucho I zheng jue diao in Yue fu za lu. 

**** The name oshikicho I huang z/wn;: diao is used on ly in )'ue fi,, za /u. In X in tang shu, this mode 
is called koshfm I ltuang ~hong yu. 
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f 

In X in tang shu and Yue fu za lu, the twenty-eight modes are separated into four 

groups according to their modal structures, namely kyu I gong, shO I shang, kaku I 

jue and u I yu. Two of the modes that form the focus of this thesis, namely 6shikichi3 

I huang zhang diao and banshikichO I pan she diao modes, are categorized as u I yu 

modes. I will show later in this thesis that the third mode, hyojo I ping diao mode, 

corresponds to the seihyojo I zheng ping diao rather than the kohyojo I gao ping diao 

mode in the yan yue er shi ba diao. This mode is also classified as an u I yu mode. 

In addition to the modal names that are formed by combining the ritsu /Iii 

and the sei I sheng terms, in the Tang period, modes were usually given an 

individual name. Indeed, most of the modal names shown in Table 2.5 are written 

using their individual names. The use of individual names in X in tang shu and Yue 

fu za lu shows that by this time they had become more popular than the names 

formed by combining the ritsu I Iii and the sei I sheng terms. Some of these 

individual names are, moreover, transliterations of modal names used in Central 

Asia. 10 

Because X in tang shu and Yue fu za lu do not include the modal names that 

are formed by combining the ritsu I Iii and the sei I sheng terms, we must consult 

10 BanshikichO I pan she diao is such an example. The Yin yue zhi chapter of Sui shu indicates that 

Sujiva introduced a han shan mode to the Chinese at the beginning of the Sui period (see also Part I 

of Chapter One). Scholars commonly agree that this ban shan mode was identical to the pancama 

mode recorded in the Ku4urniyamalai Inscription of India and the word 'ban shan' was a 

transliteration of the name pancama (Hayashi 1936: 15-27; Widdess 1995: 15-19). The structure of 

the banshikichJ I pan she diao mode is identical to that of the ban shan and the pancarna modes 

(Widdess 1995:17), and the word 'hanshiki I pan she' seems to be another transliteration of 

'pancama' or an altered pronunciation of ban shan. 
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other Chinese treati ses such as Tang hui yao in ord er to obtain .more inf ormation on 

the pitches of the modes. 

Tang hui yao, whjch records the government policies of the Tang D ynasty 

incl udes an edict. dated the tenth date of the seventh month in T ian bao 13 (754), 

that records changes in the names of some yan yue pieces. In the edict, f ourteen 

modal names are recorded together with the names of the pieces. We may conclude 

that these fomteen modes represent the most important and frequently used modes 

in the eighth century. M ost of these fourteen modes are written using both their 

indi vi dual names and the names f ormed by combining the ritsu / Iii and the sei I 

sheng terms. 

Table 2.6: The fourteen modes recorded in the edict of Tang hui yao 

Rit.m / iii and sei I sheng nomenclature 

taisokyu I tai cou gong ).\J~·~~~· 

taisosfu) I tai cou shang A:~R~ 

taisou I tai cou vu ~$I~ 
• 

taisokaku I tai cou jue J.\:~flj 

rinshokyCt I lin zhong gong 1-f'~,'il~~· 

rinshosho / lin zlzong shang {f~iUHlj 

rinshou I lin zhong yu #S:?l~ 

1inshokaku I lin zhong jue ,f-f~•'il.ffJ 

koshokyu I huang zhong gong J.~'ffm'K· 

koshosfu) I huang zhong shang ~~~·~R"lj 

koshou I huang zhon.g yu Jti~ .:J.!J 
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Individual name 

sadachlJ I sha tuo diao Y~'Wt:wm 

raishihcho Ida shi diao Aft~ 

ban.~hikic/u) I pan she diao §t!P~ 

(not prov itlcd) 

docho I dew diao J.§iftllil 

shoshikicho I xiao shi diao ' Jv:lftFJM 

hyojo I ping diao ¥~ 

(not prov ided) 

( not provided) 

kotsucho I vue diao ;@.&;VnJ 
• 

osh7kich6 I huang zhong diao fifiir.d 



chCtryoshO I zhong Iii shang <P g illl 

nanryoshO I nan Iii shang i¥J g illl 

(not provided) 

sojo I shuang diao fl!il'J 

shuich8 I shui diao ll<iil!l 

kinfuch8 I }in feng diao 46:J!i\illil 

Oshikich8 I huang zhong diao, banshikichO I pan she diao and hyojo I ping 

diao all appear in the edict of Tang hui yao (see the shaded rows in Table 2.6), 

where they are accompanied by the names formed from the ritsu /Iii and the sei I 

sheng terms. While these names do not include the words 'i I wei' and 'shi I zhi' 

between the ritsu /Iii and the sei I sheng terms, the sequence of the ritsu /Iii terms 

makes it clear that the modes are formed according to the system of shichbshiki I zhi 

diao shi rather than ichOshiki I wei diao shi. I will now explain the reasons in 

details." 

It is unlikely that the order of the modal names and the ritsu /Iii terms are 

random. There must be a special reason for organizing the sequence of the ritsu /Iii 

terms in the way they are. In fact, the five ritsu /Iii represent the five different kin I 

yun or keys of Chinese modal theory and their sequence reflects the number of 

modes used during the Tian bao era. This is summarized in Figure 2.11. 

Figure 2.11: The sequence of the ritsu /Iii terms in the edict of Tang hui yao 

ritsu I Iii: taiso I tai cou --> rinshb I lin zhong --> koshb I huang zhong --> 

churyo I zhong lii --> nanryo I nan Iii 

11 See Sections C and D he low for the discussion of the scale and structure of these three modes. 
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The taiso I tai cou and rinsh6 /lin zhang keys are positioned at the beginning 

because four of the seven modes, namely the kyu I gong, shOI shang, kaku I jue and 

u I yu modes that were chosen to be the fourteen popular modes in the eight century 

are in these keys. The k6sh6/ huang zhang key is written after the taisol tai cou and 

rinsh6 I lin zhang keys because only three modes, namely the kyu I gong, sh6 I 

shang and u I yu modes, were chosen. The chUryo I zhang li1 and the nanryo I nan Iii 

keys are positioned last since only the shOI shang modes from these two keys were 

included in the fourteen modes. Because the sequence of these modes is organized 

with reference to the system of kin I yun and the theory of kin I yun fundamentally 

corresponds to that of the shichoshiki I zhi diao shi system (see Part I of this 

chapter), we may conclude that the modes of Tang hui yao were formed according 

to the shichOshiki I zhi diao shi rather than the ichf!shiki I wei diao shi system. 

From this it is clear that 6shikich6 I huang zhang diao is an u I yu mode in 

which the kyu I gong degree is k6sh6/ huang zhang (C); banshikichOI pan she diao 

is an u I yu mode in which the kyu I gong degree is taisol tai cou (D); and hyojol 

ping diao is also an u I yu mode in which the kyu I gong degree is rinsh6/lin zhang 

(E).l2 

12 For case of discussion, I will take Cas the pitch of kOshO I huang zhong. Hayashi Kenz6, however, 

indicates that five types of pitch standards might have existed in Tang China (Hayashi, Guo trans. 

1936:81·1 03), and that the pitch of koshO I huang zhang was different in each of these five standards 

(Hayashi, Guo trans. 1936: I 02). He also suggests that the pitches of modes used in the Tianbao era 

of Tang China might have corresponded to the pitches of the koritsu I gu Iii (literally 'ancient ritsu I 

lu') standard (Hayashi, Guo trans. 1936:101), according to which the pitch of koshO I huang zhang 

was likely to have been between the concert pitches C# and D (Hayashi, Guo trans. 1936:92). 
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C. The heptatonic scale of Tang modes 

While Wei Zhao's note in Guo yu indicates that the Chinese heptatonic scale 

has a 'TTTSTTS' structure, some Chinese sources suggest that between the third 

and sixth centuries, Chinese music might have been performed using another form 

of heptatonic scale. A comprehensive investigation of the heptatonic scales used in 

China will, moreover, clarify some ornamental practices in Heian-period togaku 

melodies. 

Shen Yue's (441-513) Song shu and Fang Xuan-ling (578-648) and others' lin 

shu both record that a person called Xun Xu's (d. 289) created a set of flutes that 

could be used to play modes formed from three different forms of heptatonic scale 

(Shen c. 494:215-7; Fang et al. c. 649:483-5). These three forms are known as 

zheng sheng diao (literally 'the scale of correct sound'), xia zhi diao (literally 'the 

scale of lower chi I zhi') and qing jue diao (literally 'the scale of clear kaku I jue'). 

The structures of these scales are clearly explained in both treatises. While the 

zheng sheng diao scale shares an identical structure to that illustrated in Guo yu, the 

structures of the xi a zhi diao and qing jue diao scales are 'TTSTTTS' and 

'TSTTSTT' respectively. 13 

Let us consider the xia zhi diao scale in detail. The difference between the 

zheng sheng diao and xia zhi diao scales is that the interval between the first and the 

13 Although scholars generally agree about the structures of these three scales, there are still some 

arguments about the size and pitch of Xun Xu's flutes. For a detailed discussion of Xun Xu's flutes, 

see Wang 1995. 
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fourth degrees is an augmented fourth in the zheng sheng diao but a perfect fourth in 

the xia zhi diao. 

In addition to Song shu and fin shu, Sui shu (c. 630) also records the use of 

different scales to perform music in the sixth century. The text in Quotation 2.1 is 

taken from the Niu hong zhuan [The biography of Niu Hong (545-610)] chapter of 

Sui shu. It suggests that in the sixth century the xia zhi diao scale was more popular 

and frequently used than the zheng sheng diao scale. 

Quotation 2.1: Excerpt from the Niu hong zhuan chapter of Sui shu 

4-Mrr ~ '!/&, ffl #I~~ g, 7] lMHi~ Wll, W i5 !14# i!ilo i"i r.IJ i!f !KilU ~!tift Jll! 

td, t\n§j-:::~i8!t§~R'Zl'ft, llliJ+::.U'io IE§b!Jll'~. Tr.&b!*Ui, rJ 

~~AM~.~MZ~ ~-b!~B. Tr.&b!.JU. t\*M~. MW~~. 

~"7-PJitlHf~. J'£Mrr.&.lld, ::f!li1;!:!; iE, ;t)jjj!~r. II<'J!!Lt:))li, /&5J!QlcZ. (Wei 

et al. c. 630: 1308) 

This quotation is translated as follows: 

'In modern performance practice, when kosho I huang zhang is 

designated as the pitch of kyu I gong to form a koshb shi kyu I huang 

zhang zhi gong mode (see Figure 2.12), it is common for musicians to 

use rinshO I lin zhang (marked '0' in Figure 2.12 below) rather than 

koshO I huang zhang (marked '0') as the tonic. This is different from 
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traditional practice. Xun Xu, a Nei shu jian14 of the Jin court, created 

a total of twelve flutes and tuned them by shifting the keys of each 

modal species. [For the flute of koshb I huang zhong], the tonic of the 

zheng sheng diao scale is kbshb I huang zhong (0); the tonic of the xia 

zhi diao scale is rinshb I lin zhong (0) and the tonic of the qing jue 

diao scale is kosen I gu xian (marked ',6'). For the flute of tairyo Ida 

Iii, the tonic of the zheng sheng diao scale is tairyo I da Iii and the 

tonic of the xia zhi diao scale is isoku I yi ze, and so on for the other 

flutes. The way of using rinshb I lin zhong [as the tonic of the kbshb 

shi kyu I huang zhong zhi gong mode] in fact follows the theory of 

Xun Xu's xia zhi diao scale. It is unacceptable to use the xia zhi diao 

but not the zheng sheng diao. This must therefore be corrected.' 

Figure 2.12: The koshb shi kyu I huang zhong zhi gong mode 

~=:tit:=·~~~~=® 
kJJ<• .. iO taisli ko.~en ,\uihin rins/W 

rJtsu I til: huangz}wng wicou gu.xian ruibin lin::.hong 

kyU 
sei I sheng: gong 

~·hi) 

.\·hang 
kAku 
jue 

heru:hi 
bianzhi 

chi 
zhi 

T T 
~~ • 

nanryo ihhO 
nanlU yingihong 

u henhU 
yu biangOng 

s 
~ 

k0sh6 
huangzhong 

kyn 
gong 

As the passage just quoted makes clear, in Niu Hong's time, rinshb I lin 

zhong rather than koshb I huang zhong was treated as the tonic of this koshb shi kyu I 

huang zhong zhi gong mode. This mode, which has a xia zhi diao structure, is set 

14 Nei shu jian is an official title. 
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out in the following figure. 

Figure 2.13: RinshO I lin zhong is treated as the tonic of the koshO shi kyii I 

huang zhong zhi gong mode 

-,~--~L ____ L ____ S :~------L--. __ T __ --=_I~-~· _S~-•-~------~ 
• • • 

ritsu /Iii: 
rinshO 

linzhong 
nanrvo 
nanfu 

6sh0 kiJsh() 
yingzhong huanxzhong 

taisO 
taicou 

kosen 
guxicm 

suihin 
ruibin 

rinsh6 
linzhong 

Moreover, the xia zhi diao scale may be formed not only by changing the 

position of the tonic, but, as Sui shu indicates, also in some repertories by simply 

flattening the pitch of the fourth degree. Qing yue (see below) is one such repertory. 

Quotation 2.2: Excerpt from the Yin yue zhi chapter of Sui shu 

~:X.WIJ!i'~~: r ...... ifi~flljl/j';i;;, J;.VN'l~!Jl.!f,l!( ....... ~,m;J< ...... irt~'i< 

1j\[>'I, Jl!fjj j(!ft'UilJ !!!H-I!to J 

(Wei et al. c. 630:347) 

Quotation 2.3 can be translated as follows: 

'Zheng Yi (fl. late sixth century) and Su Kui (fl. sixth century)15 

indicate that ...... in qing yue the pitch of henchi I bian zhi (the fourth 

degree) of the koshO shi kyu I huang zhong zhi gong mode is xiao lii. 16 

1s Officials of the Sui court. 

\(, Xiao Iii does not exist in the names of the twelve ritsu I Iii of the Chinese modal theory but 
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We (Zheng and Su) request that [the Emperor orders the musicians] to 

use suihin I rui bin rather than xiao Iii as the pitch of henchi I bian zhi 

in qing yue.' 

Qing yue probably refers to the music of qing shang san diao, which was 

originally a repertory of folk song called xiang he ge (Yang 1981:171). The roots of 

this repertory can be traced back to the Han Dynasty (Du 801:3716 & Wei et al. 

c.630:377). From Kai huang 9 (589), a qing shang shu office was established by the 

Sui court in order to supervise this qing yue repertory (Wei et al. c.630:349). 

If chUryo I zhang Iii rather than suihin I rui bin is used as the pitch of the 

henchi I bian zhi degree, the scale of the koshO shi kyu I huang zhang zhi gong mode 

is not zheng sheng diao but xia zhi diao. 

Figure 2.14: The kOshO shi kyu I huang zhang zhi gong mode of qing yue 

T T 

·-·~---. 
-·--.-----···-

kOshfi tai;w3 
rit.m I Iii: huangz}wng taicou 

kyu 
sei I shen~-:: gong 

,\·hO 
sho.ng 

kaku 
jue 

hem-· hi 
hianzhi 

T 

rinsM 
linzhong 

chi 
zhi 

T T s 

nanryo 6sh0 kiJ.~M 
nanlU yingzhong huangzhong 

u 
yu 

hen~rya 
biangOng 

kya 
gong 

While Zheng Yi, Su Kui and Niu Hong all suggested that the emperor used the 

z.heng sheng diao rather than the xia zhi diao scale, Sui shu does not indicate 

scholars generally agree that it is identical to chiiryo I zhang lU (Cheung 1975:166). 
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whether the emperor accepted their suggestion or not. Sui shu simply records that 

the emperor finally accepted He Tuo's (fl. sixth century) suggestion that only the 

koshO I huang zhong key (huang zhong yi gong) be used to perform music at the 

court (Wei et al. c. 630:35 I). Since Sui shu provides no further information on the 

structure of this koshO I huang zhong key, however, it is uncertain whether this key 

was formed according to the zheng sheng diao or the xia zhi diao scale. In order to 

determine whether the importance of the zheng sheng diao scale was re-asserted in 

the Sui and Tang periods or not, it is necessary to consult a Song-period treatise 

called Bu bi tan. 

D. The yan yue er shi ba diao (the twenty-eight modes for banquet music) in 

Shen Kuo's Bu bi tan 

Bu bi tan was written by Shen Kuo (1031-95) nearly 200 years after the end of 

the Tang Dynasty. This treatise uses a system of notational-signs to specify the ritsu 

/Iii (pitches) and the sha sheng (final) of each mode. 17 Each of the notational-signs 

is known as a zi, and there are a total of sixteen zi in this system (Shen c.l095:293). 

It is necessary to note, however, that the yan yue of the Northern Song Dynasty 

(960-1127) was transposed (Shen c.I095:292-3) and that all named pitches of the 

twelve ritsu /Iii were two semitones higher than in the past (Shen c.l095:293). In 

short, if C is assumed as the pitch of kOshO I huang zhong in the Tang period, the 

pitch of koshO I huang zhong in the Song period would have been D. The following 

17 This system of notational sign is very similar to the system of tablature-signs for the Japanese 

hichiriki (double-reed pipe). See Zuo 1993 for details. 
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table summarizes the relationship between the sixteen zi and the twelve ritsu I Iii 

(Shen c.l 095:293). 

Table 2. 7: The relationship between the zi and the twelve ritsu I Iii 

I II III IV 
The sixteen zi The corresponding ritsu I Iii of The The corresponding Tang 

the zi as recorded in Bu bi tan corresponding ritsu /Iii of the pitches 
pitches of the shown in column Ill of this 

ritsu /Iii table 
-~·----

he f1 k8sh8 I huang zhong D taisO I tai cou 

xia si ri'"J tairyo Ida Iii D# ky8sh6 I jia zhong 

gao si i'i@q taisO I tai cou E kosen I gu xian 

xia yi ~- - kyoshO I jia zhang F churyo I zhang Iii 

gao yi i'~S kosen I gu xian F# suihin I rui bin 

shang f: churyo I zhang Iii G rinshO I lin zhang 

gou 1;J ( tl])" suihin I rui bin G# isoku I yi ze 

che I~ rinshO /lin zhang A nanryo I nan Iii 

xia gong T J:: isoku I yi ze A# bueki I wu yi 

gao gong /.';i_L nanryo I nan Iii B osho I ying zhang 

xiafan l' n bueki I wu yi c koshO sei I huang zhang 

qing 

gao fan r!iJ I'L OshO I ying zhang C# tairyo sei Ida Iii qing 

liu /\ koshO sei I huang zhang qing It D tais6 sei I tai cou qing 

;lil!li'f" 

IK Some versions of Bu bi tan usc the character ·-tr but other use 'iij'. Por instance, the Ai lu hen 

version of the Qing Dynasty uses 'u}' whereas the Qian dao ben version of the Song Dynasty and 

the Hong zhi ben version of the Ming Dynasty use' 1;]•. Sec: Shen c.! 095:5&293 for further details. 

i<J The word 'sei I qing' iff literally means 'clear'. It is used to indicate pitches in a higher register. 

This term apparently with the same meaning also appears in some Japanese historical scores, for 

example, the Tenri version of Chu oga ryuteki yorokufu (see Chapter Three). 
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xia wu Til tairyo sei Ida Iii qing D# kyoshO sei I jia zhang qing 
;i(,'jiff 

gao wu frijJi taisO sei I tai cou qing E kosen sei I gu xian qing 

:t:~il'f 

jin wu ~li kyoshO sei I jia zhang qing F chUryo sei I zhang Iii qing 
'k:jjii'i 

Figures 2.15 to 2.18 show the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa, seihyojo I zheng 

ping diaa, kohyojo I zheng ping diaa and banshikichO I pan she diaa modes 

illustrated in Bu bi tan.20 The circled pitch in the banshikichO I pan she diaa mode 

(Figure 2.18) is likely to be a scribal error. In fact, Bu bi tan survives in several 

versions and in each the illustration of the banshikichO I pan she diaa mode is 

slightly different (see Shen c.l095:292-3). It is possible that errors in the 

explanation of the structure of the banshikichO I pan she diaa mode might have 

occurred early in the transmission of the text. If we ignore the circled note of the 

banshikichO I pan she diaa mode, however, all four modes shown in Figure 2.15 to 

2.18 have a structure corresponding to the zheng sheng diaa scale, in which the 

interval between the kaku I jue and the henchi I bian zhi degrees is a tone and the 

interval between the henchi I bian zhi and the chi I zhi degrees is a semitone. 

Furthermore, Tang hui yaa indicates that in the Tang period, the hyojo I ping diaa 

mode was the u I yu mode of the rinshO I lin zhang (G) key (see Table 2.6). It is 

clear from Figures 2.16 and 2.17 that it is the seihyojo I zheng ping diaa rather than 

20 While Bu bi tan does not indicate the relevant sei I sheng (degrees) of each pitch in a mode, it 

clearly indicates the sha sheng (final). This allows us to deduce the degrees of the pitches in a mode. 

For example, the sha sheng of a shO I shang mode must be the shO I shang degree. 
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the kohyojo I gao ping diao mode that corresponds to the hyojo I ping diao mode 

recorded in Tang hui yao. 21 

Figure 2.15: The 6shikich6 I huang zhang diao mode illustrated in Bu bi tan 

lnlervals 
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If 
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sei I :-.·heng: u h<nkyil kyl1 shO kaku henchi chl u 
yu biangong gong shang jue bianzhi zhi yu 

zi: che gaogong xiafan liu gaowu gaoyi shang che 

Figure 2.16: The seihyojo I zheng ping diao (or the hyojo I ping diao) mode 
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Figure 2.17: The k6hy6j6 I gao ping diao mode 

lnter.vals 
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" The pitch of the kyu I gong degree of the seihyojo I zheng ping diao mode is G (rinshO I lin zhang) 

whereas the pitch of the kyu I gong degree of the k!Jhy6j8 I gao ping diao mode is A (nanryo I nan Iii) 

(see also Columns III and IV of Table 2.7). 
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Figure 2.18: The banshikichiJ I pan she diao mode 
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Bu bi tan not only shows that the yan yue modes were formed from the zheng 

sheng diao scale, but also provides information about how modes came to be once 

again formed from the zheng sheng diao scale between the Sui and Tang periods. 

Let us consider discussion of the kaku I jue modes recorded in Bu bi tan. 

In the following, I will concentrate on the kotsukaku I yue jue mode, which is 

the first kaku I jue mode that is elucidated in Bu bi tan.22 As in Tang hui yaa, in Bu 

bi tan modes that are formed from the same key are grouped together. Because the 

katsukaku I yue jue mode and the oshikich6 I huang zhang diaa mode are grouped 

together and the oshikich6 I huang zhang diaa mode is formed from the koshO I 

huang zhang key, we can conclude that the katsukaku I yue jue mode is the kaku I 

jue mode of the koshOI huang zhang key. 

According to the degree names and pitches established in Figure 2.15, the 

structure of the katsukaku I yue jue mode (the kaku I yue jue mode of the koshO I 

22 X in tang shu and Yue fu za lu affirm that the kotsukaku I yue jue mode was a jue I kaku mode in 

Tang yan yue er shi ba diao (sec Table 2.5 on p. 58). 
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huang zhang key) is E F# G A 8 C D, where the pitch of the kaku I jue degree is E. 

Bu bi tan states, however, that the final or the kaku I jue degree of the kotsukaku I 

yue jue mode is 8 rather than E. The following figure compares the degree names of 

the original kotsukaku I yue jue mode formed from the koshf! I huang zhang key and 

the one illustrated in Bu bi tan. 

Figure 2.19: A comparison of the degree names of the kaku I jue mode formed 

from the kosho I huang zhong key and the one illustrated in Bu bi tan 
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The degree names 
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huan~: :honf: key: 0 The degree names 

u henkyu sMGJ u 

of the kot.mkakll I yu biangong shang jue yu . 

yuejue mode illustrated in 
Bu hi tan: 

As can be seen in Figure 2.19, the Bu bi tan version of the kotsukaku I yue jue 

mode is formed from the xia zhi diao heptatonic scale-that is, the interval between 

the kaku I jue and the henchi I bian zhi degrees is a semitone and the interval 

between the henchi I bian zhi and the chi I zhi degrees is a tone (see the circled 

degrees in Figure 2.19). This xia zhi diao structure is, moreover, generated by the 

treating the chi I zhi degree of the original kotsukaku I yue jue mode, which is 

formed from the zheng sheng diao scale, as the kyu I gong degree (see the shaded 

degrees in Figure 2.19). This method is exactly the same as the one illustrated in the 
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Niu hong zhuan chapter of Sui shu (see pp. 64-6). 

While all the kaku I jue modes illustrated in Bu bi tan are formed from the xia 

zhi diao scale, it was unlikely that they were ever played in the xia zhi diao structure 

during the Northern Song period. Bu hi tan indicates that in actual performance it is 

necessary to add an additional pitch to each of the kaku I jue modes, and that this 

additional pitch falls between the henchi I hian zhi and the chi I zhi degrees of the 

mode (Shen c.l 095:292). The most probable reason that this additional pitch was 

added to the kaku I jue mode was that it allowed the performer to perform that mode 

in a zheng sheng diao scale. The following figure shows the position of the 

additional pitch added in the kotsukaku I yue jue mode. 

Figure 2.20: The kotsukaku I yue jue mode with an additional pitch 
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Why was it necessary to use the kaku I jue modes in this way? Perhaps this is 

related to how the zheng sheng diao theory was re-emphasized between the sixth 

and seventh centuries. Figure 2.21 explains a possible scenario of how the 

interpretation of theoretical scales was changed in China by employing the koshO 

shi kyu I huang zhang zhi gong mode as an example. 
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...--~---~-~-~--------""' ...... -........................ ""'-...... . 
Figure 2.21: A possible scenario of how the interpretation of theoretical scales was changed in China between the sixth and seventh 

centuries 
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seventh simply sharpened 
centuries) the fourth degree 

of the modes in 
order to return the 
music to the zheng 

sheng diao scale. 2_. 
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04 This is supported by the case of qing yue (see pp. 66-7). Zheng Yi and Su Kui simply asked the emperor to change the pitch of the henchi I bian zhi degree from xiao Iii 

(chUryo I zhang Iii) to suihin I rui bin rather than revert the degree names to their original positions. 
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As was shown in Table 2.6, the fourteen yan yue modes recorded in Tang hui 

yao include only two kaku I jue modes. This implies that in the Tang period kaku I 

jue modes were not used as frequently as the kyCt I gong, shO I shang and u I yu 

modes, and that there were only a limited number of kaku I jue modal pieces.
25 

The reason why performers simply sharpened one degree in order to perform the 

kaku I jue modes in a zheng sheng diao structure might have been to avoid 

frequent change of tunings. 

* * * 

The period between the middle of the seventh and the late ninth centuries is 

the period when the Japanese frequently sent embassies to China/6 and this 

period is also regarded as the most active exchange period between Japan and 

China during the Tang Dynasty. It is generally agreed that the bulk of the Chinese 

banquet and entertainment music that became togaku was transmitted to Japan 

during this period. Although it is clear that after the seventh century, the 

importance of the zheng sheng diao scale was re-emphasized and the modes of 

yan yue were performed in this scale, it is possible that music and practices 

25 Indeed, the historical tOgaku scores in Japan rarely include kaku I jue modal pieces either. For 

example, in Hakuga no foefo, the kakuchO I jue diao modal category includes only one piece 

whereas the 6shikich8 I huang zhang diao and banshikichO I pan she diao modal categories include 

more than fifteen pieces (see Marett 1977:22-5). 

"' From 630 to 838, fifteen groups of embassy were successfully sent to China by the Japanese 

court (T6no 1999:28-9), and some of these groups consisted of more than 500 people (T6no 

1999:57). 
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developed during the time that the xia zhi diao dominated might have survived to 

the time when the Japanese began the importation of the Chinese music. This 

must be borne in mind during the examination of the Heian-period togaku 

melodies. I will show in Chapter Six of this thesis that some characteristics of the 

Chinese xia zhi diao scale may have been preserved in Japanese Heian-period 

t6gaku. 
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Chapter Three 

The sources of the historical togaku scores and Meiji senteifu 

In this chapter, I will examine the sources of the Japanese historical togaku 

scores and discuss the conditions under which they survive. These scores include 

Gogenfu, Hakuga no fuefu, Sango yoroku, Jinchi yoroku, Ruiso chiyo, Kofu 

ritsuryokan, Shinsen shOtekifu, Nakahara roseishO and ChU oga ryuteki yorokufu 

(see also Introduction). In the last section of this chapter, I will also explain the 

present condition and the structure of Meiji senteifu. 

I. Gogenfu 

Gogenfu, literally 'five-string score', is the only surviving example of 

tablature-notation for the gogen biwa I wu xian pi pa (five-stringed lute) (Nelson 

1986:(4)). Although the outer title of this score is written as 'Gagen kinfu', which 

literally means 'score for the five-stringed zither', Hazuka Keimei argues that this 

title was added by someone after the compilation of the tablature-notation (Hazuka 

1937:56). Since the tablature-signs used in this score are basically the same as those 

in scores for the more common four-stringed biwa I pi pa (four-stringed lute), there 

is no doubt that this score is written for lute rather than zither. 

The table of contents of Gogenfu indicates that there are twenty-seven pieces 
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in this score, of which six are modal preludes. The body of the score, however, 

comprises twenty-eight pieces: the piece "Jogenraku" is not included in the table of 

contents. 1 It is generally agreed that many of the pieces recorded in this score were 

pieces that flourished in the Tang Dynasty (Hayashi 1969a: 141 ;2 Nelson 1986:25), 

and that this score was compiled around the late Nara or early Heian periods 

(Hayashi 1969a: 121-2; Nelson 1986:23). The compiler of this score is, however, not 

known. 

While the original of this score has been lost, the one surviving manuscript 

copy is relatively old, and just as we do not know the compiler of the original, so 

too we do not know the compiler of this copy. This single copy, which is classified 

as an Important Cultural Property, is now preserved in the Y6mei Bunko (Y6mei 

Archive) in Kyoto. Scholars generally agree, on the basis of the condition of the 

paper and the ink, that this single manuscript copy was compiled around the middle 

of the Heian period (Hayashi 1969a:l40; Hayashi 1969c:l70;3 Nelson 1986:22). 

Although the year J6wa 9 (842) is written at the end of this manuscript copy, this 

date must be treated with caution. Steven Nelson argues that this date was added at 

a later period in order to suggest that the score was part of the music materials 

brought back to Japan from China by Fujiwara no Sadatoshi (807 -67) (Nelson 

1 There are other minor inconsistencies between the table of contents and the notation. for details, 

see Nelson 1986:24. 

' This article was first published in the journal Nihon onkyo gakknishi No.2 (1940). The version that 

I have consulted is a reprint in Gagaku-kogakufu no knidoku (Hayashi 1969c). 

3 This article was first published in the journal Nara gakugeidaigaku kiyO jinbun shakaikagaku No. 

I 3 (1965). The version that I have consulted is a reprint in Gagaku-kogakufu no knidoku (Hayashi 

1969c). 
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1986:22-3). The year Jowa 9 seems therefore to represent neither the date of 

compilation of the manuscript copy nor the date of compilation of the original. Most 

scholars agree that the date of compilation of the original was much earlier than 842 

on the ground that it contains the date ushidoshi uru juichigatsu (the intercalary 

eleventh month of the Year of the Ox), which is written after the notation of the 

piece "Yahanraku". Hayashi Kenzo identifies this Year of the Ox as 773 (Hayashi 

1969a: 140). 

A photographic reproduction of the whole manuscript is provided in the book 

Kogaku kokayoshU (Yomei Bunko, ed. 1978: 101-193). In addition to this 

photographic reproduction, Hayashi Kenzo also includes a handwritten copy of the 

score in his article "Zen'yaku gogenfu" [A complete transcription of Gogenju] 

(Hayashi 1969c:l78-185). The version printed in Kogaku kokayoshU is the reference 

source for this thesis. 

II. Hakuga nofuefu 

The official name of this score is Shinsen gakufu [Newly edited music scores] 

but it is more commonly called Hakuga no fuefu, which simply literally means 

'Hakuga's flute score'. 'Hakuga' refers to the flute virtuoso Minamoto no Hiromasa 

(918-980). In addition to the flute, he was skilful in playing the double-reed pipe 

and the lute (Marett 1976:13).4 This score was compiled by, or under Hiromasa's 

4 For a biography of Minamoto no Hiromasa, see Marett 1976:13-14. 
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editorial supervision in 9665 (Marett 1977: 1). In addition to the name Hakuga no 

Juefu, this score is also known as Hakuga no sanmi no fu [Hakuga-of-the-Third 

Rank's score]; ChOshukyo no take no fu [Lord Long-Autumn's bamboo score]; 

ChOchikufu [Long bamboo score] and Hakuga chOchikufu [Hakuga's long bamboo 

score) (Marett 1977: I). 

The original of this score has been lost, and all surviving manuscript copies 

date from the eighteenth century or later. Furthermore, only the fourth or final maki 

I juan (chapter)" of the score survives.7 The reason that it is generally agreed that 

the fourth chapter is the last chapter of Hakuga no fuefu is because a postface (or 

batsubun in Japanese) and a colophon immediately follow this chapter. 8 The 

postface includes an explanation of how and why the score was compiled. It clearly 

indicates that Minamoto no Hiromasa consulted various earlier flute scores and 

setsu (performance traditions) when he compiled Hakuga no fuefu. 9 

According to Marett's research (Marett 1978a: 172), there are sixteen 

surviving manuscript copies of Hakuga no fuefu, within which two families can be 

5 The date Koho 3 (966) is written in the colophon, which is reproduced in all the surviving 

manuscript copies. 

11 Although maki I juan is commonly translated as 'scroll', this thesis employs the word 'chapter' to 

represent maki I juan. 

7 A table of contents of Hakuga no fuefu, which is likely to be a complete copy of the original table, 

was discovered in 2003 in the Archives and Mausolea Department of the Imperial Household 

Agency (see Endo 2004b). Because this contains only the titles, not the notations, of the pieces, and 

because I had no access to this source during my fieldwork in Japan, I will not discuss it further. 

' Allan Marett argues with reference to Sango yoroku and Bunkidan (c. 1280) that Minamoto no 

Hiromasa's flute score originally comprised thirteen chapters, and that it was grouped into four 

chapters towards the end of the He ian period (Marett 1978a: 173 ). 

' See Marett 1976:11-2 for an annotated translation of the postface. 
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distinguished. 

Table 3.1: The surviving manuscript copies of Hakuga nofuefu 

Family Version Location 

I. The Tomoaki I. Rakusaido Research Archives for 
Family 10 Japanese Music of Ueno 

Gakuen University 

2. Shbheizaka Kokuritsu K6bunshokan 
gakumonjo (National Archives of 

Japan) 

3. Shajidai bunko Ryfikoku University 

4. Rakutei T6ky6 Geijustu Daigaku 
Fuzoku Toshokan (Library 
of Tokyo National 
University of Fine Arts 
and Music) 

5. Yamada Takao A manuscript copy owned 
by Yamada Takao 

2. The Eman'in (or 6. Eman'in (Enman'in) Research Archives for 
Enman'in) monzeki Japanese Music of Ueno 
Family" Gakuen University 

7. Oteki kofu Archives and Mausolea 
Department of the Imperial 
Household Agency 

8. Oteki kofu Kuni no Miya Ke (The 
Kuni no miya Family) 

Miscellaneous 9. Aoki Library of Tokyo National 
University of Fine Arts 
and Music 

10 Versions Nos. 1-5 are copies of Toyohara no Tomoaki's (1698-1769) copy (1731) (Marett 

1978a: 173). Unfortunately, Toyohara no Tomoaki's original copy has been lost. 

11 Version No.6 is an undated copy formerly preserved in the Miidera (Mii Temple) ncar Kyoto and 

Versions Nos. 7 and 8 are related to this copy (Marett 1978a: 173&(1 0)). 
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10. Shf!sha 12 Library of Tokyo National 
University of Fine Arts 
and Music 

II. Shf!sha National Archives of Japan 

12. Shbsha Research Archives for 
Japanese Music of Ueno 
Gakuen University 

13. Y amanoi Kageaki A manuscript copy owned 
by Y amanoi Kageaki 
( 1894-1945) 

14. Hayashi Kenzo A manuscript copy owned 
by Hayashi Kenzo 

15. Engeki hakubutsukan Waseda University 

16. Kikkawa Eishi A manuscript copy owned 
by Kikkawa Eishi 

The fourth chapter of this score can be separated into four sections: the table 

of contents; the tablature-notation of the pieces; the anpuhb section; and the 

postface (Marett 1978a:l74). There are a total of fifty pieces in the body of the 

score. Exceptions are the ShOsha versions that are preserved in the Tokyo National 

University of Fine Arts and Music (No. 10) and the National Archives of Japan (No. 

II). They consist of only twenty pieces. 

Pieces are basically organized according to their modal categories, namely 

sojo I shuang diao, oshikichO I huang zhang diao, suichb I sui diao, banshikichO I 

pan she diao and kakuchO I jue diao. Forty-eight out of the fifty pieces are 

12 ShOsha means 'abbreviated copies'. There is no more specific information given in Marett's 

research (Marett 1978a). 
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categorized in one of these five modal categories. The two pieces that are not 

classified in any of these five modal categories are both titled ranjo. 

While the names of "Eiyuraku", "Ten'anraku" and "Shojunraku", and a 

large number of rin 'yugaku and gigaku pieces are mentioned in the table of contents, 

these pieces do not occur in the body of the score. 

After investigation of most of the manuscript copies, Marett concludes that 

Nos. I and 6 are the best available copies, despite the fact that there are some 

scribal errors in both versions. (Marett 1978a: 173). The Rakusaido version (No. I) 

will be used as the main source for this thesis. 

III. Sango yoroku 

Sango yoroku was compiled by Fujiwara no Moronaga (1138-92). Moronaga's 

name is reproduced on the first page of every chapter of the many manuscript 

copies of this score. 13 The official title Dajodaijin and the rank juichii are usually 

written together with his name. Although Moronaga was promoted to this official 

title in 1177 (D6in, et al. c. 1656:66), we cannot conclude that Sango yoroku was 

necessarily compiled after 1177. It was a general practice in ancient Japan to write 

the highest rank attained by someone in later writings by or about them. 14 Some 

pieces recorded in San go yoroku might therefore have been compiled before 1177. 

13 Fukushima Kazuo suggests that Fujiwara no Takamichi (1166-1237) might also have been 

involved in the compilation of the score (Kishibe Shigeo Hakase Koki Kinen Suppan Iinkai, ed. 

1987:167). 
14 Personal communication with Steven Nelson in 2005. 
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Fujiwara no Moronaga was one of the most famous musicians in the Heian 

period. He was a virtuoso on both the thirteen-stringed long zither and the 

four-stringed lute. Sango yoroku, which comprises a total of twelve chapters, is the 

largest ancient gagaku compilation of notations for the four-stringed lute (Kishibe 

Shigeo Hakase Koki Kinen Suppan Jinkai, ed. 1987: 167). 'Sango' is an alternative 

name of the four-stringed lute (Hirano et al., ed. 1989:292) and 'yoroku' means 'a 

collection of important records'. Hence, the name Sango yoroku can be understood 

as 'a collection of important pieces for the four-stringed lute'. 

Although Sango yoroku records togaku, komagaku and saibara pieces, a large 

proportion of the score is devoted to the togaku repertory. There are a total of I 07 

togaku pieces in chapters five to eleven of this score. 15 Many of them occur in more 

than one version. Alternative versions are marked dokyoku, literally 'same piece'. 

While the original of this score has been lost, there are numerous surviving 

manuscript copies. The present situation of the manuscript copies is, however, 

rather complicated, not only because there are many different manuscript copies 

each with different copying dates, but also because there are incomplete, 

abbreviated and ihon (alternative copies with a lot of variations) versions. While 

there is no accurate information on the total number of surviving manuscript copies, 

there are more than thirty in Japan. Kokusho somokuroku records a total of 

twenty-eighty copies (lwanami Shoten ed. 1990:Vol.3, 781) and End6 T6ru's recent 

research shows that there are at least six more manuscript copies in Japan (End6 

1.'; For a complete list of all the pieces recorded in Sango yOroku, see Terauchi 1996:477-84. 
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2003:23). Many of these are, however, incomplete. The following table is a list of 

some of the most important complete copies known from Kokusho somokuroku and 

Endo's research. 

Table 3.2: Important sources for Sango yoroku 

Version 
,..------,--

1. Fushimi no miya ke 

2. Kikutei ke or Karyaku 

3. Bunsei 

4. Kyodai 

5. Geidai 

6. Kano bunko 

7. Y amanoi Kageaki 

Location 
- - ----

Archives and Mausolea 
Department of the Imperial 
Household Agency 

Archives and Mausolea 
Department of the Imperial 
Household Agency 

Archives and Mausolea 
Department of the Imperial 
Household Agency 

Kyoto University Library 

Library of Tokyo National 
University of Fine Arts and Music 

Tohoku Daigaku Fuzoku 
Toshokan (Tohoku University 
Library) 

A copy owned by Yamanoi 
Kageaki 

The first two of these complete sources are early copies that were complied 

during the Kamakura period ( 1192-1336), namely the Fushimi no miya ke and the 

Kikutei ke versions (Kishibe Shigeo Hakase Koki Kinen Suppan linkai, ed. 

1987:167). Although it is commonly held that because it has less handwritten and 

copying mistakes, the Fushimi no miya ke version is better than the Kikutei ke 

version (Terauchi 1996:44), my comparison of the notations of the selected pieces 
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in these two scores shows no significant difference or disagreement. I, therefore, 

use the Kikutei ke version as the main reference source in this thesis. 

IV. Jinchi yoroku 

Fujiwara no Moronaga also compiled a score for the thirteen-stringed long 

zither (gakuso), Jinchi yoroku. 16 The structure of this score is very similar to that of 

Sango yoroku, and the pieces and melodies recorded in this score are essentially the 

same as those recorded in Sango yoroku. Because pieces in Jinchi yoroku are 

compiled for the thirteen-stringed long zither rather than for the lute, however, they 

incorporate moves that are idiomatic to the long zither. 

Jinchi yoroku, which comprises a total of twelve chapters, is chiefly devoted to 

saibara, togaku and komagaku pieces, with the largest proportion of the notation 

(chapters four to ten) dedicated to the togaku repertory. As in Sango yoroku, the 

number of togaku titles is 107. The chOshibon section in the first chapter includes a 

detailed explanation of the tunings of the instrument. 

The original of this score has been lost and at present there is no accurate 

information on the number of existing manuscript copies. According to Kokusho 

somokuroku (lwanami Shoten ed. 1990: Vol. 4, 734) and End6's research 

(2003:26-7), there are at least thirty-four known manuscript copies in Japan. While 

two early manuscript copies of Sango yoroku survive, all known manuscript copies 

"' Jinchi is an alternative name of the long zither (Hirano ct al., ed. 1989:278). 
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of Jinchi yoroku are late copies, that is, of the eighteenth century or later. 

Furthermore, nearly all the surviving copies are incomplete. Four of the available 

manuscript copies are considered particularly important. 

Table 3.3: Important sources for Jinchi yoroku 

Version 
----

1. Fushimi no miya ke 

2. Takatsukasa ke 

3. Kikutei ke 

4. Rakusaido 

Location 

Archives and Mausolea 
Department of the Imperial 
Household Agency 

Archives and Mausolea 
Department of the Imperial 
Household Agency 

Kyoto University Library 

Research Archives for Japanese 
Music of Ueno Gakuen University 

Nos. 1-3 in the above table are regarded as particularly important because the 

notations are clearly written and they contain relatively few scribal errors (Terauchi 

1996:60). It is possible that these three copies were compiled from the same 

source(s) (Endo 2003:27). The main weakness of these three copies is that they do 

not include the last chapter (chapter twelve) of the score. While No. 4, the 

Rakusaido version, is a complete manuscript copy and can be referred to for the last 

chapter, it contains some scribal errors. 17 Since the most accessible copy during my 

fieldwork in Japan was the Rakusaido version, this will be my main reference 

source for Jinchi yoroku. 

17 See Ng 1998:61 for examples. 
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v. Ruiso chiyo 

Ruiso chiyo literally means 'Important notes on the repertories of zither'. The 

compiler and the exact year of compilation of this score are uncertain. Although the 

okugaki (colophon) of chapter five in many manuscript copies (see below) states 

that the complier decided to compile this score in Ei'nin 2 (1294) because he or she 

was old and feeling very sick (Terauchi 1996:99), none of the manuscript copies 

includes a record of who the complier was. It is generally agreed, however, that this 

score comprises zither pieces that were taught and used by Fujiwara no Munesuke's 

(d. 1162) daughter, Wakagozen no Ama (fl. late twelfth century) (Terauchi 

1996:99-1 00) (Kishi be Shigeo Hakase Koki Kinen Shuppan linkai, ed. 1987:434). 

For this reason, the zither notation is believed to record melodies that were 

commonly performed during the late twelfth and the early thirteenth centuries. 

As was the case with Jinchi yoroku, there is no accurate information on the 

exact number of manuscript copies that survive for this score. All manuscript copies 

that are in good condition are late copies. These late copies were mainly compiled 

during the Genroku (1688-1704) period or later (Terauchi 19%:100). 

According to Terauchi's research, the available manuscript copies of Ruiso 

chi yo can generally be divided into three different families (Terauchi 1996: 100-2). 

This division is established on the basis of the number of chapters in each copy. The 

following table lists all three families and important manuscript copies for each 
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family.'" 

Table 3.4: Important sources for Ruiso chiyo 

Family Version Location 

I. Manuscript copies I. KakushOji Library of Tokyo National 
with a total of University of Fine Arts and 
sixteen chapters Music 

2. Rakusaido Research Archives for 
Japanese Music of Ueno 
Gakuen University 

3. Aoki National Archives of Japan 

2. Manuscript copies 4. Katsura no miya ke Archives and Mausolea 
with a total of Department of the Imperial 
eighteen chapters Household Agency 

5. Hino ke Kyoto University Library 

6. Takatsukasa ke Archives and Mausolea 
Department of the Imperial 
Household Agency 

3. Manuscript copies 7. Konoe ke The Y6mei Archives 
with a total of 
twenty chapters 

8. Kikutei ke Kyoto University Library 

9. Onko Library of Tokyo National 
University of Fine Arts and 
Music 

10. Gakubu Archives and Mausolea 
Department of the Imperial 
Household All_ency 

The Kikutei ke version (No. 8), which is a twenty-chapter copy, has been 

chosen as the main reference source in this thesis. It was the most accessible copy 

lx The RakusaidO version (No.2) is not included in Terauchi's research. 
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during my fieldwork in Japan. One must note, however, that while shorter versions 

may include less explanation on the tunings and include no komagaku and/or 

saibara pieces, they are not necessarily unreliable. In addition to the Kikutei ke 

version, I consulted the Rakusaido version (No. 2) during my stay in Japan and this 

will be used as a supplementary reference. The structures of the Rakusaido and 

Kikutei ke versions of Ruiso chiyo are summarized as follows: 

Table 3.5: The structures of the Rakusaido and Kikutei ke versions of Ruiso 

chi yo 

Chapter 
-~---

One 

Two 

Three 

Four 

Hve 

Six 

Seven 

Eight 

Nine 

Ten 

Eleven 

Rakusaidii version (sixteen chapters) 

AnpuhO (Notes on the method of scoring) 

Ritsuzuhen (Section about pitches) 

ChOshihen (Section about modes) 

ChOshibon (Explanation of the modes) 

Gakkyoku ichi (Pieces (I)) 
(lchikotsuchO I yi yue diao pieces) 

Gakkyoku ni (Pieces (2)) 
(lchikotsuchO I yi yue diao pieces) 

Gakkyoku san (Pieces (3)) 
(Sadachi! I sha tuo diao pieces) 

Gakkyoku shi (Pieces (4)) 
(Hyoji! I ping diao pieces) 

Gakkyoku go (Pieces (5)) 
(Taishikichi! Ida shi diao pieces) 

Gakkyoku roku (Pieces (6)) 
(Si!ji! I shuang diao pieces) 

Gakkyoku shichi (Pieces (7)) 
(Oshikichi! I huang zhang diao pieces) 
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Kikutei ke version (twenty chapters) 

AnpuhO 

Choshibon ji! (Explanation of the 
modes (I)) 

ChOshibon chu (Explanation of the 
modes (2)) 

ChOshibon ge (Explanation of the 
modes (3)) 

/chikotsuchi! jii (lchikotsuchO I yi yue 
diao pieces (I)) 

/chikotsuchii chu (lchikotsuchO I yi yue 
diao pieces (2)) 

SadachO (Sadachi! I sha tuo diao 
pieces) 

Hy6j6 (Hy8j8 I ping diao pieces) 

TaishikichO ( Taishikich6 Ida shi diao 
pieces) 

S8j6 (S6j6 I shuang diao pieces) 

OshikichO j6 (Oshikich8 I huang zhang 
diao pieces (I ) ) 



Twelve 

Thirteen 

Fourteen 

Fifteen 

Sixteen 

Seventeen 

Eighteen 

Nineteen 

Twentr 

Gakkyoku hachi (Pieces (8)) 
(Suich61 shui diao pieces) 

Gakkyoku kyu (Pieces (9)) 
(BanshikichOI pan she diao pieces) 

Gakkyoku ju (Pieces (I 0)) 
(Banshikich61 pan she diao pieces) 

Gakkyoku juichi (Pieces (II)) 
(BanshikichO I pan she diao pieces) 

Gakkyoku juni (Pieces ( 12)) 
(BanshikichOI pan she diao pieces) 

VI. Kofu ritsuryokan 

OshikichO jo ( OshikichO I huang zhang 
diao pieces (I))"' 

Banshikich6 ko (Banshikich6 I pan she 
diao pieces (A)) 

Banshikicho otsu (Banshikich61 pan 
she diao pieces (B)) 

BanshikichO hei (BanshikichOI pan she 
diao pieces (C)) 

Banshikich6 tei (BanshikichOI pan she 
diao pieces (D)) 

Komakyoku jo (Komagaku pieces (I)) 

Komakyoku ge (Komagaku pieces (2)) 

Saibara ritsu (Saibara pieces of ritsu) 

Saibara ryo (Saibara pieces of ryo) 

This is the oldest surviving score for the mouth-organ. It is known variously as 

Kofu ritsuryokan [Old score: ritsu and ryo chapters], Kofu ryoritsukan [Old score: 

ryo and ritsu chapters], Hoshb ritsuryokan [Ritsu and ryo chapters for mouth-organ], 

Toshiakifu [Toshiaki's score] and Taifu [The score of Tai). 20 There are three 

colophons in this score and the last, which was inserted by Toyohara Fumiaki in 

1813, clearly states that this score is based on a manuscript copy made by Toyohara 

IY In the Kikutei ke version of RuisO chiyO. both chapters eleven and twelve are headed OshikichO jO. 

While they record similar OshikichO I huang zhong diao pieces, the notation in chapter eleven is 

clearer than that in chapter twelve. For instance, many lines and dots are missing from the notation 

of chapter twelve. As a result, this thesis will only examine the OshikichO I huang zhong diao pieces 

recorded in chapter eleven. 
20 This name appears in the last colophon (see below) of the score but the reason for using the word 

'tai' A is uncertain. 
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no Toshiaki (1152-1212) after he gave the original to Fujiwara no Iezane (also 

know as Inokuma Kanpaku) (1179-1241) when he taught him the hikyoku'' in the 

third month of Kennin I (1201). The only available reliable manuscript copy of this 

score was written in the Edo period (Kishibe Shigeo Hakase Koki Kinen Shuppan 

Iinkai ed. 1987: 156), and is preserved in the Bunno (Toyohara) Family.'' The 

Bunno Family is the honke (the head/leading family) for the mouth-organ repertory 

of gagaku, and Kofu ritsuryokan is also the oldest mouth-organ score of this family 

(Kishi be Shigeo Hakase Koki Kinen Shuppan Iinkai ed. 1987: 156). 

One must, however, note that while the Edo-period manuscript copy of Kofu 

ritsuryokan is based on a copy written by Toyohara no Toshiaki, the last colophon 

also indicates that a descendant of Toshiaki, Toyohara no Chikaaki (1203-84), also 

made a copy for his son. Moreover, the second colophon, which precedes directly 

before the last, states that in 1244 another descendant, Toyohara no Yoshiaki 

(1193-1271), might have added mensural notation and colophons to the copy 

written by Toshiaki. As a result, the Edo-period version may have incorporated 

information in Chikaaki's copy as well as the mensural notation added by Yoshiaki. 

Kofu ritsuryokan is divided into two chapters: the kofuritsukan and the 

kofuryokan. The kofuritsukan comprises pieces in the modal categories hyojo I ping 

diao, oshikichb I huang zhang diao and banshikichb I pan she diao whereas the 

kojuryokan consists of pieces in the modal categories ichikotsuchb I yi yue diao, 

21 'Hikyoku' literally means 'secret pieces', which probably refers to pieces that can be transmitted 

only to selected disciples. 

" These days. the Toyohara Family is commonly known as the 'Bun no Family'. 
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soja I shuang diao and taishikichO Ida shi diao. 

The titles written in the table of contents of the two chapters for the most part 

correspond to those of the pieces notated in the body of the score. There are twenty 

hyojo I ping diao, seventeen oshikichO I huang zhong diao, twenty-seven 

ichikotsuchO I yi yue diao, fourteen soja I shuang diao and seventeen taishikichO Ida 

shi diao pieces in this score?' The only inconsistency between the table of contents 

and the notation occurs in the banshikichO I pan she diao section, where the table of 

contents lists a total of eighteen banshikichO I pan she diao pieces, while the 

notations of only sixteen of these occur in the score. "Yunijo" and "Keimeiraku" are 

omitted. 

VII. Shinsen shOtekifu 

Shinsen shOtekifu [Newly edited score of mouth-organ] is an important score 

for togaku since the early fourteenth-century original survives to the present-day. In 

this thesis I will refer to this original. The score, which comprises a total of two 

chapters, is now preserved in the Y omei Archive in Kyoto. According to the two 

colophons written at the end of each chapter, the score was compiled in I 302 at the 

request of Jochi I Zheng zhi. It was proofread in 1304 and then transmitted to Seiin 

in 1305. Since the score is signed by a person called Raiin, it is assumed that Raiin 

is the compiler of this score (Kishi be Shigeo Hakase Koki Kinen Shuppan Iinkai ed. 

03 The "Ch6shi" (modal prelude) in each modal category is not counted. 
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1987:217). Although little is known about these people, Jochi I Zheng zhi, Seiin and 

Raiin all sound like the names of Buddhist monks. One of the colophons suggests 

that J6chi I Zheng zhi was a so'nin (a person of the Song Dynasty of China) and we 

might conclude therefore that J6chi I Zheng zhi was probably a Buddhist monk 

from China. The source on which this score is based, if any, is uncertain but the 

colophons clearly state that mensural signs were added during the course of 

compilation in 1302. 

The score is devoted entirely to togaku pieces. Chapter one comprises thirty 

ichikotsuchO I yi yue diao, eleven s6j8 I shuang diao24 and sixteen taishikichO Ida 

shi diao pieces. Chapter two records twenty-four hyojo I ping diao,25 eighteen 

banshikichO I pan she diao and seventeen oshikichO I huang zhang diao pieces. 

VIII. Nakahara roseishO 

The title written inside this score, which is probably the strictly accurate title, 

IS Roseisho. 'Rosel' literally means 'the sound of reeds' and 'sho' can be 

understood as 'compendium'. The title 'roseisho' can therefore be translated as 

'compendium for the double-reed pipe'. Since there are various surviving RoseishO 

in Japan, this score is usually called Nakahara roseishO. Nakahara refers to the 

double-reed pipe performer Nakahara no Shigemasa (1274-?). Shigemasa was the 

student of Abe no Suetoshi (1243-1321), who was a musician of the Kyoto school 

24 Nine of them are, however, watashimono (transposed pieces) from other modal categories. 

25 One of them is a watashimono. 
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(Kishibe Shigeo Hakase Koki Kinen Shuppan Iinkai, ed. 1987:440). The colophon 

of this score clearly states that Shigemasa compiled this score between the eleventh 

month of 1341 and the twelfth month of 1342. 

Nakahara roseishO is not only dedicated to the notation of togaku but also to 

komagaku and kagura (ritual music). There are a total of 105 togaku pieces in this 

score, excluding the modal preludes. The music recorded in this score is the earliest 

record of the Kyoto double-reed pipe tradition (Kishi be Shigeo Hakase Koki Kinen 

Shuppan linkai, ed. 1987:440). 

There are four known manuscript copies of this score and these are tabulated 

below. 

Table 3.6: The four sources for Nakahara roseisho 

Version 

I. Abe ke 

2. Kubo ke26 

3. A version written in the Edo period 

4. Yamanoi 

Location 
The Abe Family 

Research Archives for Japanese 
Music of Ueno Gakuen University 

Present location uncertain 

The Yamanoi Family 

The Abe ke score is the oldest surviving manuscript copy of this score. It was 

compiled during the chUsei period of Japan.27 I have decided. however, to use the 

:>.o In the Kubo ke manuscript copy, the notation of "Sanju" is incomplete. This piece belongs, 

however, to the modal category of taishikichO Ida shi diao and will not be examined in this thesis. 

:>.
7 ChUsei is a general historical term that refers to the period between the late-Heian and the end of 
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Kubo ke score as the main reference source and the Abe ke as a supplementary 

source, even though the Kubo ke score was copied in the Edo period (Kishibe 

Shigeo Hakase Koki Kinen Shuppan linkai, ed. 1987:440). The reason is that the 

Kubo ke score includes two different sets of dots that may imply two or more 

systems of rhythm whereas the Abe ke score records only one. The two sets of dots 

in the Kubo ke score are the kuten kifuhb (phrase-mark notation) and kobyoshiten 

kifuhb (beat-mark notation),28 which will be explained in Chapter Four. The Abe ke 

score records only the kobyoshiten kifuhb. In the Abe ke score, however, the 

tablature-signs are regularly and systematically separated by spaces, and these 

spaces generally correspond to the kuten kifuhb used in the Kubo ke score. It is, 

however, sometimes difficult to judge whether a space after a tablature-sign in the 

Abe ke score is really intended or not and the kuten kifuhb in the Kubo ke score helps 

us to make these decisions. 

Moreover, there are many scribal errors in the kobyoshiten kifuhb of the Abe ke 

score. For instance, in "Sekihaku torika", the taiko drum-beat is incorrectly assigned 

to the sixth beat of a drum-cycle from the second notational column. 

The other two manuscript copies will not be discussed here: the present 

location of one of them is uncertain and the Yamanoi score, which was copied in the 

Edo period (Kishibe Shigeo Hakase Koki Kinen Shuppan Iinkai, ed. 1987:440), is 

not available for examination. 

the Muromachi ( 1392-1568) periods. 

" These two terms are commonly used by Terauchi Naoko (Terauchi 1996:230&234). 
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IX. Chfl oga ryflteki yorokufu 

Yamanoi Kagenori (1637-1715) suggests that the most accurate name of this 

score is Ryuteki yorokufu [Important record-score for the transverse flute) (Marett 

1988:120, n.l). As was the case with Nakahara roseishO, however, this name is 

generic rather than specific; many other flute scores share this name. For this reason, 

the name ChU oga ryuteki yorokufu [Comments on the important record-score for 

flute of the Oga Family) is commonly used to refer to the score complied by Oga 

(or Yamanoi) no Kagemitsu (1273-1353 or 1354) in the first half of the fourteenth 

century. The exact year of compilation is, nevertheless, uncertain. Even though the 

colophon of some manuscript copies states that the score was compiled in Showa 5 

( 1316), this date must be treated with caution because the colophon was probably 

added in a later period (Marett 1988:211 ). Oga no Kagemitsu was one of the 

musicians of the Kyoto based Oga Family (Endo 1996:48) and was appointed as the 

flute teacher of Emperor Godaigo (r. 1318-39) (Hirano ed. 1989:607). 

Chu oga ryuteki yorokufu is the oldest complete collection of notations in all 

togaku and komagaku modes for togaku flute and komagaku flute (or komabue) 

known to have survived to the present (Marett 1988:210). 

Allan Marett carried out detailed research on the sources for this score in the 

1980's and discovered that there are at least twenty-six known manuscript copies 

(Marett 1988:211). According to Marett's research, these twenty-six copies can be 

divided into three families (Marett 1988:212-4) (see below). Unfortunately, four of 
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the known copies have been destroyed by fire and the location of one of them is 

unknown (Marett 1988:211). Furthermore, some are in private hands and are 

unavailable for investigation (Marett 1988:211). Hence, it is possible to investigate 

only thirteen of the twenty-six copies. The following table summarizes the details of 

these thirteen available copies. 

Table 3. 7: The thirteen available sources for Chu oga ryuteki yorokufu 

Family Version Location 

---
I. Family One I. Sonkeikaku bunko The Sonkeikaku Archives 

(Group A) 
2. Takatsukasa ke Archives and Mausolea 

Department of the 
Imperial Household 
Agency 

(Group B) 
3. Fushimi no miya ke Archives and Mausolea 

Department of the 
Imperial Household 
Agency 

4. Eman'in (or Enman'in) Research Archives for 
monzeki Japanese Music of Ueno 

Gakuen University 

5. Kana bunko Tohoku University 
Library 

(Group C) 6. Rakusaido Research Archives for 
Japanese Music of Ueno 
Gakuen University 

7. Hibiya shake Tokyo Toritsu Chfio 
Toshokan 
(Tokyo Metropolitan 
Central Library) 

8. Kyodai Kyoto University Library 
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(Group D) 9. Kano bunko29 

2. Family Two 10. Tenri 

II. Fushimi no miya ke 

3. Family Three 12. Eman'in (or Enman'in) 
monzeki 

13. lnaba shi kyuzo 

Tohoku University 
Library 

Tenri Toshokan (Tenri 
Central Library) 

Archives and Mausolea 
Department of the 
Imperial Household 
Agency 

Research Archives for 
Japanese Music of Ueno 
Gakuen University 

Research Archives for 
Japanese Music of Ueno 
Gakuen University 

Many of the thirteen copies include more than 120 togaku and 25 komagaku 

pieces. The earliest copies are the Sonkeikaku bunko version and the Tenri version. 

The physical nature of these two manuscript copies suggests that they both date 

from the early Muromachi period (1392-1568) (Marett 1988:215). All other copies 

were compiled in the Edo period (1603-1868) or later. Both the Sonkeikaku bunko 

and the Tenri versions appear to be parents of a family of later manuscripts (Marett 

1988:215). In short, the Sonkeikaku bunko version is the parent of Family One and 

the Tenri version is the parent of Family Two. Although the copying history of the 

Tenri version is unknown, the Sonkeikaku bunko version appears to have been 

copied from a copy made by Oe Masa (fl. fourteenth century) in 1353 (Marett 

1988:215). While both the Sonkeikaku bunko and the Tenri versions are significant, 

the main reference source of Chu oga ryuteki yorokufu in this thesis is the 

2 '-~ This Kano bunko version is different from No. 5. 
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Sonkeikaku bunko version. The Tenri version has, however, been consulted as 

necessary. 

X. Meiji senteifu 

Three copies of Meiji senteifu are preserved in three different offices of The 

Music Department of the Board of the Ceremonies of the Imperial Household 

Agency, namely the office of the head of the music department (gakuch6shitsu), the 

office of school affairs (ky6mushitsu) and the office of musical instruments 

(gakkishitsu). According to Hashimoto Y oko, all three copies comprise a total of 72 

volumes (Hashimoto 1983:42). The handwriting of the three copies is also very 

similar, and therefore it is assumed that they were complied by the same person at 

the same period (Hashimoto 1983:42).30 

While all three copies owned by the Music Department of the Imperial 

Household Agency are inaccessible, I was allowed to examine a facsimile copy of 

the gakuch6shitsu version preserved in the Research Archives for Japanese Music 

of Ueno Gakuen University during my fieldwork in Japan. This is also the only 

gakuch6shitsu version of Meiji senteifu available as a copy. 

Meiji senteifu is not only devoted to t6gaku but also to all musical and dance 

genres of gagaku. It is divided into nine main sections: uta (songs); wagon 

(Japanese six-stringed zither); biwa (four-stringed lute); s6 (thirteen-stringed long 

30 Hashimoto does not, however, indicate the name of the compiler or the year of compilation. 
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zither); h6sh8 (seventeen-piped mouth-organ); hichiriki (double-reed pipe); ryuteki 

(transverse flute); tsuzumi (drums); and mai (dances). Each section consists of a 

number of volumes, and pieces are organized with reference to their genre and size. 

Togaku and komagaku pieces are further grouped into different modal categories.31 

Togaku pieces selected for detailed examination in this thesis are recorded in 

Volumes 9 (biwa), 10 (biwa), 17 (so), 18 (so), 25 (h6sho), 27 (h6sho), 28 (h6sh6), 

35 (hichiriki), 37 (hichiriki), 38 (hichiriki), 49 (ryuteki), 51 (ryuteki) and 52 

(ryuteki) of Meiji senteifu. 

31 For a complete list of the pieces in Meiji senteifu, see: Hashimoto 1983. 
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Chapter Four 

The tablature-notation of the Japanese scores and the tunings of the 

instruments 

Before undertaking an analysis of the ancient and modern togaku melodies, it 

IS necessary to explain the tablature-notation of the Japanese scores and, where 

relevant, the tunings for playing the selected pieces.' This chapter is in three parts. 

The first part examines the tablature-notations of Gogenfu and Hakuga no fuefu. 

This will allow the reader to understand how the tablature-notation of tbgaku 

functioned during the early and middle Heian periods. 

The second part discusses the tablature-notation and tunings of the instruments 

used between the late Heian and early Nanbokuch6 ( 1336-1392) periods. The 

tablature-notation of Sango yoroku, Jinchi yoroku, Ruiso chiyo, Kofu ritsuryokan, 

Shinsen shOtekifu, Nakahara roseishb and ChCt bga ryCtteki yorokufu will be 

investigated in this part. 

The last part examines the tablature-notation of Meiji senteifu. The scores 

published by the Ono Gagakukai and Nihon Gagakukai (The Japan Gagaku Society) 

will also be discussed in this section. 

1 While the tablature-notations of Gogenfu, Hakuga no fuefu, Sango yoroku, Jinchi yoroku, Ruiso 

chiyO, Kofu ritsuryokan and Shinsen shOtekifu have already been examined by some scholars (see the 

discussion of the scores in each section of this chapter), the tablature~ notation of ChU Oga ryUteki 

y6rokufu has not. Furthermore, there are only some preliminary studies of Nakahara roseishO, for 

example, Nelson 1981 and End6 1995. 
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Part of this chapter will be devoted to a discussion of meter and rhythm. 

Accuracy in transcription relies not only on the correct decipherment of the pitches 

of the tablature-signs but also a correct understanding of the mens ural signs. Correct 

transcription of the metrical and rhythmic structures is, moreover, essential for 

comparative analysis of ancient and modern versions of a piece and to modal 

analysis. 

I. The tablature-notation and rhythmic implication in Gogenfu and 

Hakuga no fuefu 

A. The tablature-notation of Gogenfu 

1. The tablature-signs and the fret system of the instrument 

A total of twenty-five tablature-signs are employed in Gogenfu to represent 

the open strings and the positions of the frets. Eighteen of them are basically the 

same as those used in scores for the four-stringed lute, such as Sango yoroku (see 

below). In addition, there is a set of seven tablature-signs not encountered in other 

scores for the four-stringed lute. The following figure compares the tablature-signs 

that are common to Sango yoroku and Gogenfu.2 

2 Although the tablature-signs '7. ', ' V' and '"'C' in Gogenfu seem different from the corresponding 

tablature-signs in Sango yOroku, a comparison between the Dun huang pi pa pu and the lute scores in 

Japan shows that the tablature-signs 'A', ' V' and '"\"' are in fact earlier and in two cases 

abbreviated forms of' "f', '::J' and 'ili' respectively (Hayashi 1969f:205). 
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Figure 4.1: A comparison between the tablature-signs employed in the 

notations of Sango yoroku and Gogenfu 
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The fret system of the four-stringed lute set out in the following figure is 

based on chapter one of Sango yoroku, and was also explained in my Masters 

research (Ng 1998:83-6). 

Figure 4.2: The frets and their relevant tablature-signs of the four-stringed lute 
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The Roman numerals (1, II, Ill and IV) in Figure 4.2 refer to the strings. 

String I refers to the thickest string (lowest pitch) and string IV to the thinnest. The 
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Arabic numerals represent the upper bridge positions (i.e. the open strings) (0) and 

the frets (I, 2, 3 and 4). 

The fret system of the five-stringed lute is not explained in Gogenfu. A 

Chinese treatise of the Tang period called Yue yuan includes important information 

that can, however, assist scholars to understand this matter. 

Chen You's (fl. Tang period) Yue yuan states that a five-stringed lute has five 

gen I xian (strings), four kaku I ge (frets) and one koju I gu zhu (independent small 

fret). A performer can generate five pitches from the open strings, twenty from the 

frets and one from the independent small fret.3 

Let us assume that the twenty tablature-signs that correspond to those of the 

four-stringed lute represent the same finger positions as on the five-stringed lute." 

The five-stringed lute, however, contains a fifth string and an extra fret. The basic 

structure of the five-stringed lute could be conceived in terms of the following 

figure. 

Figure 4.3: The basic structure of the five-stringed lute 

3 Yue yuan is only preserved as fragments quoted in other Chinese sources. The description of the 

structure of the five-stringed lute is contained in the Wu xian tan section in the X in yue fu ci qi (new 

yue fu poetry seven) chapter of scroll 96 of Yue fu shi ji (Guo late thirteenth century: 1350). 

4 T\vo of the twenty tablature-signs of the four-stringed lute, namely hi Z and hi 1:::, are not used 

in the notation of Gogenfu (see Figure 4.1 ). This is probably because the notes produced with these 

fingerings were not needed in the pieces recorded in Gogenfu. 
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This gives rise to two questions: what is the relationship between the 

tablature-signs and the finger positions on the fifth string; and which tablature-sign 

signifies the koju I gu zhu (small fret) and what is its position? Many scholars have 

already carried out research on the structure of the five-stringed lute and the 

notation of Gogenfu (Hayashi 1969a, 1969c; Wolpert 1975, 198la, 198lb; Nelson 

1986; He 1983a, 1984 and Ye 200 I). Most scholars agree that the additional 

tablature-signs, namely shi +, kyu }L, chu 9< (or ko n ), 5 shi IT9 and go Ti, 

represent the finger positions from the open string to the fourth fret of the fifth 

string respectively (Hayashi 1969a, 1969c; Nelson 1986; He 1983a, 1984; Ye 2001) 

and that sM 'J' is the tablature-sign of the small fret (Hayashi 1969a; Wolpert 1975, 

198lb; Nelson 1986; He 1983a). Sh6literally means 'small'. There is, however, no 

5 Scholars generally agree that the tablature-sign kO I J represents the same position as chCt ~t1 , that 

is, the second fret of the fifth string (Hayashi 1969a; Nelson 1986; He 1983; Ye 2001). While the 

tablature-sign chCt frequently appears in the notation, only six k8 signs are used in the whole score 

(Nelson 1986:35). Perhaps the ko sign is an abbreviated form of the chii sign. 
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consensus on the position of this small fret. Rembrandt Wolpert and He Chang-lin 

suggest that the small fret is positioned below the fourth fret of the fifth string 

(Wolpert 1975:123, 1981 b: Ill; He 1983a: 16). Steven Nelson, on the other hand, 

argues that this small fret is positioned between the upper bridge and the first fret of 

the fourth string (Nelson 1986:43). 

Some scholars suggest that shO is not the tablature-sign for the small fret at all. 

Hayashi Kenzo came to believe that shO is actually an alternative tablature-sign for 

baku I or hachi !\ (Hayashi I %9c: 174).0 I am not convinced, however, by 

Hayashi's argument since it is common for both shO and baku or hachi to be used in 

a same piece, for example, "Hyojo kahO". 

Like Hayashi, Ye Dong believes that shO is not a tablature-sign for the small 

fret. He argues that shO is an alternative tablature-sign for sen k (Ye 2001:25). I 

do not find Ye' s argument persuasive either. He considers that shO is another form 

of sen because sen is written as •;r;• in Dun huang pi pa pu (Ye 2001 :24). The 

notation of "Seimeiraku", however, clearly shows that in Gogenfu sen is written as 

'..b.', but not as '1j\' or '11\'. 

In my opinion, Nelson's argument is the most convincing. This is because he 

has, on the one hand, thoroughly examined the structure of the only surviving 

Tang-style five-stringed lute preserved in the Shosoin, and on the other, 

'' In fact, Hayashi first indicated that the shO tablature-sign signified a small fret that was 

positioned below the fourth fret of the fifth string. and this view is identical to that suggested later 

by Wolpert and He. Nevertheless. Hayashi changed his view after 1964. For details. see Hayashi 

1969c and Nelson 1986:31-8. 
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comprehensively and systematically investigated the usage of the tablature-signs in 

the score. Before turning to a discussion of Nelson's arguments, it is first necessary 

to provide a brief introduction to the structure of the five-stringed lute preserved in 

the Sh6s6in. 

Together with a number of other scholars, Hayashi Kenzo investigated and 

measured various parts of the surviving five-stringed lute in 1952 (Hayashi, Kishi be, 

Taki & Shiba 1967:15, 83, 103). The fret system of this lute is different from the 

one described in Yue yuan. The surviving five-stringed lute consists of a total of five 

strings and five frets, and there is no independent small fret. This structure is set out 

in the following figure. 

Figure 4.4: The fret system of the five-stringed lute preserved in the ShOsilin 
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Because many instruments in the Sh6s6in have been repaired and 

reconstructed, scholars generally prefer to rely on Yue yuan rather than the lute in 

the Sh6s6in to establish the fret system of the five-stringed lute. No detailed record 

of these repairs and reconstruction survives, and for this reason it is impossible to 
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determine the original form of the fret system of the surviving five-stringed lute. 

Nelson, however, does not ignore the fret system of the surviving lute. He 

believes that the long Fret I of the surviving lute was not originally the first fret of 

the five-stringed lute (see Figure 4.4) but rather that an independent small fret (koju 

I gu zhu) filled this position. It seems likely that this small fret was replaced by a 

long fret during repairs (Nelson 1986:33&43). Nelson's opinion was arrived at 

through an analysis of the actual usage of the tablature-signs in Gogenfu. Nelson 

observes that the shO '1' tablature-sign always appears in conjunction with the jo _L 

and hoku I tablature-signs. Since the jo and boku tablature-signs both represent 

finger positions on the fourth string, the shO tablature-sign might also be a fret on 

the fourth string. Nelson concludes that the most reasonable position for the small 

fret signified by shO is between the upper bridge and the first fret of the fourth string 

(Nelson 1986:38-43). This fret system is set out in the following figure. 

Figure 4.5: Nelson's fret system of the five-stringed lute 
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2. The tunings of the instrument and the pitches of the tablature-signs 

Because the five-stringed lute can be tuned in different ways, a single 

tablature-sign does not represent a fixed pitch but rather various pitches according 

to different tunings. Gogenfu comprises modal preludes in the modes of hy6j6 I ping 

diao, taishikich6 Ida shi diao (two pieces), ichikotsuch6 I yi yue diao, 6shikich6 I 

huang zhang diao and banshikich6 I pan she diao. It is to be expected, therefore, that 

pieces in Gogenfu will fall within these five modal categories. The score does not, 

however, include any explanation of the tunings that correspond to these modes. 

Many researchers have carried out research on the tunings of the instrument 

(Hayashi 1969a, l%9c; Nelson 1986; Wolpert 198lb; Ye 2001; He 1983a). The 

only tuning that will be discussed here is the tuning for playing "S6meiraku" since 

this is the only piece selected from Gogenfu to be examined in this thesis. The 

following figure shows the notation of "Someiraku".' The notation of togaku scores 

is written vertically and the columns are read from right to left. 

Figure 4.6: The notation of "S6meiraku" 

7 The notation in this figure is taken from the photographic reproduction of "SOmeiraku" printed in 

Kogaku kokay6shu (Y6mei Bunko, cd. 1978:124-5). 
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Although Gogenf u does not classify pieces by mode. w e know f rom other 

ources that "Someiral<ai' belongs to the banshikicho I pan she diao modal category. 

For instance, Hakuga no j1teju, Sango yoroku and Jinchi yoroku all place thi s piece 

in the hanshikich6 I pan she diao modal category. Even though schol ars have 

different opinions about the tunings f or ichikotsucho I yi yue diao, oshikicho I huang 

~hong diao and hy6}6 I ping diao, most agree about the tunings of taishikicho I da 

shi diao and banshikicho I pan she diao. Hayashi Kenzo (Hayashi 1969a: 155, 

1969c: 173), Rembrandt Wolpert (1 981 b: 11 8), Steven Nel son (Nelson 1986:49) and 

Ye Dong (200 1 :29) all conclude that '"Someiraku" should be performed using the 

f ollowing tuning. 

Figure 4.7: The tuning for perlorming "Sonzeiraku" 
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He Chang-lin is the only scholar who has a different idea about the tuning. 

His tuning is a perfect fourth higher than the tuning set out in Figure 4.7 (He 

1983a:21 ). 

Figure 4.8: He Chang-lin's tuning 

~-===~:::: ---------- -..• :::-.·==- ·-:.:·: .. :: .. :···:L- ~-----======-------- .. --· ····- -· -·· =-::::-.... :::::: __ ------=-= ·-··-·--
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Since the intervallic relationship between the pitches of the five strings in He 

Chang-lin's tuning is exactly the same as the one shown in Figure 4.7, the music 

performed by using He's tuning will be diatonically transposed. That is, He's tuning 

will change the key but not the melodies of the banshikichO I pan she diao pieces. In 

this thesis, "Someiraku" will be transcribed according to the tuning set out in Figure 

4.7. The following figure shows the pitches of the tablature-signs with reference to 

Nelson's fret system according to this tuning. 

Figure 4.9: The tuning of banshikichO I pan she diao and the pitches of the 

tablature-signs 
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3. Other notational signs in "Someiraku" 

In addition to tablature-signs that indicate the open strings and the fret 

positions, there are numerous additional ornamental and special signs in this score. 

This section concentrates on the special signs that occur in the notation of 

"SlJmeiraku". 

The most frequently used sign in "Si!meiraku" is a small dot, which 

frequently appears on the right-hand side of the notational columns. Because similar 

dots are commonly used as indicators of meter and rhythm in other ancient togaku 

scores, for example, Sango yoroku and Jinchi yoroku (see below), one might assume 

that the small dots in Gogenfu are also metrical signs. 

This is clearly not the case, however, as I shall now show. The following 

figure is a transcription of the last thirteen tablature-signs of "Someiraku (see the 

boxed area in Figure 4.6). The result is unconvincing since the rhythmic structure of 
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this phrase is highly irregular. 

Figure 4.10: A transcription of the last thirteen tablature-signs of "Someiraku" 
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Examination of another piece, "Kyumeiraku", confirms that these small dots 

do not have a metrical function since only one dot occurs in the notation of this 

ptece. 

In November 2005, Steven Nelson suggested in a public lecture given in the 

Shanghai Conservatory of Music (which I attended) that these dots might signify the 

plucking direction of the plectrum. While his research result has not yet been 

published, I find his arguments convincing. 

The tei r sign is also commonly used in "Someiraku". This sign is explained 

as 'a short pause' in some historical togaku scores, for example, Hakuga no fuefu 

(see below). In my transcription of the Gogenfu version of "Someiraku", I simply 

use a 'T' symbol to represent the occurrence of this sign. 

The do [i'i] sign8 shares a similar function to dal segno (D.S.) in western 

music. A single do sign indicates that the performer should repeat the music from 

the point marked by an earlier do sign. For instance, a do sign is written at the end 

' Do [l'lj literally means 'the same'. 
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of "Si!meiraku" (see Figure 4.6). This means that the performer has to repeat the 

music from the do sign that is placed in the middle of the third column of the 

notation. This sign is commonly used in other ancient ti!gaku scores as well, for 

example, Hakuga no fuefu. 

The meaning of the ',/ ' sign is uncertain. In San go yi!roku it means 

kaeshibachi (plucking upwards by using the plectrum) (see below) but this sign is 

also used with the tei sign ( f.r) in Gogenfu.9 It does not make sense to indicate 

both a short pause and that the performer should pluck the instrument by using the 

plectrum. The ',/ ' sign in Gogenfu may signify an extension (or doubling) of a time 

unit, so that a ' f.r' sign may imply the prolongation of a pause. 

Although there are numerous special signs in the notation of "Si!meiraku", 

none of them seems to affect the rhythm and meter of the piece. It is in fact possible 

to ascertain the meter and rhythm of "Si!meiraku" by referring to the melodies of the 

same piece in other scores. This will be demonstrated after the examination of the 

tablature-notation of Hakuga no fuefu. 

B. The tablature-notation of Hakuga no fuefu 

1. Tablature-signs and their pitches 

Allan Marett identifies six different tablature-styles in Hakuga no fuefu, and 

suggests that each reflects the style, or more precisely the notational system, of one 

or other of Minamoto no Hiromasa's sources (Marett 1977:2). This section 

<oJ See the sixth column of the notation in Figure 4.6. 
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concentrates on the examination of what Marett designates Notational System I; the 

notations of all the selected pieces are confined to this system. 10 

The tablature-signs of the transverse flute are clearly explained in the anpuM 

section of Hakuga no fuefu. The following figure shows the anpuhO section of the 

Rakusaido version. 

Figure 4.11: The anpuhO section of Hakuga no fuefu 
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According to the anpuhO section, a total of eight tablature-signs are employed. 

These are kan 'F, go E., jo 1_, shaku 7, chU cr, geT, roku /\ and ko U. All but 

two of these, the ge and ko tablature-signs, indicate finger-holes on the flute. GeT, 

refers to a fingering with the finger-holes roku 1\ and shaku /y opened while 

other finger-holes are closed." Ko U indicates a fingering with all the finger-holes 

10 f'or the characteristics of other notational systems, see Marett 1978a. 

" /\Y -·f((I!IJIIX::,?,l, fJ'\ 
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closed. 12 An additional tablature-sign called ji L (or :.-') is also noted in the 

anpuh6 section but this tablature-sign does not occur in the notation of the surviving 

score. 

A diagram of the transverse flute in Zoku kyokunshb (c. 1322) can be used to 

clarify the relationship between the tablature-signs and the finger-holes (Marett 

1977:4). The following figure is drawn with reference to the diagrams in Zoku 

kyokunsh6 (Koma c. 1322:497) and Marett's article "Tunes notated in 

flute-tablature from a Japanese source of the tenth century" (Marett 1977:4). 

Figure 4.12: The relationship between the tablature-signs and the finger-holes 

of the transverse flute 
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Most tablature-signs indicate that the hole of the same name, along with all 

holes distal to the named hole, is open (Marett 1977:3). The only exception is the 

roku 1\ sign, which means all holes distal to the roku hole are closed (Marett 

1977:3). 

" 'f'i ~ !!11 rJX f, r l1 ( 
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The pitch produced by each of the finger-holes is not indicated in the score. 

Although there are four Tang-style flutes preserved in the Shosoin, the registers of 

these four flutes are slightly different from each other. The lowest pitches of these 

four flutes vary approximately between the concert pitches Bb4 and DS (Hayashi, 

Kishi be, Taki & Shiba 1967:62). 13 This suggests that in the Nara period flute pieces 

were performed by a set of flutes in different keys. 

Marett clearly showed in his research, however, that 'a standard flute was in 

use at the time of Hakuga no fuefu and, indeed, from c. 830 or earlier onward' 

(Marett 1976:71 ). While his conclusion is established by consulting various 

materials and sources (Marett 1976:60-72), the most important data concerns the 

use of the tablature-signs in the Hakuga no fuefu notation of each modal category 

(see Section Ill in Introduction). Marett demonstrates that pieces that are classified 

in the same modal category usually finish on the same tablature-sign. For instance, 

the tablature-sign used for the final of all but one piece in the modal category of 

oshikichO I huang zhang diao is shaku /;7 (Marett 1976:67). Furthermore, the shaku 

tablature-sign must refer to the pitch A because other togaku scores, such as Sango 

yoroku, clearly state that the structure of the mode of oshikichO I huang zhang diao 

is 'A 8 C D E F# G' .14 If a set of flutes in different keys were to be used in 

Hiromasa's time, shaku, which simply indicates the finger-hole but not the pitch 

produced from the flute, would not necessarily be used as the final of the oshikichO I 

13 The system for naming the pitches conforms to a system commonly used in the USA for scientific 

work (Sadie cd. 2001:Vol. 19. 807). C4 refers to middle C. 

14 See my Masters thesis for details (Ng 1998:83-98). 
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huang zhang diao pieces. 

The modal information in Sango yoroku also holds the key to understanding 

the pitches that can be produced from the fingerings of a standard transverse flute. 

For instance, if the pitch of the shaku finger-hole is A, the finger-hole that is 

directly to the left of the shaku finger-hole, namely chu ')', must then produce the 

pitch of B in the mode of bshikichb I huang zhang diao. The jo ..L finger-hole that is 

to the right of the shaku finger-hole, on the other hand, produces the pitch of G. The 

following figure summarizes the flute tablature-signs and their corresponding 

pitches in all the modal categories recorded in Hakuga no fuefu. 15 One must note, 

however, that in order to play all the modal categories with a single standard flute, it 

is necessary for some fingerings to produce two pitches (see the boxed sections of 

Figure 4.13). 

Figure 4.13: The pitches produced from the fingerings of a single standard 

transverse flute and their corresponding tablature-signs 

8 =t:-----·-± =;::::;:::::...-+-~---
--·· .. ~::::il::- --

u"' 
s6jl'J I )huang diao: n "F Ji @ !J IJ' T J'\ 

cishikichO I huang :hong ditto: n "F {i. L ® '1' T " 
suic/1(} I s/wi dioo: [l "F fi j_ ® ,,, T J\ 

banshikichfj I pan she diao: II "F E. j_ 'J ® T r; 

kaknc/uJ I jue diao: n 'T ® l. 'J r-p T -;':;;, 

0 =The tonic of the mode" D =Tablature-signs that yield more than one pitch 

15 The register used follows that of the present-day transverse flute. 

1r' Not all the pieces grouped within these modes finish on the 'correct' tonic. This suggests that a 

modal category or group may contain pieces that are in fact in a variety of modes (see also Marett 
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2. The metrical, ornamental and other signs in Hakuga no fuefu 

The anpuhO section records all the signs that are commonly used in the 

notation of Hakuga no fuefu. Allan Marett has already investigated these signs in his 

research (Marett 1976, 1977. 1978a). The following table summarizes the signs 

recorded in the anpuhO section and their relevant meanings. 

Table: 4.1: A summary of the signs used in Hakuga no fuefu 

Name of The relevant Meaning Interpretation in the transcriptions of 
the sign symbol or this thesis 

character 
~-----·-- --·------·· 
ichi 'stop blowing' 

(see also below) 

yuri Iii 'rub the a delayed mordent (see also below) 
finger-hole' 
(The effect of this 
technique is 
similar to the 
effect produced by 
a mordent. (Marett 
1977:11)) 

hiku 1) 'lengthen by long doubles the note-duration 
blowing' 

ka ')( 'move quickly' halves the note-duration 

hyaku H an indicator of the t'i 
taiko Alix 
drum-beat 

tei T 'short pause' (This sign does not occur in the 
notation of the surviving score.) 

shu ten 
' 

'blow the breath 
0 

*J~~~ in' 

2001 c). Chapter Six of this thesis includes more discussion of this hypothesis. 
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(red dot) (This probably 
indicates 
overblowing 
(Marett 1976: 135)) 

hiku dJ 1) 1) 1) 'play a mordent a mordent (see also below). 
after and then lengthen 
yun the blowing' 

yun 1) 1) 1) dJ 'lengthen the (This sign does not occur in the 
after blowing and then notation of the surviving score.) 
hiku follow with a (see also below) 

mordent' 

ren "' 'move the finger' (This sign does not occur in the 
selected pieces and will not be 
discussed here.) 

In addition to indicating 'stop blowing', the ichi sign has another important 

function in the notation of Hakuga no Juefu, namely to demarcate groups of two 

beats or multiple thereof. Groups containing an odd number of beats must be 

supplemented in some way to yield an even number of beats (Marett I977: 15-6). 

The easiest way to do this is by prolonging the last note of an odd-numbered group 

by one beat (Marett 1977:16). A single note followed by the ichi is therefore 

extended to two beats. A note followed by the hiku 1) sign and then the ichi must 

be sustained forfour beats (Marett 1977: 16-7). In the transcriptions, a tie with a '+' 

sign is used to indicate such prolongations. 

The yuri Ell and 'hiku after yuri' rn 1J 1) 1) signs frequently appear in pieces in 

Notational System I. While the 'hiku after yuri' dJ 1) 1) 1) sign is clearly defined as 

'first play a mordent and then lengthen the pitch' in the anpuhfJ section, 17 the single 

17 :%1i!l~51 
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yuri H:J sign only instructs the performer to play, but not when to play the mordent. 

Marett has suggested that the single yuri sign may in fact be an abbreviated form of 

the 'yuri after hiku' 1) 1) I} m sign (Marett 1976: 119). Accordingly, a single yuri 

sign will represent a delayed mordent whereas the 'hiku after yuri' sign will signify 

a mordent on the beat (Marett 1976: 119). Since in the course of my analysis of the 

historical melodies, I will discuss the pitch of the auxiliary note, it is necessary to 

write out all the pitches of a mordent in the transcriptions of the Hakuga no fuefu 

melodies. A tablature-sign attached to a single yuri 83 will therefore be transcribed 

with the rhythmic structure L.W whereas a tablature-sign attached to a 'hiku 

after yuri' 83 1) 1) ') sign will be transcribed with the rhythmic structure ;,.:_r 

In addition to the signs explained in the anpuhO section, a '.=:' sign is also 

frequently used in the Hakuga no JUe.JU notation. This sign is commonly used in 

Japanese and Chinese written language in order to indicate a repetition of the 

preceding character or lexigraph. It is, therefore, to be expected that in Hakuga no 

Juefu this sign indicates a repetition of the preceding tablature-sign in the notation. 

In this thesis, I follow Marett's practice of calling this sign 'ni' (Marett 1976:73). 

The following two figures show the tablature-notation and a transcription of 

the first two taiko drum-cycles (the boxed section) of the piece "Seigaiha". 18 My 

intention here is to show how I am going to transcribe pieces from Hakuga no fue.JU. 

"Seigaiha" belongs to the banshikichO I pan she diao modal category. As each taiko 

drum-cycle consists of a total of eight crotchet-beats, the time-signature 8/4 is 

1x The octave levels of the flute pitches follow Marett's transcriptions done in the late 1970's 

(Marett 1977:27-59). 
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adopted. 

Figure 4.14: The notation of "Seigaiha" (from the Rakusaido version of Hakuga 

nofuefu) 
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Figure 4.15: A transcription of the first two drum-cycles of "Seigaiha" 
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C. The metrical and rhythmic structures of the "Someiraku" melody recorded 

in Gogenfu 

Rembrandt Wolpert has already suggested a method for reading the pitches 

and rhythm of the pieces recorded in Gogenfu, and has shown that when these 

values are adopted, the melody of "Someiraku" in Gogenfu is very similar to that in 
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Hakuga no fuefu (Wolpert 1981 b ). 19 Musical Example 1 in Appendix lli shows my 

transcriptions of the Hakuga no fuefu and Gogenfu versions of "Someiraku",
20 

in 

which the rhythm is slightly different from Wolpert's version (Wolpert 1981 b: 123). 

The relevant tablature-signs of the pitches are also indicated in my transcriptions. 

Hakuga no fuefu records two versions of "Someiraku": the jo (prelude) and the 

juha (broaching)?' Here the melody of the juha version is chosen to line up with 

the Gogenfu melody. 

Despite the fact that there are some pitch disagreements (indicated by boxes in 

Musical Example 1 ), the two melodies are fairly similar. Some disagreements are 

caused by the fact that what is idiomatic on the lute may not be idiomatic on the 

flute. In addition, Marett has suggested that a degree of melodic variation was 

tolerated in the early Heian period. Indeed, these variants do not disturb our ability 

to recognize the two melodies as being essentially the same (Marett 2006:90).22 

The positions of the tei T signs in the Gogenfu melody are also worth 

discussing. These tei signs, which are mainly placed at the end of a measure, may 

signify the end of a musical phrase. The similarity of the two melodies and the 

positions of the tei signs suggest that the metrical and rhythmic structures of the lute 

I<J Allan Marett's article "Research on early notations for the history of tOgaku and points of 

scholarly contention in their interpretation .. (Marett 2006) also includes transcriptions of the Gogenfu 

and Hakuga no fuefu versions of "SOmeiraku". There are only minor differences between Wolpert's 

transcriptions and those of Steven Nelson (Nelson 1986) quoted by Marett. 

20 While figures that contain only short melodic fragments are shown together with the text, musical 

transcriptions of whole pieces are put in Appendix III of this thesis. 

21 Allan Marett's research shows that the jo and the juha arc two slightly different versions rather 

than discrete movements of "SOmeiraku". Each corresponds to a different source (Marett 2006:86). 

22 See Chapter Seven for a further discussion of these pitch disagreements. 
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melody are correctly transcribed. 

The melodies shown in Musical Example I also reveal an important 

characteristic of togaku notations compiled before the mid-Heian period, namely 

that a tablature-sign that is not modified by any ornamental or metrical sign tends to 

represent a single time-unit (crotchet-beat). 

II. The tablature-notation of togaku between the late Heian and 

early Nanbokucho periods 

A. The tablature-notation of Sango yoroku 

1. The tablature-signs and the fret system of the instrument 

Sango yoroku includes detailed explanations of its tablature-signs and tunings. 

These are given in the anpuhO section of the first chapter and the chOshibon ge 

(Explanation of the structure of the modes: Part 2) section of the second chapter 

respectively. The anpuhO section in the first chapter clearly indicates the fret 

positions and their corresponding tablature-signs. Unlike the five-stringed lute, there 

is no independent small fret in the fret system of the four-stringed lute. 

Figure 4.16: The fret positions of the four-stringed lute and their 

corresponding tablature-signs 
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The four Tang-style four-stringed lutes preserved in the Shosoin show that 

while the distance between the upper bridge and the first fret (0& I) allows the 

performer to generate a whole-tone interval, it is only possible to generate semitone 

intervals between the other frets (1&2; 2&3 and 3&4) (Hayashi, Kishibe, Taki & 

Shiba 1967:41-7). Even though the four-stringed lutes in the Shosoin have, like the 

five-stringed lute, been repaired, independent sources confirm that the present fret 

system of the Shosoin four-stringed lutes is correct. For example, the chOshibon ge 

section in chapter two of Sango yoroku explains the tunings of the lute and the 

pitches of the frets,23 and this confirms the fret system of the present-day Shosoin 

four-stringed lutes. 

2. The tunings of the instrument and the pitches of the tablature-signs 

Because the four-stringed lute is a tunable instrument, the pitches of the 

tablature-signs will vary according to the tunings. The ch6shibon ge section 

n See Ng 1998:83-98 for a complete explanation of the tunings recorded in Sango yOroku. 
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introduces eight tuning names for the lute. They are jukojo, henjukojo, oshikichO, 

hen' oshikicho, seichO, soja, hyojo and takubakuch8.Z4 

According to the description in the chOshiban ge section, pieces in the hyojo I 

ping diaa modal category can be played using either the oshikichO or seichO tunings; 

pieces in the oshikichOI huang zhang diao modal category can only be played using 

the .fukojo tuning; and pieces in the banshikicho I pan she diaa modal category can 

be played either using the jukojo, seichO or hyojo tunings.25 

Most tuning names in Sanga yoroku cover more than one mode. For instance, 

jukojo can be used for both the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa and banshikichO I pan 

she diaa modal categories. It is necessary to note, however, that the pitches of the 

open strings of the jukojo tuning for banshikichO I pan she diaa are different from 

those for oshikichO I huang zhang diaa. The difference between these two jukojo 

tunings is simply that one is a transposition of the other. 

The structures of the tunings are clearly illustrated in Sanga yoroku. Rather 

than describe the tuning only by reference to the names of the seven sei I sheng and 

the twelve ritsu I Iii, Fujiwara no Moronaga also clarified them according to the 

pitches generated by the transverse flute. For instance, in the case of the jukojo 

tuning for oshikichOI huang zhong diaa pieces, the first open string (String I) must 

::!
4 The character chO or jO ~ usually means 'mode' but in these cases the names are not modal 

names. Rather, they represent tunings of the four-stringed lute. Although some of the names 

correspond to the names of the t6gaku modes, for example, hyOjO, the hyOjO tuning is not necessarily 

the appropriate tuning for playing hy8)6 I ping diao pieces. 

~5 Sango yOroku includes a very clear description of which tuning is to be used for each piece. This 

is given either at the beginning of a modal section or after the title of a piece. 
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be tuned to the same pitch as the one generated by the shaku )I fingering of the 

flute. As already shown in Part I of this chapter, this flute is the single standard flute 

rather than a set of flutes in different keys. Marett argues that a standard transverse 

flute had been used for the performance of togaku since the early ninth century at 

least (seep. 120). According to the pitches of the transverse flute established earlier 

(seep. 121), the pitch produced from the shaku finger-hole is A. The pitch of the 

first open string of the fukojo tuning used to play oshikichO I huang zhang diaa 

pieces is therefore also A. The following six figures show all the tunings for playing 

the pieces classified in the modal categories of oshikichO I huang zhang diaa, 

banshikichO I pan she diaa and hyojo I ping diaa. These have been established 

according to the information written in the chOshiban ge section of Sanga yoroku. 

Figure 4.17: The fukOjo tuning for playing oshikichO I huang zhong diao pieces 
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Figure 4.18: The fukojo tuning for playing banshikichO I pan she diao pieces 
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Figure 4.19: The oshikichO tuning for playing hyojo I ping diao pieces 
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Figure 4.20: The seichO tuning for playing hyojo I ping diao pieces 
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Figure 4.21: The seicho tuning for playing banshikichol pan she diao pieces 
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Figure 4.22: The hyojo tuning for playing banshikich6 I pan she diao pieces 
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3. Metrical and mensural notations 

The hyaku fi. ka 1<. and hiku D I (or •J) signs found in earlier scores are also 

used in the notation of Sango yoroku. Although the anpuhO section in the score does 

not include an explanation of the meaning of the hyaku sign. there is no problem in 

defining it as an indication of the taiko drum-beat on the basis of its use in other 

scores, such as Hakuga no fuefu. The ka sign is explained as 'pluck/play rapidly'
26 

in the anpuhO section and it means the same as the ka sign in Hakuga no fuefu. 

Therefore, in the transcriptions, the note value of the tablature-signs before and after 

the ka sign will be reduced by half. The hiku sign, on the contrary, normally 

indicates a 'prolongation' .27 In some environments, for example, the syncopated 

version of pieces, however, the hiku sign must be ignored (see the analysis of Figure 

4.26 below). 

26 /£5l:Jo1 

"~~I 
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While the small dots in Gogenfu do not function as metrical indicators, in the 

notation of Sango yoroku they do. These small dots are written either under the 

tablature-signs or to the right of the notational columns. 28 The terms kuten kifuh6 

(phrase-mark notation) and kobyoshiten kifuh6 (beat-mark notation) are adopted to 

indicate these two systems respectively (see also p. 98). Dots written under the 

tablature-signs in fact demarcate binary groups, that is, tablature-signs written 

between two dots usually occupy two crotchet-beats.29 Dots written to the right of a 

tablature-sign, on the other hand, define a single time unit, namely one crotchet-beat. 

If pieces are transcribed according to these two principles, most pieces comprise 

either eight-crotchet-beat measures with a taiko drum-beat on the fifth beat or 

four-crotchet-beat measures with a taiko drum-beat on the third beat. Moreover, the 

melodies that result are in general convincing.30 

The ichi -- sign is occasionally used in the notation of this score. In the 

transcriptions, a vertical line ( I ) will be used to signify this sign. While the ichi 

signs in Sango yoroku share the phrasing function that they have in Hakuga no fuefu, 

they do not mark off binary units in Sango yoroku. The binary groups of the lute 

notation are signified by the kuten kifuho. 

::>K The juha movement of "ShunnOden", where dots arc written both to the right and under the 

tahlature-signs, is the only exception. This piece is not discussed in this thesis. 

2
'i In this study, I accept Terauchi's interpretation of the time-values of the tablature-signs between 

two single dots of the kuten kifuh8 system (Terauchi 1996:230-4). 

30 This judgment is made on the basis of the melodies transcribed in this thesis and in my Masters 

thesis (Ng 1998: 123-69). 
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4. Special performing techniques 

Two further signs defined in the anpuhO section indicate special performing 

techniques. These are the ' 1 • and the ' ,f ' signs. The ' 1 ' sign connects two 

tablature-signs and indicates that the performer should pluck the two strings 

together. 31 The ' ,f ' sign, which is the technique described to this day as 

kaeshibachi, indicates 'plucking the string by moving the plectrum upwards'. A 

' ,f ' sign will be added to the relevant notes in the transcriptions to represent this 

technique. 

Some tablature-signs are written smaller than the main tablature-signs. They 

are commonly grouped together with a large tablature-sign in sequences of two or 

three consecutive tablature-signs. In the case of a group of two consecutive 

tablature-signs, the first is a large tablature-sign and the second is a small one, for 

example, a combination of the hi and shichi tablature-signs ( 1:: L). In the case of a 

group of three consecutive tablature-signs, the first tablature-sign is often the same 

as the third, with the second and the third signs written smaller, for example, a 

combination of hi, shichi and hi ( 1:: L;t:). Although the score does not include any 

explanation of how to perform these small signs, scholars generally agree that they 

indicate a performing technique that is similar to the modern tataku technique of the 

lute (Hayashi 1970; End6 2002). That is, the performer first plucks the string with 

the plectrum in order to obtain the pitch of the first (large) tablature-sign. The 

pitches of the remaining one or two small tablature-signs are obtained by changing 

" J;( m 1;1 fiiTI *!!: 
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the fingering of the left hand without re-plucking the string. In the case of a group 

of three consecutive tablature-signs, the second tablature-sign always refers to a fret 

position that is directly below the fret position of the first and the third 

tablature-signs, and the effect of perfonning a tataku technique is thus similar to the 

musical effect of a mordent. In the transcriptions, the rhythmic structure of this 

mordent will be transcribed as 6..L.J . Slurs will be used in the transcriptions in 

order to indicate fingerings that are performed under one stroke of the plectrum. 

The following figure shows the tablature-notation of "Saisoro" and Figure 4.24 

demonstrates how the boxed section of the tablature-notation is transcribed. This 

piece belongs to the modal category of banshikichO I pan she diao and is played in 

the hyojo tuning for banshikichOI pan she diao pieces (see Figure 4.22). The rhythm 

and meter of this piece are indicated by the kuten kifuhb system. That is, the 

tablature-signs that occur between two dots must be transcribed within two 

crotchet-beats. An 8/4 time signature is given to this transcription because each 

drum-cycle of this piece consists of a total of eight crotchet-beats. 

Figure 4.23: The notation of "Saisoro" (from the Kikutei ke version of Sango 

yoroku) 
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Figure 4.24: A transcription of the boxed part of the "Saisoro" notation 
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Many pieces in Sango yoroku occur in more than one version. With only a few 

exceptions;n the first version is written with the kuten kifuho system and the 

fol lowing versjon(s) with the kobylJshiten kifuho system. For convenience, I will 

ca ll the first version the ' primary version' and the other versions the ' alternative 

version'. I will now explain in detai I how the tablature-signs are transcribed for the 

3~ Sec the case of .. Kaiseiraku" discussed in Chapter Five. 
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kobyoshiten ki;fuho system.33 

"SaislJro" occurs in two versions in Sango yoroku. The notation shown in 

Figure 4.23 is the primary version and is written in the kuten kifuho system. The one 

hown i n Figure 4.25 is the alternati ve version, in which the rhythm is indicated by 

the kobyoshiten kifuho system. 

Figure 4.25: The alternative version of "Saisoro" 
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T he following fi gure shows a transcripti on of the boxed part in Fi gure 4.25. It 

is clear that if, in the kohyoshiLen kifuh6 system, the metri cal structure of an 8/4 

time-signature is to be maintained. tablature-signs that are accompanied with a hiku 

111 sign m.ust not be prolonged (see the circled notes). 

-'-' Sec belm' for the interrela tionship between the kobyoshiten kifuho system and the modern 

mclod ies. 
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Figure 4.26: A transcription of the boxed part of the alternative version of 

"SaisOrO" 

a 
f=-1':¥23=Hf¥~t®"'~jffi~~;!OJ 

'i\* z z "'I Z* Ll i\ + 1' T * ::J IJ + 1' + +* + 1' . a 

T L t; t;*
a 

--··-1 

t; ZzZ*-Zz"' 

Like the hiku sign, the role of the ka sign is fairly redundant. Since each dot in 

kobyoshiten kifuhO clearly indicates a single crotchet-beat, one can easily determine 

the duration of the tablature-signs without consulting the ka sign. For instance, the 

shi Z and otsu L tablature-signs boxed in Figure 4.26 are best interpreted as 

quavers, and we can ignore the ka sign between them. 

Although the pitches of the lute melody shown in Figure 4.26 are similar to 

those shown in Figure 4.24, the rhythmic structures of the two melodies are 

different since the alternative version of "Saisoro" is performed in a syncopated 

rhythmic mode. 

Rembrandt Wolpert has already carried out research on this syncopated 

rhythmic mode (Wolpert 1987). He concludes that the syncopated rhythmic mode 

was developed around the twelfth century (Wolpert 1987: 117), as a type of 

variation-technique, and that it is characterized by the conversion of crotchet 
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movement in the melody of the primary version to quaver movement, such that a 

pair of quavers replaces most crotchets (Wolpert 1987: 122). Its most striking 

melodic feature appears to be the repetition of the proceeding pitch as the first pitch 

of the succeeding quaver-group, or its equivalent (Wolpert 1987: 122). The effect is 

of syncopation of the original primary melody (Wolpert 1987: 122). 

The following figure lines up the first two drum-cycles of the primary version 

of "Sais6r6" with its syncopated alternative version. The straight lines join the 

syncopated notes of the alternative version and their corresponding notes in the 

. . 
pnmary verston. 

Figure 4.27: A comparison between the primary and the alternative versions of 

"SaisOrO" 

a 
The primary version r!Ftbt+ t;---§- d·4 :g-&· -#ll 

of"Saisoro"! ~~ \\L:I\ \ · ·· \ \ 
. \ I \ I \ 

\ \~1§ \ \ 
Theallernative.v~r;oi~n IEJ.= ...•. ~_# ___ H J r t . ffr~ b5{pf.@ mJ 

of"Saisoro
11

- "-·····-"- --~---· .. ····-· ····-····- - r· ~ ~-- ._[--"'-""• 

--.... a ~ 

. \- . 
\a 

r--1 ' 

\ 
~ 

•···-· 

In addition to the above characteristics, Wolpert also indicates that more 

left-hand finger-plucked ornaments are to be found in the music of the syncopated 
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versions (Wolpert 1987: 121). Moreover, there is a substantial increase in repeated 

notes and broken octaves in the music played in this syncopated rhythmic mode 

(Wolpert 1987:121). 

B. The tablature-notations of Jinchi yoroku and Ruiso chiyo 

In Jinchi yoroku and Ruiso chi yo, as in Sango yoroku, many togaku pieces also 

occur in more than one version. Again, the primary versions are mainly written with 

the kuten kifuhO system whereas the alternative versions are written with the 

kobyoshiten kifuhO system. Pieces that are written with the koby6shiten kifuhO 

system are usually in the syncopated rhythmic mode. 

Before considering musical examples for the long zither, I will first elucidate 

its tablature-signs, tunings and fingering techniques. 

1. The thirteen strings of the long zither and their corresponding 

tablature-signs 

Thirteen tablature-signs are employed to represent the thirteen strings of the 

long zither, namely ichi -, ni -., san =:'., shi ll'l, go E., roku 7\, shichi I:;, hac hi 

J\, ku }L,jfi !·,to 4, i :&., and kin rjJ. 34 The tablature-sign ichi refers to the string 

farthest away from the performer whereas the kin string is the one closest to the 

performer. The instrument is tuned by changing the positions of the moveable 

bridges. 

·'
4 While the first chapter of RuisO chiy8 names the thirteen strings of the long zither with reference 

to the twelve ritsu I Iii, this is not a form of notation. 
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Figure 4.28: The structure of the thirteen-stringed long zither 

1i (fKI) -
f::. (roku) _ 

t; (shtchi) 
!\ (hachl) 

~~ I + (JilJ 
4 (to) -r 
t!t {i) 

m (kin) 

2. The tunings of the instrument and the pitches of the tablature-signs 

Jinchi yoroku records a large number of zither tunings but as my Masters 

research showed: a) certain tunings are used for more than one modal category; b) 

certain other tunings do not yield the correct pitches for modes of the same name.35 

For example, with reference to a), hyojo I ping diao, oshikichO I huang zhong diao 

and banshikichO I pan she diao modal group pieces are all played in the hyojo tuning 

or a transposition of this tuning. 

When the hyojo tuning is used to play pieces in the hyojo I ping diao modal 

category, the pitches of the thirteen strings are:36 

Figure 4.29: The hyojo tuning 

''See Ng 1998:170-2 for details. 
30 Because all the Tang-style zithers preserved in the Sh0s6in are seriously damaged, the register of 

the instrument is decided according to the long zither used in modern tOgaku performance. 
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Pieces belonging to the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa modal category have to 

be played in a tuning which is a perfect fifth lower than the hyojo tuning:'" 

Figure 4.30: The tuning for playing the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa pieces 

~ -··· .... ········-------- - .... ·····------- -··· ··- ···------ ·---·-

II• .. • 
• • 

- • - - - -, • • -, - • -, -, 
ichi ni san shi go roku :':;hichi hac hi ku jU to i kin 

= 1!9 Ii ~ t 1\ :h + 4 !I rjJ 
" 

Pieces that are classified in the modal category of banshikichO I pan she diaa 

have to be played in a tuning which is a perfect fourth lower than the hy6}8 tuning.
38 

Figure 4.31: The tuning for playing the banshikicho I pan she diaa pieces 

-'
7 The acoustics of the long zither demand that the pitches of the first two strings are transposed up a 

perfect fourth rather than down a perfect fifth. 

'" The pitches of the first two strings are transposed up a perfect fifth rather than down a perfect 

fourth. 
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As shown in my Masters research (Ng 1998:120-172), the 6shikich8 and 

banshikich6 tunings illustrated in Jinchi yoroku do not yield the correct pitches for 

playing the 6shikich8 I huang zhong diao and banshikichO I pan she diao pieces. 

Although Ruis6 chiy6 also records many zither tunings, the hy6}6 I ping diao, 

6shikich6 I huang zhong diao and banshikich6 I pan she diao pieces in this score are 

undoubtedly to be performed using the tunings illustrated in Figures 4.29, 4.30 and 

4.31. This is supported by two pieces of evidence. 

Firstly, the tunings shown in Figures 4.29, 4.30 and 4.31 are clearly illustrated 

in the ritsus6chuy6 and the ritsuchu shidai sections of Ruis6 chiy6. Other sections in 

Ruis6 chiyo include some different versions or different method of explaining these 

three tunings. For example, the banshikich6 tuning illustrated in the s6ch6g6 

goin'y6 section is designated as a hiz6 (secret preservation) version. We may 

assume that such a tuning would not have been commonly used to play the zither 

pieces. 

In the ch6y6 and the goin sections, tunings are explained according to a system 

of naming pitches commonly used in the sh6my6 (Buddhist chant) repertory. Since 

it is unlikely that the tunings explained in this method are different in any 

significant way from the standard tunings illustrated in Figures 4.29, 4.30 and 4.31, 
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I will not pursue this matter further. 

Secondly, the zither notations of the same piece in Jinchi y6roku and Ruis6 

chiy6 are nearly identical. The following figure compares the zither notations of 

"Keitoku" recorded in these two scores. The abbreviated terms JCYR and RSCY 

refer to Jinchi y6roku and Ruis6 chiy6 respectively. 

Figure 4.32: A comparison of the notations of "Keitoku" in Jinchi y6roku and 

Ruis6 chiyo 

ASCY JCYR ASCY JCVR RSCY JCYA 
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4· • 4: • " • " • 

,~ [~ 
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The boxes highlight all the disagreements between the two notations. It is clear 

that these disagreements mainly concern the use of phrase marks and the dots for 
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indicating the left-hand techniques (see below) rather than the tablature-signs.'
9 

It is 

therefore expected that pieces notated in the same modal category in Jinchi yoroku 

and Ruis6 chiyo used the same tuning. 

3. Metrical and mensural notations 

The metrical signs in Jinchi yoroku and Ruis6 chiy6 are basically identical to 

those used in Sango yoroku. The meanings of the hyaku IT, ka 1<, hiku 51, tei T 

and ry6 7 signs are explained in the s6 anpuh6 (notes on the method of scoring for 

the zither) section of Jinchi y6roku and the anpu ni iwaku (or anpu ni iu) (discussion 

of the methods of scoring) section of Ruis6 chiy6. They all share the same meanings 

as those used in the notation of Sango y6roku. A new sign, which is written as kaka 

1< ~, is also introduced. This sign, which is defined as 'extremely fast' ,40 does not 

occur in the notation of the selected pieces and will therefore not be further 

discussed here. 

The functions of the small dots in Jinchi y6roku and Ruis6 chiy6 also 

correspond to those in Sango y6roku. That is, dots written under the tablature-signs 

are used to demarcate binary groups (the kuten kifuM mensural system), and dots 

written to the right of the notational columns are used to indicate a single 

crotchet-beat (the kohyoshiten kifuM mensural system). 

While the meaning of the ichi sign is not explained in the two zither scores, it 

39 Comparison with the Sango yOroku melodies shows that in most cases the discrepancies result 

from scribal errors (see Chapter Five). 

40 ~ rp f@ il!. 
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is appropriate to assume that when used in the zither notation, the ichi sign shares 

the same meaning and function as in Sango yoroku, that is, that it indicates the end 

of a musical phrase. 

4. Special fingering techniques 

Numerous signs are used in the notation of Jinchi yoroku and Ruiso chiyo to 

indicate special fingering techniques. These techniques are clearly explained in the 

so anpuhO section of Jinchi yoroku, and the yoshuhO (the methods of using the 

hands) and anpu ni iwaku sections in Ruiso chiyo. The illustration in Ruiso chiyo is 

not as clear as the one in Jinchi yoroku because the yoshuhO and anpu ni iwaku 

sections of Ruiso chiyo do not include the dots and lines that signify certain 

left-hand and right-hand techniques. As a result, the following· explanation is based 

on the illustrations noted in the so anpuhO section of Jinchi yoroku. 

The fingering techniques of the long zither can generally be separated into two 

groups: techniques for the right hand and techniques for the left hand. The following 

diagrams are drawn according to the figures shown in the so anpuhO section of 

Jinchi yoroku, and I will provide my explanation of these techniques following the 

diagrams. 41 The squares symbolize the tablature-signs of the zither notation. 

Techniques for the right hand are summarized in Group A whereas techniques for 

the left hand are grouped in Group B. 

41 Jonathan Condit has also written an article about the zither techniques and notation in Jinchi 

yoroku (Condit 1976). 
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Group A: Techniques for the right hand: 

I. D 

ttm 

v.~ 

r.:m <l' m>!!Hh 

IX. D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

II. D 

'f'ti'l 

,, d 
'Nil* m ~$i fr t!!. 

_kfi'il1filll'/\*i ·'I! fFl.*i~YIIJIH'!JllL 

Ill. D 
7dt1 

VII. D 
fttll<l'ti'i:kfiill\ii1"1!!. 

iv.tJ 
!811\ 

D 
VIII. D 
~:mllliiM~l!!lln:km 

1. Where the tablature-sign is written smaller and to the left within the 

column of the tablature-notation, the performer should pluck the string 

with the forefinger. 

11. Where the tablature-sign is written smaller and to the right within the 
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column of the tablature-notation, the performer should pluck the string 

with the middle finger. 

iii. Where the tablature-sign is written in normal size and placed in the middle 

of the column of the tablature-notation, the performer should pluck the 

string with the thumb. 

1 v. Where a red dot is added to the top left-hand corner of a tablature-sign, the 

performer should pluck the string inwards rather than outwards. A '"f'' sign 

will be used in the transcriptions to represent this kaeshizume technique. 

v. This combination of tablature-signs instructs the performer to first pluck 

the string that is signified by the small tablature-sign written to the left with 

the forefinger, and then to immediately pluck the string indicated by the 

small tablature-sign written to the right with the middle finger. 

vi. This combination of tablature-signs instructs the performer to pluck the 

two strings together with the thumb and middle finger. 

VII. This combination of tablature-signs instructs the performer to pluck the 

strings together with the thumb, forefinger and middle finger. 

viii. This combination of tablature-signs instructs the performer to pluck the 

strings together with the thumb, forefinger and middle finger, and to then 

pluck the string indicated by the large tablature-sign with the thumb. 

IX. This combination of tablature-signs instructs the performer to pluck all the 

strings with the thumb in arpeggiated style, beginning from the string 

indicated by the tablature-sign at the top. Although the example shown in 
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the so anpuhO section comprises a total of six tablature-signs, this 

technique can be applied to a group of any multiple number of 

tablature-signs. 

Group 8: Techniques for the left hand: 

I. 

0 11.0 iii. a 
jjj;).. jjj;fij( =./l[jjj;).. 

7 

iv.D v.D 

l)j(E±J . 13!' 'II, *i lli Jli(Jltq<Jt*iii!. 

1. Where a red dot is added to the lower right-hand corner of a tablature-sign, 

the performer should press the string down on the left-hand side of the 

bridge with the left hand before plucking the string with the right hand. This 

allows the performer to raise the pitch by a semi tone or a whole-tone. 

11. Where a red dot is added to the top right-hand corner of a tablature-sign, the 

performer should press the string down on the left-hand side of the bridge 

with the left hand before plucking the string with the right hand. After 

plucking the string, the performer should release it. The to ·'J. string (C#) of 

the hyojo tuning (see p. 143) is chosen as an example to demonstrate the 

musical effect of this technique. In this case the pitch is raised by a semitone, 

and this is normally the case. The rare instance where the pitch may be 

raised by a tone will be discussed in Chapter Five. 
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Figure 4.33: An illustration of technique ii in Group B 

~ rr=t= 
'I' ~-

111. Where two red dots are written to the right of a tablature-sign, the performer 

should first press the string on the left-hand side of the bridge with the left 

hand. After plucking it with the right hand, the performer releases the string 

before once again pressing it. The musical effect generated by this technique 

is similar to a mordent, as shown in the following figure. The to string of the 

hyojo tuning is employed once again to demonstrate this musical effect. 

Figure 4.34: An illustration of technique iii in Group B 

~ 
--

~ ~ 
4: 

IV. Where a red sign ' 7' is added to the top right-hand corner of a 

tablature-sign, the performer should pull the string to the right towards the 

bridge with the left hand after the string is plucked. The string is then 

immediately released in order to restore the original pitch. This technique 

can only lower the pitch by a semi tone. The musical effect generated by this 

technique is also similar to a mordent. In the following figure, the ku fL 

string (A) of the hyojo tuning is chosen as an example in order to show the 
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musical effect of this technique. 

Figure 4.35: An illustration of technique iv in Group B 

$t J aD J 
:tt 

V. When '7' is written twice ( "j ), the performer should play technique iv 

twice in succession. 

In addition to the signs illustrated above, the sign 'z' is occasionally added to 

the top right-hand corner of a tablature-sign. For instance, this sign is added to some 

of the hac hi and ju tablature-signs in the piece "Anrakuen". Because this sign is not 

included in the explanation of the so anpuhO section, its meaning is uncertain. Since 

the melodies of the pieces in Jinchi yoroku and Sango yoroku are virtually 

identical,42 however, it is possible to ascertain the implication of this sign by 

comparing the melodies in these two scores. This has already been done in my 

Masters research.<' A comparison of the lute and zither melodies of "Anrakuen" 

suggests that the 'z' sign also signifies a musical effect of a mordent. Unfortunately, 

the fingering of the 'z' sign is unclear. 

Figure 4.36 shows the primary version of "Manzairaku" recorded in the 

" See Ng 1998:123-169 and the analysis in Chapter Five of this thesis. 

43 See Ng 1998:129. 
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Rakusaid8 version of Jinchi yoroku.44 T his piece belongs to the hyojo I ping diao 

modal category and occurs in two versions in l ine hi yoroku. The small 

tablature-signs in the notation are glosses, whi ch show variants of the main 

tablature-signs. In thi s thesj s, important variants that affect the tonali ty of a piece 

wi II also be shown as glosses in the transcriptions. T he boxed part of the notation is 

transcribed in Figure 4.37. 

Figure 4.36: The notation of "Manzairaku" (from the Rakusaido ve1·sion of 

]inchi yoroku) 
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Figure 4.37: A transcription of the boxed part of the "Manzairaku" notation 

.tl The Ruiso chiyo notation or .. Manzairah..u'· is very c.; imilar to the one in Jinchi yoroku. 
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Historical zither melodies frequently include notes an octave, seventh (which 

invariably resolve to octave) or fifth below the melody note. In these cases only the 

upper notes will be considered as main pitches for the purpose of comparative 

analysis. 

The following figure shows the first half of the alternative notation of 

"Manzairaku". The rhythm of this piece is indicated by the koby6shiten kifuhO 

system. 

Figure 4.38: The alternative version of "Manzairaku" (from the Rakusaido 

version of Jinchi yoroku) 
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T he boxed part of the al ternative version is transcribed in the foUowing f igure. 

Figure 4.3·9: A transcr iption of the boxed part of the alternative version of 

"M anzairaku" 
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T he alternative version of "Man-;,airaku" is performed in the syncopated 
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rhythmic mode. This can be confirmed by lining up the primary version with the 

alternative version in the following figure. The straight lines join the syncopated 

notes of the alternative version and their corresponding notes in the primary version. 

Figure 4.40: A comparison between the primary and alternative zither versions 

of "Manzairaku" 

The primary version 
of" Manzairaku' 

The alternative version 
of "Manzairaku" 
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* * * 

The investigation of the tablature-notations in Sango yoroku. Jinchi yoroku and 

Ruiso chiyo reveals that there were two different mensural systems-namely the 

kuten kifuhO system (phrase-mark notation) and kobyoshiten kifuhO system 
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(beat-mark notation)-for indicating the rhythm of a togaku piece in the late twelfth 

and the thirteenth centuries. Although the basic function of the dots of the kuten 

kifuhO system corresponds to the ichi signs used in Hakuga no fuefu, the 

kobyoshiten kifuhO system does not occur in togaku scores compiled before the 

tenth century_45 Since the kobyoshiten kifuhO system is mainly used to indicate the 

rhythm of the syncopated rhythmic mode in Sango yoroku, Jinchi yoroku and Ruiso 

chiyo, it is possible that this mensural system was developed specifically to 

facilitate the notation of the syncopated rhythmic mode. 

C. The tablature-notations of Kofu ritsuryokan and Shinsen shotekifu 

1. The tablature-signs of the seventeen-piped mouth-organ 

While mouth-organs of various types occur in China, those used in the Tang 

period normally had seventeen pipes (Hayashi 1964:67). Indeed, the three sh6 that 

are preserved in the Shosoin are also seventeen-piped (Hayashi, Kishibe, Taki & 

Shiba 1967:63). Furthermore, the fact that the notations of Kofu ritsuryokan and 

Shinsen shOtekifu contain no more than seventeen tablature-signs (see below) 

suggests that the pieces in these two scores are for seventeen-piped mouth-organ. 

The arrangement of the seventeen pipes of the three shO in the Shosoin IS 

basically the same, and is shown in the following diagram.46 

45 It has been demonstrated in Part I of this chapter that the dot<; used in Gogenfu do not have any 

metrical or rhythmic implication. 

4
"' The shO preserved in the ShOsOin have pipe-names clearly marked on some of the pipes. These 

pipe-names also correspond to the tablature-signs of the mouth-organ scores. See Hayashi 

1964:191-94 for a comprehensive discussion of these names. 
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Figure 4.41: The arrangement of the seventeen pipes and their corresponding 

names I tablature-signs 

2. The pitches of the seventeen pipes 

Each pipe produces a single pitch. The pitch is determined by the distance 

between the reed and the byojo (air hole). Because the air hole is cut inside the pipe, 

the sounding length is not the same as the full length of the pipe. According to 

Hayashi's research, the pitches produced by the seventeen-piped mouth-organ 

during the Nara period were extremely close to those of modern practice (Hayashi 

1964:189). The following figure shows the pitches of the seventeen pipes (Hayashi 

1964:311). 

Figure 4.42: The pitches of the seventeen pipes 
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This arrangement is slightly different from modern practice. Firstly, the pitch 

of the bO JL pipe is an octave lower in modern performance whereas the pitch of 

the jo _1: pipe is an octave higher. This is not a difference of pitch but a difference 

of register. In order to facilitate comparison between the ancient and modern 

melodies, the bO and jo tablature-signs in Kofu ritsuryokan and Shinsen shOtekifu 

will be transcribed according to modern practice. Secondly, while it is clear that the 

mouth-organs in the Shosoin had reeds for the mo •11 and ya 11!. pipes (Hirano ed. 

1989:341), these two pipes do not have any reeds at the present-day and therefore 

do not sound. The notations of Kofu ritsuryokan and Shinsen shOtekifu do not 

include the tablature-signs mo and ya. This suggests that the use of these two pipes 

had already been abandoned before the thirteenth century!7 

3. The yuri and the mensural signs 

Mouth-organ tablature-signs that have a yuri El3 attached will not be 

transcribed as written out mordents. Rather, they will be signified by a '+' sign in 

47 Sec Kishibe & Traynor 1952 (the version that I consulted is a reprint in 2005) for a more detailed 

discussion on the historical background of the m/J and ya pipes, and the possibility of using two 

alternative pipes which could be substituted for these in ancient Japan. 
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the transcriptions. It is uncertain, however, whether yuri in these cases represents 

the technique of a mordent or not.48 According to Hakuga nofuefu (seep. 122), yuri 

indicates that the performers should 'rub the hole with a finger'. If this meaning is 

used in reading yuri in the mouth-organ scores, two identical pitches are generated 

successively. This possible interpretation should be borne in mind when reading the 

score. 

The meanings of the ni .=, ka X. and nobe 91& signs in the mouth-organ 

scores, on the other hand, are clear. The ni and ka signs have the same meanings as 

in Hakuga no fuefu. The word nobe, which literally means 'extension', corresponds 

to the hiku 51 (or '))sign used in other togaku scores. 

The kuten kifuhO and kobyoshiten kifuhO mensural systems are also used in 

Kofu ritsuryokan and Shinsen shOtekifu. While the dots of the kuten kifuhO system 

are solid in Kofu ritsuryokan, they are hollow in Shinsen shOtekifu. It is important to 

note that even though the kuten kifuhO and kobyoshiten kifuhO systems are not 

generally used together in the notations of Sango yoroku, Jinchi yoroku and Ruiso 

chiyo, the two mensural systems are used together in the notations of Kofu 

ritsuryokan and Shinsen shOtekifu. The following two figures show the notations for 

"Someiraku" in Kofu ritsuryokan and Shinsen shotekifu. 

Figure 4.43: The "Someiraku" notation in Kofu ritsuryokan (from the version 

preserved by the Bunno Family) 

4X This technique does not occur in modern mouth-organ practice. See also Part III below. 
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Figure 4.44: The "Sonteiraku" notation in Shinsen shotekifu (from a 

microfilm-copy of the original) 
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While Shinsen shotekifu includes some small tablature-signs and straight l ine 

that do not occur in the Kojit ritsuryokan notation, these signs will be i.gnored for the 

present. I will discuss them in the next section. 

A lthough the kuren kifuho and kobyoshiren ki}ithO systems are used together in 
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the mouth-organ notation, their meanings and function have not changed. As shown 

in the following two figures, the dots of the kuten kifuh6 system separate the 

tablature-signs into binary groups and the dots of the koby6shiten kifuh6 system 

indicate beats. 

Figure 4.45 lines up the first two drum-cycles of the mouth-organ melodies of 

"Someiraku" with that recorded in Hakuga no fuefu (see Musical Example I). Here 

the rhythm of the mouth-organ melodies is transcribed only by reference to the 

kuten kifuh6 system. Even though the hyaku i'i sign, which is normally used 

together with the kuten kifuh6 system in order to signify a taiko drum-beat, is not 

included in the mouth-organ notations;9 there is no reason to assume that the 

positions of the taiko drum-beats had been changed. 

Figure 4.45: A comparison between the "Someiraku" melodies recorded in 

Hakuga no fuefu, Kofu ritsuryokan and Shinsen shOtekifu 

-- I 8 t>--;:t> I~ ~-I 
1.1 j.l.. H. f>•f> 0 • ..... 

The 11 SOmeiraku" -
melody recorded 

in Hakuga no fuefu It: 

The "SOmeiraku" 1 fl ~ H ' - • ' 
melody recorded in 

Kofu ritsuryokan 1 al I 

z 'f ·Z. JL·~ z . - z 

fl 1111 +t ""' ""' ""' The "SOmeiraku" 1 ' - - • ' 
melody recorded in 

Shinsen shOtekifu oJ ---, 
"Zw 'fo'f z. fLo~ "Zw 0 -Ill z 0 

''' The large red dol' signify the taiko drum-beats of the kobyoshiten kifuho system. 
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Leaving aside differences of the octave levels of the pitches and the usage of 

yuri, the two mouth-organ melodies are nearly identical to the Hakuga no fuefu 

melody. 

The following figure demonstrates that when the mouth-organ melodies are 

transcribed by reference to the kobyoshiten kifuhO system, they still preserve the 

form of the Hakuga no fuefu melody, despite the fact that they are performed in a 

slightly different metrical structure. The first crotchet-beat in each mouth-organ 

piece is prolonged and the taiko drum-beats are shifted one crotchet-beat forward in 

the mouth-organ melodies.50 

" Because the taiko drum-beat should fall on the fifth rather than the fourth crotchet-beat in an 

eight~crotchet-beat drum-cycle, I believe that one dot is missing at the beginning of the Shinsen 

shbtekifu notation of "Someiraku" (Figure 4.44). This is supported by the fact that in the Kofu 

ritsuryokan notation of "SOmeiraku" (figure 4.43), the first kotsu Z tablature-sign is accompanied 

by two dots rather than one. 
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Figure 4.46: Another comparison of the "Someiraku" melodies recorded in 

Hakuga no fuefu, Kofu ritsuryokan and Shinsen shotekifu 

- I 8 .. --:::..1~ .;.~I •• ~ i+ ...... ~ 0 • The "SOmeiraku" 
melody recorded 

in Hakuga no fuefu 1 t) 

The "SOmeiraku 11 ' f1 ~ ~ - 8 • ' 
melody recorded in 

Kofu ritsuryolwn r--u I 
z ""f z. n ~ z - z 

• 
The "SIJmeiraku" 1 rJ if jf_ ""' 

a __ 
""' ""' ' ' - - ' 

melody recorded in 
Shinsen shOtekifu 

Zm ""f ""f * z. n ~ Zm -Ill z 
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I 8 + 

'-#~ 
0 

J±J J J J F -I 
OJ 

fl u H J[ I I 

0) =F 
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& -~~~ ""' ; J J r r J 
OJ 
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Unlike Sango yoroku, Jinchi yoroku and Ruiso chiyo, the pieces in Kofu 

ritsuryokan and Shinsen shOtekifu do not have written out alternative versions. 

Although the pieces in the two mouth-organ scores are notated using both mensural 

systems, Figures 4.45 and 4.46 show that neither version is syncopated. Does this 

mean that Kofu ritsuryokan and Shinsen shOtekifu do not include syncopated 

versions? 
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Rembrandt Wolpert clearly demonstrates in his research that, on the contrary, 

the kohyoshiten kifuhb system employed in togaku scores compiled after the 

thirteenth century may also indicate syncopation (Wolpert 1987). In order to 

perform the pieces in a syncopated rhythmic mode, the performer must play each 

tablature-sign marked with a dot half a beat in advance (including the yuri), and 

then either sustain it, or possibly repeat it on the beat indicated by the dot (Wolpert 

1987: 128).51 

The following figure shows the result of reading the "Someiraku" notation in 

Kofu ritsuryokan and Shinsen shbtekifu according to Wolpert's system. In Figure 

4.47, I will adopt a convention of marking syncopation with a slur. Because in the 

syncopated version of the Sango yoroku and Jinchi yoroku melodies, however, the 

syncopated notes are clearly not tied to their preceding notes, in Figure 4.47, 

staccato dots are added above notes that are joined by a slur in order to show that 

these notes are separated rather than sustained. For convenience, in the 

transcriptions of whole pieces (Appendix Ill), the notes of the syncopated melodies 

are written without the slurs and staccato dots. 

Figure 4.47: A comparison of the un-syncopate and syncopated versions of 

"Someiraku" 

51 Terauchi Naoko also suggests that the kobyOshiten kifuhO system of some pieces in Kofu 

ritsuryokan indicates the syncopated rhythmic mode (Terauchi 1996:379-80). While Terauchi's 

interpretation of the dots is slightly different from that suggested by Wolpert (Terauchi 1996:380), 

the musical result is basically the same. 
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It is in fact not difficult to ascertain the reason for using the kobyoshiten kifuhiJ 

system to signify the syncopated rhythmic mode. Although many compilers of 

togaku, for example, Fujiwara no Moronaga, were famous performers, they were 

not composers. Many togaku scores, such as Hakuga no fuefu and Sango yoroku, 

were compiled with reference to sources that had existed for many years.52 The 

compilers of Kofu ritsuryokan and Shinsen shiJtekifu might well have compiled their 

scores by reference to earlier mouth-organ notations, and these reference notations 

might have been compiled in a period when the syncopated rhythmic mode was not 

yet fully developed. That is, the original notation might only have recorded the 

un-syncopate versions signified by the indicators of binary groups (kuten kifuhiJ 

system). The compiler might then have added the dots of the kobyoshiten kifuhiJ 

system in the new scores. This would explain why the dots of the kobyoshiten kifuhiJ 

are particularly written in red in Shinsen shiJtekifu. Remember that, as noted in the 

previous chapter, the colophon in Shinsen shotekifu specifically notes that the 

compiler added mensural notations to the scores (see p. 96). Since the convention 

for generating the syncopated rhythmic mode is not complicated, a performer can 

easily produce a syncopated version by repeating the proceeding tablature-signs. It 

is not necessary, therefore, to rewrite the tablature-signs or include a new 

syncopated version for each piece in the score. 

5~ Hakuga no fuefu was compiled from a number of earlier sources, some of which dated from the 

early ninth century (Marett 1977:2). 
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4. Other important signs in Shinsen shOtekifu 

Two types of sign occur frequently in the notations of Shinsen shOtekifu but not 

in Kofu ritsuryokan. These are the small red tablature-signs written to the right of 

the notational columns and the red straight lines that join a group of two or more 

tablature-signs. Shinsen shOtekifu does not include any explanation of these signs. 

Although small red tablature-signs are written to the right of the notational 

columns, they are not written next to the large tablature-signs but rather between 

them. This suggests that the notes indicated by the small tablature-signs are to be 

inserted between the large ones. Even though cluster-chords are used in modern 

mouth-organ performance (see below), it is unlikely that these small tablature-signs 

represent notes of the cluster-chords. There are two pieces of evidence to support 

this view. Firstly, the ka :k sign is sometimes used within a group of small 

tablature-signs. Ka means 'move quickly' (see p. 122). This implies that the small 

tablature-signs are played separately rather than together. 53 

Secondly, small tablature-signs are sometimes inserted between large 

tablature-signs that are marked with a yuri. It is difficult to see how a yuri could be 

played as part of a chord. 54 

At this stage, there is no evidence to show that the small tablature-signs are 

performed together with the main tablature-signs. Steven Nelson suggests that these 

51 Examples of using the ka signs in a group of small tablature-signs can be seen in the piece 

"Sandai". Although in modern practice, performers transfer from one cluster-chord to another by 

quickly transferring the fingers one by one (teutsuri) (see below), it is unlikely that the small 

tablature-signs indicated such a technique in the fourteenth century. 

54 See the circled part of the "Someiraku" notation (Figure 4.44) for an example. 
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tablature-signs may be glosses that give the pitches of a more decorated melody 

carried by another instrument rather than elaboration of the mouth-organ melodies 

(personal communication). These small tablature-sign will be examined more fully 

in Chapter Six in order to ascertain whether they include pitches that affect the 

tonality of a piece or not. 

The red straight line is another sign that commonly appears in the Shinsen 

sh6tekifu notation. It is clear from the "Someiraku" notation (Figure 4.44) that these 

straight lines usually join tablature-signs that are separated by a ka sign. It seems 

likely therefore that these straight lines share the same function as the ka sign, 

namely to indicate a 'quick movement'. Indeed, it is the straight line rather than the 

ka sign that indicates 'quick movement' in the modern mouth-organ notation (see 

below). The reason of adding extra straight lines along with the ka signs in the score 

is, however, unclear. 

The signs su A, san =, kaeshi iQ1 and ' 1 ' are occasionally used in Shim·en 

sh6tekifu. Although the score contains no explanation of these signs, they are not as 

ambiguous as the small tablature-signs and the straight lines. The su A sign is 

probably a cursive version of the ka 1<. sign. The san sign, which has one more 

horizontal stroke than the ni .= sign, may indicate two repetitions of the previous 

tablature-sign. The kaeshi sign, which literally means 'return', shares the same 

function of the 'D.S.' sign in western scores and the '1' sign simply indicates the 

point from which the music repeats. 
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D. The tablature-notation of Nakahara roseisho 

1. The tablature-signs and their corresponding pitches 

Nine tablature-signs are used in this score, namely tei T,55 jo .l, itsu -, shi ll'l, 

riku :1\, han JL (or H), k{) I, go 1i and zetsu 15. The hichiriki section of chapter 

eight of KyokunshO (1233), a reliable music treatise devoted to the explanation of 

ancient gagaku practice, states that all but the zetsu signs represent finger-holes on 

the double-reed pipe (Koma 1233: 154).56 Zetsu indicates a fingering with all the 

finger-holes closed (Koma 1233: 154).57 The following figure shows the structure of 

the modern double-reed pipe. There are seven finger-holes on the front and two on 

the back. This structure matches with the descriptions in KyokunshO (Koma 

1233: 154-5).58 The mu L sign used to mark the lower of the back finger-holes 

appears neither in Nakahara roseish!J nor in modern practice, and has probably 

never been used as a tablature-sign. 

Figure 4.48: The structure of the modern double-reed pipe 

55 'Tei' is the modern pronunciation of this tablature-sign. It might have been pronounced as 'ge' in 

ancient Japan (Hirano et al. 1989:339). 

"' R*' ~~--.l TT!'11i1'\ 

57 6"/\~~ff 
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Each fi ngering of the double-reed pipe can produce more than one pitch and 

th is allows the melodies in Nakahara roseisho to be performed in the correct mode. 

1 assume, therefore, that the tablature-si.gns in Nakahara roseisho indicate pitches 

that correspond to those of the diatonic f orms of the modes encountered in other 

instruments. For example, in ashikicho I huang zhang diao and hyojo I ping diao 

modal group pieces, jo _L represents G natural whereas in banshikicho l pan she diao 

modal group pieces, it signif ies G# (see also Figure 4.49 below). 

W hi le in modern practice double-reed pipe performers al so lower the standard 

pitch (or seiritsu i.n Japanese) of certain tablature-signs by altering breathing and lip 

pressure (the pitches produced by thi s technique are commonly called meri), thi s 

technique is now used to produce the non-diatonic modes played by the reed-pipe in 

modern practi ce. There is no evidence that these non-diatonic modes were used in 

the fourteenth century. This matter w ill be discussed more f ully in Chapter Six. 
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The following figure shows the pitches used in the oshikichb I huang zhang 

diaa, banshikichb I pan she diaa and hyojo I ping diaa modal group pieces. It is 

important to note that zetsu l'i, han JL and jo .l signify more than one pitch. The 

circled tablature-signs represent the tonic of their relevant modes. 

Figure 4.49: The pitches of the double-reed pipe tablature-signs used in 

oshikichO I huang zhang diaa, banshikichO I pan she diaa and hyojo I ping diao 

modal group pieces 

'. d• • ~· 
... 

• II• • .. 
I• .. • 

oshikichi'J I l'i ®I fl. ~ 119 - ~ CD huang zhong dino I\ 

banshikichli I 
iS 1i® JL ~ 119 T pan shedino 1\ - ~ 

hyiijii I 
iS 1i I pingdino fl. 1\ ®- ~ T 

2. The mensural notation 

As in the mouth-organ scores, both the kuten kifuhb and kabyoshiten kifuhb 

systems are notated in Nakahara roseishb. This suggests that the notation can yield 

melodies with three different rhythmic structures: a) a version indicated by the 

binary group (kuten kifuhb system); b) an un-syncopate version signified by the dots 

of the kabyoshiten kifuhb system; and c) a syncopated version signified by the dots 

of the kabyoshiten kifuhb system. Figure 4.50 shows the notation of "Someiraku". 

The boxed section of Figure 4.50 is transcribed in Figure 4.51 with reference to the 
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kulen kifuhc> system. The Hakuga no fue.fit version of "S6meiraku" is included in 

Figure 4.51 for reference. 

Figure 4.50: The notation of "Someiraku" (from the Kubo ke version of 

Nakahara roseisho) 
• 
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Figure 4.51: The boxed part transcribed according to the kuten kifuho system 
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It can be seen that when the score is read in this way, the double-reed pipe 

melody is very similar to the tenth-century flute melody. While the pitches of each 

crotchet-beat of the two melodies do not completely correspond, pitch 

disagreements are caused mainly by the application of ornaments, for example, 

mordent, appoggiatura, anticipation and syncopated notes, in either the flute or the 

double-reed pipe melody. Many of these ornaments were commonly used to 

decorate togaku melodies in the late-Heian period (see Chapter Five). The only 

exception is the F# quaver indicated by the box. This F# is an additional pitch that 

does not occur in the tenth-century flute melody and would be unusual in late-Heian 

practice. I will fully investigate these additional pitches in the next chapter. 

One peculiar characteristic of the kuten kifuhO system in Nakahara roseishO is 

that hiku 1) does not necessarily double the note-value of its preceding 

tablature-sign. It seems likely that a tablature-sign followed by a hiku simply 

indicates that it has a longer note-value than the other tablature-signs in the same 

binary group. For example, in the second binary group ' ·IZY:t\ 1
)' (shaded in Figure 

4.51 ), the hiku sign indicates that the riku 7\ tablature-sign should keep the 

note-value of a crotchet while the itsu .~ and shi ~'l tablature-signs are performed 

as quavers. 

Turning now to the un-syncopate melodies indicated by the kobyoshiten kifuhO 

system, the following figure shows a transcription of the boxed section of Figure 

4.50 read according to the un-syncopated kobyoshiten kifuhO system. Here each dot 
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indicates a single crotchet-beat. The Shinsen shOtekifu melody transcribed according 

to the un-syncopated kobyoshiten kifuhO system is included for comparison. 

Figure 4.52: A transcription of the boxed section in Figure 4.50 with reference 

to the un-syncopate kobyoshiten kifuho system 

""' ~:~~;':':~~~~ 1 4 '1111 ~ J r r r f 1 r J 1 ,. 1 
m Shmsen .~hotekifu .. r 

The "Si)meiraku" 

melody recorded I ~ f11 J; f f 
in Nakaha':a ro.~eisitfJ ( II i f 
(kobv/Jsh1ten kifuhil) 

(un-syOcopate version) ... 
T 119 

' ' ' ' 

s 

T~T -I<ki 'J 
' o, ' ' 

There is one significant difference between the un-syncopated kobyoshiten 

kifuhO versions in Nakahara roseishO and those in other togaku scores compiled 

before the early fourteenth century. The shaded parts of the above transcription 

show instances where the dots of the kobyoshiten kifuhO system coincide with hiku 

') signs rather than their preceding tablature-signs. The insertion of a dot next to a 
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hiku rather than its preceding tablature-sign produces a rhythmic anticipation similar 

to that found in the fully syncopated version of the melody (see Figure 4.53 below). 

This way of using dots occurs rarely in togaku notation compiled before the early 

fourteenth century. For instance, Figure 4.26 showed that in Sango yoroku the dots 

of the kobyoshiten kifuhO system tend to coincide with tablature-signs rather than 

with hiku signs (see p. 139 and the circled tablature-signs in Figure 4.26). While 

some hiku 1) or nobe ~ signs in Kofu ritsuryokan and Shinsen shOtekifu coincide 

with a dot, this only happens when the configuration of signs represents two full 

un-syncopated crotchet-beats rather than a syncopation. Typical example of this 

configuration of signs can be seen in bar 2 of Figure 4.46 (see the ni :::. and nobe 

~ signs). 

As can be seen in Figure 4.52, the mid-fourteenth-century melody produced 

from the un-syncopated kobyoshiten kifuhO system is an elaborated version of the 

Shinsen shOtekifu melody. The basic mechanism for producing elaboration is that 

while the pitches of the mouth-organ melody tend to be preserved in the first half of 

each crotchet-beat of the double-reed pipe melody, the second half is replaced by 

anticipation, ornaments or additional pitches. Furthermore, the double-reed pipe 

melody can also be modified rhythmically. The boxed part shows such a 

modification. 

In addition to the version shown in Figure 4.52, the dots of the kobyoshiten 

kifuhO system in Nakahara roseishO also yield a syncopated version of the melody. 

The following figure shows the third possible reading of the "Someiraku" notation 
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in Nakahara roseisht!. The syncopated version of the Shinsen shtitekifu melody is 

given for comparison. 

Figure 4.53: A transcription of the boxed section in Figure 4.50 into a 

syncopated version 
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The double-reed pipe melody is extremely similar to the mouth-organ melody. 

Appoggiatura and mordent are the main ornaments that produce pitch differences 

between the two melodies. The only pitch that cannot be accounted for by reference 

to late-Heian practice is the circled F# note in the double-reed pipe part. This 

additional pitch does not appear in the mouth-organ melody. 
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3. The special ornamental signs 

Two special signs are occasionally used in the notation of Nakahara roseisho. 

These are 'b ~ ' and ' I '.59 In the Abe ke version of Nakahara roseishO, 'b ~ ' is, 

however, written as ' z.< ' rather than 'b ~ '.60 Since notes that are accompanied 

with the 'b ~ ' sign in the historical double-reed pipe melodies usually correspond 

to mordents used in other historical togaku melodies (see Musical Examples 14, 15 

and 16 in Appendix Ill), this sign possibly represents a technique for generating a 

mordent from the double-reed pipe by moving the lips but not the fingers. 

The meaning of the ' I ' sign is uncertain but it seems that this sign does not 

yield any significant influence upon the pitches of the double-reed pipe melodies. 

E. The tablature-notation of Chu oga ryuteki yorokufu 

1. The tablature-signs and their corresponding pitches 

Even though ChU oga ryuteki yorokufu does not include an anpuhO section, the 

main tablature-signs in this score, namely roku 1\, geT, chU <P, shaku )1,}8 .L, go 

Ji. and kan T, are almost identical to those used in Hakuga no fuefu. 61 We may 

assume, therefore, that these tablature-signs represent the same finger-holes as in 

Hakuga nofuefu.62 

5
l) Because it is impossible to insert a '< ' sign in the music files, the 'b. ~ ' sign is represented by a 

'.L. "'sign in the transcriptions. 

no This also suggests that the '.b.' part of the '.L. (t ' sign is not the mu .b. tablature-sign since it is 

\Vritten as 'Z.. ' in the Abe ke version. 

01 The kJ l1 tablature-sign is, however, not used in Chfi Oga ryfiteki yOrokufu. 

" Seep. 119 for the relationship between the finger-holes and the tablature-signs of the flute. 
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As demonstrated earlier, a standard flute had already been used to play togaku 

since the early ninth century (Marett 1976:71 ). As was the case with the double-reed 

pipe, there is no evidence that the transverse flute played anything other than the 

historically correct diatonic pitches for each mode. It will be assumed, therefore, 

that the pitches produced from the fingerings of the fourteenth-century transverse 

flute were the same as those produced from the tenth-century transverse flute. The 

relationships between the fingerings and the pitches have already been illustrated in 

Figure4.13(p.l2l)ofthischapter. 

2. The mensural notation 

The flute notation in ChU oga ryuteki yorokufu incorporates both the mensural 

system of the ichi --· sign (where binary groups are indicated) and the mensural 

system of the kobyoshiten kifuhO (where beats are indicated). The following figure 

shows the "Someiraku" notation from the Sonkeikaku bunko version of ChU oga 

ryuteki yorokufu. 

Figure 4.54: The flute notation of "Someiraku" (from the Sonkeikaku bunko 

version of Chu oga ryuteki yorokufu) 
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In addition to the koby6shiten kifuho notation written to the ri ght of the 

notational columns, a second kobyoshiten kifuho notation is written to the left. 

Whi le some t6gaku pieces include two versions of kohy6shiten k~fuho-for example, 

'Chikurinraku" in Kofu ritsuryokan- , thi s is not con1mon. Nor is it common in Chft 

oga ryuteki yorokufu, where in the selected modal categories only "Someiraku" and 

" Ringa, are notated with two kobyoshiten k~fuh6 notations. 

Figure 4.55 below shows the melody of the first three drum-cycles of 

"Someiraku" transcribed according to the ichi signs. The Hakuga no fuefu version of 

"Someiraku" is given as reference. Chu oga rynteki y6rokufu does not include 

shuten (red dots) (see pp. 122-3) to indicate overblowing. The notation does, 

however, occasionally employ the signs se --l! and fu 7 to indicate register. Se is 

an abbreviated forn1 of seme :}{ and fu represents fukura ~IJ . In modern practice, 

seme indicates the upper register whereas fukura refers to the lower register. 

Because these two signs appear to be written in a different hand using di fferent ink, 
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however, it is likely that these are later additions to the score. They will not be 

discussed further here.63 The pitches of the ChU oga ryuteki yorokufu melodies will 

be transcribed so as to produce a smooth melodic movement. 

Since the flute melodies in ChU i!ga ryuteki yorokufu are fairly complicated, 

the yuri technique will not be written out in full. In the notation of ChU i!ga ryuteki 

yorokufu, the 'hiku after yuri' sign (83 'J or ltl 1) 1)) appears more than the single 

yuri sign. The 'hiku after yuri' sign will be represented by a '•' sign whereas a 

single yuri sign will be indicated by a new notational convention of ' ~ ' in the 

transcriptions. The mordents of the Hakuga no fuefu melody of Figure 4.55 will also 

be represented according to the same principle. 

Figure 4.55: A transcription of the boxed part of the "Someiraku" notation 

according to the ichi signs 

lbe .. ~~71;~~~·n~i~!u I' MgH g f F F f r f . [ f I 

The "Sdmeiraku" 

me~:~,~r~:.;:~I&•IIP g r r F c r r r r F E F 1 
tcht s1gns m _ 

Chil. 6ga ryUteki 
ycirokufu ?I = 1i'J '*' ~ ?I ill 'J 'J I o:p ?I I 

63 The Tenri version docs not employ the se and fu signs to indicate registers. Rather, the '~' and 

'7; • signs serve as the indicators of registers (Marett 1988:225). These signs may have been added to 

the notation at a later period. 
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As shown in Figure 4.55, the Chri oga ryuteki yorokufu melody yielded by 

reading the notation according to the ichi signs is a decorated and slightly modified 

version of the tenth-century flute melody. The box highlights one of the relatively 

rare differences between the two melodies. 

The convention for reading the ichi signs in Chri oga ryuteki yorokufu includes 

a number of features encountered in reading the kuten kifuhb system in Nakahara 

roseish6 as well as some new features. Firstly, as in Nakahara roseish6, the hiku ') 

sign does not necessarily indicate doubling of the value of a note. Rather, it is used 

to indicate the relative duration of tablature-signs in a binary group. The shaded 

binary group in bar I is a typical example. Here the roku /\ sign, which is 

accompanied with the hiku sign, represents a crotchet-beat while go 11: and kan T' 
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signs represent quaver-beats. This coincides with the conventions for regarding hiku 

signs in Nakahara roseishO. 

Secondly, small tablature-signs are commonly used to indicate notes with 

shorter note-values. This notational convention has not been previously discussed.64 

It was probably developed in order to notate the detail of the increasingly 

complicated flute melodies. Small signs usually occur when a binary group contains 

a large number of tablature-signs. For instance, the shaded binary group in bar 3 

contains the signs roku 1\, chu 'f'. hiku 1) written in large and ni .=, ge T, ka :k 

written in small. Chu is the only tablature-sign that is followed by a hiku. We may 

therefore assume that it represents the longest note-value in this binary group and I 

give it a value of a crotchet. Roku, ni and ge all occur within the first crotchet-beat. 

Because ni and ge are written smaller and ge is followed by ka, I assume that ni and 

ge are to be performed with shorter note-values. Ni and ge are therefore transcribed 

as semi quavers whereas roku is transcribed as a quaver. 

Let us turn now to the kobyoshiten kifuh6 notation written to the right of the 

notational columns. Two dots of the kobyoshiten kifuho system might be missing at 

the beginning of the notation of "Someiraku" (see Figure 4.54). Since the piece 

clearly finishes on the eighth crotchet-beat of the last drum-cycle, I have assumed 

that it starts from the first rather than the third crotchet-beat of the first drum-cycle. 

Figure 4.56 shows the first three drum-cycles of "Someiraku" transcribed 

according to the un-syncopated kobyoshiten kifuh6 written to the right. As was the 

64 Although rarer, small tablature-signs also occur in the notation of Nakahara roseishO and it is 

likely that these small tablature-signs also indicate notes with a shorter note-value. 
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case m the notation of Nakahara roseisM, some dots of the koby6shiten kifuh6 

systems are placed next to the hiku ') but not its preceding tablature-sign. The 

double-reed pipe melody from Nakahara roseish6 is included in Figure 4.56 as 

reference. 

Figure 4.56: A transcription of the boxed part of the "Someiraku" notation 

according to the un-syncopate kobyoshiten kifuh6 notation written to the right 
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While there are some rhythmic differences as well as a relatively small number 

of pitch disagreements between the two melodies (boxed), the first two bars of the 

fourteenth-century flute melody are very similar to those of the fourteenth-century 

double-reed pipe melody. 

The flute and double-reed pipe melodies in bar 3 do not, however, correspond 

to the same degree. There are clear pitch and rhythmic discrepancies between the 

two melodies in the shaded part. 

If we were to produce a syncopated version according to the kobyoshiten 

kifuhO notation written to the right of the notational columns, it would look like that 

in Figure 4.57. Here the syncopated version of "Someiraku" recorded in Nakahara 

roseishO is included for comparison. 

Figure 4.57: A transcription of the boxed part of the "Someiraku" notation in a 

syncopated version 
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Again, the f lute and doubl e-reed pipe melodies are very similar in bars J and 2. 

T he only limited number of pitch differences are marked by the boxes. The shaded 
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area of the two melodies in bar 3 are, however, fairly different. 

Turning now to the kobyoshiten kifuhO system written to the left of the 

notational columns, Figure 4.58 shows the result of transcribing the notation 

according to this system. The ChU oga ryuteki yoroku melody transcribed according 

to the ichi signs (Figure 4.55) is included for reference. 

Figure 4.58: A transcription of the boxed part according to the kobyoshiten 

kifuhO notation written to the left 
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It is clear that the melody transcribed according to the dots written to the left is 

extremely similar to the melody transcribed according to the ichi signs. The 

disagreements between the two melodies, which are marked by the boxes, involve 

only minor rhythmic adjustments. Perhaps there was a slightly different version of 

the melody indicated by the ichi signs and therefore the performers added another 

men sural notation in the score in order to indicate this alternative version. 

3. Other fingering techniques 

The signs ren Ji and ugoki (or do) JJJ are commonly used in the notation of 

Chfi oga ryuteki yorokufu. According to the so anpuhb section of Jinchi yoroku, ren 

refers to a technique used to produce a descending run (see p. 148, point ix). We 

may, therefore, assume that it indicates a descending run in Chu oga ryuteki 

yorokufu. 

The ugoki technique is occasionally employed in modern performance. If the 

ugoki character is inserted after the tablature-sign go (1il!IJ), the flute performer has 

to first blow the flute with the go and all the finger-holes distal to its left closed. 
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This fingering yields the pitch of G. Then the performer must quickly move his/her 

middle finger of the right hand from right to left and subsequently close the go 

finger-hole again. The result of this technique is similar to an inverted mordent of 

'G - A - G'. Since the inverted mordent is a common decorative device in 

fourteenth-century flute melodies (see Chapter Five), it is possible that the ugoki in 

Chu oga ryuteki yoroku.fu also represents a technique that generates an inverted 

mordent. 

In the transcriptions of the fourteenth-century flute melodies, tablature-signs 

that are supplemented with these two signs will be transcribed as notes with the 

gloss of ')'l!' or 'B!!J' characters respectively. 

III. The tablature-notation of Meiji senteifu 

A. The notation of the four-stringed lute 

The notation of the modern four-stringed lute is extremely similar to that 

employed in Sango yoroku: the open strings and the fret positions are represented by 

the same twenty tablature-signs used in Sango yoroku; ka 'k, kaeshihachi .; and 

' ] ' signs also commonly occur in the modern notation. The rhythm of the modern 

lute pieces is, however, indicated only by the kohyoshiten kifuhO system. Because of 

the substantial reduction of tempo in modern practice (see Section III of Chapter 

One), togaku scholars and musicians tend to interpret each dot of the kohyoshiten 

kifuhO system as a measure rather than a heat in transcribing the modern pieces into 
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western notation (see Shiba I %8-1972; Masumoto 2000). In this thesis, I will 

follow this practice in transcribing the modern melodies. 

The following figure shows an example of the modern lute notation. This 

notation is a photographic reproduction of the piece "Kaiseiraku" printed in the lute 

score of the Nihon Gagakukai (Nihon Gagakukai ed. 1986). 

Figure 4.59: The modern lute notation of "Kaiseiraku" 
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A number of gagaku organizations and ensembles in Japan publish their own 

versions of gagaku scores, which they claim reflect the notation of Meiji senteifu. 

All photographs of modern notation shown in this thesis are taken either from the 

scores published by the Nihon Gagakukai or the Ono Gagakukai.65 Although I was 

allowed to examine the facsimile copy of the gakuchOshitsu version of Meiji 

senteifu during my fieldwork in Japan, I was not allowed to make copies. I have 

nonetheless compared the gakuch8shitsu version of Meiji senteifu with the notations 

of the selected pieces published by these two organizations. There are no significant 

''5 Ono Gagakukai only publishes scores for the flute, mouth-organ and double-reeded pipe. 
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differences between these scores, and we may therefore conclude that the modern 

editions published by the Nihon Gagakukai and the Ono Gagakukai reflect the 

versions in Meiji senteifu.66 

An important aspect of modern lute practice is that arpeggios are frequently 

added to the notes indicated by tablature-signs. These are not notated but are taught 

orally. Arpeggios are most frequently applied to the first beat of a measure. It is also 

common to apply an arpeggio to the fifth beat of an eight-beat measure in 8/4. The 

pitches of the added arpeggios comprise all open strings below that to which the 

tablature-signs apply. For instance, ya ili (the fourth fret of the fourth string) is 

executed with an arpeggio that moves from the first open string, through the second 

and third open strings to the pitch generated at the ya fret. This arpeggio is shown in 

the highlighted part of Figure 4.60 below, which is a transcription of the first 

column of the Nihon Gagakukai version of "Kaiseiraku". The modern lute melodies 

illustrated in this thesis directly follow Shiba Sukehiro's transcriptions done in the 

late 1960's and early 1970's (Shiba 1968, 1969, 1971, 1972). While Shiba's 

transcriptions for other instruments are sometimes problematic (see below), his 

transcriptions of the modern lute notation are fairly accurate. It is also easy to 

compare his transcriptions with the ancient lute melodies. Examples of such 

comparisons can be seen in Chapters Six, Seven and Eight of this thesis. 

66 There are, however, a few tablature differences between some zither pieces published by the 

Nihon Gagakukai and those written in Meiji senteifu. "SaisOrO" is one of these examples. In view of 

the 'model' nature, the gakuchOshitsu version of Meiji senteifu will be used as the main reference 

source for transcriptions of modern zither melodies. 
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Figure 4.60: Shiba's transcription of the first column of "Kaiseiraku" 
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B. The notation of the thirteen-stringed long zither 

The modern notational method for the thirteen-stringed long zither is similar to 

that employed in Jinchi yoroku and Ruiso chiyo. The names of the thirteen strin g-

are identica l and the rhythm is indicated by the kobyoshiten kifuho system. Each dot 

in the modern practice, however, is interpreted as a single measure rather than a 

si ngle beat. The ' ' marks employed in the middle of a notational column can be 

rega rded as indicators of short pauses. Although the positions of these marks 

correspond to the kuLen kifuho indicators of binary groups in the histori cal scores 

they do not have any metrica l implication today. 

A striking difference between the ancient and modern zither practices is that 

the lef t-hand techniques of the twelfth century have been totally abandoned in 

modern practi ce. Dots signifying l eft-hand techniques are completely absent from 

the modern notation. The following f i gure shows the modern notation of 

"Kaiseiraku" printed in the Nihon Gagakukai version of the zither score (N ihon 
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Gagakukai ed. 1979). 

Figure 4.61: The modern zither notation of "Kaiseiraku" 
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A second difference is the inclusion in the modern zither melodies of two 

formulaic patterns, namely the shizugaki ('gentle plucking') and hayagaki ('quick 

plucking') patterns. Where a small tablature-sign is joined to a large tablature-sign 

with a line in the modern notation, these two tablature-signs will be performed 

together using either the shizugaki or hayagaki pattern. A single tablature-sign, on 

the other hand, represents a single plucked note. 

Figures 4.63 and 4.64 demonstrate how the hachi-kin rtf'\ combination of 

tablature-signs is performed with the shizugaki and hayagaki patterns respectively in 

the oshikich8 tuning. The modern oshikichO tuning is similar to the historical 

oshikichO tuning illustrated in Figure 4.30 (p. 143) of this chapter, except that the 

san and roku strings of the modern version are tuned to the pitches of B and F# 

rather than C and G respectively, and the pitches of the first, third and fourth strings 

are all tuned to an octave higher in modern practice. 
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Figure 4.62: The modern tuning for playing oshikichO I huang zhong diao 

pieces 
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Figure 4.63: An example of shizugaki pattern 
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Figure 4.64: An example of hayagaki pattern 
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In the case of the shizugaki pattern. even though the notation only shows a 

combination of two tablature-signs. namely hachi !\ (8) and kin rtJ (13), the 
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performer has to perform these two tablature-signs as part of the following string 

sequence: ku JL (9) -hac hi !\ (8) - ku JL (9) - ju + (I 0) and to 4 (II) and kin 

rjJ (13). This configuration is transposed according to the notated pitch.67 

The hayagaki pattern is simpler than the shizugaki pattern. The combination of 

hachi and kin tablature-signs is performed by first plucking the ku JL (9) and ju + 

(I 0) strings together. The performer then plucks the hachi /\ (8) and kin rjJ (13) 

strings successively. Again, the pattern is transposed according to the notated pitch. 

Modern zither pieces are performed with either the shizugaki or hayagaki 

patterns.08 The title of each zither piece recorded in Meiji senteifu is followed by an 

instruction that states which pattern is to be used. The zither notation, however, does 

not notate these two patterns; rather they are taught orally by the zither teacher 

during the lessons. 

Ren )!!! is a technique that is occasionally used in modern zither melodies. This 

ren technique is similar to the arpeggio technique introduced in Section II B of this 

chapter (seep. 148). Other minor techniques such as kaeshizume and sawaru do not 

affect the pitch of the melodies. They will be explained in the analysis only as 

necessary. 

While the modern lute melodies shown in this thesis directly follow the 

transcriptions done by Shiba Sukehiro, the modern zither melodies are my own 

"' The plucking force and the loudness of each pitch of the patterns arc also precisely determined. 

Since these aspects of performance practice do not affect the pitches or the zither melodies, they will 

not be shown in the transcriptions. For further interpretation, see Masumoto 1968:67. 

6~ A few pieces, such as the nokorigaku ('remaining music') version of "Etenraku" classified in the 

modal category of hyojo I ping diao, use both the shizugaki and hayagaki patterns. 
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transcriptions. Shiba's transcriptions, unfortunately, include many errors. Figure 

4.65 shows the transcription of the highlighted part of the zither notation of 

"Kaiseiraku" (Figure 4.61). This piece is performed in the shizugaki pattern in 

modern practice. 

Figure 4.65: A transcription of the boxed part of the zither notation 
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C. The notation of the seventeen-piped mouth organ 

The modern tablature-signs corresponding to the pipes of the mouth-organ are 

identical to the tablature-signs used in Kofu ritsuryokan and Shinsen shbtekifu. The 

modern mouth-organ notation is, however, simpler than the historical notations, 

especially that of Shinsen shOtekifu. Firstly, yuri Ell signs do not occur in modern 

notation. Secondly, rapid movement is not represented by aka sign but by a straight 

line. This straight line is, moreover, similar to the one used in the notation of 

Shinsen shbtek(fu (seep. 169). The rhythm of the modern mouth-organ melodies is 

indicated by the dots of the kobyoshiten kifuh6 system written to the right of each 
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column. Each dot signifies a duration of a complete measure rather than of a single 

beat. The dots that are written in the middle of the notational columns have no 

metrical function in modern practice. 

While on the surface the modern mouth-organ notation appears simpler than 

the historical notation, modern performance practice is far from simple. Instead of 

producing only the pitches indicated by the tablature-signs, the mouth-organ 

performers add aitake (literally 'joining the bamboo pipes') to the main melodies. 

Aitake, which are not notated in the modern notation but taught orally, refer to 

standard cluster-chords added above the written melody-note (Marett 1985:411). In 

general, in modern performance all the melody-notes that are written in the notation 

are decorated with their relevant standard aitake. This has the effect of obscuring 

the original mouth-organ melody (see Chapter Five). 

The term aitake frequently occurs in the "ChOshi" (modal prelude) pieces of 

Kofu ritsuryokan but rarely in the notation of the togaku pieces. Furthermore, the 

meaning of aitake in Kofu ritsuryokan is uncertain because the score provides no 

illustration on this term. There is no evidence that cluster-chords were used in 

thirteenth-century togaku pieces. 

The following figure shows the structures of all the modern aitake. The solid 

note-heads represent the pitches that are indicated by the tablature-signs and the 

hollow notes refer to the notes of the un-notated cluster-chords. There are two 

different forms of the )Ct + aitake. The one that is marked with a small dot in 

Figure 4.66 is only used for pieces that are classified in the modal category of soja I 
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shuang diao. 

Figure 4.66: The modern aitake of the mouth-organ 
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In modern practice, mouth-organ performers use some fixed fingering patterns 

to move from one cluster-chord to another. This technique is called teutsuri 

('moving hands'). The transcriptions in this thesis will not, however, show the 

teutsuri patterns since they do not influence the tonality of the mouth-organ part.69 

Figure 4.67 shows the modern notation of "Kaiseiraku" printed in the Ono 

Gagakukai mouth-organ score (Ono Gagakukai ed. 1977c) and Figure 4.68 is a 

transcription of the boxed section. All modern mouth-organ melodies shown in this 

thesis are my transcriptions. 

Figure 4.67: The modern mouth-organ notation of "Kaiseiraku" 

'"' For a detailed illustration of the teutsuri patterns. see Garfias 1975:177-88. 
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Figure 4.68: A transcription of the boxed part of the mouth-organ notation 
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D. The notation of the double-reeded pipe 

The modern notation of the double-reeded pipe is significantly different from 

the historical versions. Figure 4.69 shows the modern notation of "Kaiseiraku" 

printed in the Ono Gagakukai double-reed pipe score (Ono Gagakukai ed. 1977b). 

Figure 4.69: The modern double-reed pipe notation of "Kaiseiraku" 
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T he main signs in the middle of each notational column are not tablature-signs 

but katakana characters f or the syllables used in the singing of the melody (shoga). 

T he function of shoga is to hel p the performer to memori ze the melody of a piece.70 

Even though the tradition of shoga has ex isted in Japan for several hundred 

years-the term shoga is cl earl y recorded in the thirteenth-century treati se 

Ky6kunshlJ (K oma 1233:43)-, there is no evidence that shoga in Kyokunsho had the 

same meaning as the term has today. 

While the notati onal col umns of the modern double-reed pipe score are 

dominated by the characters f or the shoga, the notation also includes tablature-signs, 

which are written smaller and to the left of the slu5ga column. There are a number of 

71
' AltJ10ugh shoga is lllnqucslionably an important element that f"aciliiCHes oral transmission and that 

rcali1..cs the modern melodies. I decided not 10 include a detailed discussion of i t in th ic;; thesis 

because, lirstl} , the S)Stem of ~hoga has already been examined hy Garf ias ( 1975:68-7 1), and 

secondly. the modern flute and double-reed pi pe melodies in this thesis arc not transcr ibed through 

reading the fihoga but directly according to the performances and demonstrations of pro fessional 

perfonncrs. I w ill. however, consider study ing the relationship hclween the shoga and the modern 

formulae (sec below) of the flu te and double-reed pipe melodies in my post-doctoral research. 
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, 
reasons why it is not possible to read the notation only by reference to the 

tablature-signs. These include: a) the fingering used is not always that indicated by 

the tablature-sign; b) tablature-signs may indicate more than one pitch; c) the 

modern double-reed pipe melodies are performed with a large number of ornaments 

that are not initially notated in the score (the teacher marks some of these ornaments 

on the score during the lessons); and d) the hollow dots written in the middle of the 

notational columns represent some but not all the breathing points of a piece (the 

teacher has to mark the extra breathing points for the student in the score before 

teaching him/her the shOga). These four special practices will be further discussed 

in Chapters Five and Six of this thesis. 

The modern double-reed pipe melodies in this thesis are transcriptions of 

Nishihara Yfiji's demonstrations (see Introduction). Shiba Sukehiro's transcriptions 

will not be used because his transcriptions fail to show some ornaments. Figure 4.70 

shows the melody of the boxed section of the "Kaiseiraku" notation. 

Figure 4. 70: A transcription of the first notational column of "Kaiseiraku" 

$" " r r 01 D 'cr 1 I f' r 1 r. r 
.,hOga: 1-- )(... 0 7 r 0 1-- 5 t.,. .::E 

tablature-signs: fL I fL (!'l 11.9 - .L 

kobyd<hiten kifuhiJ: e • • • 
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51 5 0 ~ r )\ 5 0 T .::E 5 
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• • • • 
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E. The notation of the transverse tlute 

As was the case with the double-reed pipe notation, the characters of the shoga 

are wri tten in the middle of the notational columns of the modern flute score, and 

the tablature-signs are written smaller and to the left of the shoga column. The 

following figure shows the modern nute notation of " Kaiseiraku" printed in the 

flute score pub! ished by the Ono Gagakukai (Ono Gagakukai ed. 1977a). 

Figure 4.71: The modern flute notation of "Kaiseiraku" 
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Once again. it is not possible to read the notation only by reference to the 

tablature-signs. Firstly, while the f i.ngering of a tablature-sign is not altered in the 

flute tradition, some tablature-signs of the flute notation also represent more than 

one pitch. Secondly, I ike those f or the double-reed pipe, the modern f lute melodies 

are decorated with ornaments that are not clearly written out in the notation. T he 
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number of such ornaments is, however, significantly less than in the melodies of the 

double-reed pipe. Thirdly, as with the double-reed pipe, the hollow dots placed in 

the middle of the notational columns do not signify all the breathing points. A 

detailed analysis of these flute practices will be provided in Chapters Five and Six. 

Lastly, although these -t andfu 7 signs are the terms that indicate the register of 

a pitch, these two signs only occasionally appear in the notation. Students must 

memorize the register of the pitches together with the sh8ga. 

The modern flute melodies in this thesis are transcribed from Nishihara 

Takako's demonstrations and performances (see Introduction). There are some 

differences between Shiba's transcriptions and Nishihara's interpretations, 

particularly with regard to the positions of breathing points. While, in the 

transcriptions of this thesis, breathing points of the flute are mainly indicated by 

rests, an extremely quick breath may simply be signified by a ' ' ' sign. The 

following figure shows the melodies of the boxed part of the "Kaiseiraku" notation. 

Figure 4. 72: A transcription of the first notational column of "Kaiseiraku" 

4 • 11 f' F r I 0 ' r'r t I F ~r P '' f r E: r I 
shiigu: 1-- )1, c 7 7 0 11 7 " T "" 7 7 

tablature·signs: T Etl T T :n: .:: tP 9 .i T 
kobyoshiten kifuh/J: • • • • 

4- ~p d~E r * I FE 1 o ' r ~r P ' 1 ~r----rJ* r 1 

IJ 7-170117 1\ ? }\ =r -{ .{ ~ 

:n: j_ :n: 9 .:: :n: .:: :n: j_ :n: 

• • • • 
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* * * 

While the modern tablature-notations for the lute, mouth-organ and long zither 

are very similar to those recorded in the historical scores, the interpretation of the 

notations is not identical to that of the historical practice. On the other hand, the 

modern tablature-notations for the double-reed pipe and transverse flute are not that 

similar to the historical scores. Furthermore, there are many oral practices in 

modern double-reed pipe and flute performance, some of which significantly affect 

the pitches and modality of the melodies. In the following chapters, I will 

demonstrate how the togaku melodies were developed and how modal practice was 

transformed over the last millennium. 
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Chapter Five 

The historical development of the oshikichO I huang zhong diao 

modal group pieces from the tenth century to the present-day 

This chapter will focus on three pieces-"Sekihaku torika",' "Kishunraku"2 

and "Kaiseiraku"-all of which occur in sources from the tenth century on, and all 

of which are performed today.' Part I of this chapter concentrates on the historical 

development of the three pieces over the period from the tenth to the fourteenth 

century. In Section A, I will examine the historical development of t6gaku pieces 

from the tenth to the late twelfth century. This is carried out by a comparative 

analysis of the Hakuga no fuefu melodies with the Sango yoroku melodies. As 

shown in the previous chapter, in mid-Heian scores, mensuration was indicated by 

signs that demarcate binary groups, for example, the ichi sign in Hakuga no fuefu. 

It is these melodies that correspond to the kuten kifuh6 versions in later scores 

such as Sango y6roku, Jinchi yoroku, Ruiso chiyo, Kofu ritsuryokan, Shinsen 

sh6tekifu, Nakahara roseish6 and Chu oga ryuteki yorokufu.4 I will first compare 

1 Because the present-day version of "Sekihaku tOrika" comprises only the first and second 

sections (or chlJ in Japanese) of the ha (broaching) movement, only these sections will be 

analysed. 

2 In ancient t6gaku scores, such as Sango yOroku, "Kishunraku" comprised two movements: jo 

and ha. Since the jo movement has been abandoned in present-day performance of tOgaku, only the 

ha movement will he examined. 

3 See Introduction for the rationale for choosing these pieces. 

4 Sec, for example. the analysis of "Someiraku'" in Figures 4.45 (pp. 162-63), 4.51 (p. 173) and 
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the Hakuga no fuefu melodies of "Sekihaku torika" and "Kishunraku" to their 

un-syncopate kuten kifuhO versions in Sango yoroku in order to show the 

relationship between the tenth- and the late-twelfth-century melodies. 

I will then compare the Hakuga no fuefu melody of "Kaiseiraku" to the 

un-syncopate version of "Kaiseiraku" recorded in Sango yoroku. Unlike 

"Sekihaku torika" and "Kishunraku", in Sango yoroku, the un-syncopate version 

of "Kaiseiraku" is notated with the kobyoshiten kifuhO rather than the kuten kifuhO 

system. As stated in the previous chapter, the kobyoshiten kifuhO mensural 

notation was probably developed in the late-Heian period to accommodate 

changes in performance practice. A comparison between the Hakuga no fuefu and 

the un-syncopate kobyoshiten kifuhO versions of "Kaiseiraku" will show that the 

tenth-century melodies are also closely related to the un-syncopate melodies 

notated in the kobyoshiten kifuhO system in later scores, even though there are 

significant metrical differences between the tenth-century and the 

post-twelfth-century un-syncopate kobyoshiten kifuhO melodies. 

As shown in the last chapter, the meter of the versions of the melodies 

performed today is signified by the kobyoshiten kifuhO mensural notation. This 

suggests that the modern melodies relate only to the historical melodies that are 

read according to the kobyoshiten kifuhO system. In the case of the three selected 

pieces, the modern versions of "Sekihaku torika" and "Kishunraku" relate to the 

syncopated historical versions whereas the modern version of "Kaiseiraku" relates 

4.55 (pp. 181-2) of Chapter Four. 
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to the un-syncopate historical version. Before turning to a detailed study of the 

kobyoshiten kifuhO melodies recorded in post-twelfth-century scores, I will first 

compare, in Section B, the kuten kifuhO (un-syncopate) and the kobyoshiten kifohO 

(syncopated) versions of "Sekihaku torika" and "Kishunraku" recorded in Sango 

yoroku. This allows us to understand the relationship between the twelfth-century 

un-syncopate and syncopated melodies. 

Questions relating to the development of the syncopated rhythmic mode in 

the twelfth century, while fascinating, must lie outside the scope of this thesis. 

These questions have little bearing on the main focus of this thesis, namely 

melodic modes. As will be demonstrated in Chapter Six, there is no significant 

difference between the modal practice of an un-syncopate melody and that of a 

syncopated melody. 

In Section C, I will examine the historical development of the kobyoshiten 

kifohO reading of the melodies recorded in Jinchi yoroku, Ruiso chiyo, Kofu 

ritsuryokan, Shim·en shOtekifu, Nakahara roseishO and ChU oga ryCtteki yoroku.JU. 

As there is no ambiguity in the pitches of tablature-signs and the fingering 

techniques of the lute notation, the Sango yoroku melodies notated with the 

kobyoshiten kifuhO system will be used as the main reference point for an 

examination of the historical development of these melodies.' 

5 Only the versions that correspond to the modern melodies will be examined. These refer to the 

syncopated versions of "Sekihaku tOrika" and "Kishunraku", and the un-syncopatc version of 

"Kaiseiraku". 
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* * * 

In modern performance, it is usually said that the double-reed pipe and the 

transverse flute play the main melody (Garno 1970: 152), whereas the lute, long 

zither and mouth-organ are supporting instruments (Garfias 1975: 147) that play a 

harmonic role in the togaku ensemble (Garno 1970: 152). Allan Marett argues, 

nevertheless, that 'while it cannot be denied that the melodies played by the flute 

and the double-reed pipe today dominate the ensemble, these do not provide an 

appropriate starting-point for analysis, since they have come into being relatively 

late in the development of the togaku style'. (Marett 1985:41 0). On the contrary, it 

is the lute and mouth-organ that 'preserve most accurately the forms of ancient 

melodies in modern togaku' (Marett 1985:410). In Part II, I will first compare the 

Sango yoroku and the Kofu ritsuryokan melodies with their relevant modern 

versions in order to show that the forms of the historical lute and mouth-organ 

melodies are preserved in modern performance. I will then demonstrate that there 

are significant rhythmic and pitches differences between the historical and modern 

zither, double-reed pipe and transverse flute melodies. It is no exaggeration to say 

that the historical melodies for these three instruments are transformed beyond 

recognition. 
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I. The historical development of togaku pieces from the tenth to 

the mid-fourteenth century 

A. The historical development of the togaku melodies from the tenth to the 

late twelfth century 

1. The relationship between the Hakuga no fuefu and the un-syncopate Sango 

yoroku melodies of "Sekihaku torika" and "Kishunraku" 

The Hakuga no fuefu and San go yoroku melodies of "Sekihaku torika" and 

"Kishunraku" are shown in Musical Examples 2 and 3 of Appendix lli 

respectively.6
•
7 Because the nature of the changes that occurred in the course of 

transmission between the tenth and twelfth centuries of these two pieces are 

similar, my discussion will concentrate on "Sekihaku torika". 

While Sango yoroku includes the notation only of the first two drum-cycles 

of the second section of "Sekihaku torika" and informs the performer to return to 

the do iol sign to play until the end of the first section, Hakuga no fuefu notates 

the whole second section. Since the second section of the flute melody is slightly 

different from the first section, I provided the whole second section in the musical 

example. 

It is clear from Musical Example 2 that the Sango yoroku melody transcribed 

6 Tablature-signs will not be shown in the transcriptions in this and the following chapters unless 

they are essential to the elucidation of a specific problem or argument. Some boxes, circles and 

marks in the musical examples referred to the analyses contained in the following chapters. 

7 While Hakuga no fuefu includes two sections of the ha movement of "Kishunraku", Sango 

y8roku records only one. The second section of the flute melody will therefore be ignored. 
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according to the kuten kifuhO reading of notation is very similar to the Hakuga no 

fuefu melody. One might even say that between the tenth and the late twelfth 

centuries the first and second sections of the ha movement of "Sekihaku tiJrika" 

were well preserved-at least in this reading. Pitch differences are caused mainly 

by the application of ornaments to both melodies. Bracketed small letters are 

employed in Musical Example 2 to indicate pitches differences that are caused by 

the application of ornaments. Letter (a) refers to the use of an appoggiatura; (s) 

represents the use of a suspension;8 and (m) indicates the use of a mordent. 

Two important observations may be made with regard to the use of 

ornaments. Firstly, while mordents are commonly used in both the tenth-century 

flute and the late twelfth-century lute melodies, the lute melody is performed with 

more mordents. For instance, there are only nine '(m)' signs in the Hakuga no 

fuefu version of "Sekihaku tiJrika" but sixteen in the Sango yiJroku version. 

Secondly, appoggiaturas and suspensions appear only in the late-twelfth century 

lute melody. This suggests that the development of the tiJgaku melodies between 

the tenth and the late twelfth centuries involved, on the one hand, adding more 

mordents and, on the other, inserting the decorative devices of appoggiatura and 

suspension. I will demonstrate in the next chapter that mordents and 

appoggiaturas are related to modal practice while suspensions are not. As was 

explained in Section II of Introduction, I will use the terms 'modally significant' 

and 'non-modally significant' to indicate whether the insertion of ornament or a 

x The suspensions in the tOgaku melodies do not have any harmonic significance. They may occur 

in either octave in the lute melodies (see the suspension in bar 2 of Musical Example 2). 
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modification of pitch in the togaku melodies is related to modal practice or not. 

"Kishunraku" is the same as that of "Sekihaku torika" in this regard. The 

late twelfth-century lute melody of "Kishunraku" is performed with some 

additional mordents, appoggiaturas and suspensions (See Musical Example 3). 

While passing notes (p) also occasionally appear in the lute version of 

"Kishunraku", this was probably not a common decorative device because it 

occurs rarely in Heian-period togaku pieces.9 

2. The relationship between the Hakuga no fuefu and the un-syncopate Sango 

yoroku melodies of "Kaiseiraku" 

In Musical Example 4, the Hakuga no fuefu and the Sango yoroku melodies 

of "Kaiseiraku" are lined up from their first crotchet-beat. Unlike the cases of 

"Sekihaku torika" and "Kishunraku", these two melodies do not completely 

correspond. Firstly, the taiko drum-beats (B) of the flute and lute melodies are not 

positioned on the same crotchet-beat in a drum-cycle. Secondly, it seems that the 

lute melody has shifted and is generally played one crotchet-beat later than the 

flute. The straight lines drawn in the musical example indicate those pitches that 

are played one crotchet-beat later. 

This structural disagreement is typical of the difference between the kuten 

kifuhO and the un-syncopate kobyoshiten k(fuhO readings of the same melody. For 

example, the flute and mouth-organ melodies of "Someiraku" shown in Musical 

9 See also the transcriptions of "Kaiseiraku" and other Heian-pcriod tOgaku pieces in Appendix 

III. 
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Example 4.46 of the last chapter manifested a similar relationship (seep. 164). 

Musical Example 5 shows another transcription of the two "Kaiseiraku" 

melodies that allows us to see the relationship more clearly. In Musical Example 5, 

the flute melody is lined up with the lute melody from the second crotchet-beat of 

the lute melody in order to show the correspondence between the pitches of the 

two melodies. 

The metrical structures of the tenth-century flute and the late twelfth-century 

lute melodies of "Kaiseiraku" are, however, different. In order to allow all the 

taiko drum-beats of the lute melody to be positioned on the fifth crotchet-beat of a 

drum-cycle, the first crotchet-beat of the lute melody must be treated as an upbeat. 

Since the lute melody now starts one crotchet-beat earlier than the flute, it must 

finish one crotchet-beat earlier than the flute. Thus, the last bar of the lute melody 

consists of only seven rather than eight crotchet-beats. 

The change of metrical structure of the lute melody of "Kaiseiraku" produces 

changes in phrase structure. Boxes (2), (3) and (6) show that the musical phrases 

of the lute melody, which are signified by the ichi ( I ) signs in the notation, do not 

coincide with those of the flute melody. For instance, the phrase of the lute 

melody marked by Box (2) finishes one crotchet-beat later than the flute whereas 

the phrases of the of the lute melody marked by Boxes (3) and (6) finish one 

crotchet-beat earlier than the flute (see the ichi signs in these boxes). 

While the modification of musical phrases requires some minor changes of 

rhythm in the lute melody, these do not significantly affect the pitches. For 

example, when the cadence is extended by a beat in Box (2), the C and B 
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crotchets of the flute melody are compressed into C and B quavers to produce a 'C 

- B- A' run in the lute melody. In the case of Box (3), by contrast, the cadence is 

shortened and an extra A crotchet (marked with an asterisk) is added in the lute 

part later in order to bring the lute melody back into line with the flute. The 

situations of Boxes (4) and (6) are similar to that of Box (3). They involve a 

shortening of cadence that requires some melodic materials to be anticipated. 

The above analysis reveals that while some adjustments of the phrase and 

rhythmic structure occur when the twelfth-century version of "Kaiseiraku" is read 

according to the kobyoshiten kifuhO system, these differences do not significantly 

affect melodic modal structure. The only significant difference between the two 

forms of the melody is indicated by Box (1). The appearance of a B quaver 

(marked with an asterisk) in the second crotchet-beat of the lute melody is 

difficult to understand. This B quaver, which does not occur in the flute melody, is 

definitely not a standard ornament and is somewhat puzzling. 

B. The relationship between the "Sekihaku torika" and "Kishunraku" 

melodies written in the kuten kifuho and the kobyoshiten kifuho systems in 

Sango yoroku 

Because the modern melodies correspond to the kobyoshiten kifuhO rather 

than the kuten kifuhO reading of "Sekihaku torika" and "Kishunraku", in order to 

show the link between the Hakuga no fuefu and the modern melodies, it is 

necessary to ascertain the relationship between the kuten kifuho and the 

koby6shiten kifuh6 versions of these two pieces. I will demonstrate this through 
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examining the lute melodies in Sango yoroku. 

"Sekihaku torika" and "Kishunraku" both occur in two versions in Sango 

yoroku. While the primary versions of these two pieces (written in the kuten 

kifuhO system) are un-syncopate, the alternative versions (written in the 

kobyoshiten kifuhO system) are syncopated. As the characteristics of all the Sango 

yoroku melodies that are performed in the syncopated rhythmic mode are 

basically the same, my analysis in this section will focus on "Sekihaku torika". 10 

The un-syncopate and syncopated melodies of "Sekihaku torika" are shown 

in Musical Example 6. Straight lines join the syncopated notes in the alternative 

version and their corresponding notes in the primary version. Except in the three 

specific environments discussed below, syncopation involves the prolongation of 

a beat into the first half beat of the following note. 11 The only environments in 

which this does not occur are as follows: a) at the beginning of a piece; b) at the 

beginning of a musical phrase; and c) in cases where syncopated notes have 

already been produced by suspensions in the primary version and are not therefore 

further syncopated. Such cases are marked by the circles in Musical Example 6. 

There are only two places in "Sekihaku torika" where the relationship 

between the two versions is puzzling. In the first (Box (I)), the B quaver in the 

syncopated version appears to be a scribal error. In the second (Box (2)), the 

w The alternative version of "Kaiseiraku" is ignored in the analysis of this section because the 

modern version of "Kaiseiraku" corresponds only to the un-syncopate version read according to 

the kobyOshiten kifuh6 men sural system-that is, the version discussed in the previous section 

(Musical Example 5). 
11 Sec also the comparative analysis of Figures 4.27 (p. 140) and 4.40 (p. 156) in Chapter Four. 
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syncopated version seems to incorporate a variant. 

The case of "Kishunraku" is similar to that of "Sekihaku torika", 12 although 

in this case the metrical structure of the syncopated melody is different from its 

un-syncopate version. Box (I) of Musical Example 7 shows that the first 

drum-cycle of the syncopated melody starts from the third crotchet-beat. The first 

two crotchet-beats are therefore merely upbeats. The last drum-cycle of the 

syncopated melody, on the other hand, comprises only six crotchet-beats. 

Even though the syncopated melodies of "Sekihaku torika" and 

"Kishunraku" are rhythmically and in one case metrically different from their 

un-syncopate melodies, these differences do not influence the tonality or modal 

structure of the pieces. I will demonstrate this in the next chapter. 

C. The historical development of the togaku melodies from the late twelfth to 

the mid-fourteenth century 

1. The relationship between the Jinchi yoroku, Ruiso chiyo and Sango yoroku 

melodies 

Because the tablature-notations of Jinchi yoroku and Ruiso chiyo are very 

similar, and the tuning for the oshikichO I huang zhong diao modal group pieces is 

the same, we might expect that their versions of the melody will be very similar. 

In this section, the zither melodies will be compared to one another and to the 

12 The bracketed letter '(an)' shown in the transcription of the syncopated melody refers to an 

anticipation. Anticipation is, however, not a common decorative device in Hcian-period tOgaku 

melodies. 
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lute melodies recorded in Sango yoroku. Since Ruiso chiyo does not include a 

syncopated version of "Sekihaku torika", my analysis will concentrate on 

"Kishunraku". 

Musical Example 8 clearly shows the similarity between the Jinchi yoroku, 

Ruiso chiyo and Sango yoroku versions of "Kishunraku". Differences result from 

only three causes: a) scribal errors (Box (I)); b) the idiomatic practice of different 

instruments (Box (2)); and c) variants (Box (3)). 

In Box (I), the hac hi !\ tablature-signs of the zither melodies were probably 

written with a dot(!\.) to indicate the oshiire ItA. technique, that is a technique 

that raises the pitch from B to C (see p. 150). Since Jinchi yoroku and Ruiso chiyo 

survive only in late copies, such scribal errors are to be expected. 

In Box (2), the 'D-C#' melodic movement of the second quaver-beat of the 

lute part does not correspond to the D mordent in the zither melody. This should 

not be regarded as a significant pitch difference since what is idiomatic on one 

instrument may not be on another. The zither performer can only produce a 'D-

C#' melodic movement by applying the '7' technique (see pp. 150-2) on the ku 

)L string. The musical result of this technique is, however, a D mordent rather 

than a simple 'D-C#' melodic movement. 

In the passage marked as Box (3), it seems likely that the pitches of the zither 

melodies correspond to the variant rather than the primary notation in Sango 

yoroku. The C# pitches of the zither melodies in this box are generated by 

applying the oshihanashi !ltill: technique (see p. 150) on the hachi !\ string. 

While it is common to use the oshihanashi and oshiire techniques to raise the 
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pitch of the hachi string from B to C natural in the performance of the 6shikich0 I 

huang zhang diao modal group pieces, in the case of Box (3) the oshihanashi 

technique must raise the pitch by a tone (from B to C#) in order to correspond to 

the lute melodies. I will discuss the C#s in "Kishunraku" again in Chapter Six. 

As was the case with "Kishunraku", the "Sekihaku t6rika" (Musical Example 

9) and "Kaiseiraku" (Musical Example 10) melodies recorded in the historical 

zither scores are virtually identical to those recorded in Sango y6roku. The 

disagreements indicated by the boxes in Musical Examples 9 and 10 are not 

significant, and they are probably caused by scribal errors involving the small red 

dots employed in the zither notations. These scribal errors and their expected 

correct versions are summarized in the following table. 

Table 5.1: The scribal errors of red dots in the zither notations of "Sekihaku 

t6rika" and "Kaiseiraku" and their expected correct versions 

Box Jinchi yoroku Ruiso chiyo The expected Result 
correct version 

---------~---

"Sekihaku !\" /\: The 'C- B' melodic 

tOrika" movement in the 

(I) zither part will 
become a C mordent. 

"Sekihaku !\ !\. The upper-note of this 

t8rika" quaver beat will 

(2) become C. 

"Sekihaku rjJ: rjJ . The C mordent will 

tOrika" become a 'C- B' 

(3) movement. 

"Sekihaku rjJ rjJ: The B quaver will 
t8rika" become a C mordent. 

(4) 
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"Kaiseiraku" !\. !\. J\" The C crotchet will 

(I) become a 'C- B' 
melodic movement. 

"Kaiseiraku" 4 (correct) ~k The F# crotchet will 

(2) become a G mordent. 

"Kaiseiraku" (correct) /\: !\. The C mordent will 

(3) become a 'C- B' 
melodic movement. 

"Kaiseiraku" (correct) 4 4: The F# crotchet will 

(4) become a G mordent. 

"Kaiseiraku" (correct) !\" /\: The 'C- B' melodic 

(5) movement will 
become a C mordent. 

"Kaiseiraku" I,-. (correct) (=: 
The upper note of this 

(6) !\ !\ crotchet will be 
separated into a C and 
a B auavers. 

2. The relationship between the Kofu ritsuryokan, Shinsen shOtekifu and 

Sango yoroku melodies 

In Musical Examples II, 12 and 13, the historical mouth-organ melodies of 

"Sekihaku tarika", "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" are lined up with their 

corresponding Sango yaroku versions. Because the rhythmic structure of the 

togaku melodies performed in and after the thirteenth century gradually became 

more complicated, the transcriptions in this and the following sections will not 

mark ornaments by using bracketed letters. My analysis in this section will 

concentrate on "Sekihaku tarika". 

"Sekihaku torika" occurs in three versions in Shinsen shbtekifu, namely the 

primary, the mata no setsu (literally 'another transmission') and the Koresue 

versions (a version transmitted from Oga no Koresue (1026-94?)). The melody of 

the Koresue version is significantly different from the other two versions in 
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Shinsen shOtekifu. The reliability of the Koresue version is, however, uncertain 

because Oga no Koresue was a virtuoso of ryCtteki (transverse flute) rather than 

shO (mouth-organ). For this reason, the Koresue version will be ignored in the 

following analysis. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the small tablature-signs employed in 

the Shinsen shbtekifu notation do not seem to represent the pitches of a chord. 

Since there is no direct evidence that these tablature-signs were performed 

together with the main melodies, they will be transcribed as separate small hollow 

notes in the musical examples. 13 

The three mouth-organ melodies of "Sekihaku tbrika" are very similar to the 

late twelfth-century lute melody. Differences between the melodies are not 

modally significant because they are caused either by scribal errors or rhythmic 

adjustments in the Shinsen shbtekifu melodies. 14 

In Box (I), the primary version of the Shinsen shbtekifu melody includes 

some C#s but the mata no setsu and the Kofu ritsuryokan versions do not. These 

C#s are possibly errors because none of the "Sekihaku tbrika" melodies in other 

selected historical scores employ C# as a main pitch. 15 

While the mala no setsu melody shown in Box (2) is different from the other 

three melodies, this difference is entirely rhythmic and the 'E - C - E - G' 

melodic movement of the late-twelfth-century lute melody is preserved in the 

n I will discuss the pitches of these small tablature-signs in the next chapter. 

14 Differences between the mouth-organ and lute melodies of "Kishunraku" in Musical Example 

12 are also caused hy errors (the F#s in Box (3)) and rhythmic adjustments (Boxes (I) and (2)). 

15 See also Musical Examples 2, 6, 9, 14 and 17. 
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mata no setsu melody. 

It is also worth discussing the "Kaiseiraku" melodies shown in Musical 

Example 13. While the Kofu ritsuryokan versions of "Sekihaku torika" and 

"Kishunraku" are extremely similar to the Sango yoroku versions, there are some 

differences between the "Kaiseiraku" melodies recorded in these two historical 

scores. 

Boxes (I) and (3) of Musical Example 13 show a discrepancy whereby C 

natural is used in the Sango yoroku but C# in the Kofu ritsuryokan melodies. The 

C#s in the Kofu ritsuryokan melody are probably errors made in the course of 

transmission since the "Kaiseiraku" melodies recorded in other historical scores, 

for example Shinsen shOtekifu (see Box (1)), do not use C# as a main pitch. 

The pitch disagreements between the Kofu ritsuryokan and Sango yoroku 

melodies shown in Boxes (2) and (6) are puzzling. In fact, these disagreements 

also occur between the Shinsen shOtekifu and Sango yoroku melodies. 16 Perhaps 

this is related to the idiomatic practice of the mouth-organ. Again, they should not 

be considered as modally significant disagreements. 

Despite the fact that there are some disagreements between the mouth-organ 

and lute versions of "Kaiseiraku", the similarities between the mouth-organ and 

lute versions of "Sekihaku torika" and "Kishunraku" suggest that the late-Heian 

melodies were still fairly well preserved up until the late thirteenth centuries. I 

10 Boxes (4) and (5) indicate two more puzzling pitch disagreements between the Shinsen 

shOtekifu and Sango yOroku melodies. These disagreements do not, however, occur between the 

Kofu ritsuryokan and Sango yOroku melodies. 
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will, however, demonstrate in the following two sections that the 

mid-fourteenth-century melodies are more highly elaborated, and that the methods 

of adding pitches and ornaments to the melodies are very different from the Heian 

practice. Most importantly, the addition of certain pitches in the 

fourteenth-century melodies significantly affects the modal practice of a togaku 

p1ece. 

3. The relationship between the Nakahara roseisho and Sango yoroku 

melodies 

In general, the pitch and rhythmic discrepancies that occur between 

Nakahara roseishO and Sango yoroku are more extensive than those between the 

historical mouth-organ scores and Sango yoroku. "Sekihaku torika" will be used 

as the main example for the following discussion. 

Boxes (I) to (7) of Musical Example 14 indicate the important discrepancies 

between the Nakahara roseishO and the Sango yoroku melodies of "Sekihaku 

torika". Boxes (1), (5) and (7) mark addition of pitches that cannot be accounted 

for in terms of twelfth-century modal practice. The C natural semiquavers in 

Boxes (I) and the F# semi quavers in Boxes (5) and (7) (marked with asterisks) are 

pitches that do not exist in the lute melody nor are they allowable as ornaments in 

the pre-fourteenth-century practice. These pitches will be called 'non-standard 

additional pitches' in the following discussion. 

Similar use of non-standard additional pitches can also be seen in the 

double-reed pipe melodies of "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku": C naturals are 
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added in both "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" (see Box (4) of Musical Example 

15, and Boxes (7) and (8) of Musical Example 16) and G naturals are added in 

"Kaiseiraku" (see Box (3) of Musical Example 16). 

These non-standard additional pitches are worth discussing in more detail. C 

natural is the only non-standard additional pitch that appears in all the three 

selected pieces. Furthermore, this C natural is only inserted between the pitches B 

and A when they are separated by a rising minor seventh (see Box (I) of Musical 

Example 14; Box (4) of Musical Example 15; and Boxes (7) and (8) of Musical 

Example 16). Since it is difficult to perform huge leaps from lower to higher 

registers and vice versa using a double-reed pipe, it seems likely that the reason 

for inserting C natural is to avoid a direct minor seventh movement from B to A. 

Robert Garfias suggests that an elaborate connecting figure is usually required 

when a double-reed pipe performer wants to move from lower to higher registers 

(Garfias 1975: 123). This C natural might therefore have been inserted for this 

purpose. 

The insertion of C natural creates an ascending 'B - C- A' melodic pattern 

in the melody, which matches a descending 'A - C - B' melodic pattern that 

commonly appears in the double-reed pipe melodies of "Sekihaku torika" and 

"Kishunraku" (see Box (I) in the first staff of Musical Example 14 and Box (2) of 

Musical Example 15). The ascending 'B- C- A' melodic pattern may be seen as 

a symmetrical response to the more commonly appearing descending' A- C- B' 

pattern. Box (I) of Musical Example 14 is a typical example. If the reason for 

inserting non-standard additional pitches in the double-reed pipe melodies is not 
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just to alleviate a technical difficulty but also to create unique melodic patterns, 

we might be seeing the emergence in the fourteenth-century of a formulaic 

practice of the type already identified by Allan Marett for the flute (Marett 1985). 

As has been pointed out by many innumerable scholars of gagaku (Garno 

1970; Masumoto 1%8 and Marett 1985), modern double-reed pipe and flute 

melodies are formulaically organized. One of the most important modern 

oshikichb I huang zhang diao formulae is developed from this 'B- C- A' pattern. 

This modern formula is shown in the following figure (see also Formula (b) in 

Section D of Part 11 below). 17 

Figure 5.1: An example of a modern double-reed pipe formula and its 

corresponding historical melodic pattern 

The historical melodic pattern 

* '* 0 r r F V 

The corresponding modern formula 

* ~-
~-f,J r r t & • r<l' (r t r ~'ra 

In fact, the F#s added in the "Sekihaku torika" melody might also have been 

used to create a formulaic pattern. An F# is usually inserted between the pitches G 

and B in order to form a descending 'G - F#- B' melodic pattern (see Boxes (5) 

and (7) of Musical Example 14). This 'G- F#- B' pattern can be regarded as the 

17 See Part II of this chapter for a further discussion of the meaning and development of the 

formulae. 
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forerunner of one of the formulae in modern double-reed pipe practice (see also 

Formula (o) in Section D of Part II below). 

Figure 5.2: The descending 'G - F# - B' melodic pattern and its 

corresponding modern formula 

The historical melodic pattern The corresponding modern formula 

* * 
~nfiJ?r1r * ("r r * ~ ~ 

In addition to the non-standard additional pitches, there are other 

disagreements between the Nakahara roseish6 and the Sango yoroku versions of 

"Sekihaku torika". Box (3) shows a case where the mordent of the lute melody is 

replaced by an inverted mordent in the double-reed pipe melody. While the lute 

melodies in Gogenfu seem to include some inverted mordents, 18 I have not found 

any inverted mordent in the Hakuga no fuefu, Sango yoroku, Jinchi yoroku and 

Ruiso chiyo versions of the melodies investigated. We may conclude that this 

technique was not a standard ornamental technique in togaku performance 

between the middle and the late Heian periods. It seems, however, that inverted 

mordent became a common decorating technique in the fourteenth century, 

particularly in the performance practice of the transverse flute (see the analysis of 

the flute melodies below). 

" Sec Wolpert 1981 b: 120-35; Nelson 1986:62-74 and bar 3 of Musical Example I. 
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Boxes (2) and ( 4) indicate rhythmic adjustments of the double-reed pipe 

melody that do not involve the introduction of significant new pitches. In Box (2), 

while the structure of oscillation between C and B in the double-reed pipe part is 

different from that of the lute part, the pitches are the same. Similar rhythmic 

adjustments can also be seen in the "Kishunraku" melodies (see Boxes (I) and (2) 

of Musical Example 15). 

The rhythmic discrepancy marked by Box (4) is slightly more complex 

because aD appoggiatura19 is added, but the principle is the same. 

Box (6) marks a more profound change, namely the replacement of G in the 

twelfth-century melody with A in the fourteenth-century melody. Although this 

replacement does not conform to the standard ornamental practice of the Heian 

period, the melody that results has its own logic as a sort of prolonged 

appoggiatura that does not resolve until the G of the fourth beat. Similar sorts of 

modification of pitches also appear in the case of "Kaiseiraku" (see Boxes (1), (4) 

and (6) of Musical Example 16). 

All the changes noted here point to the fact that by the fourteenth century the 

melodies of the double-reed pipe were beginning to break free from the historical 

versions that underpinned them. Writing about the flute, Marett suggests that the 

increasing melodic independence of the melodic wind instruments in the 

fourteenth century was the first step towards the creation of the new melodic 

forms that dominate togaku today (Marett 1985). 

I') D appoggiatura means D as appoggiatura to C. This usage is applied to the whole thesis. 
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4. The relationship between the Chii oga ryiiteki yorokufu and Sango yoroku 

melodies 

The fourteenth-century syncopated flute melodies are more highly elaborated 

and slightly modified versions of the twelfth-century melodies. In addition to the 

use of ornamental devices such as mordent, appoggiatura and suspension, the flute 

melodies incorporate many repeating notes. These will not be discussed in detail 

here.20 

Like Nakahara roseishO, the fourteenth-century flute melodies include 

non-standard additional pitches that do not appear in their corresponding 

late-Heian lute melodies. These pitches are marked by the circles in the 

transcriptions. None of them can be explained simply in terms of twelfth-century 

ornamental practice. In the case of "Sekihaku torika" (Musical Example 17), the 

non-standard additional pitches all take the form of runs. Some are written out in 

full and some indicated by the sign ren J/1!. 

The ren technique is, moreover, mainly assigned to a C and this C is usually 

followed by a single G or a G decorated with an ugoki j/J technique. This 'C 

(ren) - G (ugoki)' pattern and the following G and E pitches in the historical 

melody of "Sekihaku torika" are joined together and become one of the common 

formulae in the modern flute practice (see also Formula (h) in Section E of Part II 

below). 

20 See Chapter Six for a discussion of the modal implications of the mordents and appoggiaturas. 
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Figure 5.3: The 'C (ren)- G (ugokz)' melodic pattern and its corresponding 

modern formula 

The histw~ melodic pattern 

tG- f rn 
u 

The corresponding modern formula 

y--:-~ ~ 4 -cr r ~crr~,t:rr•r* 

In addition to runs, the fourteenth-century flute melodies of "Kishunraku" 

and "Kaiseiraku", like those in Nakahara roseisho, also include some 

non-standard additional F#s (see the circled F#s in Musical Examples 18 and 19). 

In Chu aga ryuteki yoroku, these additional F#s are mainly inserted between the C 

performed with the ren technique and the G (see the last bar of Musical Example 

18). Hence, the main objective of adding the F#s in the fourteenth-century flute 

melodies is probably to generate a quick descending run: 'C- B-A-G- F#- G'. 

The following figure shows one form of the corresponding modern formula of this 

pattern (see also Formula (s) in Section E of Part II below). 

Figure 5.4: The descending run 'C - B - A - G - F# - G' and its 

corresponding modern formula 

The historic The corresponding modern formula 

4 • r cltr r ~, Cr * 
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Inverted mordents are also commonly used in the fourteenth-century flute 

melodies. Box (I) of Musical Example 17, Box (3) of Musical Example 18 and 

Box (2) of Musical Example 19 are examples of this. All inverted mordents are 

applied to A. 

Again, rhythmic adjustments of the twelfth-century melody can also be seen 

in the fourteenth-century flute melody. For instance, Boxes (I) and (2) of Musical 

Example 18 and Box (3) of Musical Example 19 indicate some rhythmic 

discrepancies between the mid-fourteenth- and the late-twelfth-century melodies. 

Boxes (I) and (5) of Musical Example 19, like the examples noted in the 

Nakahara roseishO melodies (see Box (6) of Musical Example 14 and Box (I) of 

Musical Example 16), mark pitch differences that seem to manifest a degree of 

independence melody. 

D. A short summary of the historical development of the togaku melodies 

from the tenth to the mid-fourteenth century 

The development of the togaku melodies from the tenth to the mid-fourteenth 

centuries can be summarized as follows: 

I. Between the tenth and the late twelfth centuries, the togaku melodies were 

well preserved. The late twelfth-century melodies are elaborated versions 

that add standard decorative devices-mordent, appoggiaturas and 

suspensions-to the tenth-century melodies. 

2. The kobyoshiten kifuhO mensural notation and the syncopated rhythmic 
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mode were developed around the late-Heian period. Metrical and rhythmic 

differences occur when the same piece is interpreted or performed 

according to different readings of the mensural notation. These differences 

have very little influence, however, on the tonality of the melody. 

3. By the mid-fourteenth century, non-standard additional pitches and new 

decorative devices and techniques had been added to the melodies. The 

use of non-standard additional pitches is a feature of the 

fourteenth-century togaku melodies, and this suggests that melodies were 

no longer conforming to pre-fourteenth-century ornamental conventions 

and were beginning to evolve a degree of independence from their 

historical antecedents. 

II. The relationship of the melodies in modern performance to the 

melodies in historical scores 

A. The relationship between the modern and the late-twelfth-century 

melodies for the lute 

As was explained in Section IliA of Chapter Four, because one measure of 

the modern melody corresponds to one crotchet-beat in the historical melody, we 

are able to line them up. The modern and historical Sango yoroku melodies of 

"Sekihaku torika", "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" are lined up in this way in 

Musical Examples 20, 21 and 22 respectively. In my transcriptions, the modern 
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lute melodies of "Sekihaku torika" and "Kishunraku" are written with the 

time-signature 8/4, and the modern lute melody of "Kaiseiraku" is written with 

the time-signature 4/4. In modern practice, the metrical structure of 8/4 is known 

as nobebyoshi whereas the metrical structure of 4/4 is known as hayabyoshi. 

Indeed, a large proportion of the modern instrumental pieces of togaku is 

performed in either nobebyoshi or hayabyoshi?1 

Since the modern lute melodies of "Sekihaku torika" and "Kishunraku" can 

be lined up with their syncopated historical versions and the modern lute melody 

of "Kaiseiraku" can be lined up with its un-syncopate historical version, we might 

conclude that the modern nobebyoshi structure relates to the historical syncopated 

structure while the modern hayabyoshi structure corresponds to the historical 

un-syncopate structure generated according to the kobyoshiten kifuhO mensural 

system. Although this conclusion is based on a very small sample, it is supported 

by the pieces from the modal categories of banshikichO I pan she diao and hyojo I 

ping diao that I have selected for detailed investigation (see Chapters Seven and 

Eight). 

I will use "Sekihaku torika" to demonstrate that the late-twelfth-century lute 

melodies are well preserved, albeit massively slowed down, in the uppermost 

notes of the modern lute versions. Musical Example 23 shows a transcription of 

the modern melody of "Sekihaku torika" in which all the arpeggios are eliminated 

11 A small number of pieces are performed in a compound metrical structure (2/4 + 4/4) called 

tadabyOshi. Because none of the selected pieces in this thesis is performed in this metrical 

structure, tadabyOshi will not be investigated. 
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and only the uppermost notes are retained. Leaving aside differences in meter and 

tempo, the modern "Sekihaku torika" melody is exactly the same as the historical 

melody notated in Sango yoroku. 

The cases of "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" are similar to that of "Sekihaku 

torika". The forms of the historical melodies of these two pieces are also 

preserved in the uppermost notes of the modern versions (see Musical Examples 

21 and 22). The only pitch disagreement appears in Box (I) of "Kishunraku", 

where a C mordent in the historical melody is changed to a 'C - B' melodic 

movement in the modern version. 

Another important characteristic of the modern lute melodies is that they 

sometimes follow variants contain in glosses rather than the main versions of 

Sango yoroku. For instance, in Box (I) of Musical Example 22, the modern 

melody follows the A crotchet indicated by the variant of the historical 

"Kaiseiraku" notation. 

The comparative analysis here shows that the forms of the lute melodies 

from about 800 years ago are preserved in the modern lute part of the present-day 

togaku. Furthermore, while we still do not know the sources that musicians 

consulted during their standardization of gagaku in the nineteenth century, there 

can be little doubt that the lute notation that was consulted by the musicians was, 

if not Sango yoroku itself, very similar to Sango yoroku. Although Sango yoroku 

does not include any information on the use of arpeggios, the modern lute notation 

includes no such information either. The structures and performing methods of 

these arpeggios are transmitted orally from teachers to students. Rembrandt 
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Wolpert suggests that there is no reason to assume that the modern practice of 

adding an arpeggio has any antiquity (Wolpert 1975:254). Moreover, it seems 

unlikely that in the twelfth century, an arpeggio was added to each beat of the lute 

melodies. 

B. The relationship between the modern and the early-thirteenth-century 

melodies for the mouth-organ 

In Musical Examples 24, 25 and 26, the modern melodies of "Sekihaku 

torika", "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" are lined up with those in Kofo 

ritsuryokan. In these modern melodies, solid note-heads indicate the notes that are 

notated in modern scores whereas the hollow notes represent the un-notated notes 

of the added cluster-chords. 

While the modern cluster-chords are basically played continuously without 

any pause,22 for the sake of clarity chords will not be joined by slurs. Slurs will, 

however, be used to indicate prolongations of tablature-signs to which a hiku 51 

is attached. 

Musical Examples 24, 25 and 26 show that the forms of early 

thirteenth-century mouth-organ melodies are preserved in the notated (solid) notes 

of their corresponding modern versions. There are a few pitch differences between 

the modern and the historical melodies; some are caused by the addition of minor 

ornaments in the historical melodies. I will use "Sekihaku torika" as an example to 

::.::. The instrument can be sounded by both inhalation and exhalation. 
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explain the use of these ornaments. 

Musical Example 27 shows another transcription of the modern mouth-organ 

version of "Sekihaku torika". In this transcription, the modern melody is stripped 

of its cluster-chords. Notes in the historical melodies that do not exist in the 

modern melody are marked by asterisks. Many of these notes are, however, 

simply suspension or anticipation. The C semi quaver shown in Box (I) can be 

regarded as an appoggiatura of the following B semiquaver since the only C 

natural that can be produced from the seventeen-piped mouth-organ is the one that 

is two octaves above middle C. 

Significant pitch differences between the modern and historical mouth-organ 

melodies are marked by Boxes (I) in Musical Examples 25 ("Kishunraku") and 

26 ("Kaiseiraku"). In both of these two cases, the historical melodies do not 

include the F# pitches used in the modern melodies. 

The comparative analysis in this section gives us two pieces of important 

information. Firstly, the mouth-organ melodies were modified in a similar way to 

those of the lute in the course of transmission. That is, even though the basic 

shape of the historical melodies was preserved over the millennium, complicated 

chordal accretions were gradually added. These include the cluster-chords of the 

mouth-organ and the arpeggios of the lute. A massive reduction of tempo further 

destroys the melodic sense of the music played by these two instruments, and this 

has led to the ancient Japanese tunes becoming inaudible as melodies in 

present -day performance. 

Secondly, the similarities between the historical melodies in Kofu ritsuryokan, 
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the oldest mouth-organ score of the Bunno family (Kishibe Shigeo Hakase Koki 

Kinen Shuppan linkai ed. 1987: 156), and the notations in the modern scores 

suggests that in the processes of standardization reference might have been made 

to the Kofu ritsuryokan or another old score in the tradition of the Bunno Family. 

C. The relationship between the modern and the late-twelfth-century 

melodies for the long zither 

The modern zither melodies are completely different from their 

corresponding historical versions. The abandonment of the left-hand techniques 

and the use of the formulaic fingering patterns destroy any sense of the original 

melodies. All three selected modern i!shikichb I huang zhong diao modal group 

pieces for this study are performed with the shizugaki pattern. 

In Musical Examples 28, 29 and 30, the modern zither melodies of "Sekihaku 

ti!rika", "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" are lined up with their corresponding 

Jinchi yi!roku versions. I will use the melodies shown in Box (I) of the "Sekihaku 

ti!rika" transcription (Musical Example 28) to explain how the use of formulaic 

patterns and the abandonment of the left-hand techniques in the modern part lead 

to the complete destruction of the historical zither melodies in modern 

performance. 

The first quaver-beat of the historical melody in Box (I) contains the pitches 

A3 and A4,23 and the tablature-signs of which (shichi ·!:; and i ~) are joined by 

23 C4 refers to middle C. 
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a line, which indicates that they are to be performed together (see pp. 148-50). In 

modern practice, this diad is replaced by the shizugaki pattern. 

The modern shizugaki pattern is probably the forerunner of the kakezume 

pattern used in the koto kumiuta music (Adriaansz 1973: 153) (Marett 2001 b:857), 

and it has been suggested that since the first kumiuta piece, "Fuki", dates back to 

the sixteenth century (Adriaansz 1973:147), the modern shizugaki pattern might 

have been used in the togaku repertory as far back as that.24 

The second quaver-beat of the historical melody in Box (I) is a C mordent. 

This C mordent is generated by applying the left-hand technique of nido oshiire 

- ·.1:\tf!t;}.. on the kin rjJ string (see pp. 150-1). Since all the left-hand techniques 

have been abandoned in modern practice, the performer plucks the kin string 

without the application of the nido oshiire technique. The musical result is, 

therefore, a 8 crotchet rather than a C mordent. 

The use of the shizugaki pattern and the abandonment of the left-hand 

techniques affect almost every beat of the historical melody, with attendant 

destruction of the ancient zither tunes. 

D. The relationship between the modern and the mid-fourteenth-century 

melodies for the double-reed pipe 

The main focus of Sections D and E will be the development of the modern 

24 Although Tcrauchi Naoko notes that the kakiawase zither preludes in Jinchi yOroku might 

include some fingering patterns that were similar to the modern shizugaki pattern (Terauchi 

1996:440-446), there is no evidence that these patterns were applied in the twelfth-century togaku 

pieces. 
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double-reed pipe and transverse flute melodies respectively. A detailed 

examination of the development of these two instruments is fundamental to the 

next chapter's investigation of modern modal practice. 

In Musical Examples 31, 32 and 33, the modern double-reed pipe melodies 

of "Sekihaku torika", "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" are lined up with their 

corresponding Nakahara roseishO versions according to the proportional 

relationship of 'one measure of the modern to one crotchet-beat of the historical 

melodies'. While it is clear that the modern and historical versions of the same 

piece follow the same basic melodic shape, one sees a clear rhythmic relationship 

between the two versions only in a few musical phrases, for example, Box (a) of 

Musical Example 33.25 In addition, there are some pitch disagreements between 

the modern and historical melodies. For instance, in Box (I) of Musical Example 

33, the pitch of the last crotchet (circled) of the modern melody is F natural 

whereas the pitch of its corresponding note in the historical melody is F#. In this 

section, I will first discuss the metrical and rhythmic relationships of the historical 

and modern melodies, teasing out the reasons for differences in the rhythmic 

detail of the two versions. I will then proceed to an investigation of pitch 

alteration and formulaic development. 

There are four main reasons why rhythmic discrepancies occur between the 

modern and historical melodies: a) inconsistencies between the way that 

syncopation is applied in the historical melodies and the way that it is applied in 

2 :'i In order to facilitate my analysis of formulae later in this section, some boxes in the 

transcriptions are labeled with letters rather than numbers. 
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the modern nohebyoshi pieces; b) the insertion of additional breathing points 

(rests) in the modern versions; c) extensions of the note-value of some pitches in 

modern performance; d) differences between the modern and historical notations. 

Let us first consider case a). I will focus here on Boxes (b) and (f) of "Sekihaku 

torika" (Musical Example 31) since inconsistencies of syncopation occur mainly 

in the modern nobebyoshi pieces. For the illustrations of cases b), c) and d), I will 

focus on the modern melody of "Kaiseiraku" (Musical Example 33). 

Rhythmic discrepancies occur more in nobebyoshi double-reed pipe melodies 

than in hayabyoshi melodies because, unlike the modern lute and mouth-organ 

melodies, the modern double-reed pipe melodies do not completely correspond to 

the syncopated rhythmic structure of the historical melodies. 

How did this come about? The following is a possible scenario. Because 

syncopations were unambiguously notated in the lute and mouth-organ scores, 

these were retained at the time of the Meiji standardization.26 It is possible, 

however, that at that time, the double-reed pipe melodies were mainly performed 

in an un-syncopate form, and that when the musicians came to reconcile the 

reed-pipe part with the lute and mouth-organ parts, they discovered that the 

rhythmic structure of some un-syncopate double-reed pipe pieces was 

significantly different from that of the syncopated lute and mouth-organ pieces. 

"' I have already shown that the lute melodies notated with the kobyoshiten kifuh6 system in Sango 

yrJroku arc usually performed in the syncopated rhythmic mode (see Section II A of Chapter Four) 

and that the reference source of the modern lute notation is, if not Sango yOroku itself, very similar 

to it (see Section A of this part). 
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"Sekihaku torika" and "Kishunraku" may have been cases in point 27 If my 

hypothesis is correct, the un-syncopate double-reed pipe melod ies would have 

needed some adjustments in order to give a sense of syncopation. The degree to 

which it was appl ied, however, resul ted in the modern double-reed pipe melodie 

not l ining up st ri ctly with the syncopated lute and mouth-organ parts. Box (b) of 

'-'Sekihaku torika'' (Musical Example 3 1) shows such a case. The modern and 

histori cal melodic fragments in th is box are shown in Figure 5.5 below together 

with thei r tablature-notation. 

Figure 5.5: The n1elodic fragments marked by Box (b) of Musical Example 31 
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In two positions the dots of the modern notation do not exactl y ali gn with the 

ko _r and lei T tablature-signs (see the arrows in Boxes ( I ) and (2) of Figure 5.5), 

'1
7 

· ' Kaiseiraku'' is not a prohlcrn because the lute vers.ion of this piece is performed in an 

un-syncopatc structure e\ en though it is nota ted w i lh the kohyoshiten kifuho system (sec p. 206). 
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and it seems likely that the alignment between dots and tablature-signs was 

adjusted during the standardization so as to create a sense of anticipation and 

hence syncopation in the modern melodies. These anticipations are similar to 

those produced when the syncopated rhythmic mode is applied in the historical 

version. In Figure 5.5, the circled B and A notes of the modern melody are clearly 

of the same type as the shaded notes that are generated by the application of the 

syncopated rhythmic mode to the historical melody. 28 

One must note, however, that the proportion of anticipation in the modern 

nobebyoshi pieces is not always identical to that of the syncopated historical 

melodies. While the proportion of anticipation between the two versions is the 

same in Box (2) of Figure 5.5-that is, the anticipation in the modern melody takes 

up 1/4 of the measure (two crotchets) and the anticipation in the historical melody 

takes up 1/4 of the beat (one semiquaver)-, in Box (I) the anticipation in the 

historical melody takes up I /4 of the beat (one semiquaver) whereas in the modern 

melody it takes up only 1/8 of the measure (one crotchet). 

The type of anticipation shown in Figure 5.5 is, nevertheless, not applied to 

every measure of the modern "Sekihaku torika" and "Kishunraku" melodies. For 

instance, in Box (f) of Musical Example 31, the alignment of the dot and the k8 I 

tablature-sign in the modern melody is not adjusted and consequently the modern 

melody does not include an anticipation. As a result, the circled B semiquaver of 

~x The relevant tablature-signs of the shaded notes are bracketed because they are not written out 

in Nakahara roseish6. The processes whereby a syncopated melody is generated from the 

kobyOshiten kifuhO reading of the notation were explained in Section II C of Chapter Four. 
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the historical melody, which is a note generated by the application of syncopated 

rhythmic mode, does not have a corresponding pitch in the modern melody. 

Figure 5.6: Box (0 of Musical Example 31 
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Perhaps it was a tension between a desire on the part of the musicians to 

maintain the form of their orally transmitted melodies and the need to 

accommodate the rationale of standardization-that is, a closer match between 

different parts-that led to such a degree of inconsistency. Eta Harich-Schneider 

indicates that the standardization of gagaku in the Meiji period was undertaken 

mainly for political reasons without much consideration being given to historical 

accuracy (Harich-Schneider 1973:555), The Imperial Household put strong 

pressure on the musicians to follow their instructions and to ignore their own 

traditional performing practices (Harich-Schneider 1973:551-5). Even if some 

musicians had been able to work out the principles underlying the application of 

anticipation in the historical lute and mouth-organ parts, it is unlikely that the 

political circumstances under which they performed the standardization would 

have allowed them to regularly apply anticipation to the modern nobebyoshi 
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melodies. Perhaps this is also the reason why musicians added orally transmitted 

breathing points to the modern melodies. These breathing points allow the 

melodies to be performed in a quasi-syncopated way, even though anticipations of 

this type are not strictly proportional to those generated by the historical 

syncopated rhythmic mode. Before turning to case b)-discrepancies caused by the 

insertion of additional breathing points, I will outline the different types of 

breathing points used in the modern double-reed pipe melodies. 

Two types of breathing points are employed in the performance of the 

modern double-reed pipe melodies: breathing points that are signified by the dots 

written in the middle of the notational columns and breathing points that are 

taught by teachers. 29 The duration of the first type is always a crotchet-beat. In the 

case of the hayabyoshi melodies, they only fall on the fourth crotchet-beat of a 

measure (see the circled rest in Box (c) of the third musical staff of Musical 

Example 33). In the case of the nobebyoshi melodies, they fall on the fourth 

crotchet-beat (see the circled rests in the third staff of Musical Example 32) and 

occasionally on the eighth crotchet-beat of a measure (see the shaded rests in the 

sixth staff of Musical Example 32). 

Breathing points of the second type, namely orally transmitted breathing 

2\1 Although the dots written in the middle of the notational columns of the modern scores 

fundamentally correspond to the dots of the kuten k~fuhtJ system in the historical scores, in modern 

practice they do not constitute mcnsural signs. It seems likely, however, that the boundaries of 

modern double-reed pipe and flute formulae (see below) arc sometimes, but not always, marked by 

these dots. Where they arc not, the boundaries of the modern formulae usually confined to the 

breathing points that are taught by the teachers. 
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points, are indicated by teacher and marked on the scores during the lessons. 

Orally transmitted breathing points usually fall, in both the hayabyoshi and 

nobebyoshi melodies, on the second half of the first crotchet-beat or on the whole 

second crotchet-beat of a measure. In the first case, I transcribed them as quaver 

rests whereas in the second case, I transcribed them as crotchet rests (see the 

shaded rests in Figure 5.7 below). If these orally transmitted breathing points were 

eliminated, the rhythmic relationship between some modern and historical musical 

phrases would become clearer. I will demonstrate this in the following figure with 

references to the melodic fragments marked by Box (I) in Musical Example 33. 

Figure 5. 7: The result of eliminating all the orally transmitted rests in the 

modern melodic fragment marked by Box (1) of Musical Example 33 

mel~~~~·~ 1 & • r· F 1 F 
the oral1y 

transmitted ... 
rests (shaded) 

melod~;~~~~~ ¢ f' F I F f' I f' F 1 I FV I r ~F l I The modem I ~- - ~ 
transmttted ... 

rests 

The historical I ' f ~ F ~ S melody in Naka~rt~ r • F r r 
msetsho ... J 

It seems likely that many of the orally transmitted breathing points were added 

in order to create a sense of suspension or anticipation in the modern melodies. 

For instance, the G quaver in Box (I) of Figure 5.7 (marked with an asterisk) 

sounds like a suspension of the preceding G minim. On the other hand, the E 
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quaver in Box (2) (also marked with an asterisk) sounds like a syncopation of the 

preceding E minim or an anticipation of the following E crotchet. Suspensions and 

anticipations of this type were probably introduced to imitate the syncopated 

rhythmic structure of the historical melodies. I will use Box (f) of Musical 

Example 31 again to illustrate this imitation. 

It is clear in Figure 5.8 that the insertion of the orally transmitted quaver 

rest (shaded) allows the modern melody to be performed in a 'C- B- B' melodic 

sequence, so that this sequence (but not the rhythmic proportions) is identical to 

the one in the historical melody. Providing we ignore the proportional relationship 

of 'one crotchet-beat of the historical melody to one measure of the modern', the 

melodic relationship is clear. 

Figure 5.8: Box (f) of Musical Example 31 (an adjusted version) 

~·c - B - B 

f' I ~ I p Modern! r r nw; 

Jl, I 

• 
c - B - B 

Historical I ~ • r r ~ 
Jl, (I) I 

• 

Orally transmitted breaks were probably gradually added to the modern 

melodies after the standardization. Terauchi Naoko's research on Frederick 
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William Gaisberg's (1873-1951) recordings of Japanese music (1903)30 shows 

that in the early twentieth century the flute melodies of togaku were performed 

with significantly fewer orally transmitted breathing points than in present-day 

practice (Terauchi 2003:31-39). Indeed, Shiba's transcriptions of the double-reed 

pipe melodies, which were written only about 40 years ago, also include fewer 

breathing points than in modern practice (Shiba 1969, 1971). This suggests that 

even in the early twentieth century, the togaku melodies were performed at a 

faster tempo and with a slightly different rhythmic structure. 

Turning now to case c), discrepancies caused by extension of the note-values 

of some pitches in modern performance, there is evidence that some of these 

extensions are modally significant and might be used to emphasize certain pitches 

in the double-reed pipe melodies. This will be explained more fully in Chapter Six 

of this thesis. 

I will now use Box (v) in the third staff of Musical Example 33 to explain 

how the structural relationship between the modern and historical melodies is 

affected by the extensions of note-values. Figure 5.9 shows the melodic fragments 

marked by Box ( v) and their relevant tablature-notations. For the sake of clarity, 

orally transmitted features such as a rest and an enhai'' (both circled in Musical 

Example 33) are eliminated from the figure. 

~0 Gaisberg's recordings arc available in the CD collections ZenshU nihon fukikomi kotohajime 

(Toshiba EM I, TOCF-59061-71, 200 I) (Tcrauchi 2003:31 ). 

11 Enhai arc orally transmitted ornaments added in the modern double-reed pipe melodies. See 

below for a further discussion. 
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Figure 5.9: The melodic fragment marked by Box (v) of Musical Example 33 
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Because the tablature-notations of the two melodies are identical. one would 

expect that the note-values of melodies realized from the tablature-notation of the 

modern melody would be proportional to those in the historical melody. That is, 

that one minim of the modern melody would correspond to one quaver in the 

historical melody. The fact is, however, that in the modern melody, the 

note-values of the tei T and shi pg tablature-signs are extended so that each 

occupies a total of three crotchet-beats. In order to accommodate this, the 

note-values of the jo .L and itsu · tablature-signs are correspondingly shortened 

to only one crotchet-beat.32 

Finally, with regard to case d), rhythmic discrepancies also result from 

tablature differences between Nakahara roseisho and the modern score. This is 

probably because the reference source used for the standardization of the 

double-reed pipe in the Meiji period, although similar to Nakahara roseisho, was 

not identical:" I will use Box (2) of Musical Example 33 to demonstrate how the 

.1::- I will explain why the jO and itsu tablature-signs in the modern melody both represent F natural 

rather than G and f# respectively in the discussion of formula development below. 
31 This must also he borne in mind throughout the examination of the double-reed pipe formulae 
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difference in the positions of dots between the two sources affects the structural 

relationship of the modern and historical melodies. 

While the sequences of tablature-signs in the modern and historical notations 

of this boxed part are identical (han- ki!- han- shi JLIJL~"i), the second dot of 

the historical notation is aligned with the shi (711 whereas the second dot of the 

modern notation is aligned with the han JL tablature-signs. If the two melodies 

are lined up according to the proportional relationship of 'one measure of the 

modern to one crotchet-beat of the historical melodies', the E crotchet (shi (711) of 

the historical melody will correspond to the C quaver (han JL) rather than the E 

minim of the modern melody. 

Box (u) in the first staff of Musical Example 33 shows that when there is no 

tablature difference between the two sources, the relationship of the two melodies 

is clearer. The circled B semiquaver in this box is merely an enbai added to the 

modern melody. 

* * * 

Garno Mitsuko and Allan Marett have observed that the modern double-reed 

pipe and flute melodies are constructed from small unit of fixed melodies (Garno 

1970: 145), that is, that the melodies are formulaically organized (Marett 

1985:420). In the following discussion, I will seek to clarify differences in pitch 

later in this section. 
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between the modern and historical versions by studying the development of 

melodic formulae in the modern double-reed pipe melodies. 

The term 'formula' derives from the oral-formulaic theory developed by 

Milman Parry and Albert Lord for the investigation of the Yugoslav singers' 

performances of gusle. Parry defined the term 'formula' as 'a group of words 

which is regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to express a 

g1ven essential idea' (Parry 1930, quoted in Lord 2000:30). The concept of 

formulaic organization has been subsequently developed by many scholars but 

with looser definitions adapted to suit other genres of music, for example, Marett 

1985 (tagaku), Keogh 1990 (Australian aboriginal nurlu songs), Lee 1992 

(shakuhachi) and de Ferranti 1996 (higo biwa). For my study of the modern 

tagaku melodies, formulae are defined simply as 'melodic figurations that recur 

twice or more in the same piece'. Although formulae may take slightly different 

rhythmic forms when they recur, these rhythmic variations are not obstacles to 

recognizing them as the same formula. While all the versions of a formula will be 

shown later, I focus here only on a limited number of these from "Sekihaku 

tOrika". 

In Musical Example 31, the seventeen formulae of "Sekihaku torika" are 

labelled (a) to (q). These are summarized in Table A of Appendix IV together 

with their corresponding historical patterns.34 It can be seen that the rhythmic 

proportion of formulae is not always identical to that of the historical melodic 

34 Formulae (r) to (y) in this table arc formulae that appear either in "Kishunraku" or 

"Kaiseiraku". 
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patterns. For instance, the corresponding historical pattern of Formula (d) 

comprises a total of three quaver-beats but the formula contains only ten 

crotchet-beats. If the rhythmic proportion between the modern formula and the 

historical pattern were identical, this formula would include a total of twelve 

crotchet-beats. The reason for this is because of the application in the modern part 

of rhythmic adjustments of the type described in the first half of this section. 

Further discussion of this matter will occur at the end of this section. 

Some formulae of "Sekihaku torika" also appear in the modern double-reed 

pipe melodies of "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku", namely Formulae (a), (b), (c), 

(g), (h), (j) and (k). These formulae are labelled with the same letters in Musical 

Examples 31, 32 and 33. Because formulae that are common to pieces of the same 

modal group have particular significance for the articulation of mode (see below), 

they will be called 'modally specific formulae' in the following discussion. The 

appearance of modally specific formulae in modern pieces of the same modal 

group raises questions about how melodic patterns in the historical melodies were 

developed and transmitted. Allan Marett has suggested that after the Heian period 

the oral transmission of the flute and double-reed pipe melodies relied 

increasingly on proto-formulaic patterns (Marett 1985:426). It was this reliance on 

a limited set of easily remembered melodic patterns in historical scores of the 

fourteenth century onwards and their reproduction in different pieces of the same 

modal group that led to the modally specific formulae of modern practice. 

The pitch relationship (but not the rhythmic proportion) between Formulae 

(a), (f), (h) and their corresponding historical patterns are very clear, and therefore 
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I will not discuss them in detail. 

Formula (b) is not difficult to understand either. 35 Apart from the A 

semiquaver marked with a bracketed 'E' letter, the pitches of the modern formula 

completely correspond to those in the historical melodic pattern. The additional A 

semiquaver is an enbai.36 Enbai, which are produced by changing the lip pressure 

and position rather than by changing fingerings, are important but un-notated 

ornaments added to the modern double-reed pipe melodies. While enbai are 

transmitted orally, it is a common practice for teachers to add some marks to the 

modern notation during the lesson in order to indicate the positions of the enbai. 

The enbai are signified by a bracketed 'E' letter in the list of formulae shown in 

Table A. 

Three versions of Formula (c) occur in the modern melody of "Sekihaku 

torika". It is clear from Table A that the underlying historical melodic pattern is a 

G mordent:'" The development of Formula (c) is, however, complicated since it 

involves the application of the full gamut of orally modifications, namely enbai, 

nuances, the technique of meru and a special fingering for playing the jo .l 

tablature-sign. 

Nuance (marked (N) in the formulae) refers to a type of orally transmitted 

35 This formula can be regarded as an elaborated version of the historical pattern that I have 

discussed in Part I of this chapter (seep. 223). 

_-,r, Enbai literally means 'salt and plum'. These are two important seasonings of Japanese food. 

37 I have already suggested that the 'b. ~ ' sign indicates a technique for generating a mordent by 

changing the position of the lip rather than the fingering (sec p. 178). 
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ornament that is produced by changing the lip pressure and position.38 While 

nuances are not as important as the enbai and teachers may not mark them on the 

notation for the students, experienced and professional performers always include 

them in the melodies. 

Meru refers to a technique of lowering the standard pitch of a tablature-sign 

by altering breathing and lip position. The pitches produced from this technique 

are called meri (see also p. 171). The circled tablature-signs in Table A are 

performed as meri pitches. 

Many }6 .i tablature-signs of the modern double-reed pipe notation are 

performed using the itsu - rather than the normal }6 fingering. This is 

particularly common in pieces that are in the 6shikicM I huang zhong diao, hyoj6 I 

pin~; diao, taishikicM Ida shi diao and ichikotsuch6 I yi yue diao modal categories. 

Furthermore, the pitch produced from this itsu fingering is the meri pitch F natural 

rather than the F# normally produced with the itsu fingering. Teachers will 

indicate in the course of lessons which jo tablature-signs of a piece are to be 

performed with this special fingering. The }6 tablature-signs that are performed 

with this special fingering are boxed in Table A. 

The following figure illustrates the formation of Formula (c) using Version I 

of the formula as an example. It is important to note that this figure is used merely 

to show how the pitches of Formula (c) are formed. I do not intend to imply that 

_:\~ In fact, there is no official name for this type of ornaments in modern double-reed pipe practice. 

My teacher, Nishihara Yfiji, suggested me to use the term 'nuance' to represent this type of 

ornaments. 
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the sequence of changes is applied in this order in practice. 

Figure 5.10: The development of Formula (c) 

The fo~rn:.:nth·century ~~~i~Cilagglljl~iiiiiiiii~F~~ htstoncal melodic I F 11 m : 
pattern that corresponds to& 

Formula (c) 

ThejlJ ...._tablature-signs are performed ~~~~~~~~L~~~~--.:·~L~iiiiiiiii~~ with the itsu rather than the jO fingering. @ m 
The pitch produced from this 'special •, 

)0 fingering' is F natural 

The it.fU. - tablature-sign is performed 
with the meru technique. The pitch 
produced from this meru technique 

is P natural 

The nuances are inserted 
(the eire led E and G notes) 

The enhai is inserted 
(the circled E note) 

The rhythmic structure of the pattern 
is modified and it is played 
with the slow tempo of the 

present-day 

~ 

If we ignore the added ornaments, the meru technique and the special 

fingering for playing the tablature-signs jo, the pitches of Formulae (d), (1), (m), 

(o), (p) and (q) correspond to those in their historical patterns. I will not, therefore, 

discuss them in detail. Formula (e), (g), (i), (j), (k) and (n) are, however, worthy of 

further examination. 

As was suggested in the analysis of the rhythmic structures of the modern 

and historical double-reed pipe melodies, there were clear differences between the 
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tablature-notations in Nakahara roseisho and the as yet unidentified reference 

score used for standardization. These differences not only yield rhythmic 

discrepancies but also pitch disagreements between the modern and historical 

melodies. I would suggest that pitch disagreements between Formulae (e), (g), (i), 

(j), (k), (n) and their corresponding historical melodic patterns are all caused by 

tablature differences between Nakahara roseishO and the reference score. In the 

case of Formula (e), the historical pattern does not include the tablature-sign itsu 

- (F#) but includes an additional tablature-sign ko I (B) that does not appear in 

the modern formula. Pitch differences that are the result of different 

tablature-signs being used in the modern and historical notations are indicated by 

shaded boxes in Table A. 

In Versions I and 2 of Formula (g), the 'tei - jo - itsu - jo' (T .l -.l) 

sequence of tablature-signs is significantly different from the 'jo- tei- jo' (.l T .l) 

tablature sequence in the historical patterns. Version 3 of this formula, however, 

uses the same tablature-signs as the historical pattern. 

In the case of Formula (i), where the modern formula has an itsu 

tablature-sign (F#), the historical pattern has shi li1J (E). 

The modern "Sekihaku torika" melody includes four slightly different 

versions of Formula (j). The corresponding historical melodic patterns of this 

formula are for the most part C mordents. The only exception is Version 4, in 

which the ko I and han JL tablature-signs at the end of the formula do not 

appear in the corresponding historical melodic pattern. 

In the case of Formula (k), the 'han - ko' (JL .:r:) combination of 
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tablature-signs in the modern formula corresponds to the 'riku - han' (1\JL) 

combination of tablature-signs in the historical pattern. 

The difference between Formula (n) and its historical pattern is profound. 

The historical pattern does not include the run that is generated by the 'ko- go

zetsu- riku' (Lii [,·;\)tablature-sequence of the modern formula. 

Discrepancies between the modern and the historical melodies of "Sekihaku 

torika" that result from enhai, nuances, non-standard fingerings and change in 

tablature-sign are not, of course, confined to formulae alone. Musical Example 31 

indicates all these orally transmitted practices with bracketed capital letters, 

circled tablature-signs, shadings and boxed jo signs. 

* * * 

The rhythmic discrepancies between the modern and historical double-reed 

pipe melodies also affect the proportional relationship of the modern formulae one 

to the other. Because the positions of pitches in a modern formula do not always 

correspond precisely to those in its historical form of melodic pattern, the 

beginnings and ends of formulae become staggered in relation to them. Formulae 

(c) and (d) of Musical Example 31 are typical examples. These two formulae and 

their corresponding historical melodic patterns are shown in the following figure 

together with the relevant tablature-notations. 

Figure 5.11: Formulae (c) and (d) in Musical Example 31 
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Because the note-value of the first }6 .l tablature-sign in Formula (c) is 

extended to three crotchet-beats in modern practice,39 the pitch of the itsu -

tablature-sign of the historical melody (F#) does not line up precisely with that of 

the itsu tablature-sign in the modern formula (F natural). Furthermore, the 

corresponding note of the shaded G semiquaver in the historical melody is the F 

natural crotchet that appears after the barline. The reason is that the anticipation 

generated to create syncopation in the historical version is not reproduced in the 

modern version. Rather, a sense of syncopation is created in the modern part by 

inserting an orally transmitted rest (circled) after the F natural crotchet in the 

second measure. Then, the F natural minim and A quaver in Formula (d), which 

correspond to the shaded G and A quavers of the historical melody, are shifted 

two crotchet-beats to the right. The result is that Formula (d), which should be 

twelve crotchet-beats in length in order to correspond to the underlying melodic 

39 The dotted E quaver and the G scmiquaver of the modern formula (marked with asterisks) are 

nuances that belong to the jO tablature-sign. 
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pattern that comprises a total of three quaver-beats, is reduced to ten 

crotchet-beats. The following figure shows what the pitch relationship between 

the modern and historical melodies would have been had these adjustments not 

occurred. 

Figure 5.12: Formulae (c) and (d) in Musical Example 31 and their 

corresponding historical melodic patterns (an adjusted version) 
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E. The relationship between the modern and the mid-fourteenth-century 

melodies for the transverse flute 

The modern flute melodies of "Sekihaku torika", "Kishunraku" and 

"Kaiseiraku" are lined up with their corresponding ChCt oga ryCtteki yorokufu 

versions in Musical Examples 34, 35 and 36 respectively according to the 

principle of 'one crotchet-beat of the historical to one measure of the modern 

melodies'. As was the case with the modern double-reed pipe melodies, while the 

historical and modern versions of the same piece follow a similar melodic shape, 

it is hard to see precise rhythmic and pitch relationships between the two versions. 
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Basically, rhythmic discrepancies between the historical and modern versions are 

caused by the same factors as for the double-reed pipe. I will now use Formula (g) 

of Musical Example 34 to illustrate how anticipation is applied in the modern 

nobebyoshi flute melodies. This formula is shown in the following figure together 

with the tablature-notation. 

Figure 5.13: Formula (g) of "Sekihaku torika" 

Modern!'' r [ LU I r * ... \:/ 

7 <P 7-......... 

Historical I ' • [ 
5 

7 <P ( 7 ) 7 
• 

It is clear from Figure 5.13 that the alignment of the shaku 7 tablature-sign 

and the dot has been adjusted (as in the case for the double-reed pipe shown in 

Figure 5.5) in order to generate an A crotchet anticipation (circled) in the modern 

melody. Anticipation of this type is similar to the shaded A semiquaver in the 

historical melody, which has been generated by the application of the syncopated 

rhythmic mode. The proportion of anticipation is not, however, the same. 

Since this type of anticipation is not applied to every measure of the modern 

nobebyfishi flute melodies, orally transmitted breathing points are-as was the case 

in the double-reed pipe-sometimes employed in order to generate a 

quasi-syncopation. The principles for adding orally transmitted breathing points to 
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the modern flute melodies are basically the same as those for the double-reed pipe 

melodies. In short, these breathing points usually fall on the second half of the 

first crotchet-beat or on the whole second crotchet-beat of a measure. Formula U) 

of "Sekihaku torika" includes a typical example of this type of breathing points 

(see the circled crotchet rest). 

Figure 5.14: Formulae (j) and (k) in Musical Example 34 

Modem 
I~, I I" I 
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• • 

Because in Formula (j) the alignment between the tablature-sign ni :::. and 

the dot in the modern notation is not adjusted, the modern melody does not 

include an anticipation that corresponds to the shaded D semiquaver in the 

historical melody. Nevertheless, in order to reproduce the 'E - D - D' melodic 

sequence of the historical pattern, an orally transmitted rest has been inserted in 

the second crotchet-beat of the second measure of the modern melody (circled). 

As was the case in Figure 5.11, this affects the rhythmic proportions between 

Formula (k) and its corresponding historical pattern. The corresponding notes of 
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the shaded D quaver in Formula (k) are the D minim and the D crotchet, and the 

total duration of these two notes is three rather than four crotchet-beats. 

Unlike in the modern double-reed pipe melodies, significant extensions of 

note-value are not common in the modern flute melodies. In fact, the modal 

practice of the modern flute melodies is significantly different from that of the 

modern double-reed pipe melodies. This will be discussed in detail in Part II of 

Chapters Six, Seven and Eight. 

On the other hand, there is a common rhythmic characteristic that occurs in 

the modern flute melodies but not in the double-reed pipe melodies. Some pitches 

in the modern flute melodies are purposely performed half a beat in advance. 

These pitches are usually performed together in a quick run (ren Jm) or in very 

short note-values that sound like a grace-note-figure. 

A quick run that is performed half a beat in advance can be seen at the 

beginning of Formula (h) of "Sekihaku t8rika".40 

Figure 5,15: Formula (h) in Musical Example 34 

40 The technique ugoki :iJJ in this figure represent-; an inverted mordent. Because the ren 

technique is significantly elaborated in modern performance (see below), the ugoki in the modern 

melody is performed much later than the one in the historical version. 
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The shaded hollow dot represents the dot that is inserted in the middle of the 

notational column and normally signifies a breathing point of one crotchet-beat. 

The circled quick run 'B-C-D- C', which is part of the elaborated version of 

historical ren technique, occupies half the duration of the breathing point. 

Formula (t) of "Kishunraku" includes a grace-note-figure that is also 

performed half a beat in advance. It is clear from the following figure that the 

circled 'G - C#' grace-note-figure occupies half of the duration of the preceding 

breathing point. 

Figure 5.16: Formula (t) in Musical Example 35 
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As was the case of the double-reed pipe, tablature differences also occur 

between the modern and histori ca l flute notations. This suggests that while the 

reference source of the fl ute melodies used during the standardization is similar to 

Cha oga ryliteki yorok1,~{u, it was not Chtt. oga ryuteki yorokufu itself. Undoubtedly, 

tablature differences also create signif icant rhythmi c discrepancies between the 

historica l and modern flute versions of the same piece. A typical example can be 

seen in Formulae (x) and (s) that occur in the eighth musical staff of Musica l 

Example 36. 

Figure 5.17: Formulae (x) and (s) in Musical Example 36 

(x) (s) 
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T he shaded C quaver that is played with the ren J.m technique in the 

historical melody in fact corresponds to the shaded • 8 - D - 8 - A' (chti - ge -

clni - shaku 'I 1 T'I 1 ~) run in the modern melody. Because the third dot (circJed) in 

the historical melody is ali gned with the go Ti. rather than the combination of the 
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geT and ren J!l! tablature-signs, the parts do not line up. 

* * * 

As was the case with the double-reed pipe, I will concentrate on the modern 

melody of "Sekihaku torika" for my examination of the flute formulae. These 

formulae (Formulae Special (A) to (q)) and their corresponding historical melodic 

patterns are summarized in Table B of Appendix IV. Formulae that are in 

common between the three selected modern flute melodies are labelled with the 

same bracketed letters. These modally specific formulae are (Special A), (a), (b), 

(e), (g), (h), (i) and (k).41 

While the terms fu 7 and se -t are occasionally employed in the modern 

flute notation in order to indicate the register, students learn the register of notes 

mainly through memorization. There is, however, no evidence that the registers of 

pitches were the same in the historical versions as they are today. In comparing 

the historical patterns and modern formulae, I will not, therefore, consider the 

octave level of the pitches. 

Since the tablature-signs and pitches of Formulae (d), (e), (f), (g), (i), (k), (n) 

and ( o) are basically identical to those in their corresponding historical melodic 

patterns, I will not discuss them in detail.42 

41 See Conclusion for a more detailed discussion of these formulae. 

" Formulae (f) and (n) simply include an additional mordent (T Ul) that does not occur in their 

corresponding historical patterns. 
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The first box of Musical Example 34 (Special Formula (A)) is, however, 

worth discussing in detail. Since the musical phrase in this box appears only once 

in "Sekihaku t6rika", theoretically it cannot be regarded as a formula in this 

piece. 43 Nonetheless, this phrase also occurs frequently in "Kishunraku" and 

"Kaiseiraku" and it is clearly an important formula in 6shikich6 I huang zhang 

diaa modal group pieces. 

Three versions of Formula (a) occur in the modern flute melody of "Sekihaku 

t6rika". Versions I and 2 are nearly identical 44 and Version 3 is simply a 

truncated form of Versions I and 2. 

I will now use Version 2 as an example to explain the formation of Formula 

(a). In order to facilitate my explanation, Version 2 and its corresponding 

historical pattern are separated into two sections. In terms of pitches and 

tablature-signs, section (ii) of the modern formula clearly corresponds to section 

(ii) of the historical pattern. The pitches in section (i) of the modern formula are, 

however, significantly different from those in section (i) of the historical pattern. 

These pitch differences are, moreover, not merely caused by differences in the 

notation. 

In modern practice, the 'ge - chU - ge - chU' (Trl'T'P) combination of 

tablature-signs in 6shikich6 I huang zhang diao modal group pieces is not 

4
" Despite the fact that two G#s arc employed in this phrase, one can simply regarded this musical 

phrase as a prolonged A note. In modern performance, it is a common practice for a flute 

performer to generate a few mordent-like figures at the beginning of a piece. 

44 This G# in Version I is employed in order to generate a mordent-like figure at the beginning of 

a modern flute melody. 
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performed in a simple melodic sequence 'C - B - C - B' but in a very 

complicated melodic and rhythmic structure. The first 'ge - chfi' combination is 

performed by first sliding the roku 1\ finger-hole from left to right with the index 

finger of the left hand, and then covering the roku finger-hole with the same finger. 

This sliding produces the glissando 'B-C-D- C- B'. While the second 'ge

chu' combination of tablature-signs is performed with the same technique, it is 

performed faster and for this reason I transcribe it as 'B- D-B'. This sliding 

technique is not recorded in the notation but is transmitted orally from the teacher. 

There is no evidence to suggest that such a technique was applied in the 

fourteenth-century melodies. 

There are four versions of Formula (b) in the modern melody of "Sekihaku 

t6rika". All of them correspond to a group of three to five Gs in the historical 

version, in which the first G is decorated with a mordent. The G mordent is 

signified by adding a yuri d3 under the tablature-sign }6 .l in Chu oga ryuteki 

yorokufu. In modern notation, however, jo is rarely associated with a yuri. Rather, 

it seems that the 'go- jo- go- jo- go' (Jil_nj_ h) sequence of tablature-signs in 

the modern notation corresponds to the combination of jo and yuri signs in 

historical flute scores. This 'go - }6 - go - jo - go' sequence produces an 

oscillation between F# and G in the modern melody. Moreover, it is a common 

practice at the present-day to initially perform the first go tablature-sign of this 

sequence as an F natural and then raise it to F#. The go tablature-signs that 

correspond to F natural are circled in Table B. 

Because there are tablature differences between Version I of Formula (c) and 
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its corresponding historical pattern (see the shaded part), I will use Version 2 to 

explain the development of this formula. The tablature-signs in section (ii) of the 

modern formula basically correspond to those in the historical pattern. The only 

difference is that the go tablature-sign is interpreted as F natural rather than F# in 

modern performance. 

The 'ge - ren' (T)!!!) combination of tablature-signs in section (i) of the 

historical pattern became a 'chii- ge- chU- shaku' ('PT'¥5') tablature-sequence 

in the modern formula. This tablature-sequence represents a quick 'B - D - B -

A' run in modern performance. Furthermore, the 'chii- ge' part of this sequence 

is performed using the sliding technique explained in the discussion of Formula 

(a) above. 

Unlike the case of Formula (c), the 'ge - ren' (Tll) combination of 

tablature-signs in section (i) of the historical pattern of Formula (h) became a 

complicated 'ge- chii- ge- chii- shaku- go' (T'i'T'P5'n) tablature-sequence in 

the modern score. The 'ge - chii - ge - chii' part of this combination of 

tablature-signs is also performed using the double sliding technique applied in 

Formula (a). Perhaps the ren technique was developed into various forms of 

descending run after the fourteenth century and was written out in full in the 

tablature-notation. If my hypothesis is correct, the reference source of the modern 

flute score might have been compiled in a relatively late period. 

Since the ugoki technique in modern practice also represents an inverted 

mordent, there is no significant pitch difference between the modern formula and 

the historical pattern in section (ii) of Formula (h). 
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Formulae Ul. (m) and (p) include some additional pitches that do not exist in 

the historical pattern. These additional pitches, which are marked by shaded boxes, 

are signified by tablature-signs that are not included in ChU oga ryuteki yorokufu. 

In Formulae (I) and (q), the go tablature-signs are performed as F natural 

rather than F#. I will discuss the reason for using both F naturals and F#s in 

modern oshikichO I huang zhang diao flute melodies in the next chapter. 

F. A short summary of the relationship between the modern and historical 

togaku melodies 

The relationship of the modern and historical togaku melodies can be 

summarized as follows: 

I. The forms of the late-twelfth-century lute and early-thirteenth-century 

mouth-organ melodies are well preserved in modern performance. 

Nevertheless, the lute and mouth-organ melodies are performed with 

complicated chordal accretions and, therefore, the ancient tunes that 

underlie these two instrumental parts are not recognizable. These two 

instruments are, moreover, nowadays simply regarded as supporting 

instruments. It is commonly said that the mouth-organ is used to execute 

the harmonic structure (Garfias 1975:63) whereas the lute indicates the 

metrical structure (or measures) of the modern togaku melodies 

(Masumoto 2000:89-90). 

2. The modern zither, double-reed pipe and flute melodies are significantly 

different from their historical versions. While at the present-day the zither 
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IS only used as a supporting instrument that produces an ostinato 

accompaniment in modern performance (Masumoto 2000:24), the 

double-reed pipe and flute are employed to play the main melodies. The 

analyses in Sections D and E clearly demonstrate that the metrical, 

rhythmic and pitch disagreements between the historical and modern 

melodies of these two instruments, combined with a much slower tempo, 

further obscure the relationship between the modern melodies and the 

historical melodies on which they are based. Indeed, it is probably no 

exaggeration to say that the ancient tunes of these two instruments have 

completely disappeared in modern performance, and that they have been 

replaced with entirely new melodies that have evolved by means of the 

procedures discussed in Sections D and E of this part. 
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Chapter Six 

The modal practice of the oshikicho I huang zhong diao modal 

group pieces from the tenth century to the present-day 

This chapter is divided into two parts: the first part investigates the modal 

practice of the selected oshikichO I huang zhong diao modal group pieces over the 

period from the tenth to the fourteenth century; the second part examines the 

modal practice of modern performance. 

In the first section of Part I, I will explore the structural relationship of the 

Tang and Heian oshikichO I huang zhong diao modes and examine the modal 

practice of un-syncopate melodies performed between the tenth and the late 

twelfth centuries. 

In the second section, I will show that from the late twelfth to the end of the 

thirteenth century, the modal practice of togaku basically followed that of the late 

Heian period. I will demonstrate a) that there is no significant modal difference 

between the un-syncopate and syncopated versions of a melody; and b) that the 

modal practice of melodies from Jinchi yoroku, Ruiso chiyo, Kofu ritsuryokan and 

Shinsen shOtekifu is basically the same as that of the Sango yoroku melodies. 

In the third section, I will demonstrate that, by contrast, the modal practice of 

the mid-fourteenth-century melodies recorded in Nakahara roseishO and Chu oga 

ryuteki yorokufu is different from that of the Heian melodies. I will also suggest 
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some reasons for such differences. 

* * * 

I have previously shown that between the fourteenth century and the 

present-day, the melodies of the togaku instruments were modified in different 

ways, for example, whereas chordal accretions were added to the lute and 

mouth-organ parts, formulaic fingering patterns were added to the zither part. In 

Part II of this chapter, therefore, the modern melodies of each instrument will be 

examined separately. I will show that the lute is the only instrument that preserves 

the Heian modality to the present-day. The melodies of other instruments are 

performed either using different modes or in an extremely ambiguous tonality. 

I. The modal practice of togaku melodies from the tenth to the 

mid-fourteenth century 

A. The modal practice of the flute and lute melodies from the tenth to the late 

twelfth century 

In examining the development of modal practice between the tenth and late 

twelfth centuries and explaining its relationship to the Tang modal practice, I will 

focus on "Sekihaku torika" (see Musical Example 2 in Appendix III). Before 

turning to an investigation of the melodies, however, I will review the structural 

relationship between the Tang and Heian forms of the oshikichO I huang zhong 
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diao mode. 

The structure of the Tang form of the oshikichO I huang zhang diao mode is 

identical to that of the late-Heian form. Even though we have no idea on the exact 

pitches of the twelve ritsu I Iii used in the Tang period. we know that the structure 

of the Chinese fJshikichO I huang zhang diao mode, which was formed under the 

zheng sheng diao heptatonic scale, was TSTTTST (yu I u or Dorian).' According 

to the choshibon ge section in chapter two of Sango yoroku, the late-Heian 

oshikichO I huang zhang diao mode also had a Dorian (u I yu) modal structure on 

A, namely A 8 C DE F# G (Ng 1998: 107).' 

A major theoretical (rather than practical) difference exists, however, 

between the Chinese and Japanese forms of the oshikichfJ I huang zhang diao 

mode, namely that the degree names used by the Japanese of the late-Heian period 

did not follow Chinese practice. As indicated in Sango yoroku, the Japanese 

simply named the tonic of all the modes as kyfi I gong, regardless of their modal 

structures. The following figure shows the differences between the degree names 

of the oshikichO I huang zhang diao mode according to Tang Chinese and 

Fujiwara no Moronaga's practices. 

1 See the analysis in Part II of Chapter Two. 
2 In Chapter Two, I assumed that the pitch of koshO I huang zhang was C in Tang China. This 

allows me to generate a Tang oshikichO I huang zhang diao with a structure of A B C D E F# G. 

The usc of Cas the pitch of koshOI huang zhang coincidentally matches the actual pitch practice in 

the late-Heian period. While this does not imply that the pitch of kosh8 I huang zhang was C in 

Tang China. a difference between the pitch of kosh81 huang zhang in China and Japan would only 

have affected the keys of the music but not the melodies. 
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Figure 6.1: Differences between the degree names of the oshikicho I huang 

zhong diao mode according to Chinese and Japanese practices 

Intervals 

' 
T s T T T 

•· 
s • T .. 

• • • • • 
Chinese u henkyU kyu sM kaku henchi chi ll 

practice: yu biangong gong shang jue bianzhi zhi yu 

Fujiwara no 
Moronaga's 

kyit .~h6 kaku henchi chi u henkyU kyU system of 
degree gong shang jue bianzhi zhi yu biangong gong 

names in 
SangO yiiroku 
and 
Jinchi yOroku 

The nomenclature used to describe the modes does not, however, influence 

the togaku melodies because degree names do not represent pitches. In examining 

the modal practice of the togaku melodies, the Chinese rather than Fujiwara no 

Moronaga's system of degree names is adopted in the following discussion. 

Musical Example 2 shows that the pitches of the tenth-century flute and the 

late-twelfth-century lute melodies of "Sekihaku torika" exactly realize those of the 

oshikicho I huang zhong diao mode. Nevertheless, in both cases the melodies 

cadence on the fifth degree (E) rather than the tonic (A) (circled in Musical 

Example 2). Indeed, all the six sections of "Sekihaku torika" cadence on E.' The 

use of E as the final of all the cadences significantly affects the tonality of the 

melodies. Rather than manifesting the Dorian mode on A (A B C D E F# G)-that 

is the correct form of the oshikichO I huang zhong diao mode-, from the tenth to 

3 Although this thesis focuses on the first two sections, I have investigated the notation of all the 

other sections. 
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the late twelfth century the ha movement of "Sekihaku torika" was clearly 

performed as an Aeolian (kaku I jue) mode on E (E F# G A B C D). This Aeolian 

mode is also derived from the koshO I huang zhang key and is called koshO shi 

kaku I huang zhang zhi jue in the Chinese modal system4 

KyokunshO also states that this piece5 is the rinshO kaku I lin zhang jue 

(Aeolian mode of the rinshO I lin zhang key) piece "Sekihaku torika I Chi bai tao li 

hua" (of Tang) (Kama 1233:65). The musicians and dancers of the Naiky6b66 m 

Japan performed this piece. Since the dance was lost, they used the dance of 

"Yoguraku" instead (Kama 1233:65). This piece was performed in the Kyokusui 

banquet (held in the early third month of a year) of the Japanese court but on the 

third day of the third month in the practices of the Chinese (Koma 233:65). The 

record in KyokunshO suggests that "Sekihaku torika" appears to have also been 

performed in a kaku I jue mode in Tang China. This piece might have transposed 

down a perfect fifth (or up a perfect fourth) from the rinshO I lin zhang to the 

koshO I huang zhang key later in Japan.7 

The reason why a koshO shi kaku I huang zhang zhi jue piece would be 

classified in the oshikichO I huang zhang diao modal category in Japan is not 

4 End6 T6ru agrees that "Sekihaku t8rika" was performed in the kaku I jue mode of the k8sh8 I 

huang zhang key in the late-Hcian period (End6 2002:210&212(iii)). 

5 "Sekihaku torika" is called "Torika" in Kyl!kunsh6 (Koma 1233:65). 

6 Naiky6b6 was established by the Japanese court in imitation of the Nei Jiao Fang of the Tang 

court. It was a place where female musicians and dancers learned and performed court music. See 

Hirano Kenji et al. 1989:175 for details. 
7 Another less likely possibility is that the mode rinshO kaku I lin zhang jue was named according 

to the xia zhi diao theory in China (see Section II C of Chapter Two). 
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difficult to understand. While in theory a total of eighty-four modes could be 

generated in China, not all eighty-four modes were regularly employed. The yan 

yue er shi ba diao or 'twenty-eight modes for banquet music' represents the modes 

that were actually used to perform the banquet and entertainment music in Tang 

China (Ng 1998:29). The edict of Tang hui yao further specifies the fourteen 

modes that were most frequently used during the Tian bao era (742-756). 

Sango yoroku for the most part comprises togaku pieces under ten modal 

headings, namely ichikotsuchO I yi yue diao, sadachO I sha tuo diao, hyojo I ping 

diao, taishikichO Ida shi diao, kotsujikichO I qi shi diao, seichO I xing diao, soja I 

shuang diao, oshikichO I huang zhang diao, suichO I shui diao and banshikichO I 

pan she diao. Of these, eight match modal names recorded in the edict of Tang hui 

yao.8 This suggests that most of the togaku pieces learned and composed by the 

Japanese reflected the modal practice of the mid-Tang period. Yet, given that a 

total of twenty-eight modes were used by the Tang Chinese to perform banquet 

music, it is hard to believe that the Japanese only learned and composed pieces in 

the modes that correspond to the ten modal headings in Sango yoroku. What 

happened, in fact, was that in Japan pieces performed in modes other than those 

corresponding to the modal headings were subsumed into one of the ten common 

modal headings.9 In most cases the modes that were subsumed shared the same 

seven pitches as the modes corresponding to the modal headings and could 

therefore be performed using the same tuning(s). The seven pitches of the mode of 

8 KotsujikichlJ I qi shi diao and seichO I xing diao are the exceptions (see pp. 60-1 ). 
9 See End6 2003 for a more comprehensive discussion of this matter. 
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koshO shi kaku I huang zhang zhi jue, namely E, F#, G, A, B, C and D, are, of 

course, identical to those of the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa mode because they 

both belong to the koshO I huang zhang key. As a result, koshO shi kaku I huang 

zhang zhi jue and oshikichO I huang zhang diaa pieces in Sanga yoraku can be 

performed using the same fukojo tuning, and this is why "Sekihaku torika" is 

included in the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa modal group. 

The un-syncopate melodies of "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku", on the other 

hand, clearly cadence on A, that is the tonic of the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa 

mode (circled in Musical Examples 3 and 5). The only exception is the first phrase 

of "Kaiseiraku", in which the melody cadences on E. Because E is the fifth degree 

of the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa mode, a cadence on this degree is not unusual. 

In the following sections and chapters, I will show, through an examination of the 

amount of time spent on each pitch of a melody, that in addition to the tonic, the 

fifth degree is also a frequently used note in historical togaku melodies. 

* * * 

In addition to the cadences, ornamental practice also defines mode. The 

ornaments used in the Heian melodies must therefore be investigated. It has been 

shown in the previous chapter that while mordents were commonly used in togaku 

practice between the tenth and late twelfth centuries, in the later part of this period, 

appoggiaturas and suspensions were also added. Although both mordents and 

appoggiaturas are modally significant, suspensions are not. I will first elucidate 
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the use of mordents in the tenth-century flute and the late-twelfth-century lute 

melodies, and then proceed to an investigation of appoggiaturas and suspensions. 

Hayashi Kenz6 (Hayashi 1969d), Allan Marett (Marett 1976, 1977) and 

End6 T6ru (End6 2002, 2003) have observed that there is a close relationship 

between the positions of the mordents in a Heian-period togaku melody and the 

structure of its mode. In Hakuga no fuefu, mordents most frequently occur on the 

notes that are separated from their lower neighbours by a semitone (Marett 

1977: II). These notes are the kyu I gong and chi I zhi degrees of the zheng sheng 

diao heptatonic scale (Hayashi 1969d:299). In terms of Chinese modal theory, the 

use of mordents on the kyu I gong and chi I zhi degrees is precisely what one 

would expect. 10 

Musical Example 2 shows that the mordents employed in the flute and lute 

melodies of "Sekihaku torika" are mainly assigned to the pitches C and G, that is 

to the kyu I gong and chi I zhi degrees of the koshO shi kaku I huang zhong zhi jue 

mode. Because each pitch of the mordent is notated, the lute part shows most 

clearly that the lower auxiliary notes of these mordents are all played over a 

semitone. The numbers of mordents used on C and G of the Hakuga no fuefu and 

the un-syncopate Sango yoroku versions of "Sekihaku torika" are summarized in 

Table 6.1. It is clear that the number of mordents on the chi I zhi degree (G) is 

slightly more than the number of mordents on the kyu I gong degree (C) in both 

the Hakuga no fuefu and Sango yoroku melodies. This agrees with Hayashi's 

10 See pp. 48-9 for the relationship between these two degrees and their auxiliary degrees. 
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observation that the number of chi I zhi mordents is greater than the number of kyu 

I gong mordents in mid-Heian oshikich8 I huang zhang diao modal group pieces 

(Hayashi 1969d:299). 11 

Table 6.1: The numbers of C and G mordents used in the Hakuga no fuefu 

and Sango yoroku versions of "Sekihaku torika" 

Number of kyill gong 
(C) mordents 

Number of chi /zhi 
(G) mordents 

The Hakuga no fuefu version 
of "Sekihaku torika" 

15 

16 

The on-syncopate Sango yoroku 
version of "Sekihaku tOrika" 

17 

23 

In addition to the kyu I gong and chi I zhi degrees, the sh8 I shang degree (D) 

is also occasionally decorated with a mordent. Two 'sh8 I shang' mordents occur 

in the Hakuga no fuefu melody and they are marked by Boxes (I) in Musical 

Example 2. 

Hayashi also observed that mordents could be used on the shO I shang degree, 

although they are not as common as the mordents applied to the chi I zhi and kyu I 

gong degrees (Hayashi 1969d:299). If the auxiliary note of this shO I shang 

11 End6 TOru's PhD research shows, however, that while the usage and distribution of mordents in 

the i!shikichb I huang zhang diao, banshikichi! I pan she diao and hyojo I ping diao modal group 

pieces in Sango yOroku basically match Hayashi's results, the mordents of other modal categories, 

for example. ichikotsuchO I yi yue diao, may have different characteristics (Endo 2003). Since this 

thesis only investigates the modal categories of OshikichO I huang zhang diao, banshikichO I pan 

she diao and hyOjO I ping diao, the characteristics of the mordents in other modal group pieces will 

not be discussed further here. 
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mordent is also to be a semi tone below the main note, however, a note outside the 

theoretical scale of the mode must be introduced. In the case of all the modes 

derived from the koshO I huang zhong key, this note is C#. The following figure 

shows the position of C# in the koshO I huang zhong key. 

Figure 6.2: The structure of the koshO I huang zhong key with an additional 

C#note 

Intervals 

' 
< T > T T s T T s 

• • II• • • • ~· • • 
kyii 

r 
.~·hO i«lku henchi chi u henkyii kyu 

sei I sheng: gong shang jue bianzhi zhi yu biangong gong 

The additional pitch 

My analysis of the twenty-eight modes recorded in Bu bi tan (see Section II 

D of Chapter Two) showed that during and immediately after the Tang period an 

extra note might have been employed between the kyu I gong and shO I shang 

degrees of a mode. This note was the sharpened fourth degree of the xia zhi diao 

scale, which was apparently retained at the time when the zheng sheng diao scale 

began to reclaim its popularity (see Figure 2.21 on pp. 75-6). The practice of using 

C# as a minor ornament or an auxiliary note of a mordent in the oshikichO I huang 

zhong diao modal group pieces might, therefore, have been transmitted from 

China. These C#s must not, however, be regarded as pitches that will significantly 

affect the tonality of a piece. 
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End6 T6ru suggests that the sh6 I shang mordents in Heian togaku might 

result from the transposition of kin I yun, and that the kyCt I gong degree of some 

Heian melodies might have been a chi I zhi degree in the past (End6 2003:251). 12 

While his theory is similar to mine, he has not consulted any Chinese or Japanese 

sources in order to support his arguments. 

The only other mordent in "Sekihaku torika" is a mordent on A used in the 

flute melody and marked by Box (2) in Musical Example 2. A is the u I yu degree 

of the k8sh6 shi kaku I huang zhang zhi jue mode and the auxiliary note of this A 

mordent would, if a semitone figuration were maintained, be a G#. Chinese 

treatises do not include any explanation of the use of this pitch in the k8sh8 I 

huang zhang key. This A mordent must, however, be treated with caution. While 

the melodies of the second half of the first and second sections of "Sekihaku 

torika" are supposed to be identical, this A mordent only occurs in the second, and 

not the first section of the flute melody (see Box (A) in the first section of Musical 

Example 2). 

The mordents in "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" also appear mainly on C 

(kyCt I gong degree) and G (chi I zhi degree) of the 8shikich6 I huang zhang diao 

modes. D (sh8 I shang) mordents, however, occur only in the Sango yoroku 

version of "Kaiseiraku". 

There are, however, some puzzling mordents and C# pitches in "Kishunraku" 

and "Kaiseiraku". The F# mordent in the lute melody of "Kishunraku" (see Box 

12 EndO uses the term tenkin (transposition of kin I yun) to represent the process of changing the 

degrees. I, on the other hand, consider this to be a change of modes rather than kin I yun (keys). 
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(I) of Musical Example 3) is probably an error because none of the "Kishunraku" 

melodies in other selected historical scores has an F# mordent in this position. 13 

The A mordent in the lute melody of "Kaiseiraku" (see Box (5) of Musical 

Example 5) is incorporated with a variant. 

Although the appearance of C#s in the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa modal 

group pieces might be explained by the change of the theoretical explanation of 

heptatonic scales between the Sui and early Tang periods, the C#s in 

"Kishunraku" (see Boxes (2) of Musical Example 3) are used as main pitches 

rather than ornaments. These C#s, which occur only rarely in the selected 

8shikich0 I huang zhang diaa modal group pieces, do not significantly affect the 

tonality of the piece because "Kishunraku" clearly cadences on A. 14 

* * * 

Turning now to the study of the appoggiaturas and suspensions, since these 

two devices do not appear frequently, I will examine all the three selected pieces 

together. 

" See Musical Examples 8, 12, 15 and 18. 
14 End6 T6ru has investigated all the 8shikich8 I huang zhang diao modal group pieces recorded in 

Sango yOroku. He indicates that there are two ways of employing C#s in the OshikichO I huang 

zhong diao modal group pieces: a frequent use of C#s that causes the pieces to demonstrate a 

modality generated by the rinsh6/lin zhong key (Endo 2003: 173) and a type of 'temporary' ( ill!Hif 

1:: v' j) (Endo 2003:172) employment that does not affect the tonality of a piece. "Kishunraku" 

belongs to the latter case, in which pieces are classified as Group A in End6's research (EndO 

2003: 194). 
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Table 6.2 shows the numbers of occurrence and pitches of appoggiatura and 

suspension in the late-twelfth-century lute melodies of "Sekihaku torika", 

"Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku". It is clear that the pitches of appoggiatura are 

confined to C, G and D. This basically follows the same principle as for mordents 

in the oshikichO I huang zhang diao modal group pieces. Indeed, End6 T6ru also 

obtained a similar result from his examination of all the oshikichO I huang zhang 

diao modal group pieces in Sango yoroku (End6 2003: 176). 

Furthermore, since the number of C appoggiaturas is clearly more than that 

for G and D, we might assume that the main function of the C appoggiatura was to 

emphasize the kyu I gong degree of the koshO shi kaku I huang zhang zhi jue and 

oshikichO I huang zhang diao modes. 

Suspensions, by contrast, are commonly applied to the pitches A, D, E and G. 

This ornament probably has no modal significance. 

Table 6.2: Appoggiaturas and suspensions in the late-twelfth-century lute 

melodies of "Sekihaku torika", "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" 

Pitch 

c 

D 

E 

F# 

The number of appoggiaturas in 
the late-twelfth-century lute 
melodies of "Sekihaku tOrika", 
"Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" 

9 

2 
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The number of suspensions in 
the late-twelfth-century lute 
melodies of "Sekihaku tOrika", 
"Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" 

2 

5 



G 

A 

B 

Total: 

4 

15 

4 

12 

B. The modal practice of the lute, zither and mouth-organ melodies from the 

late twelfth to the early fourteenth century 

In this section, I will first demonstrate that from the twelfth century onwards 

the adoption of the syncopated rhythmic mode did not affect the modal structure 

and the tonality of togaku pieces. I will demonstrate this by reference to the 

un-syncopate and syncopated Sango yoroku versions of "Sekihaku torika". 

I will then show: a) that the modal practice of the zither melodies in Jinchi 

yoroku and Ruiso chiyo is identical to that of the lute melodies in Sango yoroku; 

and b) that the late-Heian modal practice was basically preserved in the 

mouth-organ melodies recorded in Kofu ritsuryokan and Shinsen shOtekifu. 

Musical Example 6 shows that, like the un-syncopate version, the syncopated 

melody of "Sekihaku torika" cadences on the tonic (E) of the kosho shi kaku I 

huang zhang zhi jue mode and does not include any pitch that is outside the 

theoretical scale. Furthermore, the mordents are applied only to C and G, and 

newly added appoggiaturas in the syncopated melody are all confined to C. 

Since the rhythmic structure of the syncopated version is significantly 

different from the un-syncopate version, I will examine the amount of time spent 
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on each degree of the scale in these two versions in order to show that the use of 

rhythmic mode does not significantly affect the modal practice. Table 6.3 

summarizes the number of crotchet-beats spent on each degree of the k6sh8 shi 

kaku I huang zhang zhi jue mode in the two versions. 

Table 6.3: The number of crotchet-beats spent on each degree of the kosho 

shi kaku I huang zhang zhi jue mode in the un-syncopate and syncopated 

versions of "Sekihaku torika" 

Number of notes spent on each degree (pitch) 

~ 
E F# G A B c D 

(kakul (henchi I (chi/ (u I (henkyU I (kyill (s/W I 
jue) bUmzhr) zht) yu) biangong) gong) shang) te 

u s u s u s u s u s u s u s 
Semi breve 4 

Crotchet 8 6 I 3 9 4 5 5 6 2 

Quaver 28 38 6 7 26 29 35 42 II 17 16 22 4 10 

Semiquaver 22 II 23 33 II 14 17 34 

Dernisemiquaver 2 I 22 I 22 6 18 6 18 2 

Total number of ' 
crotchet-beats ! 

' spent on each 30 25.25 9.625 9 21.875 25.5 26.5 25 14 14.25 18 21.75 8 7.25 
degree 

Approximate 
percentage (%) 23.4 19.7 

' 
7.5 7.0 17.1 19.9 20.7 19.6 10.9 II. I 14.1 17.0 6.3 5.7 

Index: U = on-syncopate version; S =syncopated version 

It is clear from Table 6.3 that the total amount of time spent on the henchi I 

bian zhi (F#), u I yu (A), henkyu I bian gong (B) and sh6 I shang (D) degrees in the 
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un-syncopate and syncopated versions of "Sekihaku torika" is nearly the same. 

While the amount of time spent on the chi I zhi (G) and kyu I gong (C) degrees of 

the syncopated version is more than that of the un-syncopate version. this is not 

particularly significant. Firstly. the difference of time spent on G and C in the two 

versions in each case is less than four crotchet-beats. Secondly. G and C, which 

are pitches of the chi I zhi and kyu I gong degrees, are important notes of the k8sh8 

shi kaku I huang zhong zhi jue mode. It is to be expected that these two pitches 

would be more influenced by syncopation. On the other hand, the total amount of 

time spent on E in the syncopated version is slightly less than the un-syncopate 

version. E is tonic of the mode and commonly appears at the beginning and the 

end of a musical phrase. I have already shown, however, that syncopation tends 

not to be applied at the beginning of a phrase (seep. 214). 

* * * 

Turning now to the study of the historical zither and mouth-organ melodies, I 

have demonstrated in the previous chapter that the zither melodies in Jinchi 

yoroku and Ruiso chiyo are virtually identical to their lute versions in Sango 

yoroku. We might conclude therefore that the modal practice (including the use of 

mordents and ornaments) of the Sango yoroku melodies will be replicated in the 

historical zither melodies. 

Let us consider some of the minor differences between the 

late-twelfth-century zither and lute melodies. While C#s are clearly employed in 
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the lute version of "Kishunraku" (see Boxes (3) of Musical Example 8), the zither 

may not follow the lute to use C#s. Since what is idiomatic for the zither may not 

be idiomatic for the lute and the oshihanashi technique of the zither can generate 

both C natural and C#, it is possible that the zither mordents in Boxes (3) of 

Musical Example 8 are C natural rather than C# mordent. 15 Theoretically, a C# 

mordent is also not allowable in the late-Heian way of using mordents. The other 

two selected oshikichO I huang zhong diao modal group pieces include no C# 

mordents either. 

Turning now to the mouth-organ, leaving aside some pitch errors and 

non-modally significant rhythmic adjustments, the historical mouth-organ 

melodies are very similar to the late-twelfth-century lute melodies (see Musical 

Examples II, 12 and 13). 16 

Although many yuri signs in Shinsen shOtekifu are not applied to the chi I zhi 

(G) and kyu I gong (G) degrees of the koshO I huang zhong key (see the circled 

yuri in Musical Examples 12 and 13), this does not suggest that the mid- and 

late-Heian practices of using mordents were changed in the thirteenth and 

fourteenth centuries. As has been noted in Chapter Four, the yuri of the 

mouth-organ scores probably represent a re-articulation of a pitch rather than a 

mordent (see. p. 160). It is possible, therefore, that yuri signs are non-modally 

15 This is the reason why the sharps in the zither melodies are bracketed. 
111 Since the historical mouth-organ scores do not indicate phrasing, there is no way to compare the 

phrase structures of the mouth-organ melodies with those in the late-Heian lute versions. One can 

assume, however, that the phrases of the historical mouth-organ melodies cadence on the same 

degrees and pitches as the late-Heian lute melodies. 
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significant in mouth-organ performance practice. 

The small tablature-signs of the Shim·en shOtekifu notation are transcribed as 

small hollow notes in Musical Examples II, 12 and 13. Many of these hollow 

notes are joined together to form a run. For example, a 'B-A-G' run frequently 

appears in the "Sekihaku torika" melodies (Musical Example II). While these 

runs chiefly finish on the chi I zhi degree (G) of the main melody, similar runs, 

namely runs that are formed by three descending successive pitches, in other 

modal group pieces, for example, banshikichO I pan she diao, do not necessarily 

finish on the chi I zhi degree (see Chapter Seven). It is, therefore, unlikely that the 

runs are modally significant since runs that share a similar structure do not always 

finished at the same degree in a scale. 

Indeed, it is uncertain whether or not these small tablature-signs were 

performed together with the main melodies in the late thirteenth and early 

fourteenth centuries. Even if they were to be performed with the main melody, 

Musical Examples II, 12 and 13 clearly show that the hollow notes do not include 

any pitch that is outside the theoretical scale of the koshO shi kaku I huang zhong 

zhi jue and oshikichO I huang zhong diao modes. They cannot, therefore, 

significantly change the modal practice of the mouth-organ melodies. 

C. The modal practice of the double-reed pipe and flute melodies in the 

mid-fourteenth century 

While the pitches of the mid-fourteenth-century double-reed pipe and flute 

melodies (see Musical Examples 14 to 19) are for the most confined to those of 
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the theoretical scales of the oshikichb I huang zhang diaa and koshb shi kaku I 

huang zhang zhi jue modes,17 and although the melodies cadence correctly on the 

tonic of their relevant modes, 18 the principles for adding pitches and ornaments 

are significantly different from those of the Heian practice. These differences 

significantly alter the modality of togaku melodies in the mid-fourteenth century. 

I will now examine the use of non-standard additional pitches, appoggiaturas 

and mordents in the selected melodies. As was shown in the previous chapter, the 

fourteenth-century togaku melodies include some non-standard additional pitches 

that are not allowable as ornaments in the pre-fourteenth-century melodies. 19 The 

non-standard additional pitches of the double-reed pipe melodies are notes that 

seem to be inserted into leaps in order to facilitate their performance and at the 

same time to become distinctive element of the recurring melodic patterns (see 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 on pp. 223 and 224 respectively). The non-standard additional 

pitches of the flute melodies are, on the other hand, mainly runs that suggest a 

decorative function (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4 on p. 227). Some of the filled in leaps 

on the double-reed pipe and some of the runs on the flute eventually became 

17 The fourteenth·century "Kishunraku" melodies may include some C# pitches (see Boxes (3) of 

Musical Example 15 and Boxes (4) of Musical Example 18). These C#s are bracketed because the 

han JL tablature-sign of the double-reed pipe notation and the ge T tablature-sign of the flute 

notation represent both C natural and C#. It has been suggested in the previous section, however, 

that C#s in" Kishunraku" do not affect the tonality of the piece (seep. 278). 

IR Even though Nakahara roseishO and ChU 8ga ryilteki yOrokufu do not include any sign to 

indicate musical phrases, there is no evidence that the phrase structures of the selected pieces were 

altered in the fourteenth century. 

14 See the notes marked with an asterisk in the double-reed pipe melodies and the circled notes of 

the flute melodies. 
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formulae in modern performance practice. Even though the non-standard 

additional notes and runs in the mid-fourteenth-century melodies are all confined 

to the pitches within the theoretical scale of the koshO I huang zhang key, this does 

not mean that they are insignificant to modal practice. I will now demonstrate, 

with reference to the "Sekihaku torika" melodies shown in Musical Examples 37 

and 38, how the use of these non-standard additional pitches affects modal 

practice. 

Leaving aside the standard Heian-period ornaments and the octave level of 

the pitches, the tenth-century version of "Sekihaku torika" is exactly the same as 

the late-twelfth-century version (see Musical Example 37). This is, however, not 

the case with regard to the fourteenth-century version. Musical Example 38 shows 

that even if all the standard ornaments-that is, appoggiaturas, mordents, 

repetitions and anticipations-are eliminated, numerous pitch discrepancies 

(marked by the shaded boxes) remain. Most of these differences occur, moreover, 

at places where non-standard additional pitches are applied in the double-reed 

pipe or flute melodies20 

This analysis suggests that from the tenth to the late thirteenth century, there 

was a strong vertical relationship between the versions of melodies carried by 

different instruments. It is this vertical relationship that helped maintain a stable 

modal practice throughout all surviving instrumental parts. In the fourteenth 

century, however, the melodies were beginning to break free from their ancient 

20 The additional pitches are marked by asterisks in Musical Example 38. 
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forms. Now each instrument began to develop versions of the melody that affected 

modal practice. This accordingly led to the suppression of the ancient melodies 

and the emergence of the new melodies and modal practice that characterize 

tagaku today. 

* * * 

My analysis of appoggiaturas and mordents will also concentrate on the 

Nakahara roseishO and ChU aga ryuteki yarokufu versions of "Sekihaku tarika". 

The newly added appoggiaturas in the fourteenth-century "Sekihaku tarika" 

melodies are shaded in Musical Examples 14 and 17. While in late-Heian practice 

the pitches of appoggiaturas are confined to C (the kyu I gong degree), G (the chi I 

zhi degree) and D (the shO I shang degree), in fourteenth-century practice 

appoggiaturas appear on every degrees of the scale.21 This is completely different 

from the late-Heian way of using appoggiaturas and we may conclude that the 

modal significance of appoggiatura was lost between the thirteenth and fourteenth 

centuries. 22 

While in the fourteenth-century melodies, mordents were still applied mainly 

to the chi I zhi (G) and kyu I gong (C) degrees, this clear and elegant relationship 

between ornamental practice and modal structure began to be clouded by the 

21 Even though there is no G appoggiatura in the fourteenth-century version of "Sekihaku tOrika", 

it can be found in the double-reed pipe melody of" Kishunraku". 

22 See the analysis of the banshikichO I pan she diao modal group pieces in Chapter Seven for 

more details. 
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addition of other ornaments such as inverted mordents, ren and ugoki. 

Let use first consider inverted mordents. Some mordents in the 

twelfth-century version of the "Sekihaku torika" melody are replaced by inverted 

mordents, for example, the G mordent in Box (3) of Musical Example 14. 

Previously, the main function of the mordents in the mid- and late-Heian periods 

was to emphasize the chi I zhi and kyu I gong degrees of a scale and thus to 

strengthen the tonality of a piece. This use of mordents probably follows Chinese 

tradition, in that the auxiliary note is always a semitone below the main note. The 

auxiliary note (A) of the inverted mordent in Box (3) of Musical Example 14, on 

the other hand, is a tone higher than the main note, and rather than emphasizing 

the relationship between the chi I zhi degree (G) and its auxiliary degree henchi I 

bian zhi (F#), it emphasizes the u I yu degree (A) of the scale. 

Secondly, while the application of the ren and ugoki techniques in the flute 

melodies might seem at first sight to be modally significant, this will prove not to 

be the case. Musical Example 17 shows that the ren J!l! technique always begins 

from C (that is the kyu I gong degree) whereas the ugoki lliiJ technique is applied 

only to G (that is the chi I zhi degree). I will show, however, in the following 

chapters that, irrespective of mode, ren is always associated with the same 

tablature-sign and ugoki is applied neither to a fixed pitch nor to a specific degree 

in other modal group pieces. This suggests that ren and ugoki are non-modally 

significant ornaments. 
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II. The modal practice of present-day performance 

A. The modal practice of the modern lute melodies 

The comparative analysis in Part II of Chapter Five clearly demonstrated that 

the forms of the lute melodies performed about 800 years ago are still preserved in 

the modern lute part of the present-day t6gaku. The main reason that the ancient 

tunes can no longer be heard as melodies is that the modern lute melodies are 

performed at a very slow tempo and are accompanied by arpeggiated drones, the 

notes of which are, in the 6shikich6 I huang zhang diaa modal group pieces, A, C 

and E (Hirano et al. 1989:294). Since these three pitches are prominent in the 

6shikich6 I huang zhang diaa mode (see Table 6.3 on p. 281 ), the insertion of the 

arpeggiated drones does not significantly affect the modality. The 

late-twelfth-century modal practice of the lute melodies is thus well preserved in 

modern lute performance. 

It is necessary to note, nevertheless, that the tonality of some modern lute 

melodies is affected by a modern practice called tamete or tamede (literally 

'stopping hands'). In modern practice, pieces never cadence on the pitches 

indicated by the tablature-signs. Rather, those in the same modal category finish 

with a standard cadence known as tamete.23 

Each instrument has a different melody for tamete24 and tamete is performed 

23 The final cadences of the modern lute melodies in Musical Examples 20, 21 and 22 arc, 

however, transcribed according to the tablature-notation. See below for the reason of doing this. 

24 See Shiba's transcriptions for the structures of the tomete for other instruments (Shiba 

1969:63-86; 1971 :63-98) 
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ad libitum. Although the tomete of all the instruments start together around the last 

taiko drum-beat, they do not finish simultaneously. The double-reed pipe and the 

transverse flute finish slightly earlier than the mouth-organ, and the lute and zither 

finish last. 

The modern lute pieces in the modal category of oshikichb I huang zhong 

diao will usually finish with the following tomete. 

Figure 6.3: The basic lute tomete of the oshikichO I huang zhong diao modal 

category 

,. ~ ~ ~ 

t>= • •: ·d. D~rl" r r r * r h ri r· 'r r * - 11 

While the structure of a tomete may be slightly altered so as to cope with the 

particular metrical and melodic structures of a piece, there are two characteristics 

that always apply to the tomete of all instruments. Firstly, it chiefly consists of 

pitches that are taken from the first and fifth degrees of its relevant modal 

category, so that in the case of the oshikichb I huang zhong diao modal category 

these are A and E. Secondly, it finishes on the first degree of its relevant modal 

category, namely A in the case of the oshikichb I huang zhong diao. 

Since "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" were originally performed in the 

8shikich0 I huang zhong diao mode, the application of tomete in these two pieces 

changes only the melody but not the tonality of their final cadences. "Sekihaku 

t6rika" was not, however, originally performed in the oshikichb I huang zhong 
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diaa mode but in the k6sh6 shi kaku I huang zhang zhi jue mode. That is, 

"Sekihaku t6rika" cadenced on E rather than A. The use of the standard 6shikich6 

I huang zhang diaa tamete, therefore, changes the tonality of the final cadence of 

"Sekihaku t6rika" from k6sh6 shi kaku I huang zhang zhi jue to 6shikich6 I huang 

zhang diaa. 

It is important to remember that historical scores of t6gaku did not include 

any explanation of tamete, and it is therefore almost certain that tamete did not 

exist in historical performance practice. Given that the function of tamete is 

similar to the final cadence used in western music, might it possibly have been 

developed in the nineteenth century in imitation of the western final cadence? 

The employment of tamete in modern t6gaku shows that most gagaku 

musicians do not understand that pieces that are grouped in the same modal 

category in historical t6gaku scores are not necessarily performed in the same 

mode. 

Because I wish to focus on what is notated in Meiji senteifu, and given that 

the tamete only affects the tonality of the final cadence of "Sekihaku t6rika" but 

not the other selected pieces in this thesis,25 I will not show the tamete in the 

transcriptions. Nor will they be further examined in the following analysis. 

8, The modal practice of the modern mouth-organ melodies 

25 The selected historical banshikich8 I pan she diao and hyojo I ping diao modal group pieces are 

clearly performed in the banshikich8 I pan she diao and hyojo I ping diao modes respectively (see 

Chapters Seven and Eight). 
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Despite the fact that the forms of the early thirteenth-century mouth-organ 

melodies are preserved in modern performance albeit at a very slow tempo, 

historical modal practice is not well preserved. Unlike the arpeggios of the 

modern lute melodies, the cluster-chords of the mouth-organ may include pitches 

from outside the mode, which affect the tonality of pieces. 

The circles drawn in Musical Examples 24, 25 and 26 highlight the ge 1'. 

(F#) and the ku I (C#) cluster-chords used in the modern melodies. Both of 

these two cluster-chords include a G# in their chordal structure. While the ku 

cluster-chord is used only when the historical melody has a C# and therefore 

appears rarely in the 6shikich6 I huang zhong diao pieces chosen for analysis, the 

ge cluster-chord is commonly employed. G# does not exist in the 6shikich6 I 

huang zhong diao and k{)sh{) shi kaku I huang zhong zhi jue modes and its presence 

therefore significantly influences the tonality of the modern mouth-organ 

melodies. 

Hayashi Kenz6's article "Sh6ritsu nik6-jfishichikansh6 no keit6 to waset 

nitsuite-" examines the background and the characteristics of the cluster-chords 

used in modern mouth-organ melodies (Hayashi 1969g)?6 Hayashi states that 

none of the pitches in any of the cluster-chord exceeds the range of seven 

successive fifths in a cycle of fifth, and that therefore each can be considered as 

belonging to a single tonal series (Hayashi 1969g:391-4) (Garfias 1975:65). 

Hayashi further indicates that seven out of the eleven standard modern 

" This article was first published in the journal Nara gakugei daigaku kiyl! 3 No. 3 ( 1954). The 

version that I have consulted is a reprint in Gagaku-kogakufu no kaidoku (Hayashi 1969g). 
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cluster-chords are formed from the pitch series of the taiso I tai cau key (D E F# 

G# ABC#) (Hayashi 1969g:396).27 These include the cluster-chords on ge T, ku 

I, bO JL, atsu Z., hi ~. gyo tr and ichi -·, of which five, ge, ku, bO, atsu and 

ichi, are commonly used in the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa modal group pieces. 

Bo, atsu and ichi do not affect the tonality of the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa 

pieces because they are formed by using only the first (D), second (E), third (F#), 

fifth (A) and sixth (B) degrees of the taiso I tai cau key (Hayashi 1969g:392). 

Nevertheless, ge and ku, as previously stated, include a G# that will affect the 

tonality of the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa pieces. 

Another three cluster-chords that are frequently employed in the oshikichO I 

huang zhang diaa modal group pieces are katsu Z, hi t~ and ju +. Hi is the 

only cluster-chord that is formed from the pitches of the koshO I huang zhang key 

(Hayashi 1969g:396). Katsu and ju are, on the other hand, cluster-chords of the 

nanrya I nan!U and rinshO I lin zhang keys respectively (Hayashi 1969g:396). 28 

Since the katsu cluster-chord includes only A, B, E and F#, and the ju 

cluster-chord comprises only G, A, B, D and E, they basically do not affect the 

tonality of the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa modal group pieces. 

Because the modern cluster-chords are formed mainly from the pitches of the 

taiso I tai cau key series but are nonetheless used in pieces of all the modal 

categories, it is to be expected that they will affect the tonality of many 

" See Figure 4.66 on p. 198 for the structures of the eleven standard cluster-chords. 
2

H Hayashi also notes that kotsu may be a cluster-chord of the taisO I tai cou key (Hayashi 

1969:396). 
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mouth-organ melodies. In the case of the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa modal 

category, the pieces, on the one hand, preserve the thirteenth-century modal 

practice in the basic melody and on the other, manifest the tonality of the modes 

generated from the taiso I tai cau key in the cluster-chords. 

C. The modal practice of the modern long zither melodies 

The modern tuning for oshikichO I huang zhang diaa modal group pieces is 

different from the late-twelfth-century tuning used in Jinchi yoroku and Ruiso 

chiyo. Since this difference is modally significant, I have set out the modern and 

the late-twelfth-century oshikichO tunings in the following two figures. 

Figure 6.4: The tuning for performing the oshikicho I huang zhong diao 

modal group pieces in Jinchi yoroku and Ruiso chiyo 

• - - • .. .. • .. 
ichi ni shi "" shichi hac hi 

t i\ 

Figure 6.5: The modern oshikichO tuning 

• 
ichi ni 

• .. 
shichi hachi 

t i\ 
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In modern practice, the third string is changed from C to B and the sixth 

string is changed from G to F#. The thirteen strings of the modern oshikichO 

tuning are, therefore, tuned only to the pitches A, B, D, E and F#. Because the 

left-hand techniques are completely abandoned in modern practice, the modern 

zither melodies of the oshikichO I huang zhang diao modal category can only 

include these pitches (see Musical Examples 28, 29 and 30). 

C and G are, however, important pitches that should not be abandoned. They 

are the kyu I gong and chi I zhi degrees of the koshO I huang zhang key 

respectively, and these two degrees frequently appear in the mid- and late-Heian 

melodies (see Table 6.3 on p. 281). Moreover, C and G were commonly decorated 

with a mordent in the Heian melodies so as to emphasize their importance to the 

tonality of a piece. It is no exaggeration to say that the abandonment of C and G is 

the main factor in the destruction of the historical zither modal practice. 

Endo Toru suggests that there is a close relationship between this modified 

modern zither tuning and the theoretical ritsu scale in gagaku (Endo 2003: 120).29 

As was indicated in the Introduction of this thesis, modern togaku pieces are 

generally classified into the ryo and ritsu groups according to whether they 

conform to the theoretical ryo (TTSTTST) and ritsu (TSTTTST) scales (Hirano et 

al. 1989: 140). The oshikichO I huang zhang diao, banshikichO I pan she diao and 

hyojo I ping diao modes are regarded as conforming to the ritsu scale. Although 

''' While End6 only investigated the case of the modern hyojo tuning, his arguments also apply to 

the modern OshikichO and banshikichO tunings. 
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the ritsu scale shares an identical structure to the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa 

mode, the method of naming the degrees is different from those recorded in 

Chinese treatises and Jinchi yoroku, and this in turn affects the tunings and the 

melodies of the modern zither performance. The different methods of naming the 

degrees of the Tang, late-Heian and modern oshikichO I huang zhang diaa mode 

are shown in the following figure.'0 

Figure 6.6: The three versions of naming the degrees of the oshikicho I huang 

zhong diao mode in China and Japan 

Intervals 

' 
T s T T T M• s T • • • • • • • 

u henkyU kyU ,\'hO kaka henchi chi u 
yu biangong gong shang jue bianzhi zhi yu 

Tang: lJl !!!'§ '§ i!ll Pl f!fj& fJ& lJl 

Fujiwara no kyU sh6 kaka henchi chi u henkyu kya 
Moronaga gong shang jue bianzhi zhi yu biangong gang 

(in Jim·hi 'g i!ll Pl f!fj& fJ& lJl !!!'§ '§ 
y6roku): 

cv (i) (i) ~ (i) Modem eish6 eiu kyu 
rit.su: ~i!ll ~lJl '§ 

It seems likely that during the Meiji standardization the modern oshikichO I 

huang zhang diaa tuning was modified in order to make it conform to the ritsu 

scale. The strings of the modern oshikichO tuning are tuned to the kyil (A), shO (B), 

kaku (D), chi (E) and u (F#) degrees of the modern ritsu scale. The musicians 

seem to have considered C and G to be the auxiliary degrees (eishO and eiu) and, 

therefore, to have assigned only the pitches of the kyil, shO, kaku, chi and u 

30 Since the Japanese ritsu and ryo scales are not part of Chinese theory, only the Japanese reading 

of degree names will be given. 
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degrees to the thirteen strings. The musicians did not seem to understand, however, 

that the kyu, sh6, kaku, chi and u degrees of the modern ritsu scale did not agree 

with the original positions of kyu I gong, sh6 I shang, kaku I jue, chi I zhi and u I yu 

degrees of the Tang 6shikich6 I huang zhang diao mode. Accordingly, they 

eliminated the most important pitches (C and G) and preserved more insignificant 

pitches (B, D and F#) in the zither tuning and hence in the melodies.31 

Indeed, in the modern banshikich6 and hy6}6 zither tunings, the third and 

sixth strings are also tuned a semitone lower than in historical practice so that the 

modern zither melodies only include the pitches that correspond to the kyu, sh6, 

kaku, chi and u degrees of the modern ritsu scale. This will be demonstrated more 

fully in Chapters Seven and Eight. 

The modern zither melodies can be, moreover, interpreted in terms of the 

Japanese y6 scale. Uehara Rokushiro (1848-1913) was the first scholar to suggest 

that Japanese "vernacular music" is mainly performed in two different scales, 

namely the in and y6 (equivalent of the Chinese philosophical terms yin and yang) 

scales (Hirano et al. 1989:141) (Provine, Robert C., Tokumaru Yosihiko & 

Witzleben, Lawrence J. ed. 2002:568). Each of these two scales has an ascending 

and a descending form. Tanabe Hisao suggested that it is the descending rather 

than the ascending form that represents the basic structure of these two scales 

(Hirano 1989: 142). The ascending and descending forms of the y6 scale are set 

31 Table 6.3 clearly shows that C and G are more important than B, D and F# in Heian oshikich6 I 

huang zhong diao modal group pieces. 
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out in the following figure.32 

Figure 6. 7: The ascending and descending forms of the yo scale 

Ascending form Descending form 

~ 
M2 m3 MZ m3 • M2 m3 MZ MZ m3 •· . . M2 .. . • • • I • 

Because the intervallic relationship between the kyCt, sh6, kaku, chi and u 

degrees of the modern ritsu scale is identical to that of the descending yo scale, 

the modern zither melodies of the oshikich6 I huang zhang diao modal group also 

realize the descending yo scale in modern practice. 

D. The modal practice of the modern double-reed pipe melodies 

In the last chapter, I showed that the application of orally transmitted 

practices such as enbai, nuances, meru and change to the jo _!_ fingering has led to 

significant pitch alterations in the modern double-reed pipe melodies. I will now 

show that the technique of meru and the change of the jo fingering in modern 

double-reed pipe performance have both come about in order to facilitate the 

creation of an entirely new modal structure for the modern melodies. 

As shown in Table A of Appendix IV, the itsu -- and riku 1\ 

32 The terms 'M2', 'm2' and 'm3' represents the intervals of 'major second', 'minor second' and 

'minor third' respectively. 
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tablature-signs of the modern oshikichfJ I huang ~hong diao double-reed pipe 

melodies are f requently perfonned with the meru technique (see the circled 

tablature-signs) so that what was original ly F# becomes F natural and what was D 

becomes C natural. In addi tion, jo l_ is usually performed with the itsu fingering in 

order to generate an F natural rather than the standard pitch G (see the boxed jo 

tablature-signs). Figure 6.8 iII ustrates how the pitches of the lJshikicho I huang 

-;,hong cliao mode are modified in the modern double-reed pipe melody. These 

modi f ications allow the modern double-reed pipe melodies of the oshikicho I 

huang :hong diao modal category to be basically performed in a pentatonic scale 

consisting of the pitches A , B, C, E and F. 

FiguTe 6.8: An illustration of the modification of the pitches in modern 

oshikicho I huang zhong diao double-reed pipe melodies 

The theoretical 
structure of the 

()shikichiJ I 
lmang vumg diao 

mode 

T he pitches that are 
frequently used in 

modern o.vhildcho I 
huang :zhtmg diao 
double-reed pipe 

melodies 
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T he in tervall jc relationship between these five pitches is 'M2 - n12 - M3 -

m2 - M3'. T his interva ll ic sequence consists of two identical 'm2 - M3 ' 
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tetrachords,33 and it is these tetrachords that in their inverted form (M3 - m2)34 

that form the main structure of the descending form of the Japanese in scale. The 

ascending and descending forms of the Japanese in scale is shown in the following 

figure. 

Figure 6.9: The ascending and descending forms of the in scale 

Ascending form 

'm2 M3 M2m3 

• • • • • 

M2 
)( )( • 

Descending form 

M3 m2 M2 M3 m2 
)( • 

the 'm2-M3' 
tetrachord 

)( • )( 

the 'm2-M3' 
tetrachord 

We may conclude that the objective of lowering the standard pitches and the 

change of the jo fingering is to allow the modem oshikichO I huang zhang diao 

double-reed pipe melodies to give a sense of the in scale, regardless of the fact 

that the tonic of this in scale is E (see Figure 6.9) rather than A. In the following 

two chapters, I will show that these orally transmitted practices are also applied in 

the modern banshikichO I pan she diao and hyojo I ping diao double-reed pipe 

melodies so as to allow the modern double-reed pipe melodies to be performed 

33 Japanese scholars commonly use tetrachords to analyze Japanese music performed from the 

sixteenth century on. This method was first introduced by Koizumi Fumio (1927-83) (Provine, 

Robert C., Tokumaru Yosihiko & Witzleben, Lawrence J. ed. 2002:569). See Koizumi 1958 for 

details. 

34 This tetrachord is frequently referred to as the 'miyakobushi tetrachord' in Koizumi's research 

(Hirano et al. 1989:142). 
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primarily in the in scale. 

lt has been shown in Chapter Five that some rhythmic di screpancies between 

the modern and histori ca l double-reed pipe melodies are caused by the extension 

of note-value in the modern melodies (see Figure 5.9 on p. 245). lt is likely that 

some of these extensions came about in order to emphasize certai n pitches in the 

in scale. For instance. in Formula (c) of "Sekihaku torika" (see Figure 5. 10 on p. 

251 ), the note-value of the first F naturaJ pitch is extended to three crotchet-beats. 

While F natural does not occur in the theoretica l sca le of the diatonic oshikicho I 

huang ;.hong diao mode, it is an important degree of the in scale that is crucial to 

its characteristi c semi tone cadence from F natural to E . 
• 

* * * 

D , F# and G are not, however, completely abandoned in the oshikicho I 

huang ;.hong diao melodies and thi s leads to a degree of poly modality in modern 

double-reed pipe melodies. 

Table 6.4: The amount of time spent on each pitch in the modern double-reed 

pipe melody of "Sekihaku torika" 

Pitch E Fq Jl'# G A B C q 0 

...... ~ ;-.~~··· . I 

Number of ' ' 
' 

cr·otchet-bcats 
189.625 195 66.75 12. 1'25 166.25 83.75 J 28.5 30.5 spent on each ~ 

pitch ·' ------- - ' . 
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• 

- -. - ,,,c ! _. . '' 

" 
Approximate 
Percentage 

22.5 23.2 4A 1A 19.7 9.9 15.3 3.6 ' 

(%) 
I 
I 

' 

. Ranking 2 I 6 8 I 3 5 ... 7 ' .! 
---------- ·- -- --------

Table 6.4 shows two important characteristi cs of the modern double-reed 

pipe melody of "Sekihaku torika". Firstl y, the amount of time spent on F# ( 4.4o/o) 

D (3.6o/o) and G (1.4o/o) is relati vely small. Some of these pitches are, moreover, 

simply used as nuances in the melody. Por instance, 0.6o/o out of the 3.6o/o of D 

and 0.6% out of the 1.4% of G are nuances.35 Moreover, F natural, which is a 

pitch that occurs in the in sca le but not in the theoretical scale of the diatonic 

oshikicho I huang zhong diao mode, now becomes the most frequently used pitch 

in the modern "Sekihaku t6rika" melody. 

The cases of HKishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" are simi lar to that of "Sekihaku 

torika". In " Kishunraku" only J .3%, 2.4o/o and 3.9o/o of the melody are devoted to 

D, F# and G respectively. Simil arly, only 1.2%, 2.3 o/o and 2.7o/o of the 

" Kaiseiraku" melody are devoted to D. F# and G respecti vel y. Whil e F natural is 

not the most frequently used pitch in "Kishunraku" and " Kaiseiraku", the amount 

of time spent on F natural ( 15.6% in " Kishunraku" and 10.2% in " Kaiseiraku) i 

significantly more than on F#. 

The preservation of D, F# and G in the modern double-reed pipe melodies 

may testify to the strength of oral transmission. A llan Marett suggests that the 

35 Since the pi tches or nuances arc mainl} G and D (see Table A ) and these two pitches arc noL 

included in the in scale, it i.s unlikely th at the nuances are related to the in lonalily of the modern 

double- reed pipe melod ies. 
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transmission of togaku shifted from 'a high degree of reliance on scores in the 

Heian period to a greater reliance on oral transmission in the post-Heian periods', 

and that 'oral transmission led to an increasing reliance on formulae' (Marett 

1985:426). It is possible that Ds, F#s and Gs that were central to the 

proto-formulaic historical melodic patterns survived even though their continued 

existence resulted in intermittent polymodality. The F# in Formula ( o) of 

"Sekihaku torika" is a typical example (see Table A in Appendix IV). This F# was 

inserted into the melody as a non-standard additional pitch in the fourteenth 

century (see Box (5) of Musical Example 14). It might, therefore, be expected that 

the musicians would pay particular attention to this pitch during the transmission 

of this formulae, and that this F# might be better preserved than other F#s in the 

melody. 

In examining the modal practice of the modern double-reed pipe melodies, it 

is also essential to consider the orally transmitted enbai. The following table 

summarizes the pitches of the enbai added in the modern double-reed pipe melody 

of "Sekihaku torika". 

Table 6.5: The enbai added in the modern double-reed pipe melody of 

"Sekihaku torika" 

Pitch of the enbai 

E 

A 

303 

Total number 

43 

27 



B 

Ftl 

4 

2 

The above table shows that in "Sekihaku torika", E and A are more 

frequently used as the pitch of enbai than 8 and F natural. Since E and A are the 

tonic and the third degree respectively of the descending in scale shown in Figure 

6.9, one may consider that enbai are modally significant. I will, however, show in 

the following two chapters that the usage of enbai in modern banshikichO I pan 

she diaa and hyojo I ping diao double-reed pipe melodies is different from that of 

the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa melodies, and that enbai are probably not 

modally significant. 

* * * 

In the previous chapter I suggested that some formulae are held in common 

between the modern oshikichO I huang zhang diaa double-reed pipe melodies, and 

that they therefore contribute to modal definition. These include formulae (a), (b), 

(c) and (h) as well as three other formulae, Formulae (g), (j) and (k) (see Table A 

of Appendix IV). While the last three formulae do not appear in "Kaiseiraku", 

they are frequently used in "Sekihaku torika", "Kishunraku" and many other 

modern oshikichO I huang zhang diaa modal group pieces, for example 

"Yoguraku". 36 Later in this thesis, I will compare these formulae with other 

36 Although" YOgUraku" is not included in the investigation of this thesis (see Introduction), I have 
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modally specific formulae used in modern banshikichO I pan she diao and hyojo I 

ping diao melodies, and discuss their characteristics in detail. 

E. The modal practice of the modern transverse flute melodies 

Although there are some clear pitch differences between the modern 

double-reed pipe and flute parts of the same togaku piece, it is commonly said that 

they basically perform the same melody (Masumoto 2000:20). Such statements 

are, however, misleading because they erase the importance of pitch discrepancies 

and clashes. These are in fact very important in defining mode. 

In Musical Example 39, I line up the modern double-reed pipe and flute 

versions of the first section of "Sekihaku torika". Leaving aside pitch differences 

that are caused by the use of enbai and nuances in the double-reed pipe melody 

and by the glissandi generated by the sliding techniques of the flute, there are still 

significant pitch differences between the two melodies. Pitch differences that 

concern clashes of semi tone or tone, for example, F natural and F#, occur mainly 

between Formulae (b), (h), (k) of the flute melody (marked as Boxes (b), (h) and 

(k) in Musical Example 39) and Formula (c), (g), Ul of the double-reed pipe 

melodies respectively. I have compared them and the results are shown in Figures 

6.10, 6.11 and 6.12.37 

also examined its formulaic structure. 
37 I will only line up Version I of the formulae in these three figures if variation occurs. 
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Figure 6.10: A comparison of Formula (b) of the flute melody with Formula 

(c) of the double-reed pipe melody of "Sekihaku torika" 

* . ' Double·recd .,.--- ..---..... 
pipe 

.....1- _,__ 

ln Fi gure 6. 1 0, the itsu - and j o l. tablature-signs of the double-reed pipe 

melody are consistently petformed using the meri pitch of F natural. The f lute 

melody does not, however, follow the double-reed pipe in its use of F naturaL. 

Rather, the main pitch of the flute formula is F# (see the circled notes). 

Furthermore, while G is only used as a nuance in the double-reed pipe formula 

(see the asteri sk), it is an important pitch in the flute formula's oscillation between 

F# and G (see the shaded part). 

Figure 6.11: A comparison of Fonnula (h) of the t1ute melody with Formula 

(g) of the double-reed pipe 1nelody of "Sekihaku torika" 
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In section (i) of Figure 6. II , the two instruments perform their own version 

of a descending run. T he most significant difference between the two formulae 

occurs in the shaded part of section (ii). While the jo .l tablature-sign of the 

double-reed pipe is performed with the irsu fingering in order to generate P 

naturals, the flute formula clear! y preserves G. 

Figure 6.12: A comparison of FormuJa (k) of the flute melody with Formula 

(j) of the double-reed pipe melody of "Sekihaku torika" 

Flute 

:wM 

Double-reed • • 
pipe 

c 0 

-1 rlll'h 

..1...\. c 

J .. \ . 

In Figure 6. 12, the riku /\ tablature-sign of the double-reed pipe melody i 

performed with the meri pitch of C natural. The D quaver that is marked with a 

circled is simply a nuance. The fl ute melody, on the other hand , clearly employs a 

D in the shaded part. 
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The analysis here shows that, unlike in the double-reed pipe m.elodies, G, P# 

and D regularl y appear in the flute melody. These pitches al so regularly clash with 

the F natural and C natural of tbe double-reed pipe. Thi s suggests that the modern 

flute melody is not as influenced by the in scale as the double-reed pipe. In order 

to confirm thi s view, l will now show the number of crotchet-beats spent on each 

pitch in the flute melody of "Sekihaku torika" . It is clear from Table 6.6 that the 

amount of time spent on G, F# and D in the flute melody of '-' Sekihaku torika'' is 

significantly higher than in the double-reed pipe melody. 

Table 6.6: The number of crotchet-beats spent on each pitch in the modern 

flute melody of "Sekihaku torika" 

Pitch E Fl:! G# A B C l:l C# D 

Number of 
crotchet-beats 
spent on each 
pitch 

I 77.25 56.5 l$7.2'5 9~;5 2.5 136.25 166 I 14 o .37 5 f>JMr? s 

Approximate 
percentage 
( %) 

Approximate 
percentage of' 
time spent on 
each pitch of the 
double-reed pipe 
version of 
•'Sekihaku 
torilw" (a l'tct· 
Ta ble 

20.2 6.4 I 7.7 I 1.0 

22.5 23.2 4.4 

0.3 15.5 18.9 13.0 0.04 6.9 

0 19.7 9.9 15.3 0 

In the flute version of"Sekihaku torika" , F# and D occupy 7.7o/o and 6.9o/o of 

the total number of crotchet-beats respectively. These percentages are about twice 
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those of the double-reed pipe version (4.4% and 3.6%). The most significant 

difference concerns. however, the use of G. While G is seldom used in the 

double-reed pipe version of "Sekihaku torika" ( 1.4% ), it appears frequently in the 

flute version (11.0% ). The amount of time spent on G in the flute melody is nearly 

eight times than that of the double-reed pipe melody. 

The amount of time spent on F#, D and G in the flute versions of 

"Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" is also more than that in the double-reed pipe 

versions. The relevant percentages are compared in the following table. 

Table 6.7: The amount of time spent on F#, D and Gin the modern flute and 

double-reed pipe versions of "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" 

"Kishunraku" "Kaiseiraku" 

Double-reed Flute Double-reed Flute 
pipe pipe 

Total amount of time spent on F# 2.4% < 4.1% 2.3% < 2.6% 

Total amount of time spent on D 1.3% < 2.8% 1.2% < 6.1% 

Total amount of time spent on G 3.9% < 8.6% 2.7% < 4.4% 

In order to understand the modal practice of the modern flute melodies, we 

also need to examine the pitches that lie outside the theoretical scale. In the three 

selected pieces, these are F naturals, G#s and C#s. G# and C# are clearly 

insignificant because they are mainly employed as minor ornaments in the 
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melody'" and the amount of time spent on these two pitches is extremely small. 

For example, in "Sekihaku torika" C# and G# occupy only 0.3% and 0.04% of the 

total number of crotchet-beats respectively (see also Table 6.6). 

F natural is, on the other hand, an important pitch. In the modern flute 

version of "Sekihaku torika", the amount of time spent on F natural (6.4%) is 

close to that ofF# (7.7%). In the cases of "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku", even 

more time is spent on F natural than on F#. The amount of time spent on F natural 

in "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" is 9.3% and 8.1% respectively. The amount of 

time spent on F# in these two pieces is, however, only 4.1% and 2.6% 

respectively. 

While modally specific and frequently used flute formulae39 of the oshikichO 

I huang zhang diao modal category tend to preserve the original pitches of the 

mode, the non-formulaic musical phrases and the relatively less important 

formulae are more affected by the in scale tonality of the double-reed pipe 

melodies and hence followed them in using F naturals. Boxes (I) to (7) of Musical 

Example 39 indicate all the musical phrases where F naturals are employed as 

main pitches in the flute melody of "Sekihaku torika". These musical phrases are 

mainly non-formulaic phrases (Boxes (2) and (5)) and non-modally specific 

formulae. For instance, the formulae marked by Boxes (I) (Formula (c)), (4) 

3x For instance, in "Sekihaku tOrika", G# is used only as the auxiliary note of the mordents played 

at the beginning of the melody and C# is produced only when the performer applies the sliding 

technique on the roku 1\ finger-hole. 

" Seep. 247 for the meaning of 'formula" and p. 261 for the modally specific and frequently used 

flute formulae. 
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(Formula (c)), (6) (Formula (p)) and (7) (Formula (q)) are not modally specific 

and none appears more than three times in "Sekihaku torika". While the formula 

marked by Box (3), namely Formula (1), also occurs in "Kishunraku", it is also not 

a modally specific formula and it is not used in other important oshikichO I huang 

zhong diao pieces, for example, "Kaiseiraku" and "Yoguraku". On the contrary, 

Formula (b), which is a modally specific formula that preserves the F#s of the 

oshikichO I huang zhong diao mode, appears frequently in the three selected 

pieces. 

The cases of "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku" are similar to that of "Sekihaku 

torika". In Musical Examples 35 and 36, F naturals also tend to appear in 

non-formulaic musical phrases. 40 This supports the argument made earlier 

regarding the role of oral transmission in preserving the original pitches of 

important formulae." 1 

In fact, it is almost impossible for a flute performer not to be influenced by 

the sustained F naturals of the double-reed pipe during the performance. Firstly, 

the volume of the double-reed pipe is much louder than that of the transverse flute 

in the ensemble and its timbre is extremely distinctive. Secondly, the interval 

between the F natural and the F# produced from the go E. finger-hole of the 

flute is narrower than a semitone in the tempered scale."2 The F natural of the 

M> While formulae (u). (w) and (x) also include some F naturals, these formulae are not modally 

specific formulae. 

41 See the case of the preservation of some Ds, F#s and Gs in the bshikichO I huang zhang diao 

double-reed pipe melodies in the last section. 

40 I tested the pitches directly produced from the flute with a tuner during my fieldwork in Japan. 
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flute is slightly higher than the concert pitch whereas the F# is slightly lower. 

Confusions of F# with F natural could easily have occurred when the 

non-formulaic phrases were transmitted. 

Unlike in double-reed pipe practice, there is no meru technique for the flute 

and the jo _!_tablature-sign (G) of the flute is not performed with another fingering. 

As a result, while there can be little doubt that the non-formulaic musical phrases 

of the modern oshikichO I huang zhang diao flute melodies tend to follow the 

pitches and the in scale of the double-reed pipe part, it is impossible for the flute 

melodies to completely abandon the Gs and Ds in the non-formulaic musical 

phrases."' 

Turning to the modally specific formulae of the flute melodies, although they 

tend to preserve the pitches used in the theoretical scales of the koshO shi kaku I 

huang zhang zhi jue and the oshikichO I huang zhang diao modes, this does not 

mean that they reflect Heian modal practice. Firstly, the Heian practice of using 

mordents and appoggiaturas to decorate certain degrees is not applied in the 

modern flute melodies. Secondly, adjustments of rhythm and the application of 

sliding fingering techniques significantly change the amount of time spent on each 

pitch in the modern flute melodies. In the late-twelfth-century version of 

"Sekihaku torika", 8, which is the henkyii I bian gong degree of the koshO shi kaku 

I huang zhang zhi jue mode, is clearly not an important pitch (see Table 6.3 on p. 

The interval was only 60-70 cents rather than the standard I 00 cents. 
43 For example, there are some Gs in the non-formulaic musical phrases of "Kishunraku" (see the 

eighth staff of Musical Example 35). 
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281 ). In the modern version, however, the amount of time spent on B has 

increased significantly and is only slightly less than E-the most frequently used 

pitch in the modern melody (see Table 6.6 on p. 308). 

On the other hand, G, which is the chi I zhi degree of the k8sh6 shi kaku I 

huang zhang zhi jue mode, does not occur frequently in the modern flute melody. 

This pitch was, however, regularly used and decorated with a mordent in the 

late-twelfth-century melodies (see Table 6.3). 

To conclude, the modern flute melodies of the 8shikich81 huang zhang diaa 

modal category are performed in an ambiguous tonality. The modally specific and 

frequently used formulae tend to include the correct pitches for the 8shikich6 I 

huang zhang diaa or the k8sh6 shi kaku I huang zhang zhi jue modes but 

nonetheless they do not completely preserve the Heian modal practice. The 

non-formulaic musical phrases and the relatively less important formulae tend to 

follow the double-reed pipe melody's evocation of the in scale in their use of F 

natural but it is not possible for them to completely avoid G and D. In terms of 

pitches, it is perhaps appropriate to suggest that the modern flute melodies are 

bi-modal. 

* * * 

Like the modern double-reed pipe melodies, the formulae that are in common 

between the modern 8shikich6 I huang zhang diaa flute melodies also define 

modes. These modally specific formulae are (A), (a), (b), (e), (g), (h), (i) and (k). 
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Later in this thesis, I will discuss these formulae again together with the modally 

specific formulae in other modal groups. 
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Chapter Seven 

The modal practice of the banshikichO I pan she diao modal group 

pieces from the mid-eighth century to the present-day 

The main focus of this chapter will be the modal practice of the selected 

hanshikich6 I pan she diao modal group pieces between the mid-eighth century 

and the present-day. The two pieces selected for examination are "Someiraku" and 

"Saisoro".' In the first part of this chapter, I will discuss the modal practice of the 

hanshikich6 I pan she diao modal group pieces over the period from the 

mid-eighth to the mid-fourteenth century. In the second part, I will examine the 

modal practice of modern performance. 

While the historical development of the togaku melodies performed between 

the mid-eighth and mid-tenth centuries was not investigated in Chapter Five, I 

have already compared the Gogenfu and the Hakuga no fuefu versions of 

"Someiraku" in Chapter Four (see Musical Example I). This analysis showed that 

the mid-eighth-century melody of "Someiraku" is very similar to the one 

performed in the tenth century. Allan Marett has, moreover, demonstrated that the 

pitch differences that occur between the two melodies (see the boxes in Musical 

Example I) are mainly variations of a type that was acceptable at that time 

(Marett 2006:89). While the melodies of togaku pieces might have been open to 

1 See Introduction for the rationale for choosing these two pieces. 
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variation from performance to performance between the mid-eighth and mid-tenth 

centuries in Japan, such variations do not disturb our ability to recognize the 

melodies as being essentially the same (Marett 2006:90). 

Because the historical development of the banshikichO I pan she diao modal 

group pieces from the tenth century to the present-day is basically the same as that 

of the bshikichOI huang zhang diao modal group pieces, I will not give a general 

overview of historical development again. Where significant and illuminating 

pitch and rhythmic discrepancies occur, however, they will be discussed. 

I. The modal practice of togaku melodies from the mid-eighth to 

the mid-fourteenth century 

The historical melodies of "Sbmeiraku" and "Saisbrb" are lined up in 

Musical Examples 40 and 41 respectively. Since both "Sbmeiraku" and "Saisbrb" 

are nowadays performed in the nobebybshi structure, the historical melodies 

shown in these two musical examples are mainly the syncopated versions read 

according to the kobybshiten kifuhb system. The Gogenfu and Hakuga no Juefu 

melodies are exceptions, however, because these two scores do not include the 

syncopated versions. In addition, the un-syncopate Sango yoroku melodies are 

included in order to show the link between the un-syncopate melodies performed 

before the twelfth century and the syncopated melodies performed after the 
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twelfth century. 2 

Since the Jinchi yoroku and Ruiso chiyo melodies of "Someiraku" and 

"Saisoro" are extremely similar, I will show only the Jinchi yoroku melodies in 

the musical examples. The Jinchi yoroku melodies are, however, edited versions, 

in which pitch and fingering errors are corrected according to Ruiso chiyo. 

While the modern lute melody of "Someiraku" clearly corresponds to a 

syncopated historical version (see Section II A below), Sango yoroku does not 

include a syncopated version. I have therefore generated a syncopated lute melody 

from the un-syncopate lute melody in Sango yoroku by reading it with reference 

to the syncopated zither melody recorded in Jinchi yoroku. This syncopated lute 

melody is shown in Staff No.4 of Musical Example 40. 

A. The modal practice of the five-stringed lute and flute melodies from the 

mid-eighth to the mid-tenth century 

In this section, I will use "Someiraku" to show that there is no significant 

difference in the modal practice of togaku between the mid-eighth and mid-tenth 

centuries. In Chapter Two, I showed that in the Tang period the banshikichO I pan 

she diao mode was the u I yu (Dorian) mode of the taiso I tai cou key. Sango 

yoroku also indicates that the banshikichO I pan she diao mode used in the late 

Heian period had a Dorian modal structure, 'B C# DE F# G# A' (Ng 1998: 108). 

Despite the fact that the banshikichO I pan she diao pieces in Tang China and 

' Sec Staff No.3 of Musical Example 40 and Staff No.2 of Musical Example 41. 
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Heian Japan might have been performed at a different pitch, the banshikichO I pan 

she diao mode illustrated in Sango yoroku clearly preserves the Tang banshikichO 

I pan she diao modal structure. 

While Hakuga no fuefu includes two versions of "Someiraku": the jo and the 

juha, Marett has shown that there are only some minor differences between these 

two versions (Marett 2006:87-8). Since these differences are not modally 

significant,3 I will compare the Gogenfu melody only with the juha version.< 

Musical Example 40 shows that while, at the end of the piece, the Gogenfu 

and Hakuga no juefu melodies both cadence on the tonic (B) of the banshikichO I 

pan she diao mode, this is not true for all musical phrases. Boxes (B), (E) and (J) 

show a number of cases where pitch discrepancies occur between the two 

melodies at the end of a musical phrase, but in each case this results from the lute 

performing an anacrusis to the following phrase. In Box (B), while the circled 

crotchet pair (C#- D) in the lute melody does not correspond to the B minim in 

the flute melody, it can be regarded as an anacrusis to the following F# crotchet. 

The cadence of the lute melody is the 'B - F# - B' arpeggio-like figure that 

occurs at the beginning of this box. The cases in Boxes (E) and (J) are basically 

the same. The circled crotchet pair (G#- A) can be treated as an anacrusis to the 

following C# crotchet. The F# crotchets that appear at the beginning of these two 

3 These differences affect neither the cadential notes nor the basic melodic structure of the piece. 

4 The juha version is chosen because the system of the juha notation was the one in use in the first 

half of the tenth century (Marett 2006:86). Marett suggests. on the other hand. that the jo version 

falls in time between that in Gogenfu and the Hakuga no fuefu version contained in the juha 

(Marett 2006:86). 
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boxes are in fact the cadential points. 

The inverted mordents marked by Boxes (C) are puzzling. It has been shown 

m the previous chapters that inverted mordents began to appear in the 

fourteenth-century and were rare in the mid- and late-Heian togaku melodies. 

None of the Hakuga no fuefu, Sango yoroku, Jinchi yoroku, Ruis8 chiy8, Kofu 

ritsuryokan or Shinsen sh8tekifu melodies already examined has included an 

inverted mordent. Since inverted mordents appear only twice in the Gogenfu 

melody, and in each case on the relatively weak henkyu I bian gong degree (C#) of 

the banshikich8 I pan she diao mode, it is unlikely that they have any modal 

significance. 

Other discrepancies between the two melodies are confined mainly to minor 

rhythmic adjustments that do not affect modal practices. I will now compare the 

amount of time spent on each degree of the two melodies in order to support this 

view. The result is summarized in the following table.5 

Table 7.1: The total number of crotchet-beats spent on each degree in the 

Gogenfu and Hakuga no fuefu versions of "Someiraku" 

5 Since the lute melody does not include any mordents, the auxiliary notes in the flute melody will 

be ignored. For example, aD mordent in the flute melody is counted as a singleD crotchet. 
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Number of notes spent on each degree (pitch) 
• 

' 

~ 
B C# D E F# G# A 

(u I (Jumkyill (kyil I (shO I (kakul (henchi I (:hi/ 
yu) bitmgong) gong) shang) jue) bianzlu) cht) e 

G H G H G H G H G H G H G H' 
Crotchet 32 40 12 14 25 24 19 21 27 26 17 9 24 18 

Quaver I 2 3 I 2 4 8 

Semiquaver 3 3 

I i 
i 

Total number 
of 
crotchet-beats 

32.5 41 14.25 14 25.75 24 19 21 27.5 27 17 II 24 22 
spent on each 
degree 

Approximate 
percentage 

20.3 25.6 8.9 8.7 \6.1 15.0 11.9 13.1 17.2 16.9 10.6 6.9 15.0 13.8 
(%) 

Index: G =the Gogenfu version; H =the Hakuga no fuefu version 

It is clear from Table 7.1 that the most frequently used pitches in both the 

Hakuga no fuefu and Gogenfu versions of "Someiraku" are the tonic (B) and the 

fifth (F#) degree. The amount of time spent on B in the Hakuga no fuefu version is 

more than that of the Gogenfu version because while many phrases of the Hakuga 

no fuefu melody cadence on a prolonged B note that lasts for a total of four 

crotchet-beats (see Box (B) of Musical Example 40), in the Gogenfu melody 

cadences are decorated with arpeggios or followed by an anacrusis (see Boxes (B), 

(E) and (J) of Musical Example 40). 

Since D and A are the kyu I gong and chi I zhi degrees respectively, it is not 

surprising that they are the third and fourth most frequently used pitches in the 

melodies. 

On the other hand, G# and C# are used infrequently because they are the 

auxiliary degrees-that is, the henchi I bian zhi and henkyu I bian gong degrees 
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respectively. 

B. The modal practice of the flute and lute melodies from the mid-tenth to the 

late twelfth century 

In this section, I will compare the Hakuga no fuefu versions of "Someiraku" 

and "Saisoro" to the reconstructed syncopated version of "Someiraku" and the 

notated syncopated version of "Saisoro" in Sango yoroku respectively. 6 Musical 

Examples 40 and 41 show that the pitches used in the Hakuga no fuefu and Sango 

yoroku versions of "Someiraku" (see Staff Nos. 2 and 4) and "Saisoro" (see Staff 

Nos. I and 3) are entirely confined to those of the theoretical scale of the 

banshikichb I pan she diao mode. The cadences of the Hakuga no fuefu and the 

syncopated Sango yoroku melodies are shaded in Musical Examples 40 and 41. 

"Someiraku" and "Saisoro" mainly cadence on the tonic (B) and the fifth (F) 

degree. The only exception is the E cadence marked by Box (G) in Musical 

Example 40. Although the use of an E (shb I shang) cadence in a banshikichb I 

pan she diao piece is a little unusual, this cadence only appears once in 

"Someiraku" and E is never used as the final cadence. This cadence, moreover, 

does not significantly affect the tonality of the piece. 

It has been shown in the previous chapter that in addition to pitches and 

cadences, mordents and appoggiaturas are also modally significant. The mordents 

0 As has been shown in the previous chapters, the zither melodies in Jinchi yOroku and RuisO chi yO 

are virtually identical to the melodies in Sango y8roku. I will not, therefore, discuss the zither 

melodies in detail. 
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used in the Hakuga no fuefu and Sango yoroku versions of "Someiraku" and 

"Saisoro" are summarized in the following table. 

Table 7.2: The mordents used in the Hakuga no fuefu and Sango yoroku 

versions of "Someiraku" and "Saisoro" 

usomeiraku" "SaisOrO" 
Number of Number of Total Number of Number of Total 
mordents mordents mordents mordents 
on the chi I on the kyii on the chi I on the kyu 
zhi (A) I gong (D) zhi (A) I gong (D) 
degree degree degree degree 

Hakuga 24 3 27 9 4 13 
nofuefu 

Sango 23 22 45 I 8 8 16 
yoroku 

The use of mordents in mid- and late-Heian banshikichb I pan she diao modal 

group pieces follows the same principles as in the oshikichb I huang zhong diao 

modal group pieces. Firstly, mordents are mainly applied to the chi I zhi and kyu I 

gong degrees of the scale. Secondly, the twelfth-century melodies have more 

mordents. Thirdly, the chi I zhi degree is in general more frequently decorated 

than the kyu I gong degree. 

While a mordent on shb I shang (E) does not occur in "Someiraku" and 

"Saisoro", it is used in other banshikichb I pan she diao modal group pieces, for 

example "Rindai" and "HakuchU". In the case of the banshikichb I pan she diao 

modal group pieces, the auxiliary note of the shb I shang mordent is D#. Since this 
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pitch probably derived from the sharpened fourth degree of the xia zhi diao scale 

at the time when the theory of the zheng sheng diao scale began to reclaim its 

popularity, the use of D# as an ornament or auxiliary note in banshikich6 I pan she 

diao modal group pieces is not treated as a significant alteration in modal practice. 

Like the mordents, the pitches of appoggiaturas (marked (a) in the musical 

examples)-decorative device used only in the late-twelfth-century melodies-are 

mainly confined to D (the kyu I gong degree) and A (the chi I zhi degree). The 

appoggiaturas used in the syncopated Sango yoroku versions of "Someiraku" and 

"Saisoro" are summarized in the following table. 

Table 7.3: The appoggiaturas used in the syncopated Sango yoroku versions 

of "Someiraku" and "Saisoro" 

The number of kyul The number of chi I The number of 
gong (D) zhi (A) henchi I bian zhi (G#) 
appoggiaturas appoggiaturas appoggiaturas 

"SOmeiraku" 9 II 4 

"Sais6r6" 14 9 

The G# appoggiaturas in "Someiraku" should not be overlooked, but they 

are not particularly significant. According to End6's research, G# appoggiatura 

appears only in two out of the seventeen banshikichOI pan she diao modal group 

pieces in Sango yoroku, namely "Someiraku" and "Soko" (End6 2003:Appendix 

36). The number of G# appoggiaturas in these two pieces is, moreover, very 
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small.7 

The analysis in this section shows that "Someiraku" and "Saisoro" exhibit 

precisely the modal features that one would, on the basis of our earlier 

examination of the oshikichO I huang zhong diao modal group pieces, expect for 

the banshikichO I pan she diao modal group pieces performed between the middle 

and late Heian periods. 

C. The modal practice of the mouth-organ melodies from the early thirteenth 

to the early fourteenth century 

In this section, I will examine the modal practice of the Kofu ritsuryokan and 

Shinsen shOtekifu versions of "Someiraku" (see Staff Nos. 6 and 7 of Musical 

Example 40) and "Saisoro" (see Staff Nos. 5 and 6 of Musical Example 41). 

Apart from differences caused by the use of standard decorative devices, the 

mouth-organ melodies are very similar to the syncopated lute and zither melodies 

of the late-Heian period. Like the lute and zither melodies, the mouth-organ 

melodies cadence on the tonic (B) of the banshikichO I pan she diao mode at the 

end of the piece. 

Like the Shinsen shOtekifu melodies of the oshikichO I huang zhong diao 

modal category, the pitches of the small tablature-signs of the banshikichO I pan 

she diao modal group pieces mainly signify descending runs. Unlike the case of 

the oshikichO I huang zhong diao modal group pieces, however, these runs do not 

7 Endi\'s research shows that "Soko" includes a total of eight G# appoggiaturas. Because "SokO" is 

a fairly long piece, this is not a large number. 
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necessarily finish on the chi I zhi degree (see p. 284). Rather, many of them finish 

on the kyu I gong (D) degree. There can be little doubt, therefore, that these runs 

are not modally significant-and this was probably the case in the 6shikich0 I 

huang zhang diao modal group pieces as well. 

Furthermore, since these small tablature-signs do not signify pitches that are 

outside the theoretical scale of the banshikich6 I pan she diao mode, we may 

conclude that they will not significantly affect the tonality of the Shinsen sh6tekifu 

melodies. 

The G naturals in Boxes (H) and (I) of Musical Example 40 are worth 

commenting on because G natural does not occur in the theoretical scale of the 

banshikich6 I pan she diao mode. Two other banshikich6 I pan she diao modal 

group pieces in Kofu ritsuryokan and Shinsen sh6tekiju, namely "Somakusha" and 

"Kenki kotatsu", also include some G naturals. It is unlikely, therefore, that these 

G naturals are simply scribal errors. These G naturals are, however, mainly used 

as an appoggiatura to F#. According to the mouth-organ diagram shown in Figure 

7.1 below,8 the pipes that are used to produce G natural (ju +)and F# (ge T) are 

positioned next to each other. These two pipes can easily be controlled by the 

thumb and the index finger of the right hand. The pipe that is used to produce G# 

(bi ~), on the other hand, has to be played by the thumb of the left-hand, and this 

is awkward. It seems that G natural may have been introduced simply in order to 

facilitate easier performance. The musical phrase of the Shinsen sh6tekifu melody 

x This diagram is an edited version of the shO diagram in Nihon ongaku daijiten (Hirano et al. 

1989:341 ). 
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marked by Box (I) in Musical Example 40 is a typical example. If the 

appoggiaturas of the F#s are G naturals, the pe1former can pJay the whole marked 

musica l phrase by simply using the thumb and the index fi nger of the ri ght hand. 

Figure 7.1: The fingerings of the mouth-organ 

_,.fl*'•.
~ i ' "':s~~ 

.f ..... , 

l; 

f!l. 

Mouthpiece 

The use of G naturals as appoggiaturas on F#s suggests that the appoggiatura 

was the f irst modally signi ficant ornament to break free from its Heian practice, 

and that thi s n1ight have happened as early as the thirteenth century. This view i 

upported by reference to appoggiaturas on another pitch that lies outside the 

Heian practice. The circles in Box (F) of Musical Example 40 mark some F# 

appoggiaturas that resolve on E. These are not part of normal H eian practice.
9 

'
1 While one or the examiners of lhis thesis queries whether Lhe suspension in Hcian-pcriou 

syncopmcu version could be regarded as appoggiaturas. The answer is Lhat il is onl) the 

appearance of a descending melodic movement in the un-syncopate version U1at can generate 

appoggiatura-like notes, for example. f rom ·(j - HI - E' to ' G - F// - Fll ( the syncopated and 

appoggiatura-like note) - E' . 
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They are, moreover, clearly not ad hoc or peculiar to the mouth-organ since they 

are retained in other mid-fourteenth-century sources for other instruments (see the 

shaded F# appoggiaturas in the Nakahara roseishO and the Chu 6ga ryuteki 

y6rokufu melodies below Box (F)). 

D. The modal practice of the double-reed pipe and flute melodies in the 

mid-fourteenth century 

As was the case with the 6shikich0 I huang zhong diao modal group pieces, 

significant rhythmic and pitch discrepancies appear between the late-Heian and 

the mid-fourteenth-century t6gaku melodies. Box (A) of Musical Example 40 

indicates an example where a rhythmic adjustment has occurred in the 

fourteenth-century double-reed pipe melody. Box (D) of Musical Example 40, on 

the other hand, shows a pitch modification. In this box, what were As in the 

late-Heian melodies become F#s in the fourteenth-century double-reed pipe 

melody. These rhythmic and pitch adjustments do not, however, affect the basic 

tonality of a melody. The most significant alteration in the modality of the 

mid-fourteen-century banshikich6 I pan she diao melodies is caused by the use of 

non-standard additional pitches and appoggiaturas. 

I will first investigate the addition of non-standard pitches in the Nakahara 

roseish6 and Chu 6ga ryuteki y6rokufu melodies and then proceed to the 

examination of ornaments. 

Non-standard additional pitches in the two selected double-reed p1pe 

melodies are mainly confined to F# (Boxes (2), (4), (8), (II), (13), (16) and (18)), 
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G# (Boxes (3) and (7)) and D (Box (5)), and are marked with asterisks in Musical 

Examples 40 and 41. As in the double-reed pipe melodies of the oshikichO I huang 

zhang diao modal category, many of these are added within melodic leaps in order 

to allow the performer to play the leaps more easily. Furthermore, some of these 

non-standard additional pitches occur as part of the frequently recurring melodic 

patterns that form the basis for formulae in modern practice. The melodic patterns 

marked by Boxes (2), (4) and (5) are typical examples. They appear frequently in 

the double-reed pipe melodies of both "Sbmeiraku" and "Saisbrb". The pattern 

marked by Box (2), for example, was further developed and became one of the 

modally specific banshikichb I pan she diao formulae used in modern practice. 

The following figure shows the pattern marked by Box (2) and its corresponding 

modern formula (see also Formula (g) of Table C in Section II D below). 

Figure 7.2: The historical melodic pattern marked by Box (2) and its 

corresponding modern formula 

The historical melodic pattern The corresponding modern formula 

* * 
~M [ 0 r 

.. ~ .. ~ - l 
~ -~~~ ~r "r ~ ~ ' r r 

Furthermore, the F# added to the melodic pattern of the double-reed pipe 

melody became an important pitch in the modern formula. The note-value of this 

pitch is extended to two crotchet-beats (including the E quaver enbai after this F#) 
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in the modern formula. 

Turning now to the additional pitches of the flute, while the non-standard 

additional pitches of the oshikichb I huang zhang diao melodies are used mainly to 

form descending runs (see pp. 226-7), in the case of the banshikich81 pan she diao 

melodies, some non-standard additional pitches are used to form descending runs 

and some are employed to form melodic patterns. The additional C# 

demisemiquaver in Box (6) is added to the flute melody in order to form a run. 

This run was subsequently further developed and became one of the modally 

specific formulae in modern practice (see also Formula (m) of Table D in Section 

II E below). 

Figure 7.3: The historical melodic pattern marked by Box (6) and its 

corresponding modern formula 

The historical melodic pattern The corresponding modern formula 

* 
~~~~~~ r &rr r o (Qif9p qf;tqffF1F t hE F Fl ~~~~~~ ,. 

The D demisemiquaver in Box (15), on the other hand, was added to form a 

distinctive melodic pattern. This pattern also becomes a formula in the modern 

flute version of "Saisoro" (see also Formula (v) in TableD below). 

Figure 7.4: The historical melodic pattern marked by Box (15) and its 
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corresponding modern formula 

The historical melodic pattern 

~ il 
The corresponding modern formula 

~-" *~- ~ &11 rrr hFf' 
OJ 

~ 

The application of non-standard additional pitches in the melodies reveals a 

break down of the vertical relationship between the t6gaku melodies performed in 

the pre-fourteenth-century period and their historical antecedent. I will now 

demonstrate this with reference to "S6meiraku". In Musical Example 42, the 

tenth-century (Hakuga no fuefu) version of "S6meiraku" is lined up with its 

un-syncopate late-twelfth-century (Sango yoroku) version. After the elimination 

of all the ornaments, the tenth-century version is virtually identical to the 

late-twelfth-century version. 

The case of the mid-fourteenth-century melodies is, however, quite different. 

Musical Example 43 shows that even if the repeating notes, appoggiaturas, 

mordents and anticipations in these two melodies are completely eliminated, there 

are still many pitch differences between the Nakahara roseish6 version of 

"S6meiraku" and that of the ChU 6ga ryuteki y6rokufu version (see the shaded 

boxes). Most of these pitch differences are, moreover, caused by the use of 

non-standard additional pitches. 

* * * 
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Turning now to an examination of the ornaments in the double-reed pipe and 

flute melodies, let us return to Musical Examples 40 and 41. The shaded notes in 

the Nakahara roseish8 and Chu 6ga ryuteki yorokufu versions of "Someiraku" and 

"Sais6r6" are appoggiaturas. Apparently, by the mid-fourteenth century all seven 

degrees of the banshikich6 I pan she diao mode-that is, B, C#, D, E, F#, G# and 

A-were freely used as the pitch of appoggiaturas. This is completely different 

from the principle whereby appoggiaturas were applied in the late Heian period. 

The techniques ren J!l! and ugoki lib are only occasionally employed in the 

fourteenth-century banshikich6 I pan she diao flute melodies. 10 Box (9) of 

Musical Example 40 marks the only ren technique used in the two selected pieces. 

Like the 6shikich6 I huang zhong diao modal group melodies, ren signifies a 

descending run that moves from the ge T (C#) to the go E. (F#) finger-holes in 

banshikich6 I pan she diao modal group melodies. This suggests that ren is not a 

modally significant technique since it is always associated with the pitches C (or 

C#) and F# irrespective of which modal group the pieces belong to. 11 

Ugoki does not occur in the two selected pieces but it is occasionally used in 

"Manjuraku". In this piece, ugoki is usually applied on the u I yu degree (B) of the 

banshikich6 I pan she diao mode. The fact that ugoki is mainly applied on the chi I 

zhi degree (G) in 6shikich6 I huang zhong diao modal group pieces suggests that 

10 I have examined all the notations of the banshikichO I pan she diao melodies in ChU Oga ryUteki 

y6rokt~{U. 

11 Ren is also associated \vith C# in hy6j6 I ping diao modal group pieces (see Chapter Eight). 
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this technique is associated neither with a particular pitch nor a particular degree 

of a mode. 12 The technique appears therefore not to be modally significant. 

II. The modal practice of present-day performance 

I will first investigate the modern lute and mouth-organ melodies. As in the 

oshikichO I huang zhong diao modal category, the forms and modal practice of the 

banshikichO I pan she diao historical lute melodies are preserved in modern 

performance. One might expect that the Heian tonality would also be preserved in 

the modern practice of the mouth-organ since most of the standard cluster-chords 

are generated from the taiso I tai cou key-that is, the same key from which the 

banshikichO I pan she diao mode is derived. I will show, however, that this is not 

the case. The tonality becomes ambiguous because of the special structure of the 

bi ;k cluster-chord used in the modern banshikichO I pan she diao mouth-organ 

melodies. 

Also, as I will show in the third section, the modal practice of the modern 

zither melodies is very different from that of the Heian melodies. As in the 

modern oshikichO I huang zhong diao melodies, this results from a 

misunderstanding of the important pitches in the modern ritsu scale, and this in 

turns affects the pitches of the modern tuning. 

In the last two sections, which provide the main focus of this part, I will 

12 See also the cases of the hy8j8 I ping diao modal group pieces in the next chapter. 
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examine the formulae and the pitches of the modern double-reed pipe and flute 

melodies, and demonstrate that the modern double-reed pipe melodies of the 

banshikichb I pan she diaa modal category are basically performed using the in 

scale tonality whereas the modern flute melodies are not. Furthermore, I will 

demonstrate that the modal practice of the modern banshikichb I pan she diaa flute 

melodies is not identical to that of the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa melodies. The 

type of bi-modal structure that we saw in previous analysis of the oshikicho I 

huang zhang diaa flute melodies (see p. 313) does not occur in the banshikichO I 

pan she diaa melodies. 

A. The modal practice of the modern lute melodies 

Even though the late-twelfth-century syncopated lute melody of "Someiraku" 

in Musical Example 40 has been reconstructed in the light of the zither melody, 

Musical Example 44 shows that there is no significant difference between this 

form of the historical melody and the uppermost notes of the modern version. The 

differences, which are marked by boxes, are mainly confined to the use of 

additional ornaments in the uppermost notes of the modern version and these do 

not affect the tonality of the melodies. For example, in the first box of bar 5, the 

additional note in the modern melody is simply an A appoggiatura. 

The shape of late-twelfth-century lute melody of "Saisoro" (which is notated 

rather than reconstructed) is also well preserved in modern practice. Musical 

Example 45 shows that the late-Heian syncopated lute melody matches the 

uppermost notes of its modern version. 
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The added arpeggiated drones of the modern banshikichb I pan she diao I ute 

melodies include only F#, Band E. Because F# (the fifth degree) and B (the tonic) 

are prominent in the banshikichb I pan she diao mode (see Table 7.1 on p. 320), 

the insertion of these two pitches in the modern lute melody does not affect the 

tonality. While E (the fourth degree) is not as important as F# and B in the 

banshikichb I pan she diao mode, this pitch is only occasionally employed in the 

arpeggiated drones. 

B. The modal practice of the modern mouth-organ melodies 

Musical Examples 46 and 47 show that the early-thirteenth-century (Kofu 

ritsuryokan) mouth-organ melodies of "Someiraku" and "Saisoro" form the basis 

of their modern versions, despite the fact that they can no longer be heard as 

melodies. This is because they are performed at a very slow tempo and are 

obscured by the cluster -chords. 

While some pitch disagreements occur between the historical and modern 

melodies, they are not significant. Many are caused by the use of ornaments in 

either the historical or the modern melody. These ornaments are marked by 

asterisks in the musical examples. 

Some pitch disagreements are, however, caused by rhythmic adjustments 

(Box (I) of Musical Example 46) and tablature differences (Box (2) of Musical 

Example 46). Since these disagreements occur only rarely and do not generate 

pitches that are outside the theoretical scale of the mode, we may conclude that 

the modal practice of the modern melodies is not affected by these disagreements. 
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As was the case with the modern mouth-organ melodies of the oshikichb I 

huang zhang diao modal category, the use of cluster-chords is the main cause of 

ambiguities in the tonality. 

The modern mouth-organ melodies of "Someiraku" and "Saisoro" comprise 

cluster-chords on kotsu Z, ichi ~, ku I, bO JL, otsu Z:., ge -r, bi ~ and gyo 

fT. All but bi are formed entirely from the pitches of the banshikichb I pan she 

diao mode. I will now demonstrate with reference to Musical Examples 46 and 47 

how the use of the bi cluster-chord affects the tonality of the modern banshikichb I 

pan she diao mouth-organ melodies. 

The circles in Musical Examples 46 and 47 mark all the bi cluster-chords 

used in the modern "Someiraku" and "Saisoro" melodies. The bi cluster-chord 

includes a C natural and this pitch is not allowable in the banshikichb I pan she 

diao mode. Hayashi Kenzo suggests that the bi cluster-chord might originally 

have comprised only five pitches, namely G# (bi ~).A (gyo 1T), 8 (shichi {;), D 

(jo t) and F# (sen f) (Hayashi 1960g:393), and that because the thumbs of the 

right and left hands were already being used to cover the air-holes of the sen f 

(F#) and bi ~ (G) pipes, they could not cover the two pipes that can be used to 

produce the modally correct pitch of C#. 13 Because the index finger of the right 

hand was free, Hayashi suggests that it came to be used to cover the air-hole of the 

hi Jt pipe, which produces C natural (Hayashi 1960g:395). This C natural, which 

lies outside the mode, was thus substituted for C# (Hayashi 1960g:395). 

13 The pipes that produce C# are ku I and gon R, and both arc controlled by the thumb (see 

Figure 7_1 on p. 326). 
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Whatever the reason for its inclusion. the tonali ty of the modern mouth-organ 

melodies of the banshikicho I pan she diao modal category is cl earl y affected by 

the use of C natura) in the hi cluster-chord . The moclaJ structure it impLies, 

'STTTTST ' (8 C D E F# G# A), is one that was never used in Tang or Heian 

• 

mU SIC. 

C. The modal practice of the modern long zither melodies 

T he modern banshikicho tuning of the long zither is also different f rom the 

one used in the late-Heian peri od. In modern practice, the pitches of the third 

(san) and sixth (roku) strings are tuned a semitone tone lower so that the modern 

melodies can be performed using only five pjtches, namely B. C#, E, F# and G# 

(see M usical Examples 48 and 49). 

Figure 7.5: The practical tuning for playing the banshikicho I pan she diao 

modal group pieces in the latc-Heian period 
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Figure 7.6: The modern banshikicho tuning 
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The reason of eliminating D and A in the modern zither melodies is probably 

because at the time of the standardization, the musicians forgot that these two 

pitches were significant degrees in the banshikicho I pan she diao mode. Whi le 

these two pitches are regarded as the auxil iary degrees, eisho and eiu. in the 

. theoret ical ritsu scal.e. they were the kyCt I gong and chi I ~hi degrees of the 

banshikicho I pan she diao mode in Tang China. T hese two degrees were, 

n1oreover. f requently decorated with a mordent in mid- and late-Heian togaku so 

as to emphasize their importance in the banshikicho I pan she diao mode. T he 

followi ng f igure shows the degrees names of the banshikicho I pan she diao mode 

used in Tang China, late-Heian and modern Japan. 

Figure 7. 7: The three versions of degree names of the banshikicho I pan she 

diao ntode in China and Japan 
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Intervals 
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Tang: 
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iJ3I !&!'§' '§' illl J'!l !I!W f,& iJ3I 

Fujiwara no kya shO kaku henchi chi u henky!i kyu 
Moronaga gong shang jue bianzhi zhi yu biangong gong 
(in Jinchi '§' it'll J'!l !I!W f,& iJ3I !&!'§' '§' 
y6roku): 

Modern ® ® eisM (!) ~(] 
eiu kyU 

riuu: ~it'll 'l!!iJ31 '§' 15 

Since the intervallic relationship of the kyu, shb, kaku, chi and u degrees of 

the modern ritsu scale is identical to that of the descending Japanese yo scale (M2 

- m3 - M2 - M2 - m3), the modern zither melodies of the banshikich6 I pan she 

diao modal category realize the yo scale with a structure of' B C# E F# G#'. 

D. The modal practice of the modern double-reed pipe melodies 

In this section, I will investigate the modal practice of the modern 

double-reed pipe melodies of the banshikich6 I pan she diao modal category by 

studying the formulae of "Someiraku" and "Saisoro". Rhythmic discrepancies 

between the historical and modern melodies were investigated in detail in the 

previous chapter and will not be discussed again here. Extensions of note-values 

that are modally significant will, however, be noted during the course of my 

analysis. 

The double-reed pipe melodies of "Someiraku" and "Saisoro" are shown in 

Musical Examples 50 and 51 respectively, and the formulae of these two pieces 
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are summarized in Table C of Appendix IV. Formulae that are common to both 

"Someiraku" and "Saisoro" are labelled with the same letters. These are Formulae 

(a), (d), (e), (g), (h), (i), (k) and (1). These formulae can be regarded as modally 

specific formulae since they appear mainly in modern banshikichO I pan she diao 

double-reed pipe melodies. Later in this thesis, I will examine these formulae 

again together with the modally specific formulae for other modal groups. 

The symbols and bracketed letters added in the formulae of Table C have the 

same meanings as in Table A: circled tablature-signs are performed with the meru 

technique; boxed jo .l tablature-signs are performed with the itsu - fingering; 

bracketed N indicates nuances; and bracketed E signifies enbai. We must note, 

however, that in the banshikichO I pan she diao double-reed pipe melodies, the jo 

tablature-sign is rarely performed with the itsu fingering. The only case where this 

happens is in Formula (n) of "Someiraku". I will discuss this formula in detail 

below. 

It is clear from Table C that the tablature-signs tei T, riku ;'\ and go 1i are 

frequently performed with the meru technique. While the standard pitches of these 

three tablature-signs are A, D and A respectively, they usually produce G natural, 

C natural and G natural in the modern double-reed pipe melodies. The meru 

technique thus allows performers to avoid A and D. 

In addition, the jo .l and han JL tablature-signs usually signify G natural 

and C natural respectively in the modern banshikichO I pan she diao double-reed 

pipe melodies, despite the fact that neither of these two pitches is included in the 

theoretical scale of the banshikichO I pan she diao mode. 
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• 

As a result of these adjustments, the modern banshikicho I pan she diao 

melodi es are largely performed in a pentatonic scale consisting the pitches of B, C, 

E, F# and G. 

Figure 7.8: An illustration of the modification of the pitches in the moden1 

banshikicho I pan she diao double-reed pipe me1odies 
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L i ke the pentatonic scale used in the modern oshikicho I huang :hong diao 

double- reed pi pe melodies, thi s pentatonic scal e includes two ' m2 - M3' 

tetrachord s and hence articulates the descending form of the Japanese in scale. 

T he only difference is that in the case of the modern bansh.ikicluJ I pan she diao 

melodies, the tonic of thi s in scale (B) is identica l to the tonic of the banshikicho I 

pan she diao mode. 14 

It is likely that some extensions of note- value in the modern banshikich6 I 

14 I n the case of the modern oshikicho I huang zhong diao melodies. the tonic or the in scale is E 

whereas the tonic or the oshikicho I huang -;.hong diao mode is A (sec p. 300). 
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pan she diao double-reed pipe melodies also come about in order to emphasize 

certain pitches in the in scale. For instance, in Formula (a), the duration of the first 

note is extended in order to emphasize that the tei T tablature-sign of the 

banshikichO I pan she diao modal group melodies is performed in the meri pitch G 

natural rather than the standard pitch A. While G natural is the fifth degree of the 

in scale shown in Figure 7.8, it does not occur in the theoretical scale of the 

banshikich6 I pan she diao mode. 

Although A and D are not completely abandoned in the modern double-reed 

pipe melodies of the banshikichO I pan she diao modal category, and although 

"Someiraku" includes some F naturals that are not allowable even in the in scale, 

these pitches are merely used as ornaments or associated with formulae that are 

borrowed from other modal group pieces (see below). I will now show the total 

amount of time spent on each pitch in the two selected melodies and examine their 

characteristics in the light of the formulae summarized in Table C. 
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Table 7.4: The total number of crotchet-beats spent on each pitch of the modern double-reed pipe versions of "Sonzeiraku" and 

"Saisoro" 

The amount of time spent on each pitch of the two selected melodies 

Pitch B C , It' · ·~ D E F q ~ F# G . A ,) 

' 1--------+--~---+-----~~~- ·- ~-·-··- ----·~ ----: 
Piece 1 So · Sa So Sa So Sa So Sa So Sa So Sa So Sa So Sa 

I . i I ~ 
Total number · I · 1. .... .. J .i'. · 1( ~ ' 
Of I I . . ~ 

r I . 

crotchet-beahts 256 237.25 85.75 74.25 f13 .5 4 J 35.5 26.5 : 26 0 275.375 213.75 125.75 6 1.75 32.875 8.5 
spent on eac 

Pitch · 1' • ; . 

. I • I I [ ~ 
t-------+--_....----t--~---t~-..-.... ------' --- ·---~ . ·--.. ·-·· .. ----"'!:1 

Approximate 24.4 37.9 8.2 · I J .9 10.8 0.6 12.9 4.2 2.5 0 26.2 34. 1 1 J .9 9.9 · 3. J 1.4 ·: 
• 

Percentage ~ I I , 

( %) : . : . 

L__ _____ _...___ _ __:_ ____________ , _ __ ... _ . . ) • • • I . 

Index: So = "Someiraku" ; Sa = "Saisoro" 
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Table 7.4 shows that F natural does not appear at all in "Saisoro" and 

occupies only 2.5% of the total number of crotchet-beats in "Someiraku". This 

pitch is. therefore, clearly an insignificant pitch in the modern banshikichO I pan 

she diao double-reed pipe melodies. In fact, F natural only occurs in Formula (n) 

of "Someiraku" (see Table C) and this formula must be regarded with caution. 

Here, the itsu - tablature-sign yields the meri pitch F natural and the jo .L 

tablature-sign is performed with the itsu - fingering. This is uncommon in 

banshikichO I pan she diao double-reed pipe melodies. Since Formula (n) also 

appears in double-reed pipe melodies of other modal categories, for example, the 

hyojo I ping diao modal group piece "Manzairaku" (see Formula (n) of 

"Manzairaku" in Chapter Eight), it is not impossible that Formula (n) of 

"Someiraku" has been borrowed from another modal group. This might come 

about when a similar tablature-sequence commonly appears in different modal 

groups. Perhaps the tablature-sequence of this formula 'jo - itsu - shi' (.L -IZ!J), 

which is more frequently used in hyojo I ping diao modal group pieces, was 

performed according to hyojo I ping diao practice even when it appeared in the 

banshikichO I pan she diao melodies. 

A is also not an important pitch in the modern banshikichO I pan she diao 

double-reed pipe melodies. It occupies only 3.1% and 1.4% of the total number of 

crotchet-beats in "Someiraku" and "Saisoro" respectively. Furthermore, most As 

are employed as enbai and nuances. For instance, the A semiquavers and 

demisemiquavers in Formulae (a), (b) and (g) are nuances and the first A 
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semiquaver in Formula (k) is an enbai. The A crotchet in Formula (d) (marked 

with an asterisk in Table C) is the only A pitch that is not used as ornament. It is, 

however, significant that this note is sung in the shiJga as 8 rather than A. 
15 

Perhaps this note was originally performed as a 8 produced by raising the 

standard pitch (A) of the tei fingering. In modern performance, students are told, 

however, never to perform pitches that are higher than the standard pitch of each 

fingering. As a result, while this crotchet is still sung as 8 in modern practice of 

shiJga, it is played as A in actual performance. 

The amount of time spent on D in "S6meiraku" is very different from that in 

"Sais6r6". While the amount of time spent on D (0.6%) in "Sais6r6" is less than 

A ( 1.4% ), in "S6meiraku" the amount of time spent on D (I 0.8%) is significantly 

more than A (3.1%) and even slightly more than C (8.2%). In the case of 

"Sais6r6", D is merely used in nuances, for example, the D semiquavers in 

Formulae (e), (i) and (w). In "S6meiraku", on the other hand, Dis sometimes used 

as main pitches. For instance, Formulae (c), (f) and (s) both include a prolongation 

of D. Since these three formulae do not appear in "Sais6r6", the amount of time 

spent on Din "Sais6r6" is significantly less than that in "S6meiraku". 

It is not true to say, however, that D is more important that C in "S6meiraku" 

because D is almost always preceded by C natural in banshikich6 I pan she diao 

double-reed pipe melodies. 16 In the cases of Formulae (c) and (f), the teacher will 

15 Inconsistency between the pitches in the shOga and the actual melodies is rare in modern 

practice of tOgaku. This was the only case that I encountered during my lessons in Japan. 

1° Formula (s) is the only instance where a prolonged D is retained without it being preceded by C 

natural. 
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ask the student to first play a meri C natural with the riku 1\ fingering before 

moving to D by changing the position of the lips (see the circled riku 1\ 

tablature-sign of Formulae (c) and (f) in Table C). The Ds in these two formulae 

were important pitches in the proto-formulaic historical melodic patterns and for 

this reason have been preserved in the course of transmission, but in order to 

strengthen the sense of the in scale, the musicians always precede it with a C 

natural. In fact, this orally transmitted practice is also applied in the modern 

double-reed pipe melodies of the hy6j6 I ping diaa modal group so as to 

emphasize the in scale tonality (see Chapter Eight). 

Although in the previous chapter we saw that enbai in modern 6shikich6 I 

huang zhang diaa double-reed pipe melodies occur mainly on the first (E) and 

third (A) degrees of the in scale or the fifth (E) and first (A) degrees of the 

original 6shikich6 I huang zhang diaa mode, I will now show that this is not the 

case in the banshikich6 I pan she diaa melodies. The following table summarizes 

the numbers and the pitches of the enbai used in "S6meiraku" and "Sais6r6". 

Table 7.5: A summary of the enbai used in the modern double-reed pipe 

melodies of "Someiraku" and "Saisoro" 

Pitch 

F# 

E 

A 

B 

Number of enbai in 
"SOmeiraku" 
24 

24 

7 

6 

345 

Number of enbai in 
"SaisOrO" 
II 

15 

6 

0 



Unlike the case of the modern double-reed pipe melodies in the 6shikich6 I 

huang zhang diao modal group, where the pitches of enbai are mainly the pitches 

of the first (E) and the third degrees (A) of the in scale, in the banshikichO I pan 

she diao melodies enbai are frequently applied to the third (E) and fourth (F#) 

degrees of the in scale. Furthermore, A, which is a pitch that is not even included 

in the in scale, is also occasionally employed as an enbai. As has been shown in 

previous chapters, modally-specific ornaments such as mordents, are ornaments 

that are always applied to the same degrees in the scale, regardless of the modes 

or modal category of the melodies. Hence, there can be little doubt that the enbai 

in modern double-reed pipe melodies are not modally specific to the in scale. I 

will present further evidence to support this in the discussion of the hy6j6 I ping 

diao modal group pieces below. 

E. The modal practice of the modern transverse flute melodies 

The modern transverse flute melodies of "Someiraku" and "Sais6r6" are 

shown together with the ChU oga ryuteki yorokufu versions in Musical Examples 

52 and 53 respectively. Again, I will not discuss rhythmic discrepancies here since 

they have been examined in detail in Chapter Five (see Section II E of Chapter 

Five). 

The formulae and their corresponding historical melodic patterns are 

summarized in Table D of Appendix IV. Formulae that are common to both 

"Someiraku" and "Sais6r6" are labelled with the same letters in the musical 
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examples. These formulae are (c), (d), (f), (h), (i), (k), (1), (m) and (n). 

In the previous chapter, I demonstrated that the modern 6shikich6 I huang 

zhong diao flute melodies are bi-modal. While the pitches of modally specific and 

important formulae are performed in the 6shikich6 I huang zhong diao mode, the 

non-formulaic phrases and the relatively insignificant formulae are influenced by 

the in scale tonality of the double-reed pipe. The case of banshikichO I pan she 

diao melodies is, however, different from that of the 6shikich6 I huang zhong diao 

melodies. The type of bi-modal tonality that occurs in 6shikich6 I huang zhong 

diao melodies cannot be seen in banshikichO I pan she diao melodies. By 

comparing the modern double-reed pipe and flute versions of "Someiraku", I will 

first show that the modern flute melodies of the banshikichO I pan she diao modal 

category are not performed in the in scale. Then I will explain why the 

banshikichO I pan she diao flute melodies are not bi-modal. 

The modern flute and double-reed pipe versions of "Someiraku" are lined up 

m Musical Example 54. Since most significant pitch clashes occur between 

Formulae (d), (f), (I) of the flute and their corresponding double-reed pipe 

melodies, in the following analysis I will focus on these three formulae, which are 

shown in Figures 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11 below. I will show that while A, D and C# are 

intentionally avoided in the modern banshikichO I pan she diao double-reed pipe 

melodies, they are regularly used in the modern flute melodies. 

In Figure 7.9, the tei T tablature-sign of the double-reed pipe mainly 

produces the meri pitch G natural rather than the standard pitch A. In the flute part, 

however, A is at least equal, if not the main pitch, in this formula's oscillation 
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between A and G. 

Figure 7.9: Formula (d) of the flute version of "Sonzeiraku" and its 

corresponding modern double-reed pipe melody 

Flule .. , .. 1 •• 

~ /jl _._ 9 ~/jl _._ 9 

ooubtc-~~~ If; agtt 11F F 1 ~r [ ·! [ ~ p , ~r [ 1 
_,_ T 

ln the two shaded sections of Figure 7.10, the f lute does not follow the 

double-reed pipe in using C natural. Rather, in the first shaded section. the flute 

melody employs a D and in the second shaded section, the f lute melody includes a 

C#. 

Figure 7.10: Formula (f) of the flute version of "Sotneiraku" and its 

corresponding modern double-reed pipe melody 
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The case of Figure 7. 11 is simil.ar to that of Figure 7. 10. While the riku I 

and han J L tablature-signs mainly represent C natural in the double-reed pipe 

melody, C natural is never used in the flute part. On the other hand , D , which i 

only employed as a nuance in the double-reed pipe melody, is the main pitch of 

the f lute fo1mula. 

Figure 7.11: Formula (I) of the flute version of "Sonteiraku" and its 

corresponding modern double-reed pipe melody 
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The analysis of these three signif icant flute formulae shows that D and A, 

wh ich are pitches that are theoretically not aJJowabJe in the in scale of the 

double-reed pipe melodies, are regularly used in the modern f lute version of 

"Someiraku". On the other hand, C natural, which is always emphasized in the 

banshikicho I pan she diao doubl e-reed pipe melodies, is rarely employed in the 

flute melodies. I w iII now show the total amount of tj me spent on each pitch of the 

modern f lu te versions of "Someiraku" and ·'Saisoro" in order to conf irm this vi ew. 
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Table 7.6: The total number of crotchet-beats spent on each pitch of the modern flute versions of "Som.eiraku" and "Saisoro" 

The amount of time spent on each pitch of the two selected melodies . 
. 

Pitch B C ~ C# D ;., E F q F-# G A A# : 
. . ' . 

• 

• • 

Piece So Sa ..... S.o -~· . Sa So Sa So- 14"'~· ••. Sa ·'* So Sa So Sa So Sa So Sa So Sa So Sa 1 

l • -·.· m , 
• . I . 

. " . I I . t • 

Total number of ; . . ..... I . l ! 
crotchet-beats 

9 
_ 

1 
_ 1'

8
· · , 

0
t

3 
a? 

8 
'if 

t h 
25.2.) _.l.) J.,L5 ;*75 38 37 :...00.6875 93 .175 136.5 3 1 0 18.5 209.5 124.5 123.25 56.625 77.5 45.75 0 2 

spen on eac : 
pitch I I . . . I . : ' I · 
Approximate ~ ' 0< • • • • ••• • • 

Percentage (%) 27.3 37.4 0.2 0.1 · 3.3 5.7 18.5 1· 1~.2 12.6 -+.8 o 2.8 19.3 19.0 11.4 8.7 7.2 7.0 0 0.3 . I . . , • I . . 

1.'otal amount of time · ~ ,,, I :: '· I . :,. ~~ : 
(m percentage) spent ' l 
on C natural, D and l · 
A f th d b) d 

8.2 1 1.9 l 0.8 0.6 3. I , 1.4 
o c ou e-rce .. ·· 

~ . ;--- " ::!R 

pipe versions (after ,,r I J qp~ , 

Table 7.4) 1 

Index: So = "Someiraku"; Sa = "Saisoro'' 
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The amount of time spent on A and D in the modern flute versions of 

"Someiraku" and "Sais6r6" is significantly higher than that in the double-reed 

pipe versions. By contrast, the amount of time spent on C natural in the flute 

melodies is significantly less than that of the double-reed pipe melodies. In fact, C 

natural is only touched briefly in the flute melodies, when the performer applies 

the sliding technique on the roku t; finger-hole. These differences clearly reveals 

that the modern flute melodies of the banshikich6 I pan she diao modal category 

are not performed in the in scale tonality. 

In order to understand the tonality of the modern flute melodies, it is 

necessary to study other pitches that are not allowable in the theoretical scale of 

the banshikich6 I pan she diao mode. These are A#, F natural and G natural. Table 

7.6 shows that A# and F natural occur only in "Sais6r6" and not in "Someiraku". 

These two pitches are not significant and should not be regarded as regular pitches 

in modern banshikich6 I pan she diao melodies. The A# in "Sais6r6" is merely 

used as an ornament at the beginning of the piece (see the first Box (i) in Musical 

Example 53). The function of this ornament is to allow the performer to produce a 

B mordent. 17 

F natural is used only in Formula (v) of "Sais6r6". This formula is not a 

common flute formula in the banshikich6 I pan she diao modal category and has 

to be regarded with caution. As was with the case of Formula (n) in the 

double-reed pipe version of "Someiraku", it is possible that the performer might 

17 As has been indicated in Chapter Five, in modern performance it is common for flute performer 

to play some mordent-like figures at the very beginning of a piece (see p. 262). 
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have f ollowed the pitches of a formu la f rom another modal group during the 

transmi ssion of "Saisoro''. For instance, a f ormula in the hyojo I ping diao modal 

group melody, "Keitoku". is very simi lar to the combined f orm of Formulae (t) 

and (v) in "Saisoro". In thi s f ormula of " Keitoku", the Fs are not sharpened. T he 

fol lowing figure shows this " Keitoku" f ormuJa together with Formulae (f) and (v) 

of "SaisortJ" . 18 

Figure 7.12: A comparison of Formulae (f) and (v) of "Saisoron to a formula 

in "Keitoku" 

"Saisoro" 
(banshikicho I 
pan she diao) 

"Keitoku " 
(hyojo 1 

ping diao) 

'-

~ 
h 

t. 

F=: 
• 

F=: 
• 

Formu.la (f) Formula (v) 

~~ 
~ 

w 
1! ~ ~ 

' 

I I 

~:r "-1fl I " ' 

A formula in ·· Keitok.u" 

Unli ke in histori cal pract ice, the j c) ..L f ingering of the f lute is never used in 

modern performance to produce G#. 1 ndeed, thi s is the reason why the type of 

bi-modaJ structure typical of the {)shikicho I huang zhong diao f lute melodies does 

not occur in the banshikicho I pan she diao melodies. Regardless of whether i t i 

an important f ormula or a non-formulaic musical phrase. the Gs of the modern 

banshikichlJ I pan she diao f lute melodies. l i ke those in the double-reed pipe 

IK The rhythm ic proporlions of these two melodic f ragments are nol identical because ··saisoro·· i 

a nobebyoshi w hereas'· Keitoku .. is a hayabyoshi pieces. 
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melodies, will always be performed as G natural rather than G#. Since the modern 

flute melodies are not performed in the in scale and the pitches C#, D and A are 

basically preserved in the transmission of the flute melodies, we may conclude 

that the modern flute melodies of the hanshikichO I pan she diao modal category 

are performed in an Aeolian mode on 8 (8 C# DE F# G A), which is neither the 

in scale nor the original banshikichO I pan she diao mode. This is further 

supported by the data shown in Table 7.6, in which the tonic (8) and the fifth 

degree (F#) of this Aeolian mode are clearly the first and second frequently used 

degrees in the modern flute melodies of "Someiraku" and "Sais6r6". 
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Chapter Eight 

The modal practice of the hyojo I ping diao modal group pieces 

from the twelfth century to the present-day 

The two pieces selected for detailed examination in this chapter are 

"Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku". In the first part, I will investigate the modal 

practice of the historical versions of these two pieces, and in the second part I will 

examine the modal practice of modern performance. Although I will not discuss 

the historical development of the hyojo I ping diao modal group pieces in this 

chapter, attention will be drawn to the most significant and illuminating 

differences between the historical melodies. 

I. The modal practice of togaku melodies from the twelfth to the 

mid-fourteenth century 

While no hyojo I ping diao pieces appear in the surviving manuscript copies 

of Hakuga no fuefu, there is no doubt that the original compiled by Minamoto no 

Hiromasa included a section for the hyojo I ping diao modal group pieces. Both 

Sango yoroku and Jinchi yoroku include glosses consisting of fragments of hyojo I 

ping diao modal group pieces from ChOshUkyo no take no fu, which is another 

name of Hakuga no fuefu (see p. 82). For instance, the hyojo I ping diao piece 
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"Oji3" in Sango yoroku includes some glosses that contain flute tablature-notation 

from Ch8shUky8 no take no fu. This suggests that the bulk, if not all, of Hakuga no 

fuefu survived into the late twelfth century (Marett 1976:4-5). 

Since the comparative analysis between the Hakuga no fuefu and Sango 

yoroku versions of "Sekihaku torika" (Musical Example 37) and "Someiraku" 

(Musical Example 42) in the previous chapters clearly demonstrated that, 

providing that the Sango yoroku melody is an un-syncopate version read 

according to the kuten kifuh8 mensural system, there is a strong relationship 

between the melodies recorded in Hakuga no fuefu and Sango yoroku, we can 

assume that the un-syncopate late-twelfth-century lute versions of "Manzairaku" 

and "Kyounraku" would have been very similar to the tenth-century flute 

versions. 

Furthermore, because there is no significant modal difference between the 

un-syncopate and the syncopated lute versions of a Sango yoroku melody, a study 

of the syncopated melodies of "Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" will allow us to 

draw conclusions about the modal practice not only of that of the late twelfth 

century but also that of the tenth century. 

The historical melodies of "Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" are lined up 

together in Musical Examples 55 and 56 respectively. Staff No. I in each of these 

two musical examples shows the un-syncopate Sango yoroku melody. Because 

"Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" are nobebyoshi pieces in modern practice, I show 

only the syncopated versions of the historical melodies in the remaining staves. 
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A. The modal practice of the lute melodies in the late twelfth century 

In Chapter two of this thesis, I showed that the hyojo I ping diao mode was 

the u I yu (Dorian) mode of the rinsh61lin zhang key in Tang China. This matches 

the structure of the hy6j6 I ping diao mode illustrated in Sango yoroku, namely E 

F# G A 8 C# D (Ng 1998: 107). In this section, I will show, through studying the 

cadences, mordents, appoggiaturas and the amount of time spent on each degree 

of the syncopated Sango yoroku melodies, that the late-twelfth-century versions of 

"Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" have the correct characteristics of the hy6j6 I 

ping diao mode.' 

The cadences of the syncopated Sango yoroku melodies of "Manzairaku" and 

"Kyounraku" are shaded in Musical Examples 55 and 56. These two melodies 

clearly cadence on E, which is the tonic the hy6j6 I ping diao mode, at the end of 

the piece. Other musical phrases of the lute melodies mainly cadence on 8, which 

is the fifth degree of the hyojol ping diao mode. The musical phrase that finishes 

at the D.S. al fine sign of "Manzairaku" cadences on G. Cadences on G are also 

acceptable in hy6j6 I ping diao modal group pieces since G is the kyu I gong 

degree of this mode. 

Table 8.1 shows the positions and number of mordents used in the 

syncopated Sango yoroku melodies of "Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku". The use 

of mordents in these two melodies basically follows the patterns of the 

Heian-period 6shikich6 I huang zhang diao and banshikich6 I pan she diao modal 

1 Since the late-twelfth-century zither melodies are virtually identical to the late-twelfth-century 

lute melodies, I will not examine the zither melodies in detail. 
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group pieces. In short, mordents are frequently applied on the chi I zhi (D) and kyu 

I gong (G) degrees but only occasionally on the shO I shang degree (A) of the 

mode. The shO I shang mordent of the hy6}6 I ping diao modal group pieces 

produces a G# auxiliary note that is outside the theoretical scale of the hy6}61 ping 

diao mode. This G# was possibly introduced in China when the musicians 

re-emphasized the importance of the zheng sheng diao scale between the sixth and 

seventh centuries (see Section II D of Chapter Two). Apart from this G#, the 

syncopated Sango y6roku versions of "Manzairaku" and "Ky6unraku" do not 

include any pitches that are outside the theoretical scale of the hy6}6 I ping diao 

mode. 

Table 8.1: The mordents used in the syncopated Sango yoroku melodies of 

"Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" 

"Manzairaku" 

"KyOunraku" 

Number of the chi I Number of the kyu I Number of the sho I 
zhi (D) mordents gong (G) mordents shang (A) mordents 

24 

10 

23 

12 

7 

4 

While the number of the chi I zhi mordents is usually more than that of the 

kyu I gong mordents in mid- and late-Heian t6gaku pieces, in "Ky6unraku" the 

number of the kyu I gong mordents (12) is slightly more than that of the chi I zhi 

mordents ( 10). Because the difference is not significant and such usage does not 

occur in other selected Sango y6roku melodies, this can be regarded as a special 
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case that is not particularly significant to our discussion of modal practice. 

Table 8.2 summarizes the appoggiaturas employed in the syncopated Sango 

yoroku melodies of "Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" (marked (a) in the musical 

examples). The way of using appoggiaturas in late-Heian-period hyojo I ping diao 

modal group pieces is identical to that of the oshikichO I huang zhang diao and 

banshikichO I pan she diao modal group pieces. 

Table 8.2: The appoggiaturas used in the syncopated Sango yoroku melodies 

of "Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" 

"Manzairaku" 

"KyOunraku" 

Number of chi I zhi 
(D) appoggiaturas 

12 

2 

Number of kyfi I gong 
(G) appoggiaturas 

18 

8 

Number of shill shang 
(A) appoggiaturas 

0 

Like the mordents. the appoggiaturas are mainly the chi I zhi (D) and kyu I 

gong (G) degrees of the mode. Since the shO I shang (A) degree is also 

occasionally decorated with a mordent in mid- and late-Heian hyojo I ping diao 

melodies. the occurrence of a shO I shang appoggiatura in "Kyounraku" is not 

unusual. 

I will now show with reference to the total amount of time spent on each 

degree in the syncopated lute melodies of "Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" (Table 

8.3) that, unlike the case of "Sekihaku torika" in the oshikichO I huang zhong diao 

modal group, these two hyojo I ping diao modal group pieces correctly manifest 
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the characteristics of the hy8}8 I ping diao mode. 

Table 8.3: The total number of crotchet-beats spent on each degree in the 

syncopated Sango yoroku versions of "Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" 

Degree 

Note 

Crotchet 

Quaver 

Semiquaver 

Demisemi

quaver 

Number of notes spent on each degree (pitch) 

M 
8 

E 

(u I 

yu) 

F# 

(henkyU I 

biangong) 

K J_rvi K 
8 

50 20 25 5 

G~ 

(kyU/ gong) 

M K 
3 

28 15 

23 14 I 43 20 

20 6 20 7 

-

G# 

M K 

7 3 

A I B (shO I (kaku I 

shang) jue) 

M_K,MIK 
2 I t 9 8 

12 6 I 51 23 

7 4 

7 4 

C# 

(henchil 

bian zhr) 

M K t M 

6 24 

12 5 36 

24 7 24 

D 

(chi/ 

z/n) 

K 

13 

22 

7 

Total number 

of 

crotchet-beats 

spent on each 

degree 

33 I 18 20.75 6.75 27.25 16.375 0.875 0.625 10.625 s.s I 34.5 i 19.75 9 2.625 24 10.375 

Approximate 

percentage 

(%) 

20.6 I 22.5 13.0 8.4 17.0 20.4 

Index: M = "Manzairaku"; K = "KyOunraku 

-

0.6 0.8 6.6 6.9,21.6 24.7 5.6 3.3 15.0 13.0 

The above table clearly shows that in both "Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku", 

the most frequently used pitches are E and B. This is what one would expect since 

they are the tonic (E) and the fifth degree (B) of the hy8}8 I ping diao mode. The 

amount of time spent on the fifth degree is slightly more than that on the tonic 

because the musical phrases of these two pieces cadence mainly on B rather than 
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E. Some of these B cadences, moreover, last for a total of three to four 

crotchet-beats (see the shaded B cadences in Musical Example 56). 

The amount of time spent on G natural and D in "Manzairaku" and 

"Kyounraku" is more than that on F#, A and C#. G natural and D are the kyu I 

gong and chi I zhi degrees of the scale respectively. They are unquestionably more 

important and may be expected to occur more frequently than the henkyu I bian 

gong (F#), shO I shang (A) and henchi I bian zhi (C#) degrees in a hyojo I ping 

diao piece. 

B. The modal practice of the mouth-organ melodies from the early thirteenth 

to the early fourteenth century 

Leaving aside rhythmic adjustments and the use of anticipations and standard 

ornaments in the Kofu ritsuryokan and Shinsen shbtekifu melodies, the 

mouth-organ melodies of "Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" are very similar to their 

late-Heian versions. The only significant pitch difference occurs in Box (B) of 

Musical Example 55, in which the Kofu ritsuryokan melody uses two G#s. 

Because the Shinsen shbtekifu melody in this box clearly employs G naturals 

rather than G#s, the G#s in the Kofu ritsuryokan version are possibly errors. 

The small hollow notes in the Shinsen shbtekifu melodies represent the 

pitches of the small tablature-signs. Like the hollow notes used in the Shinsen 

shbtekifu melodies of the oshikichO I huang zhang diao and banshikich6 I pan she 

diao modal categories, they mainly form a run. Because these runs do not 

necessarily begin or finish on the same degrees, it is unlikely that they are modally 
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significant. For instance, the run marked by Box (A) moves from F# (henchi I 

bian zhi) to E (u I yu) whereas the run in Box (C) moves from B (kaku I jue) toG 

( kyu I gong). 

Since the appoggiaturas of the mouth-organ melodies occur only on the chi I 

zhi (D) and kyu I gong (G) degrees and the modality of the mouth-organ melodies 

is not affected by the presence or absence of yuri signs, we may conclude that in 

general the hyojo I ping diao modal practice of the late-Heian period was 

preserved in the mouth-organ pieces performed between the early thirteenth and 

the beginning of the fourteenth centuries. 

C. The modal practice of the double-reed pipe and flute melodies in the 

mid-fourteenth century 

The mid-fourteenth-century double-reed pipe and flute melodies of 

"Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" are highly elaborated versions of the late-Heian 

melodies. In addition to the use of numerous non-standard additional pitches, the 

melodies also include various new ornaments. In this section, I will first 

investigate the non-standard additional pitches and then proceed to a discussion of 

the ornaments. 

The numbers of non-standard additional pitches in the fourteenth-century 

double-reed pipe and flute versions of "Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" are 

significantly more than those for pieces from other modal groups. These 

additional pitches are marked with asterisks and boxed in Musical Examples 55 

and 56. I will first concentrate on the two double-reed pipe melodies. 
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The non-standard additional pitches of the double-reed pipe melodies are 

confined to F# (Boxes (2), (3), (15) and (17)), E (Boxes (10) and (13)), D (Boxes 

(18) and (25)) and B (Box (25)). Many of them are added in the melodies for the 

generation of distinctive and easily remembered melodic patterns, for example, 

the F#s in Boxes (2) and (3). Furthermore, many of these patterns were further 

developed and became important formulae in the modern hy6j6 I ping diao 

double-reed pipe melodies (see also Formulae (c) and (d) in Table E of Appendix 

IV). While F# is frequently performed as F natural in the modern hy6j6/ ping diao 

double-reed pipe melodies in order to generate a sense of the in scale tonality (see 

below), the F# non-standard additional pitch in these two patterns clearly survive 

in modern performance (see the asterisks in Figures 8.1 and 8.2 below). Moreover, 

the note-values of these F#s are likely to be extended in order to emphasize their 

significance. These two melodic patterns and their corresponding modern 

formulae are shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. 

Figure 8.1: The historical melodic pattern marked by Box (2) and its 

corresponding modern formula 

The historical melodic pattern The corresponding modern formula 

" 
~ 

• 
~ ~ 
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Figure 8.2: The historical melodic pattern marked by Box (3) and its 

corresponding modern formula 

The historical melodic pattern The corresponding modern formula 

• ,.llf r W ~ 
* .~ ~ I r -F 1 &MuFF' ~ F I ''F7'F r 

The only case where the additional pitches of the double-reed pipe melody 

are used as ornaments occurs in Box (25). The additional D and B notes are added 

in the melody in order to form a descending run. This is probably an ad hoc rather 

than a regular ornament in double-reed pipe practice. It might well anticipate the 

long descending run used in the Heian zither version of "Kyounraku" (see the runs 

shaded in Staff No. 3 and above Box (25) in Musical Example 56). 

Turning now to an examination of the non-standard additional pitches in the 

flute melodies. these additional pitches are confined to B (Boxes (I), (6), (8), (9), 

(14), (20), (22), (23), (27) and (28)), G (Boxes (4) and (21)), C# (Boxes (5), (6), 

(7), (19), (20), (24) and (26)) and E (Boxes (5), (II), (12) and (16)). Most of the 

non-standard additional pitches in the two flute melodies are employed in order to 

form descending runs.' 

Some of the non-standard additional pitches in the flute melodies are inserted 

in order to form distinctive and easily remembered melodic patterns. For instance, 

the pattern marked as Box (12) became a formula in the modern flute melody of 

2 See Boxes(!), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (14), (19), (20), (22), (23), (24), (26) and (28). 
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"Manzairaku" (see also Formula (s) in Table F of Appendix IV). 

Figure 8.3: The historical melodic pattern marked by Box (12) and its 

corresponding modern formula 

The historical melodic pattern The corresponding modern formula 

~- .. f II [jrf [ ~ ~ '•u m r 
1
F m r.-~,r 10 t 

u 

As was the case with the mid-fourteenth-century oshikicho I huang zhang 

diao and banshikich6 I pan she diao melodies, the use of non-standard additional 

pitches is the main cause of modal alterations. While there was a clear vertical 

relationship between the togaku melodies performed in the mid- and late-Heian 

periods, this vertical relationship was not preserved in the mid-fourteenth century. 

I will now demonstrate this with reference to Musical Example 57. 

Even if all standard ornaments of the Nakahara roseish6 and Chu oga ryuteki 

yorokufu versions of "Manzairaku" are completely eliminated, there are still 

numerous pitch disagreements between the two melodies (shaded). Most of these 

disagreements occur, moreover, as a result of the use of non-standard additional 

pitches (see the asterisks). The use of additional pitches, therefore, creates a break 

down of the vertical relationship between the togaku melodies performed in the 

pre-fourteenth-century period and their historical antecedent. 
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* * * 

Let us return to the use of ornaments in Musical Examples 55 and 56. The 

shaded notes of the Nakahara roseishO and ChU oga ryuteki yoroku melodies are 

B, C#, E and F# appoggiaturas. While these appoggiaturas occur frequently in the 

fourteenth-century melodies, they do not appear in the Heian versions of 

"Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" (see Staff Nos. I, 2 & 3 of Musical Examples 55 

and 56). Apparently, appoggiaturas changed from being modally significant 

ornaments to being non-modally significant ornaments between the late twelfth 

and mid-fourteenth centuries.' 

Ren is used more frequently than ugoki in the fourteenth-century hyojo I ping 

diao flute melodies. Boxes (5), (7) and (24) of Musical Examples 55 and 56 show 

that all the descending runs that are generated by the ren technique begin from the 

ge T (C#) and finish either on the jo _!_ (G) or go Ii (F#) finger-holes of the 

transverse flute. This is identical to the ren technique applied to the flute melodies 

of the oshikichO I huang zhong diao and banshikichO I pan she diao modal 

categories (see pp. 288 and 331 ). Since ren is always associated with the same 

finger-holes and pitches in different modal group pieces, it is unlikely that this 

technique has any modal implication. 

As was the case with the banshikichO I pan she diao melodies, ugoki is not a 

common technique in hyojo I ping diao flute melodies. Indeed, this technique does 

3 The analysis in Chapter Seven shows that the practice of using appoggiaturas might have been 

changed as early as the beginning of the thirteenth century (seep. 326). 
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not occur in "Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku". Although some ugoki are employed 

in the hyojo I ping diao modal group pieces "Sandaien", "Ojo", "Sofuren", 

"Katoraku", "Koroji" and "Ringa", the number is relatively small. While in most 

cases ugoki is applied on the jo .l finger-hole (G), there are also cases where ugoki 

is applied to the shaku 5' (A), ge T (C#) and chu <ft (B) finger-holes. This 

supports the arguments set up in the last chapter that ugoki is associated neither 

with a particular pitch nor a particular degree of a mode, and hence it appears not 

to be modally significant (see pp. 331-2). 

Box (D) in Musical Example 55 and Box (E) in Musical Example 56 mark 

two types of ornament that we have not encountered in the previous chapters. The 

crotchet-beat marked by Box (D) is shown in the following figure together with its 

relevant tablature-notation. 

Figure 8.4: The crotchet-beat marked by Box (D) in Musical Example 55 

4·~~~tr 
Tj(<j>1Jj{ ~E13 ('J) • 

This crotchet-beat is the first beat of the second (hanchO) section. Because 

the ge T, chu <ft and shaku 5' tablature-signs are written smaller and separated 

by a ka :.k. sign in the "Manzairaku" notation, we might expect them to have been 

played in a fast 'C#- B- A' descending run. Moreover, since the dot (the first dot 

of this section) is aligned with the jo .l rather than the geT tablature-sign, we may 
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assume that this descending run was performed in the form of a grace-note-figure. 

However, the use of a quick descending run at the beginning of a piece or a 

section occurs rarely in ChU oga ryuteki yorokufu. This technique is, therefore, 

probably not related to modal practice. 

Box (E) of Musical Example 56 marks a suri ll'l technique used in 

"Kyounraku". While suri literally means 'rub' or 'grind', the detail of this 

technique is uncertain. Since it appears only once in all the selected flute melodies, 

it is unlikely that it is an important and modally significant ornament. 

* * * 

The analysis in this part clearly demonstrates that, as was the case with the 

oshikichO I huang zhong diao and banshikichO I pan she diao modal group pieces, 

the modality of the Heian hyojo I ping diao modal group pieces is defined by the 

uses of pitches, cadences, mordents and appoggiaturas. The use of non-standard 

additional pitches and the application of appoggiaturas on all the degrees of a 

mode in the fourteenth century, however, led to the modification of Heian modal 

practice. 

II. The modal practice of present-day performance 

Despite the fact that the forms of the historical melodies of "Manzairaku" 

and "Kyounraku" remain the basis for the modern lute and mouth-organ parts, it is 
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the lute part that best preserves historical modal practice. Once the standard 

cluster-chords are taken into account, the tonality of the modern mouth-organ 

melodies becomes somewhat unclear. 

As was the case in the 6shikich6 I huang zhang diaa and banshikich6 I pan 

she diaa modal groups, the modern zither, double-reed pipe and transverse flute 

melodies are very different from their historical versions. The modern zither 

melodies of the hy6}6 I ping diaa modal group are performed using only five 

pitches and the tuning is changed. 

As already indicated, the modern double-reed pipe melodies of the hy6}6 I 

ping diaa modal group are strongly influenced by in scale tonality. The modern 

flute melodies, on the other hand, are performed in a tonality that is similar to that 

used in the 6shikich6 I huang zhang diaa melodies but different from that used in 

the banshikich6 I pan she diaa melodies. Furthermore, it seems likely that the 

hy6}6 I ping diaa flute melodies are more influenced by the in scale tonality of the 

double-reed pipe part than in the 6shikich6 I huang zhang diaa modal category. 

A. The modal practice of the modern lute melodies 

The late-twelfth-century and modern lute melodies of "Manzairaku" and 

"Ky6unraku" are lined up in Musical Examples 58 and 59 respectively. The form 

of the historical melodies is clearly preserved in the uppermost notes of the 

modern versions. While there are a few pitch disagreements between the historical 

and the modern versions of "Manzairaku" (boxed in Musical Example 58), these 

disagreements are not modally significant since they do not involve the use of any 
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pitch that is outside the theoretical scale of the hyojo I ping diao mode. 

The disagreements between the historical and the modern versions of 

"Kyounraku" are mainly rhythmic rather than melodic. Boxes in Musical Example 

59 mark all disagreements that are caused simply by the application of 

syncopation in the modern melody. Pitch disagreement occurs only twice in the 

piece and these are highlighted by the shaded boxes. These minor pitch 

disagreements do not significantly influence the modality of the piece. 

The pitches of the added arpeggiated drones in the modern lute melodies of 

both "Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" are confined to E and B. These two pitches 

are prominent in the hyojo I ping diao mode since they are the tonic and the fifth 

degree. The use of E and B as the pitches of the arpeggiated drone serve only to 

strengthen the tonality of the hyojo I ping diao mode in the modern lute part. 

B. The modal practice of the modern mouth-organ melodies 

The early thirteenth-century and modern mouth-organ versions of 

"Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" are lined up in Musical Examples 60 and 61 

respectively. While the form of the thirteenth-century melodies is clearly 

preserved in the modern versions: they can no longer be heard as melodies 

because of the insertion of the standard cluster-chords. As was the case with the 

oshikichO I huang zhang diao and banshikichO I pan she diao melodies, these 

cluster-chords significantly affect the tonality of the modern mouth-organ 

4 In Box (I), the G#s of the Kofu ritsuryokan version of "Manzairaku" are preserved in the 

modern melody, even though they are probably errors (seep. 360). 
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melodies. 

Hyojo I ping diao is the u I yu mode of the rinshb I lin zhang key. Because the 

set of standard cluster-chords used in modern hyojo I ping diao mouth-organ 

melodies is generated from the pitches of the taiso I tai cou key, they must affect 

the tonality. The modern mouth-organ melodies of "Manzairaku" and 

"Kyounraku" are performed with cluster-chords on kotsu Z:, ichi -, ku I, bO JL, 

otsu Z., ge T and ju +. Although the pitches of the kotsu, ichi, bO, otsu and ju 

cluster-chords all belong to the theoretical scale of the hyojo I ping diao mode, ku 

and ge contain a G#. Even though this pitch occasionally occurred in hyojo I ping 

diao modal group pieces of the Heian period, it was mainly used as an auxiliary 

note in the mordent on shb I shang (A). While G# appeared only occasionally and 

occupied only a small amount of time in the Heian melodies (see Table 8.3 on p. 

359), in the modern melodies the ku and ge cluster-chords are frequently 

employed and result in a large number of G#s appearing in the cluster-chords 

(circled). As Musical Examples 60 and 61 show, on the one hand the modern 

hyojo I ping diao mouth-organ melodies preserve the historical melodies and the 

hydjo I ping diao modal practice in their notated notes, and on the other, they tend 

to manifest the tonality of the modes generated from the taiso I tai cou key in their 

cluster -chords. 

C. The modal practice of the modern long zither melodies 

Because the san (third) and roku (sixth) strings of the modern hyojo tuning 

are tuned a semitone lower than in the Heian-period tuning, the modern zither 
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melodies contain only the pitches E, F#, A, B and C# (see Musical Examples 62 

and 63). 

Figure 8.5: The practical tuning for playing the hyojo I ping diao modal group 

pieces in the late-Heian period 

:;;hichi hachi ku jil to kin 

t J\ :tL + 4 ~ rjJ 

Figure 8.6: The modern hyojo I ping diao tuning 

.... .... 
ichi ni shichi hachi ku jU to kin 

t; J\ :tL + 4 ~ rjJ 

These five pitches represent the pitches of the kyu, shO, kaku, chi and u 

degrees of the modern ritsu theoretical scale. The musicians possibly mistook 

these five pitches as the most important pitches of the hyojo I ping diao mode 

during the standardization in the Meiji period and therefore tuned the zither to 

these five pitches. Nonetheless, as noted in Section II C of Chapter Six, the degree 

names of the modern ritsu scale do not correspond to those used in the 

Tang-period. The abandoned pitches, namely G and D, are in fact prominent 
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pitches-kyu I gong and chi I zhi degrees-in the original hyojo I ping diao mode. 

The following figure compares the degree names of the hyojo I ping diao mode 

used in the Tang, late-Heian and modern periods. 

Figure 8.7: The three versions of degree names of the hyojo I ping diao mode 

in China and Japan 

Intervals 

' 
T s T T T s T 

ll• • • 

"· • • • • 
u henkyu kyu shO kaku henchi chi u 

Tang: yu biangong gong shang jue bianzhi zhi yu 

l]3J 1!8' 8' i!li f1J ww w l]3J 

Fujiwara no kyU shO kuku henchi chi u henkvU kya 
Moronaga gong shang jue bianzhi zhi yu biangOng gong 

(in Jinchi 8' i!li f1J !A!W w l]3J 1!8' '8 
yOroku): 

modem G) ~ 
eishO ® ®G eiu kyU 

ritsu: rg IJI!i!li IJI!l]3] '8 

Since the intervallic relationship between the kyu, shO, kaku, chi and u 

degrees of the modern ritsu scale (M2- m3 - M2- M2- m3) is identical to that 

of the descending Japanese yo scale, the modern zither melodies of the hyojo I 

ping diao modal group, like those in the oshikichO I huang zhong diao and 

hanshikichO I pan she diao modal categories, also realize the yo scale in modern 

practice. 

D. The modal practice of the modern double-reed pipe melodies 

The historical and modern double-reed pipe melodies of "Manzairaku" and 
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"Kyounraku" are shown in Musical Examples 64 and 65 respectively. I will focus 

on the formulae of "Manzairaku" in order to show that. as was the case in modern 

oshikichO I huang zhang diaa and banshikichO I pan she diaa melodies, the 

modern double-reed pipe melodies of the hyojo I ping diaa modal category tend 

towards in scale tonality. The modern "Manzairaku" melody includes a total of 

twenty-one formulae (see Formulae (a) to (u) in Table E of Appendix IV), of 

which Formulae (c), (d), (g), (k), (1), (m), (t) and (u) are designated modally 

specific formulae, since they also appear in "Kyounraku" (see Musical Example 

65). 

As shown in Table E, in the modern double-reed pipe melody of 

"Manzairaku", the itsu - and riku 1\ tablature-signs mainly signify the meri 

pitches F natural and C natural rather than the standard pitches F# and 0.
5 

Furthermore, because in the performance of modern hyojo I ping diaa pieces the 

han JL finger-hole is not used to generate C#, the modern version of 

"Manzairaku" includes no C#s but only C naturals. 

As was the case with the modern oshikichO I huang zhang diaa double-reed 

pipe melodies, the jo .l tablature-sign is frequently performed with the itsu 

fingering so as to generate an F natura1.6 Figure 8.8 illustrates how the pitches of 

the hyojo I ping diaa mode are modified in the modern double-reed pipe melodies. 

These changes allow the modern hyojo I ping diaa double-reed pipe melodies to 

be basically performed in a pentatonic scale consisting of pitches E, F, A, 8 and C. 

5 Tablature-signs that signify meri pitches are marked by a circle in the table. 

0 These jO tablature-signs are boxed in the table. 
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Thi s pentatonic sca le is identical to the one used in the modern oshikicho I huang 

:honf? diao melodies (see Figure 6.8 on p. 299), and the ' m2 - M3 ' tetrachord of 

the Japanese in scale is clearly manifested in thi s scaJe. 

Figure 8.8: An illustration of the modification of the pitches in the modern 

hyojo I ping diao double-reed pipe melodies 

Th~ theoretical 
structure of the 
hyojiJ I ping diao 

mode 
I 

I 
The pitches that are , 

frequently used in 
modern lryojo I 

ping diao 
double-reed pipe 

melodies E 

om 

(-) "i5(-L-) 

'1·=""""· 

- -

F 
m2 M3 

the ' rn2 - M 3' 
letrachord 

1i(T) 

A 

I 

B 
M2 

JL 
m 
·:~·~ 

J\ 

c 
m2 M3 

I he ' rn2 - M:r 
tetrachord 

e!3 

E 

1n addition, some F naturals and C natural s in the modern "Manz.airaku" 

meJody are extended in order to emphasize their importance in the in scale. For 

instance, while the note-value of the corresponding historical pattern of Formula 

(e) is only a quaver-beat (see Table E), the modern formula, which include 

mainly C naturals, occupies a total of six crotchet-beats rather than the four beat 

that one would normally expect. 

ln Versions I and 4 of Formula ( k), the note-value of the first F natural is 

aJso likely to be ex tended. This type of extension is similar to the one applied in 
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Formula (c) of"Sekihaku torika" (see Table A). 

While G, D and F# are not completely abandoned in the modern hy6j6/ ping 

diao double-reed pipe melodies, I will now show, with reference to the amount of 

time spent on each pitch in the modern "Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" melodies, 

that they are relatively insignificant in the modern melodies. The most frequently 

used pitches in these two pieces are in fact the first (E), second (F natural) and 

fourth (B) degrees of the in scale shown in Figure 8.8. 
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Table 8.4: The total nwnber of crotchet-beats spent on each pitch of the modern double-reed pipe versions of "Manzairaku" and 

"Kyounraku" 

The amount of time spent on each pitch of the two selected melodies 
- - - - D "' .,, 

Pitch E Ft:t F# G A B cq . .,. :~ 

»;. 
~ 

~ 

-
' -·-· ---.. -----· . 

-~~· --·- --c-.;;- ~--- · T~~ 

I 
-- . • 

. , 

Piece M K M K M K - M K M K M K M I K M K 
I - I ' I ' -

. ' . 

I ' 

. I 

Total number 
' 

j 

I 
I I 

I of 
I • 
• 

crotchet-beats 2-1-0.25 118.75 265.5 I 07.5 58.5 42.125 i 12.25 16 90.5 -1-7.875 2l3.5 135.5 77.5 22.25 92 35.5 

spent on each 
- I 
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I 
- • I 

-

pitch 
I I l -

I 
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" -· 
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Approximate I 
-·-r· --· ~ , .. ~·- ~ - I I j 

I 
Percentage 

" 
8.~i 

~ 

22.9 22.6 25.3 20.5 5.6 1.2 3.0 8.6 9.1 20.3 25.8 7.4 4.2 8.7 6.8 ~ 

(%) 
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Index: M = "Manzairaku"; K = "Kyounraku" 
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Despite the fact that F natural does not occur in the historical hyojo I ping 

diao mode and therefore does not appear in the Heian versions of "Manzairaku" 

and "Kyounraku (see Table 8.3 on p. 359), it occupies more than 20% of time in 

each of the two modern melodies. 

The amount of time spent on G, on the other hand, is extremely small in the 

modern double-reed pipe melodies of "Manzairaku" ( 1.2%) and "Kyounraku" 

(3.0%). Indeed, G is employed mainly as an ornament, for example, the G 

nuances in Formulae (c), Q), (k), (1), (p) and (s) and the G auxiliary note m 

Formula (b). While Formula (v) of "Kyounraku" includes some Gs in the 

descending run generated by the 'ko- go- zetsu' (Ilii;-) tablature-sequence, this 

tablature-sequence is also sometimes performed as a descending run of 'B - A -

F#' rather than 'B - A - G' in hyojo I ping diao modal group pieces, for example, 

the descending run in "Funan". 

F#, which occurs mainly in Formulae (c), (d), (p) and (t), also occupies only 

a small amount of time in the two melodies (5.6% in "Manzairaku" and 8.0% in 

"Kyounraku"). The F#s in Formulae (c), (d) and (p) were originally the 

non-standard additional pitches that were inserted in the fourteenth-century 

melodies (see Figures 8.1 and 8.2 on pp. 362-3). And as was the case in oshikichO 

I huang zhang diao and banshikichO I pan she diao melodies, we can assume that 

when non-standard additional pitches are central to the proto-formulaic historical 

patterns, they tend to survive even though their existence resulted in clashes with 

the in scale tonality. 

D occupies only a total of 8.7% and 6.8% of time in "Manzairaku" and 
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"Kyounraku" respectively. The use of Ds in the modern hyojo I ping diaa 

double-reed pipe melodies is similar to that of the banshikichO I pan she diaa 

melodies. While it is possible that some Ds were important in the proto-formulaic 

historical patterns and were therefore preserved in the course of transmission. in 

modern practice it is common to first generate a C natural before performing a 

prolonged D pitch. Typical examples can be seen in Formulae (f) and (m). In the 

case of Formula (t). C natural is not emphasized before but after the D in the form 

of an enbai. Formula (x) shows an exceptional case, where the Ds are not 

accompanied with any C natural. This formula is, however, not a common 

formula and it occurs only twice in "Kyounraku". 

The enbai used in the modern double-reed pipe melodies of "Manzairaku" 

and "Kyounraku" are summarized in Table 8.5. While the modern hyojo I ping 

diaa and oshikichO I huang zhang diaa melodies are basically performed in the 

same in scale tonality, the use of enbai in the pieces of these two modal categories 

is different. In the case of the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa pieces, the enbai 

regularly fall on E and A (see Table 6.5 on pp. 303-4) whereas in the case of the 

hyojo I ping diaa pieces, the enbai fall frequently only on E (see Table 8.5 below). 

This suggests that the use of enbai in modern double-reed pipe melodies is not 

specific to the in scale. 

Table 8.5: A summary of the enbai used in the modern double-reed pipe 

melodies of "Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" 
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Pitch Number of enbai in Number of enbai in 
"Manzairaku" "KyOunraku" 

E 46 29 

F# 0 5 

A 4 5 

B 5 

c 2 2 

E. The modal practice of the modern transverse flute melodies 

Musical Examples 66 and 67 shows the modern and historical flute melodies 

of "Manzairaku'' and "Kyounraku" respectively. The formulae of the flute 

melodies are summarized in Table F of Appendix IV. Formulae (c), (h), U), (1), 

(m), (n), (v) and (w) are designated as modally specific formulae since they are 

used in both "Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku". 

In the previous section, I demonstrated that the modern 6shikich0 I huang 

zhang diaa and hyojo I ping diaa double-reed pipe melodies are performed in the 

same in scale tonality. The modal practice of the modern hyojo I ping diaa flute 

melodies is also similar to that of the oshikichO I huang zhong diaa flute melodies, 

in that while the flute melodies are affected by the in scale tonality of the 

double-reed pipe, they also regularly use F#, G and D, which are pitches that lie 

outside the theoretical in scale shown in Figure 8.8. In addition, as was the case 

with oshikichO I huang zhang diaa melodies, the modern hyojo I ping diaa flute 

melodies manifest a bi-modal structure that results from the use of both F natural 

and F#. The main difference is, however, that modern hy6jo I ping diaa flute 

melodies tended to employ more F naturals than the oshikichO I huang zhang diaa 
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melodies. Furthermore, some F naturals even appear in important modally specific 

formulae. 1 will first show, with reference to Formulae (t). (I) and (p) of 

··Manzairaku" (marked as Boxes (f), (I) and (p) in Musica l Example 68), how the 

use of pitches is di fferent between the modern f lute and double-reed pipe hyojo I 

ping diao melodies, and will then proceed to a study of the amount of time spent 

on F naturals and F#s in the flute melodies. 

Figure 8.9 shows Formula (f) of the modern flute version of "-Manzairaku' 

together with i ts relevant double-reed pipe part.7 While D is employed only as a 

nuance in the double-reed pipe melody, it is clearl y used as a main pitch in the 

fl ute formula. Furthermore. C#, which is a pitch that is never used in the modern 

hyojo I ping diao double-reed pipe melodies, appears as a main pitch in thi s flute 

formula. 

Figure 8.9: Formula (f) of the flute version of "Manzairaku" and its 

corresponding modern double-reed pipe melody 

Flute 

Double-reed 
pipe 

_,_ 

_._ 
J\ 

-'-
1\ 

- -

• 

I 

I • T ::~~: 

I 

• ..... -· ' , -· -. 

fL 

7 In the analysis of Figures 8.9, 8.1 0 and 8. 1 J, I will compare only one version or the flu te rormula 

lo the double-reed pipe melody. 
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Jn Figure 8. 10, the double-reed pipe melody includes mainly P natural 

(shaded) while the oscillation that occurs in the flute melody contains mostly G 

and F#. T hi s formula is a typical example that shows how the G and F# of the 

diatonic hy6j{) I ping diao mode are preserved in the modern f lute melodies and 

how they clash with the F natural s in the double-reed pipe part. 

Figure 8.10: Formula (I) of the flute version of "Manzairaku" and its 

corresponding modern double-reed pipe melody 

,. - , 

Flttte I ~u tt I d b J I I r j I I j 

1i -'-'E.-'- 1i -'--

Double-~~~ I ' ~~ 1[ : J ·~[' J }[ f ,~ ',[ [ J 

-'-- - l: ;~on' ........,...r 
·- T~~~· 

In Fi gure 8. 11 , the riku ;\ tablature-sign of the double-reed pipe i s 

performed in the meri pitch, C naturaL The correspond ing pitch in the flute 

formula is, however, D. J n addition, at the end of thi s f) ute f ormuJa the C# of the 

diatonic hyOjo I ping dicw mode is preserved. Jn thi s case, the clashes between the 

f lute and double-reed pipe parts occur between D (or C#) and C natural rather 

than F# and F natural. 
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Figure 8.11: Formula (p) of the flute version of "Manzairaku" and its 

corresponding modern double-reed pipe melody 
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Double-reed 
pipe 
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Table 8.6 shows the total amount of time spent on each pitch of the modern 

"Manz.,airaku" and "Kyounraku" flute melodies. The amount of time spent on G 

and D in the fl ute melodies is significantly more than that in the double-reed pipe 

melodies. Furthermore, while C# is never used in the double-reed pipe melod ies. 

it occasional! y appear in the flute melodies, although the amount of time spent on 

it is relatively small T his is perhaps an influence from the ori ginal hyojo I f.?ing 

diao mode where C# is only an auxi l iary (henchi I bian -;.hi) degree. 
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Table 8.6: The total number of crotchet-beats spent on each pitch of the modern tlute versions of "Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku" 

The amount of time spent on each pitch of the two selected melodies 

--~----~--~~-----------~ Pitch E F q F# G A B C q C# • D 
' 

~--

~ ' ,~ 
Hi .,., # · ·"".,.._;...:,W 

Piece M I K M 1 K M K Ml'l"'"1 K M · K M 1 K M I K -M · -K-- ;v· M K . .. 
I I I 

~ I I . 
' ' ' t I • ··t . . ,'£'"· ' . --.,. •··· ... _, 

Total number of I I " ' ·~ r 

pJtch ~ 1 ' 1 
' ~ · . ' 

. . . 
Approximate 1: 
Percentage (%) 22.0 22.1 16.0 11.0 1.7 2.7 9.{) 7.-f 7.8 9.9 24.-1- 31.0 0.3 0.5 2.8 r! 0.9 16.0 ,, 14.5 

Ill<' 

~=========*===='=== ' I 

Total amount of time · 
(in percentage) spent ,,f_ ,, 

on D, G and ~# ot'thc 1.2~ ~ 3 .0 0 0 !; iii' 8.7 6.8 i 

double-reed p1pe : , 
versions (after Table - . · 
8.4) ,. ',~; : ' 

~--...1 

Index: M = " iWanzairaku"; K = "Kyowzraku" 
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The time spent on F natural and F# is also noteworthy. Significantly more 

time is spent on F natural than that of F# in the modern flute melodies of 

"Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku". This suggests that the modern hyojol ping diao 

flute melodies are more influenced by the F naturals of the double-reed pipe than 

was the case with the oshikichO I huang zhong diao melodies. Indeed, as already 

noted, F natural even appears in some important and modally specific formulae of 

the modern hyojo I ping diao flute melodies, for example, the F natural minim in 

Formula (v) (see Table F). While Formula (v) is not a frequently used formula in 

"Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku", it appears in many other modern hyojo I ping 

diao flute melodies, such as the ha movement of "Gojoraku", "Kanshu", 

~·sandaien no kyCt", HShun'y6ryU", "Bairo'', ''Kat6raku", "SOfuren" and 

"Yahanraku". Box (v) in Musical Example 68 clearly shows that the note 

corresponding to this F natural minim in the double-reed pipe formula (see 

Formula (t) in Table E) is also an F natural (marked with an asterisk). Because the 

second half of these flute and double-reed pipe formulae share a nearly identical 

melodic and rhythmic structure, we may assume that the F natural in the flute 

formula results from the influence of the F natural in the double-reed pipe part. 

It is to be expected that the hyojo I ping diao modal group pieces will be 

affected more by the pitches of the double-reed pipe than in the cases of other 

modal group pieces. The modern hyojol ping diao modal group, which contains a 

total of nineteen instrumental pieces," is the largest modal group among the six 

" See the 'Meiji senteifu' column in Appendix II. 
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common modal groups in modern togaku. The first pieces given to beginners on 

double-reed pipe and flute are "Etenraku" and the kyu movement of "Gojoraku", 

both of which are in the hyojo I ping diao modal group. These two pieces are said 

to be the most frequently performed pieces in modern togaku performance.
9 

According to my experience in the Ono Gagakukai (see Introduction), in addition 

to "Etenraku" and "Gojoraku", the hyojo I ping diao pieces "Ojo", "Keitoku", 

"Bairo", "Ringa" and "Oshokun" are also frequently performed. On the other hand, 

the only oshikichO I huang zhong diao pieces that are frequently performed were 

"Kaiseiraku", "Jusuiraku" and the ha movement of "Saioraku". Since the hyojo I 

ping diao pieces are so frequently performed, my hypothesis is that over time 

performers have chosen to follow the F naturals of the double-reed pipe in order 

to avoid frequent clashes between the F natural of the double-reed pipe and the F# 

of the flute. This hypothesis is supported by my study in Japan with Nishihara 

Takako. When Nishihara performed the hyojo I ping diao piece "Keitoku" for me 

in Japan, she told me that she was going to follow the melody taught by her 

teacher. While she was taught to performed most of the go E. tablature-signs in 

the "Keitoku" notation as F natural, she knew of some teachers and performers 

who prefer to perform some of these go tablature-signs as F#. While there can be 

little doubt that Nishihara's melodies represent the most common versions today 

since she follows the tradition carried by the Imperial Palace,
10 

there seems to be 

'~ Personal communication with my teachers in Japan. 

10 Nishihara Takaka's teacher, Ue Akihiko, is a professional performer of the Imperial Palace (see 

Introduction). 
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a minority that continues to preserve an older practice. 11 In order to avoid pitch 

clashes within the flute part, it is common for all players to follow the pitches and 

the rhythm played by the ondo (principal) of the ensemble (Ono 1989:37). 

Even though the modern hyojo I ping diaa flute melodies are performed with 

more F naturals than the oshikichb I huang zhang diaa melodies, the F#s are not 

completely abandoned. For example, Formula (1), which is a modally specific 

formulae of the hyojo I ping diaa modal group, clearly preserves the F# employed 

in the diatonic hyojo I ping diaa mode. As a result, the type of bi-modality that 

occurs in the modern oshikichb I huang zhang diaa flute melodies can also be seen, 

albeit to a lesser extent, in the modern hyojo I ping diaa melodies. 

11 A similar case might also have occurred in the modal categories of the ryo group. In modern 

practice, the double-reed pipe melodies of the ichikotsuchO I yi yue diao modal group include 

mainly P naturals rather than F#s in order to generate the in scale tonality. As is the case with the 

hyojo I ping diao, the flute part is also significantly affected by the in scale tonality of the 

double-reed pipe and tends to follow the F naturals in the double-reed pipe part. Masumoto 

Kikuko indicates, however, that some F naturals of the modern ichikotsuchO I yi yue diao flute 

melodies were in fact performed as the modally correct F# pitches in the Meiji and Taish6 

( 1912-1926) periods (Masumoto 2000:206-7). This suggests that while the flute part of the togaku 

ensemble tended to preserve the correct pitches of the original modes soon after the 

standardization, it was increasingly influenced by the in scale tonality of the double-reed pipe and 

accordingly used more F naturals. 
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Conclusion 

This thesis focuses upon two principle issues: the relationship between the yan 

yue modes used in Tang China and the togaku modes used in Heian Japan: and the 

transformation of the ristu modal group pieces of togaku in Japan from the Heian 

period to the present-day. 

In Chapter One, I show that while many Japanese, Chinese and western 

scholars have carried out research on Tang or togaku modes, most research has 

focused on either the modal system of Tang China or the use of modes in the 

modern practice of togaku. This thesis, by contrast, has sought not only to elucidate 

the Tang modal system but also to trace the ways it has been modified from the time 

that it first entered Japan to the present. 

In Chapter Two, I elucidate, with reference to Song shu, lin shu, Sui shu, Tang 

hui yao, Yue fu za lu, X in tang shu and Bu bi tan, how the oshikichO I huang zhang 

diao, banshikichO I pan she diao and hyojo I ping diao modes used in Tang China 

had a Dorian (u I yu) modal structure. Furthermore, I show that while the theoretical 

scale of the yan yue er shi ba diao was the zheng sheng diao scale, there is evidence 

that the xia zhi diao scale was more popular in China between the sixth and seventh 

centuries. I suggest that it is possible therefore that in the period immediately prior 

to the Tang period, entertainment music in China was performed using modes 

derived from the xia zhi diao scale. As I showed in Chapter Six, it is possible that 

some ornamental practices relating to the Chinese xia zhi diao scale survived in the 
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Japanese togaku performed in the Heian period. This suggests that what was 

preserved in Heian togaku was not simply the theoretical modal structures but also 

the actual musical practices of the Tang period and the period immediately 

preceding it. 

Chapters Three and Four examine the sources and notational systems of the 

historical togaku scores and Meiji senteifu. In Chapter Three, I focus on the 

condition of the surviving manuscript copies of scores and indicate which 

manuscript copies are chosen as the reference sources for this thesis and why. I then 

explain in Chapter Four the various systems of tablature-notation found in historical 

togaku scores. In most cases these sources are reliable and the notations clear, but 

where uncertainties occur, they can, in general, be clarified through a comparative 

study of the same piece from different sources. For example, a comparison between 

the Gogenfu and Hakuga no fuefu versions of "Someiraku" shows that the dots used 

in the notation of Gogenfu, unlike those employed in late-twelfth-century scores, are 

not metrical signs. Rather, each large tablature-sign in Gogenfu basically represents 

a single beat and it is the tei T sign that signifies the end of a musical phrase. This 

examination of the tablature-signs and notational systems of the historical scores 

and Meiji senteifu lays the foundation for the transcriptions of the historical and 

modern togaku melodies in later chapters. 

The main work of this thesis is the analysis undertaken in Chapters Five to 

Eight. In these four chapters, I examine the togaku melodies selected from the 

oshikichO I huang zhong diao ("Sekihaku torika", "Kishunraku" and "Kaiseiraku"), 
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banshikichO I pan she diao ("Someiraku" and "Saisoro") and hyojo I ping diao 

("Manzairaku" and "Kyounraku") modal categories that are performed in five 

different periods-the early to mid-Heian period, the mid- to late Heian period, the 

thirteenth century, the mid-fourteenth century and the present-day. In Chapter Five, 

I concentrate on the historical development of the togaku melodies. Even though 

some scholars and musicians have suggested that togaku was a static and 

unchanging repertory and that the music performed in the Heian period was very 

similar to that performed today (Ono 1942:6), I show in Chapter Five that togaku 

was never a static and unchanging tradition, even in the Heian period. In the early to 

mid-Heian period, a degree of variability was tolerated,' and by the late-Heian 

period, many ornaments such as appoggiaturas and mordents had been added. 

From the fourteenth century on, the togaku melodies started to break free from 

the conventions that regulated the vertical relationship between instruments in 

Heian performance, and consequently each instrumental part began to evolve in 

unique ways through the addition of pitches, ornaments and other orally transmitted 

practices that would not have been permissible in the Heian period. Furthermore, a 

growing reliance on oral transmission in the fourteenth century led the musicians to 

create distinctive and easily remembered melodic patterns, and this in turn led to the 

development of the melodic formulae that dominate modern practice. 

The analysis in Chapter Six to Eight shows that two major changes in the 

modal practice of togaku have occurred during the course of its transmission over 

1 See, for example, the analysis of the cadences in the Gogenfu and Hakuga no fuefu versions of 

"SOmeiraku" in Section I A of Chapter Seven. 
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the past 1200 years. Firstly, between the Heian period and the present-day, togaku 

evolved from being a collection of unique and individualistic tunes, which for the 

most part were transmitted from Sui and Tang China and which also included 

examples of the many types of "foreign" music performed at the Sui and Tang 

courts, to a genre whose texture is dominated by musical patterns and formulae. 

Secondly, togaku was transformed from a heterophonic musical genre, in which all 

the melodic instruments performed an idiomatic form of melody within the same 

modality, to a poly-modal musical genre in which heterophonic relationships are 

more difficult to discern. 

I will now focus in more detail on the first type of change. Between the early 

and mid-Heian periods the mode of a togaku melody was-regardless of modal 

group-mainly defined by its pitches and cadences. In the case of the oshikichi! I 

huang zhang diao modal group, the pitches are A, 8, C, D, E, F# and G; in the case 

of the banshikichi! I pan she diao, they are 8, C#, D, E, F#, G# and A; and in the 

case of the hyi!jo I ping diao, they are E, F#, G, A, B, C# and D. While some Heian 

pieces clearly cadenced on the tonic of their relevant modal group, that is A in the 

i!shikichi! I huang zhang diao; B in the banshikichi! I pan she diao; and E in the 

hyojo I ping diao, some did not. For example, even though "Sekihaku torika" was 

classified within the modal category of oshikichi! I huang zhang diao in Hakuga no 

fuefu and included mainly the pitches of the oshikichi! I huang zhang diao mode, 

this piece cadenced on the fifth degree (E) of the mode and therefore manifested a 

kaku I Jue rather than an u I yu modal structure. This suggests that in Heian ti!gaku 
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practice, pieces that were performed in different modes but in the same key (for the 

string parts using the same tuning) were commonly grouped together under the 

same modal heading. 

Indeed, it is pitches and cadences that primarily define Chinese yan yue modes. 

In Chinese treatises, the structure of yan yue modes are usually elucidated with 

reference to the twelve ritsu I Iii (named pitches) and the sha sheng (final).' A 

principal difference between Japanese and Chinese practices seems to be that 

Chinese yan yue pieces that were performed in different modal structure were not 

grouped together under the same modal heading. For instance, the pieces recorded 

in the edict of Tang hui yao are clearly categorized according to their modal 

structures. "Sekihaku torika", for example, is classified as a kaku I jue rather than an 

u I yu modal group piece in Tang hui yao (Wang c. 961 :617). 

From the mid- to the late Heian period, the togaku melodies were increasingly 

decorated with two modally significant ornaments, namely mordents and 

appoggiaturas. The practice of using mordents seems also to have been transmitted 

from China, since the mordents on the chi I zhi and kyCt I gong degrees of the togaku 

melodies clearly conform to the structure of the Chinese zheng sheng diao scale. 

The use of shb I shang mordents was, moreover, possibly a modal practice that 

resulted from the employment of the xia zhi diao scale in Chinese yan yue 

performance prior to the Tang period. 

Appoggiaturas were frequently used in togaku melodies performed in the late 

' See, for example, the illustration of the yan yue er shi ba diao in Bu bi tan (pp. 68-74). 
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Heian period. There can be little doubt that the function of these appoggiaturas was 

to emphasize the chi I zhi and kyu I gong degrees of the scale since the pitches of the 

appoggiaturas are confined chiefly to these degrees. 

While pitches and cadences continued to be the main features that defined 

modes in thirteenth- and fourteenth-century togaku, by this time appoggiaturas and 

mordents were gradually losing their modal significance. The analysis of the 

mouth-organ melodies in Chapter Seven (see pp. 325-7) shows that the 

appoggiatura was possibly the first ornament to lose the modal significance that it 

had in Heian practice. Rather than being confined mainly to the kyu I gong and chi I 

zhi degrees, by the fourteenth century all degrees of a mode could be used as an 

appoggiatura. 

Although mordents were still applied mainly on the kyu I gong and chi I zhi 

degrees of the mid-fourteenth-century double-reed pipe and flute melodies, there is 

evidence that the musicians might not have understood the relationship between the 

mordents and the structure of the scale. By the mid-fourteen century, the kyu I gong 

and chi I zhi degrees were being decorated by other ornaments, for example, the 

inverted mordent and the ren and ugoki techniques of the flute. Unlike the mordents, 

however, these ornaments were also applied to other degrees and, therefore, they are 

not modally significant. 

Togaku 'formularization', particularly with regard to the double-reed pipe and 

flute melodies, started when the melodies began to include non-standard additional 

pitches. I have suggested that it was the creation of proto-formulaic patterns in the 
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mid-fourteenth century that led to the introduction of non-standard additional 

pitches. It is these proto-formulaic patterns that developed into significant modern 

formulae, for example, Formulae (c) and (d) of the modern double-reed pipe 

melodies and Formula (j) of the modern flute melodies of "Manzairaku" (see Tables 

E and F of Appendix IV). I have argued that one of the objectives in adding these 

non-standard additional pitches to the existing melodies was to create distinctive 

patterns. It was, moreover, these patterns that would form clear reference points for 

the memorisation and oral transmission of pieces in the same modal group. The 

corresponding historical melodic pattern of Formula (b) of the oshikichO I huang 

zhong diao double-reed pipe melodies, which was created by inserting the 

non-standard pitch C between B and A, is a typical example (see the Figure 5.1 on p. 

223). This pattern appears not only in the three selected pieces but also in other 

historical oshikichO I huang zhong diao melodies, for example, "Yoguraku". The use 

of unique patterns in the historical melodies of a particular modal group led to an 

important aspect of modality in modern practice, namely that some modern 

formulae are held in common by pieces of the same modal group and that modality 

itself is also defined by these modally specific formulae. The modally specific 

double-reed pipe and flute formulae of the selected pieces are summarized in Tables 

G and H of Appendix IV respectively.3 

The shaded formulae in Tables G and H are 'cross-modal formulae' that 

appear frequently in pieces from two different modal groups.
4 

There are two 

3 I will show only one version of each formula in Tables G and H. 

4 Please note that while Formula (g) of the banshikichO/ pan she diao modal group is very similar to 
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reasons that led to the occurrence of 'cross-modal formulae' in modern double-reed 

pipe and flute melodies. Firstly, historical melodies from two different modal 

groups shared identical prominent pitches and modally significant features, which 

were subsequently developed in the same way in the course of transmission. For 

instance, double-reed pipe Formula (c) of the oshikichO I huang zhang diao modal 

group and double-reed pipe Formula (k) of the hyojo I ping diao modal group (see 

Table G) are identical because they are both an elaborated form of the G mordent 

used in the historical melodies. 

Secondly, 'cross-modal formulae' were developed from 'cross-modal patterns' 

created in the fourteenth century. Double-reed pipe Formula (i) of the banshikichO I 

pan she diao modal group and double-reed pipe Formula (d) of the hyojo I ping diao 

modal group are such examples (see Table G). Tables C and E of Appendix IV 

clearly show that the corresponding fourteenth-century proto-formulaic patterns of 

these two formulae are identical. 5 This proto-formulaic pattern was formed by 

inserting a non-standard F# pitch (signified by the itsu - tablature-sign) in the 

existing melodies (see Figure 8.2 on p. 363). It is possible that for easier 

memorization, the fourteenth-century musicians created a limited number of 

'cross-modal patterns' for pieces in different modal groups, on the ground that they 

were signified by the same tablature-notation. These 'cross-modal patterns' were 

Formula (c) of the hyojo I ping diao modal group (see Table G). they are clearly two different 

formulae. The most important feature in Formula (g) of the hyojo/ ping diao modal group is that it 

includes some F naturals. F natural is, however, not a pitch that is frequently used in banshikich6 I 

pan she diao double-reed pipe melodies (see Table 7.4 on p. 342). 
5 The only exception is Version B of the historical melodic pattern of Formula (d) in Table E. 
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developed and elaborated in similar ways and hence became identical formulae in 

different modern modal group pieces as well. In addition, it seems likely that these 

'cross-modal patterns' were preserved better than other patterns since some 

prominent features of these patterns, such as the additional F# pitch, survive to the 

present. The occurrences of 'cross-modal patterns' and 'cross-modal formulae' 

further reinforce the view that the fourteenth-century proto-formulaic patterns were 

developed primarily for easy memorization within oral transmission. 

While the modern zither, lute and mouth-organ melodies are not constructed 

from melodic formulae in the same way as the double-reed pipe and the flute, they 

are clearly 'formularized' in modern performance. The modern zither part is 

dominated by two patterns, namely the shizugaki and the hayagaki fingering 

patterns which are simply transposed to various pitches in order to create the zither 

melody. The modern lute and mouth-organ melodies are, on the other hand, both 

decorated with standard chordal accretions in ways that obscure their relationship to 

the historical melodies on which they are based. The lute melodies are played with 

arpeggiated drones generated from the pitches of open strings and the mouth-organ 

melodies are accompanied by a set of standard cluster-chords aitake that are mainly 

formed from the pitches of the taisb I tai cou key. 

Turning now to the second significant change-the transformation from a 

heterophonic genre to a poly-modal musical genre, comparative analysis of the mid

and late-Heian versions of "Sekihaku torika" (see Musical Example 37) and 

"Sbmeiraku" (see Musical Example 42) clearly shows that there was a strong 
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vertical relationship between different melodic instrumental parts of the same piece 

in the Heian period. This arrangement probably continued through to the end of the 

thirteenth century. The introduction of non-standard additional pitches in the 

fourteenth-century togaku melodies can be viewed as the starting point for change. 

The analysis of Musical Examples 38 (p. 286) and 43 (p. 330) demonstrates that the 

vertical relationship that dominated Heian-period togaku began to collapse in the 

mid-fourteenth century. Pitch clashes began to occur in places where the melody of 

one instrument added new non-standard additional pitches and another did not. For 

instance, in the first staff of Musical Example 43, the non-standard additional pitch 

8 of the flute melody of "Someiraku" clashes with the A of the double-reed pipe 

melody. Clashes and dissonances undoubtedly increased as each instrumental part 

began to develop its own modal practice. In modern performance the number of 

clashes has increased further, so that dissonance has become a defining feature of 

the togaku style. Because each of the melodic instrumental parts is performed with 

its own modal practice, modern togaku pieces have a very complicated poly-modal 

structure. The modal practices of the five melodic instruments in the performance of 

the ritsu group pieces may be summarized as follows: 

I. The four-stringed lute 

Despite the fact that the ancient tunes can no longer be heard, the Heian modal 

practice tends to be retained in the modern lute melodies. 
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II. The seventeen-piped mouth-organ 

The performance of modern mouth-organ melodies gives a sense of 

bi-modality. In the cases of the oshikich8 I huang zhang diao and hyojo I ping diao 

melodies, the notated melodies preserve Heian modal practice while the added 

cluster-chords pull the mouth-organ part in the direction of the taiso I tai cou key. ln 

the case of the banshikich8 I pan she diao melodies, both C# and C natural occur 

regularly and is therefore hard to judge whether the melodies are performed in the 

original banshikich8 I pan she diao mode or in the mode with a structure 'B C D E 

F# G# A'. 

III. The thirteen-stringed long zither 

The melodies include only pitches that correspond to the kyu, sh8, kaku, chi 

and u degrees of the modern theoretical ritsu scale (the degree names of which are 

not identical to the original Tang scale). Because the intervallic relationship of these 

five degrees is identical to that of the Japanese yo scale, the modern zither melodies 

invoke a sense of the pentatonic yo scale. 

IV. The double-reed pipe 

Double-reed pipe melodies clearly articulate in scale tonality. Nevertheless, 

since non-in-scale pitches that were prominent in historical proto-formulaic patterns 

tend to be preserved in key formulae, these pitches occasionally produce a sense of 

polymodality in the modern double-reed pipe melodies. For example, while the Fs 
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in most of the formulae of the hy6}6 I ping diaa pieces are not sharpened in order to 

generate the in scale tonality, the Fs in the 'cross-modal' Formula (d) retain their 

sharpened form. 

V. The transverse flute 

The modern transverse flute melodies are not as significantly affected by the in 

scale tonality as the double-reed pipe. As a result, performance of the two melodies 

together creates an ambiguous tonality. In the case of the 6shikich6 I huang zhang 

diaa flute melodies, modally specific formulae tend to preserve the pitches of the 

historical 6shikich6 I huang zhang diaa mode whereas non-formulaic phrases and 

the relatively less important formulae are affected by the in scale tonality of the 

double-reed pipe. This bi-modal structure also causes pitch clashes and dissonances 

between the flute and double-reed pipe melodies. For instance, the Gs and F#s of 

the 6shikich6 I huang zhang diaa flute melodies frequently clash with the F naturals 

of the 6shikich6 I huang zhang diao double-reed pipe melodies (see Figures 6.10 

and 6.11 on pp. 306-7). 

While this type of bi-modal structure also occurs in the hy6}6 I ping diao 

melodies, it is not as pronounced as in the 6shikich6 I huang zhang diao melodies 

since in hy6}6 I ping diao, flute melodies tend to be more influenced by the in scale 

tonality of the double-reed pipe. By contrast, this type of bi-modal structure does 

not occur at all in the banshikich6 I pan she diaa melodies. The reason is that the Gs 

in hanshikich6 I pan she diaa melodies are performed as G natural rather than G#. 
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The banshikich6 I pan she diao melodies, therefore, tend to manifest an Aeolian 

modal structure 'B C# D E F# G A'. 

* * * 

The approach and results of this thesis provide a platform for the investigation 

of togaku pieces in the ryo group. While I have shown in this thesis that the 

structures of the Tang oshikich6 I huang zhong diao, banshikich61 pan she diao and 

hyojo I ping diao modes were preserved in Heian-period Japan, my Masters thesis 

(Ng 1998) and Endo Toru's research (Endo 2003) suggest that during the Heian 

period, the modes of the ryo group were affected by more changes than those of the 

ritsu group. I intend in future to use the methodology established in this thesis to 

investigate how these changes affect the vertical relationships between instruments 

and the modal practice of ryo group pieces performed between the Heian period and 

the fourteenth century. 

In addition, I hope in future to be able to examine the relationship between the 

historical and modern ryo melodies, particularly with regard to the 'formularization' 

of the modern double-reed pipe and flute melodies. A study of the formulae of the 

ryo group melodies will test the arguments set out in this thesis concerning the use 

of modally specific and cross-modal formulae in modern togaku pieces. My hope is 

that the work on the ritsu group pieces in this thesis and the work on the ryo group 

pieces in my post-doctoral research will lay the foundations to a thorough 
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understanding of the development of togaku from Tang China to modern Japan, and 

to a reassessment of the view that togaku, which represents perhaps the oldest 

continuous tradition of instrumental music in the world (Marett 1986:29), was a 

static and unchanging repertory throughout the course of its transmission. As this 

thesis shows, nothing could be further from the truth. 
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